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6TH CPV CONGRESS  VIEWS VIETNAM'S  SOCIOECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

Moscow FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS  in English No 3,   1987 pp 3-13 

[Article by Ye.R.  Bogatova,   candidate of economic sciences,  and M.Ye. 
Trigubenko,   candidate of economic sciences] 

T he 6th Congress of ^.Commun^ gP^ 
T and remarkable event in the 1 Je of W™n?™Zlnenss "ihe mportance 
Vietnamese people. As noted on the^eve of the Congress the , j^ ^ 
of a Party Congress and ^mwsness^w^y as luddly 
fronting the Party and the peop^ have^never been^ made of a 
as now. And never before have such exact>n peasants and intellec- 
forthcoming Congress ^ Party mOTjers, p^blems of the transi- 
tuals-by all sections o.^he population .    u P manifested 
tional period that are difficiitit to soJve in pr^cüce "a^ecemb

y
er 1976): {or- 

themselves in the ten yea^ a"er the 4th CPV Congress I ons and 

mation of the national ec0"°^Jn
s

nCT
s^V mechanism During this period 

the creation of ^^^Sthe TransUional societ? were found 
many innovative forms °tdp

e\e3 mistakes in the socio-economic policy, but. at the same time   there were m staKes in i Q{ the 
The atmosphere ?f preparation:s for ^ Congress princjpled 

Congress and the spirit of its decisions jere deter v       ^ 
approach formulated as fo lows in *« P° ^j^Uents and speak 
tral  Committee:  -Face the truth, make l™1"' preceded  by   a 
only  the truth". The  convocation  of  the  C-ongress ™£        of whkh 

sweeping campaign of ^"^^ ideolo- 
kev questions oi economic de^lopment and a«o o      b concrete 
gical   and  cadre  work ^re  extensive^   discusea^ Committee 

proposals were made ^""V^nrTbS^ of the 

Political Report at all levels,   rom bo torn to top.   i    and ^ ^ ^ 

t^^l^^^ nlost" important questions of so- 

^^^CongrT,o^^^ need for a profoun d   revcju- 

tionary reorganisation of '\^"%f^h°\S°- out of the present dif- 
thinking and style oi w.fk

a., Tll'^^^^Comrade Truong Tinh.> The ficult  and   dangerous  situation     stressed    «.orn t ^ p]enum 
need for renewal and change sounded ^r the rus   i    s ber 1979i but 
of the CPV Central Committee    4th^comocation^ v        ^ ^ 
it took 6-7 years for it to P;°e^^^CS0

C
u

n
n
e

d
S--restructuring in the field o 

mental attitudes. A new impetus ^ Pr°10TU: ions o{ the 8th Plenum of 
economic management ^^/'^/^ation    in Julv  1985. A concept 

SITeM^ interpretation of some 



conceptual ideas of the country's transition, to socialism bypassing the 
capitalist stage of development on the basis' of a generalisation, from a 
Marxist-Leninist approach, of the rich experience and lessons of Vietnam's 
development. Let us dwell on the main ones which can broaden our know- 
ledge of theoretical problems of the transitional period. 

The historical \ramework and stages vj the transitional period. 
Emphasising the lengthy nature of this period in countries with predomi- 
nantly small-scale production and its profound revolutionary content as 
regards productive forces, production relations and superstructure, the 
6th Congress once again noted the stage-by-stage solution of problems 
and the need to take into account the distinguishing factors and comp- 
lexity of every stage. It was stressed that inadequate understanding of 
this and the desire to leapfrog a number of necessary stages had created 
serious obstacles for the country's development in the first vcars after 
reunification. 

The initial stage of the transitional period was not singled out at the 
4th CPV Congress, nor were its concrete socio-economic aims and tasks 
defined. This was done only at the 5th CPV Congress in March 1982. The 
main content of the initial stage was defined as the creation of the neces- 
sary social, economic and political preconditions for launching a large- 
scale socialist industrialisation at the next stage.4 The main tasks of the 
transitional period as a whole were concretised in relation to this stage 
and the hierarchy of objectives and priorities of development were defined 
in general outline. 

Having analysed the development of the economy and society in the 
1980s, the 6th CPV Congress noted that the main targets set by the 5th 
Congress—stabilisation of the socio-economic situation and the people's 
life—had not been attained.5 It was underlined in this connection that 
the all-embracing task, the general objective of the remaining years of 
the initial period was stabilisation in all spheres of social and economic 
life: those of production, distribution and circulation; stabilisation of the 
material and cultural standards of populations' life, and improvement in 
the efficiency of management. 

The conclusion of the initial stage is associated with the attainment 
of five main objectives: 

1. Satisfaction of the population's basic necessities (provision of suffi- 
cient food, necessary clothing and other prime necessities, improvement 
in medical services, housing construction, education, etc.) and the creation 
of internal accumulations. On the whole the task is to increase the accu- 
mulation fund in the usable national income to 20 per cent. 

2. Formation of a structure of the national economy that would ensure 
its stable and balanced development. Accelerated production of foodstuffs, 
consumer goods and export commodities should be the key link in this 
structure. 

3. Further steps in the formation and advancement of new production 
relations and a more comprehensive system of economic management: 
strengthening of the socialist sector and the establishment of close ties 
with other sectors of the economy, development of cost accounting and 
socialist enterprise. 

_ 4. Progress in the social sphere—increasing employment, ensuring dis- 
tribution according to work, implementing the principle of social justice 
in accordance with the concrete conditions in the country, providing for 
a better way of life, strengthening public order and secüritv, preserving 
and developing revolutionary traditions. 

5. Strengthening the country's defences and security. 
Thus these tasks express the basic idea of the initial stage of the 

transitional period in a country with an underdeveloped economy—that 



of moving the development of the productive forces from the dead end 
and utilising all possible growth factors. .... •      u-,„n 30   lining tl/concrcte ways and means of at a.n.ng thf J>j.n objee- 
lives of tin  initial  stage in the coming period the CPV relies    on the 
essons and experience of the previous one. First and foremost, as was 

nokd at he Congress, there is the need to take into account objective 
la"vfand reeularifies and act in line with them. The development o pro- 
duction  Improvement   in  the  people's material  well-being^ and   cuItural 

tUandärds, the consolidation of the socialist system-all these are taken 
as criteria for evaluating the correspondence    of the Partys    poiic>  xo 

^SpecificTconomic factors of the transitional period and    the    use of 
economic law*  The most important factor in the development of a back- 
ward cwnomy during the transitional period is its multi-sectoral nature, 
he simuTSous exfstence and  development of different  socio-econ0m 
vpes of economv. The 6th  CPV  Congress  appropriately  analysed this 
ador of thetransitional period because, as it was summed up by the 

Congress   in our minds and in our practical activity "we have not yet 
r?co|niseVthe fact that the multi-sectoral economic structure in our coun- 
trv will exist for a relatively long period of time 

It was noted at the Congress that five sectors exist in the bRV- 
soci list! state-capitalist, private capitalist small-scale commodity and 
natural-patriarchal G In 1985 the state and cooperative sectors that is 
"he so ialist ones accounted for 70.7 per cent of the gross social produc 
and aböu 67 per cent of the national income. In agriculture virtually all 
neasant households in the North are members of cooperatives while the 
S o ■ th South s 87.2 per cent. The state sector accounts for 57 per 
wnt of the gross industrial output and the cooperatiye-24 per cent The 
share of the socialist sector in retail trade turnover is 57 per cent. Since 
thfsta te-capUal s ector is considered in Vietnam's statistics together 
wüh the state sector, it is difficult to define its scale precisely. The private 
Icior (sma hscale commodity and private capitalist) accounts for 29^3 
per cent of he gross social 'product, 33 per cent of national income 
19 per cent of industrial production and for about 40 per cent of retail 
trade turnover Primitive agriculture involving the clearing of forest 
land bv ™re remains in the mountainous areas of the North and on the 
Teintmen plateau (areas populated by national minorities). 

Tthe 6th Congress criticism was directed at the haste in carrying out 
.oculist transformations that manifested itself in the striving to liquidate 
Zediitelv 1 ™n-socialist sectors, concentrate attention only on chang- 
ng ?h forms 0f ownership of the means of production and ignore the 
solution of problems relating to organisation of management and the sys- 

te^MheSt6ibhUC°ongress the following aspects of the problem of transfor- 
mations were singled out more clearly than in the past: 

1 In the main the aim of the transformations is the acceleration of 
the development of productive forces and not just the establishment o 
social ownership of the means of production. Accordingly, the criteria of 
the effect" enes? of transformations are the further increase in produc- 
tion expansion of trade turnover, growth of labour productivity and im^ 
provemem o "he people's well-being. The transformations are not an end 
flhSv°es buiPan incentive for the development o, P^veto 

9 h is necessarv to constantly sustain the balance bet^ een produc- 
tion "relations and the nature and level of development of Foduc^e io - 
ces, to implement  stage-by-stage transformation    and    use  transitional 

10Tln  the formation  of new production relations it is imperative to 
take into account three main moments: the creation oi social ownership oi 



the means of production, socialist management and a socialist system of 
distribution. Without this even the belter equipped enterprises of the 
socialist sector function less effectively than enterprises belonging to the 
other sectors. 

4. The strengthening of the socialist sector, the development of its lead- 
ing and regulating role in respect of the non-socialist sectors, is a key 

"condition of the success of socialist transformations. 
The solution of all these problems objectively requires a lengthy period 

of time. Insufficient understanding of this, as it was recognised at the 
• Congress, was the.main reason why it proved impossible to implement the 

decisions of the 4th and 5th CPV Congresses urging that in the main the 
socialist transformations should be completed during the second and third 
five-year development periods. "Life taught us a patent lesson that we 
should not act with haste and contrary to laws", it was stressed in the 
Political Report of the CPV Central Committee to the 6th Congress. The 
report formulated in a new way the task in the sphere of transformations: 
"The implementation of socialist transformations is a permanent task of 
the entire period of transition to socialism, in appropriate forms and at 
the corresponding stages, and this should lead to a correspondence of 
production relations to the level and nature of productive forces and con- 
stantly influence their development." Proceeding from this approach to 
the problems of transformations, and from the recognition of the objective 
nature of the existence of multi-sectoral economy in the transitional 
period, the decisions of the 6th CPV Congress set the principled task of 
working out a policy of the correct use of all the economic sectors. 
Another distinction of the 6th Congress in its approach to the problem 
of the existence of several sectors is analysis of their development made 
not in isolation but as components of a single whole—a multi-sectoral 
economy of the transitional period. In this connection, the need is constantly 
stressed of developing ties of integration between the various sectors in 
conditions of increasing the leading role of the socialist sector, first of 
all the state sector, of increasing its economic impact on the develop- 
ment of the non-socialist sectors. 

In its approach to the application of the main economic law of social- 
ism at the stage of transition to socialism the CPV proceeds from the 
premise that this law begins to function from the very first stages of the 
transitional period. Any attempt to belittle its importance at the first 
stages of socialist construction, to sacrifice the social factor for the sake 
of a rapid growth of production, inevitably results in acute contradictions, 
turns social development into a brake on economic development and 
retards the effective functioning of the socialist mode of production. Con- 
cretising the aim of socialist construction in accordance with the eco- 
nomy's actual possibilities at each stage acquires principled importance. 
The scale and rates of development of production at the initial stage of 
transition to socialism, the essence of this stage as a preparatorv one 
for further growth, objectively determine the possibility of only meeting 
to a minimum the necessary requirements of the people. The "eating up" 
of national income, that is, spending on consumption in excess of the 
real possibilities of domestic production, inevitablv causes tension in the 
economy and generates parasitical attitudes. At the same time, an obses- 
sion with accumulation to the detriment of consumption reduces the pos- 
sibilities of invigorating the human factor. The CPV acknowledges this 
dialectical interaction of social and economic factors, aims and means 
and incorporates in its economic development plans the tasks aimed at 
increasing the output of food and consumer goods, expanding housing 
and cultural construction, etc. At the same time, it constantly draws at- 
tention to the need to observe the principles of social justice in the distri- 
bution and consumption of these boons which, at the initial stage of tran- 



sition to socialism, can be ensured mostly by skilfully applying the law of 
distribution according to labour. In previous years the CPV didI not suc- 
ceed in achieving a growth in the real earnings of industrial and office 
workers" the ft ale sector, narrowing the "scissors" of incomes ,n the 
nroduc ion sphere and trade in the socialist and non-soc.al.st sectors, and 
fn bocki g the channels of unearned .incomes. These problems were 
raised at the 6th CPV Congress and their solution has been singled out 
«The main element    in further    intensification   of the masses'    labour 

30 The'treatment of the development of a multi-sectoral economy as an 
organic whole and not as a mechanical sum tola of separate autonom- 
ously functioning sectors, the identification of the main levers of the 
sociali t sector's development by making predominant use of .cost-benefit 
methods create a basis for a more profound understanding in the SRV 
of how the law of planned and proportional development its ties with the 
law of value and other laws of commodity-money relations, function at 
the initial stage of the transitional period. 

In terms of theory the CPV proceeds from the premise that the main 
content of the process of transition from small-scale production to large- 
s?ak socialist production is the transition to a socialist commodity eco- 
nomy In this connection, the planned economic management of the tran- 
sitional period means management of a developing commodity and not 
na ura production. For this reason correct use of commodity-money rela- 
tions is being advocated as a strategic direction in the creaüon of the 
mechanism of management. Here special attention is being given not to 
a simple combination of planning with the development of commodity- 
money relations but to a purposeful and constantly increasing impact of 
Tanned relälSns on the content and forms of commodity production and 
Kation In their sum total all these factors should create internal 
moSng forces of the economy's development based on a deeper linkage 
of Dublc collective and individual interests. A close combination of inde- 
pendence and Te ponsibility at all levels, a profit-and-loss approach in any 
fvpe of economic activity are being considered as the key demands made 
of the new svstem of management now in the making. 

The old mechanism of management, known as a bureaucratic-centralis- 
ed and multi-tiered one, was subjected to serious criticisms at the 6th 
CPV Congress. It slowed down the economy's development because it was 
based mostly on administrative management "from top to bottom , neith- 
er did it touch on the interests of producers. That mechanism failed to 
create conditions for their responsibility and interest m, efficient.and[pro- 
ductive labour. As assessed at the Congress, simplified views on social- 
ism and overestimate of the possibilities of fulfilling any subjective 
wishes were the basic reasons of this mechanism's existence. 

The management mechanism has been under criticism    in the  SRV 
since the late 1970s, but concrete steps taken to dismantle it in the 1980s 
clearly demonstrated the difficulties and contradictions of searching lor 
new approaches and methods of management. A whole range °f .m^sures 
to activate persona]  and collective interests,  strengthen the stimulating 
function of prices, profits and wages, and also to improve the system   o 
planning yielded positive results and served  as an important source_o 
economic changes during the previous five-year development peno£ But 
superimposed on the virtually unchanged structure-the old^ methods and 
forms of management that continued to exist-the new methods of mana- 
gement brought about serious disruptions in the socio-economic situation 
f deepening of contradictions and disproportions. This manifested .tself 
most clearlv in the sphere of commodity-money circulation where   he lack 
of effective"methods of state price and other value forms regulation led 



to a spontaneous functioning    of the law of value to the    detriment of 
socialism. 

In its analysis of the causes of this grave situation the 6th Congress 
pointed to the need for overhauling the activities of central and local state 
organs, for ensuring that their work would make it possible to purposeful- 
ly combine the cost-accounting interests of the lower-echelon production 
units and the interests of the state and society and not to loosen 
control of the emerging economic ties and at the same time not to inter- 
fere in the day-to-day economic and financial activities of the producers 
The Political Report of the CPV Central Committee stressed that the 
crucial and urgent task is to implement these principles in the main 
spheres—planning, material and technical supply, export-import opera- 
tions, pricing, determination of wages, etc. A whole range of measures 
have already been outlined but the directions, forms and content of fur- 
ther readjustment of the management mechanism still require theoretical 
substantiation and trial. The Congress decisions orient the Party at an 
attentive and serious approach to the search for answers to these ques- 
tions—by intensifying research, conducting experiments and summing up 
their results, and also studying the experience of the fraternal countries. 
Caution against haste and one-sidedness in the process of updating the 
manage'ment mechanism is likewise essential. 

Development contradictions and quality of growth rates. A profound 
analysis of the dialectics of the development of productive forces and 
production relations during the past decade enabled the CPV to take a 
new look at the solution of the problem of growth rates, single out the 
main contradictions characteristic of a given stage of development and 
ways of overcoming them. 

Lenin noted: "Facts, if we take them in their entirety, in their inter- 
connection, are not only stubborn things, but undoubtedly proof-bearing 
things... And if it is to be a real foundation, we must take not individual 
facts, but the sum total of facts, without a single exception, relating to 
the question under discussion."8 

It is impossible to find one's way in a caleidoscope of contradictory 
facts if we do not single out the main determining tendency, regularity 
in this phenomenon. 

In this case it is also relevant to identify the main tendencies and re- 
gularities determining SRV's advance. What is the main trend of develop- 
ment and how does its contradictory nature manifest itself now? In our 
view this is the need to accelerate socio-economic development on the 
basis of deep-going qualitative changes in the economy and society. The 
manifestation of this trend encounters the immaturity of organisational, 
material, social and other preconditions. There is the objective need for 
a rapid upsurge of productive forces, for a revolutionary breakthrough, 
but in present-day conditions the country can develop only by way of 
evolution, utilising the advantages offered by the traditional" sectors "and 
without dismantling of the existing structure. The attempts to speed up 
this process, to run ahead of things, the so-called frontal cavalry charge 
attempted in the 1970s ended in failure and caused decline in production 
and the labour activity of the popular masses. 

Not so much contradictions of growth as trends of decline objectively 
manifested themselves during this period. Elements slowing down deve- 
lopment had accumulated.6 There appeared the need to work out such a 
concept oi growth that would accord with the law of the correspondence 
of production relations to productive forces as applied to the initial phase 
of socialism. The solution of this problem is seen in the linkage of the 
problem of economic growth rates and its structure with that of improv- 
ing production and social relations, overcoming contradictions of economic 
growth. 



\\ the current stage of SRV's development the main thing is to dcler- 
minc the advantages and possibilities offered by the various sectors. As 
^result  it mav be possible to make production re aliens exert a strong 
mpact  on the'dynamics of productive forces. This has     already been 
nroved   in Dart  bv the economic reform in the first hat ol tnc  lyeus. 
P     n the Etate sector economic  growth became possible by combining 
.ronLic independence and self-financing with an intensification of cen- 
r»\Td e2     although, as it was noted at the Congress, the optimal 
MMof^ntotomarinAwnte™** aPPlied to Vietnamese condi- 
gn. i<vel™ be found. In the cooperative sector progress was ensured 
hv a w^el  considered and balanced combination of the peasantry's econo- 
mVinlereSs Ä basis of the introduction of individual  and group 
Ztracts on end output. The most complex question is how to draw the 
orecaptaU t patriarchal sectors and the private capitalist sector into the 
fnle^aed  svsten oi social  relations. >° At the present stage the CPV 
sets the task of ensuring a limited development of the capitalist sector by 
at   aclfneWestern capital as well as capital of overseas Vietnamese and 
promotinl The development of state-private capital in some branches of 

F1sC fo" thned prod"cTiveeSforces themselves their influence on growth 
HvmmiirV can be ensured by optimally combining the development of 
SucalG medium and large-scale production, by providing operating 
entern rise'wUh the needed equipment and developing traditional bran- 
SesPA 1 thl above mentioned measures to invigorate growth character- 
istic of the pre-industrial period of development, point out the need for 

u h / count? as Vietnan/to embracethe .theory[and Practice of an eco- 
nomic Dolicv like the New Economic Policy in the USSR in the laws laous. 

^The present system of reproduction in the SRV is predominantly the 
extensive phase «development quite natural for a country with an under- 
devdoped economy. At the same time the extensive type o reproduction 
fn cond tions of deficite economy generates formidable problems and Con- 
rad actions   some of which owe their origination to subjective errors in 

^^l&^^S^masi typical of the SRV after ten years 

°f Pr^Ä™f 8productive capital from outside and the inability 
1o absorb it because of the small scope of production in the country  Mos 
o° the credits received bv the SRV were spent on the construction oi neu 
projects mostly in industry, while only 7 per cent of the foreign aid were 
fnvested S the development of the agro-industrial sector, as, for instance, 

was More ^1980^ .nvestments under conditions o{ insufficient utilisa- 
tion of existing capacities. More than 100 industrial enterprises have been 
buiU n the SRV with Soviet assistance alone. According to Member of 
fhe Political Bureau of the CPSU Central Committee ,Secretary 0 the 
CPSU Central Committee Yegor Ligachev, who headed the CPSU delega- 
tion at the 6th CPV Congress, the efficiency with which the new capacities 
areuid in a number of Instances remains low." The reasons of this are 
rooted in acute disproportions: shortage of energy carriers, spares and 
skilled labour The difficulties are exacerbated by the irrational and waste- 
ful use of aid; ineffective, high-cost mechanism of internal manage- 
ment; frequent disregard for the economic interests of collectives, and 
backward social infrastructure; 

-the inability of the SRV, because of the small scope of production, 
to make effective use of the broad assistance provided by various count- 
ries and aimed at giving technical assistance in the construction of major 

Pr°lnCthe current five-year development period Soviet economic assistance 



will be twice as much as that provided from 1981 to 1985 " It is meant 
primarily, for the establishment and development of basic ndusWes- 
energy, coal mining, oil production, machine building and chemical in- 
dustries and also the production of building materials >< Yet dm nG the 
past five years, SRVs economic growth was due mainly tö traditfona 
branches that have little to do with foreign assistance. For exÄ 
cottage mdustr.es and the food sector in agriculture developed dynamic 

o^7£0I]-ra<?ic}i0ns, be!ween lhe Iow norm of accumulation (8 per cent) 
and the limited scale of consumption, this preventing attempts to raise the 
Fnf^u.T^-A vu?CUT]aÜ0? 3tihe expense of the Population's incomes. 
Foreign ad    did little    to resolve this contradiction.    Let us take again 
?Q«f SSlf IQR^K
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 .exPerie"cc °f Soviei-Vietnamese relations. Between 

1981 and 1985 the share of consumer goods in Soviet exports to the 
SRV amounted to 1.6 per cent while that of food  (counting deliver es of 

£fH,nthrtd|S0Url amTted t0
f 

8
+
PCr Cent-'5 For comparison U should be 

wl! fvi? r ?f mai]Ulfturc? consumer goods and foodstuffs in 
Soviet exports to Cuba and Mongolia in the same period amounted to 
nf &prSS ,iar Pe\uent resPftively. even though the living standards 
ot the population   in these countries are higher than in the SRV »« 

DerioH0«^ ?£ Ä aTng
f
the Pai^S °f gr0Wth duri"g the transitional period are the high rates of populat.on growth and the limited number 

of new jobs; surplus of manpower and shortage of middle-level and highlv 
qualified personnel; untapped material resources, especially in agriculture 
and low standard of production and personal consumption 

The drafting of a progressive concept of economic growth includes the 
definition of optimum growth rates. The latter must be determined by the 
extent to which social requirements are satisfied. It appears that optimum 
possible rates of acceleration after the period of stagnation were attained 
in   he period from  1981  to 1985. The average annual rate of increment 
Sint • niaQ7°fin?LmC0rne W3S 6-3 Per cent in 1981-!985 (as against 0.6 per 

Q1^ m980; gross agricultural product-4.9 per cent (1.9 per cent 
o«m Ü K "2 industrial output-9.5 per cent (0.6 per cent in 1976- 

1980) It is intended to retain this trend between 1986 and 1990 and to 
consolidate on the whole the growth rates of the previous five-year deve- 
lopment period. For example, the average annual growth of national in- 
come is to amount to 6-7 per cent.17 

A preliminary forecast of Vietnam's development bv the year 2000 pro- 
vides for optimum growth rates (average for the entire period) and a 
relatively rapid growth of these rates after 1995 in branches linked with 

SinÄll0n ,aS WelJ as scienlific and technological progress. Bv the 
year 2000 the volume of produced national income is to grow 240-250 oer 
cent as compared with 1985. For comparison the European CMEA count- 
ries intend to double produced national income bv the vear 2000 Their 
optimum growth rates are to amount to 4-5 per cent while the minimum 
permissible ones are set at 2-3 per cent !S 

Concept of structural policy. At the 6th Congress this concept was out- 
lined and the policy oi industrialisation at various stages of development 
concretised The essence of the new approach to the analvsis of problem, 
ot industrialisation and structural policv is as follows: 

T, 'JVnv °r the Presem development is interpreted in a different wav 
The 6th CPV Congress underlined the following ultimate aim of the 
country s development till the end of the initial stage: comprehensive 
stabilisation of the socio-economic situation, further creation of the neces- 
sary preconditions for accelerating socialist industrialisation at the sub- 
sequent stage. 

2  The importance of adhering to the general laws of industrialisation 
(predominant growth in the output of the means of production, enlarge- 



ment of the econon^s scope. cre^^-^oped national — 
complex, utmost raising of scientific J™ lec""°'"£ ifi case is acknow- 
with.the possibility ^ m^n^^Z ^^i ill more expedient now 
ledged. It is said, for ms}a^'l^J^ Kow down the pace of build- 

If eXion in Wsphere;of agricul ural p™dUcl«.n ,f 

Vietnam-it is necessary, just as in other countries ol"d t      ; s      lhe 

^,r^Sc?r lnCtB0enneTf T'ft pessary to deveiop science in 

target-oriented approach ft    th   deliberations the Party 
It was noted at the^h Congress tnaianei f sociaiist 

should speed up the drafting crf the ap=«te Fogram     Qgra -t 

revolution m  Je transrtionapenoa. H det|rmine the strategy of so- 
was stressed in the report, the i£V w . deveiopment which would 

ÄWpiÄA^ of the Party's activity and 

that of the state as well. tareet-oriented programmes—on 

J^ä-ä: ä K3EäI^= 
gramme the main emphasis is °"th

Q
e
n^Institution of measures to con- 

S"tJeCpeTc PrK Ä?3 ^Ä^M 
is to annually produce 20-20.5 mi hon       s        * comparison,    the 

"jaTJKRKSi"*--»» 

the output of consumer goods to 13-la per cen 
The SRV is working out a vigorous export strateg> to ardu F 



vinces, districts and individual enterprises and organisations into export 
activities and to ensure the conditions that would encourage the produc- 
tion of export goods. During the five years export is to increase bv 70 per 
cent mostly through deliveries to other countries of traditional items like 
raw and processed agricultural produce, light and cottage industrv pro- 
ducts and sea products. ... 

It was noted at the Congress that the development of SRV's economy 
on the basis of these programmes will require a structural reorganisation 
ol production and radical review of the structure of capital investments 
Ihis direction of structural changes will make'it possible to solve more 
successfully both social problems and the task of creating initial accu- 
mulations. 

The CPV structural policy is directed at identifying not only the main 
but also the weakest link which may retard growth. For Vietnam at the 
present stage this weak link is composed of the power, transport and the 
coal industries, which should be intensified, modernised and boosted It 
was noted at the 6th CPV Congress that the heavy industry branches 
should effectively interact with agriculture and the light industry Com- 
prehensive and effective development of the existing enterprises is the 
main direction in the use of capital investments. It is intended to raise 
questions of new construction projects only when this is urgently and 
really needed. J 

5. New approach to the strategy of economic cooperation with foreign 
countries. It was stressed at the 6th Congress that Vietnam intends \o 
develop relations of allround cooperation with the USSR and other so- 
cialist countries in various forms: direct production and scientific-technical 
ties between enterprises and organisations of the SRV and CMEA coun- 
tries, as well as establishment of joint enterprises and direct foreign 
capital investments. 

Being defined now are the branches and tvpes of production that 
should be used in increasing SRV's participation in the socialist economic 
integration. The most important of them are the agro-industrial sphere 
the light industry, some branches of the extractive industries, co-produc- 
tion of a limited range of machinery—mostly on the basis of supplied 
raw materials. 

A special role is given to raising the effectiveness of SRV's coopera- 
tion with the USSR. We are prepared together with the Vietnamese com- 
rades to develop in every way industrial and scientific-technical coopera- 
tion, to set up joint enterprises in industry and in the agro-industrial 
complex, to cooperate in the output of light industrv products Ye^or Li- 
gachev said at the CPV Congress.19 A special role is given to strengthen- 
ing direct ties between the USSR's Far Eastern regions and the SRV to 
taking appropriate steps to organise export of farm produce to these re- 
gions and setting up direct ties between major twinned cities of the SRV 
and the USSR.20 

-rhe strategy of Vietnam's economic, political and ideological develop- 
I ment in the coming five-year period and in the remaining vears of the 

initial stage of the transitional period has been formulated" in general 
outline in the decisions of the 6th CPV Congress. An analysis of this 
strategy gives every reason to believe that Vietnamese Communists strive 
to approach creatively and innovativelv the solution of the most complex 
problems facing their country. There are no ready recipes for their settle- 
ment. Successes are achieved by overcoming difficulties and contradictions 
which, as it was noted in the Poliiical Report to the 6th Congress, will 
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not vanish in the future. The CPV does not shrug off these difficulties and 
strives to 'make a deep analysis of both the positive and negative expe- 
rience accumulated by it and by other socialist countries. 

i Khan   Dan,   Oct.   25,   1986. 
•" These discussions were dominated by a spirit of sharp criticism. Thus, it was no- 

tnA at the'10th" Party Conference in Hanoi in October 1986: "During the past period we 
hidI Vouch an 'infantile disorder' of leftism, displayed voluntarism and went counter 

t« objective laws of development." Nhan Dan, Oct. 20,  1986 
" \Vinn Da/i Oct 20, 1986. "The new economic thinking," it was noted at the Ha- 

nni Conference "means applying the ideas of Marxism-Leninism to the concrete condi- 
gn, in our country in accordance with objective laws, with the level of economic 
development at each separate stage. This is a dialectical, scientific and reyo utionary 
Thinking " The revolutionary importance of the spirit of profound change displayed b> 
Ihp 97ih CPSU Congress was of great significance for Vietnamese Communists. 

«See 5th Congress of the Communist Party of Vietnam, Moscow, 1983, p. 15. 
= in concrete terms this was because the growth of production on the whole and 

the overcoming of the slump of the late 1970s did not ensure a stable satisfac ion of 
he need- of consumption and accumulation; the planned targets for the production of 

Lev »em« (foodstuffs fabrics, coal, cement, etc.) were not met. No substantial increase 
in the effic encv of production and capita! investments was recorded. Serious difficulties 
\L emerged in the sphere of distribution and circulation: aggravation of disproportions 
HP weeii«unplv and demand in the field of foodstuffs, consumer goods, energy and raw 
material resources, between the commodity and monetary mass between export and im- 
nort the hieh rate of inflation, the rapid growth of prices the decline of the real in- 
comesof industrial and office workers in the state sector and of servicemen. Such nega- 
tive Phenomena as violation of social justice, corruption, etc., were on the rise, 
tne Pn|~a„ification of sectors was made at the Congress for the first time Earlier 
(in the decisions of the 4th, 5th Congresses and other documents) the socialist sector 
was alwavs divided into the state and cooperative sectors, while the natural-patriarchal 
and   the 'small-commodity   sectors   were   grouped   together 

- In recent years the CPV has been paying special attention to the idea of actively 
involving the small ethnic minorities living in the mountainous regions of Northern and 
Central Vietnam in the country's economic life, in matters concerning the development 
of nroduc ive forces. The formulation of a correct policy in respect of the natural-pa- 
Uiarcha! sector, the creation of effective incentives for development and progress acquire 
considerable   importance   in   this   connection. 

°V    I    Lenin.   Collected   Works,   Vol.   23,   p.   272. 
* For a Ion" time it was thought in the SRV that the existence ol additional capi- 

tal investments, manpower, fuel and raw material resources was a  sufficient guarantee 
n   a; ain™  high rates of economic growth. The two strong aspects of the Vietnamese 

iconomv-"an I  and  people-were pointed  out.  But it was    not taken  sufficiently  into 
coSmion that relations of distribution play a crucial role in the attainment of high 
results   Levelling in distribution, state subsidies to sustain a low but guaranteed stable 
hin"'standard   the distribution of the necessities of life by way of a rationing system 

resulted in a situation where, despite huge inputs in structural changes m the economy, 
growth was slugging and low rates persisted in the main structure-forming  branches. 

"> In the present form the capitalist sector is not only a factor of growth but also 
•   facto-  of  deceleration  because it develops mostly in the sphere of trade,  generating 
d-.c.-fr,nisation   chaos, spiraling prices and artificial shortages of consumer goods. 

■r See   Prävda,   Dec.   20.    1986. ■     t  «, <   ■„ 
■: The per  capita  national  income  in  the  SRV  amounts to  4  per cent  o!   that  in 

ii'A    European   CMEA   countries. 
■■■■ Pravda.   Dec.    18,    19,    1986. 

^ S>'L-eForeign  Trade  of the  USSR  in   1985.  Statistical  Collection,  Moscow,   1986. 
i-    203. 

"' Ibid .   pp.   226.   227.   264. 
: Sec Economic Cooperation of CMEA Countries,  1986. No.  1, p.  106. 

•f The solution of this question involves overcoming major difficulties firsL ot all 
n.,;.^:- of the unstable development of the main sectors on which economic growth ai 
lv p-osen- stage depends. The unfavourable weather conditions, the lailures to lultil 
M:'ious reforms might seriouslv affect growth rates. Thus, in 1986 the increases m the 
i-, indices were lower than the average figures for 1981-1985: national income— 
4 ■■ in- cent, eross industrial output—5.6 per cent, gross agricultural produce—1.4 per 
ci-,/ Khun Dan. Dec. 26. 1986. 

" Prasda    Dec.    16.    19.    1986. 
-    Xhm:   Dan.   Oct.   20.    1986.    Pravda.    Dec.    17.    1986. 
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CURRENT PROBLEMS OF PEACE, SECURITY IN ASIAN-PACIFIC REGION 

Moscow FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS in English No 3, 1987 pp 14-28 

From the Editorial Board: In November 1986, an international conference devoted 
to urgent problems of the Asian Pacific Region (APR) was held at the Institute of 
Far Eastern Studies under the USSR Academy of Sciences. We addressed a number of 
questions to Soviet and foreign participants in the conference, among them to Pro- 
fessor 1. Kovalenko, Deputy Head of the CPSU Central Committee's International 
Departmen ; M. T.tarenko, Dr. Sc. (Philos.), Director of the Institute of Far Eask'r, 
Stud.es (USSR Academy of Sciences); Professor M. Hernandez, Director of the As " 
and Oceania Research Centre attached to the Centra! Committee of the Communisi 
Party o   Cuba   Member of the CC of the CP of Cuba; Professor Van Trong™o 
?l tcmJn!£'tUM °f A^Sla fnd tho Pacific under lhc Committee of Social Sciences of 
the SRV, D Maam, Cand. Sc (Hist.), Scientific Secretary of the Institute of Oriental 
Studies of the Mongolian Academy of Sciences; W. Bernstil, researcher at the Insti- 
tute of the International Working-Class Movement, under the Academy of Social 
Saences at the Socialist Unity Party of Germany Central Committee; P Koos 
researcher at the Institute of International Relations of the Hungarian Foreign 
^'"'DT-^ Röwinskl- .^searcher at the Institute of International Relations under 
he   Polish     Foreign  Ministry;   Professor   D.   Petrov,   Head   of   a   Department   at   the 

aSetsütuIe'of F^tÄie^  ^'^ A   M^ Hc'd  °f *  D^M 

Question: Of late the problem of the APR has been increasingly attra- 
cting the attention of political, business, public and academic quarters 
In your opinion what is the reason for this? 

I. Kovalenko: The thing is that the importance of the Asian Pacific 
Region in the process of world development is steadily growing This is 
only natural because the biggest countries (both in terms of size and 
population), such as the Soviet Union, the People's Republic of China 
the United States of America, India, Indonesia, Japan, Canada, Mexico' 
Vietnam, Bangladesh, Australia and others which exert tangible influence 
on the international situation are located there. The territory of the re- 
gion comprises almost half of the globe. More than two-thirds of humanity 
live in Asia alone. The countries of the region account for about 55 per 
cent of capitalist industrial production and 50 per cent of the world's trade 
According to forecasts of futurologists, political analysts, and econo- 
mists, by the end of this millennium the APR will play the key role in 
the world's political and economic ties,  and    the    settlement of global 
issues. 

The prediction made by K. Marx and F. Engels in the 19th century 
about the "dominating role of the Pacific Ocean" in international rela- 
tions of the future is coming true. The founders of scientific communism 
wrote that the Pacific would plav the role similar to that played by the 
Atlantic Ocean now, the Mediterranean in ancient times and in 'he Middle 
Ages—the role of the great waterway for world relationships. 

.Early in the 20th century, Lenin wrote about the "awakening of 
Asia . Today it has not only "awakened" but also considerably advan- 
ced in its economic and social development. At the same time i( conti- 
nues to remain a centre of grave contradictions. Suffice it to say that accor- 
ding to the UN Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pa- 
cific, "there live, in conditions of absolute poverty, 518 million people 
which comprises 89 per cent of the world's poor". 
_ One of the features characterising the APR is that there exist and 
interact the three big groups of states, i. e., socialist, developed capita- 
list, and developing countries.  Imperialism spares no efforts to hamper 
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"the onward historic processes in the region.check th<;ag°^and influ- 
ence of the forces of socialism, social prog.ess ^ P^ce. w.tn 
in view, it resorts not only to ^nw^^fL^iS^„0UV of ar- ■'pressure, but also to mil, ary force, ^e ^ ^ond biggest g     P ^ ^ 
Jned forces abroad (nearly 500,000 °™"*™.™in he region, including 
APR. A ramified system of US ^,1'\a^ P/.1, a

c
s

e
s/enment marked by en- 

nuclear weapons ■«< *™^^ Union an* the 
hanced strategic mobllity, is aneae^at,   .                uling quarters, seek 

5,aQS
Ue°stion:ain »hat way do the major capitalist powers display their 

aggressiveness in the APR? R .    wori(j affairs, is deter- 
ggm. Hernandez: The^g^f1«s    i thAPRj^™ %dsel    in that 

mined, to a considerable extent, bV ™ ff/ X u w     y gashed 
region that the USA used atomic weaP^s for the^ ™insi the Korean 
wars (the most large-scale ones sm Worid U ar        agai        ^ n 

and the Vietnamese peop es. At Present   too   me t 

remains tense because W^^^M^the Soviet Un on, other socialist 
Asia into a field for confrontation with the Soviet umo • 
states and national ^beration forces. ^^ 
sible to draw the countries of the re^on  "^^ o{ mili(ary operations, 
order to ensure its superiority at a possible   heatre°i >   v achieve 

to set up a profitable and .^^^^^äSgtSn regards as highly 
hegemony in that part of the wwWwJ en Vv as     g        ^ ^ y 

promising. Today the USA ..hasbd ^"{^Philippines. Apart from the 
S ^VUIA hAaUsS de3 lo'yed' a'powe" ul milüary^rouping/equipped with 
Pacific, the USA has aepioyeu *V weaoons  in the   ndian Ocean, 
different armaments   '"if^jJ^E \0 make the aggressive 

It should be added that the USA is stming notorious Washing- 
military blocs in the region more; actrve ^'™ ™^SEAN, and so on. 
ton-Tokyo-Seoul triangle. It is trymg to compro United 
One can suppose that Thai^d. ^h«h has cjose and ^ 
States, will be#turned into a gigantic aepox ^^ to fpu_ 
tion in the region, and also f ° a J £   °c irie, 0ne should also 
.träte peaceful development of the Indocnmese coumn 
bear in mind that Washington has includedthe Asian     Pagtic K g^ 
into its SDI programme, and this also aggraydie. 

part of the world. • ,•,„.,■ nr«Pnrp in the APR, though to a les- 
France also exercises^military presence ^^   hfts

A
st^at    ic 

g    itions in 
ser degree than the USA. in   ^b.d to pre n & ^.^ kUo. 
the Pacific. It keeps unaer r^1"-11 territories for carrying out its nuc- 
metres of the ocean space, posses.es ™™°™*^™?TJaTS and space 
iear tests, building its air and na™\*a*eS^ Caledo- 
S1 ?ÄÄS clductSJt^Serg^ound nuclear explo- 

sions in that part of the world. Pacific Region. I would 
Japan .P'^ JX'usV*   eking {o   „vohe   apan in its aEEr«. 

KäS«; err .5Lp™X»ssr?tPro««..«™.««-< 
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"to settle all disputes or conflicts between Japan and    other    countries 

Here tL^f foremosl' this relates to it's relations with the Soviet Union 
Here the Japanese government pursued, however a dual oolirv n . ?£ 
one hand, >t states its desire to develop good n ighbour y^e "wuS £e 
USSR  Certain steps to this effect were taken during the visits exchanged 

nT4in   ■ ^P
+l
thafKJ3pan w^l^uccee

rrinydraw^ngeCh?na   a   muTas" 
RSfÄ."1*0   +

e ?r?* f°
f the World caPita,ist econo^' and in hS in" 

Prn 6 I-1"""   °f 'It friendly relations with ^e Soviet Union g 

Proceeding from the same premise, Japan fully backs the US nolicv 
o pe petuating the division of Korea and unconditionally preserving Se 
US bases and armed forces in South Korea preserving the 

for th.thHKeCOn
fi
0miC Sphfrf- the Pro&«ninie of ensuring security provides 

for the diversification of foreign trade ties with the purpose o   reducing 

and fngrSf "Sk m "I" °f a COnflict situation in ^y Part of th worfd and for the use, as much as possible, of economic levels in the fom nf 
various programmes of aid to ensure permanent deHverietoJanan o 
raw materials and fuel and also to stabilise the capitalistsystem ?in the 
developing countries. The so-called "strategic" aid which has been Dlavina 
a growing role, especially during the past two-three years   imDlWthf 

a
Pnd°rrtP

y.-grant,Ilg,0f
I
big financia" ^d material  means* totheTountrel 

and regies which Japan, like the United  States, regards as «Serf 

ÄE) m °PP0Sing S0Cia,i5m (Pakistan' Tha*land   sUh A 
In the military sphere, Japan's security concept is based on the follow 

mg, S° ff: lh
t
e development of the militar? a liance with the USA 

and the buildup of "self-defence" forces potential The ''security tre.tv^ 
concluded with the United States in 1960 and the ensuSg agre meSs 
are regarded by Tokyo as the "cornerstone of Japanese deffnee^ If see, 
the main advantage of its alliance with the USA in that thelatter ens,, 
nucLn^]-TT rbreIla"' ]' e" Washington commits itself to dLr a 
again" jlpat '* ^ """^ Which ™ld dare Use a^ we^ons 

In exchange for a "nuclear umbrella", Japan has taken a number of 

TalKmof fhe'iTt Hy,Ihf mid-'980s jt had turned into a JsMmJo? tant ally of the United States, and its significance in the strategic balan 
ctions      C6S h3S  bee"  gr°Wing Sinuously  along the  following  dire-" 

— expanded moral  and political  support  for Washington on  all  ,-e 
sues bearing on the problems of peace and disarmament; "  '?" 
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regards US bases on the territory °„iap,985   0f the  means of delivery 
including the deployment   ^ ^^5. of the ^           base 

of nuclear weapons-F-16 fißhter;°?™*5 °" calIinßS at Japanese ports 
in the northwest of the ™n

rft ™^ board: 
bv combat ships and submannes with nuclear v     P ^ readiness, 

•   _ Tokyo's support for the US   Star Wars   proj, programme; 
expressed in a statement of Septembe^ military-stra- 

- substantial extension of Japan sj^uons in     e J 

tegic system in Asia ;°"<™"*^ Pacific, to take 
submarine and anti-aircraft opera ions   n the worin ^ 
part in the mining of the three straits• ™s ™^ * fi    and 

«n thC Sea H°fitPtaroinn1 £?™ZnM™L\*™ from the Japa- 
n::rcVa°sf Tt'^TeM^cluVes^he escorting of US warships with atomic 

weapons on board, military-political ties with NATO countries 
- mvigoration of ditlerent J"  'Ldl > *_ ,    j        itn Australia and 

US allies in Asia, ^^J^%^lt\^nT^ is the promotion 
rftX^"!^ wS"Ä to setting up a global system of 

imperialist military blocs. . ince 1978) wnen 

V^%ÄToÄ the NATO Head- line Chief of the ^Uonal L)eien« j        sire to become an a. 
quarters   In March 1983  Japan declar ^ ^^ ^^ ^^ 
ted member of NATO ho"Bn,lg » J Britain and France continue 
military-political ties .^.^^.^[So Japan has been participating m 
to develop on bilateral basis. Sl™e '»»^ jaP™ pAC jointly with Cana- 
the large-scale naval ex erase s code-named RI» Y       m 
da   (a NATO member)   and Austrahaa^ 

SÄ'-M^^ thagt a Japanese sub- 
marine also participated in the exercises ensure  Us 

Alongside its alliance with the United Mates i? , .<sel{.defen. 
security, assigns considerab e importan« tJ *he ™Pd°with the United 
ce forces". In conformity with an agreement c ^ ^ 
States on November 27, 19/8 the ta k rf th«e^orcep ^ ^ 
mited and small-scale aZfessl™>i0J^r space "to contain, exhaust 
S ÄÄ ST. »f" & Ü« U. in HS arme, iorces 

TI,mta„ out!-- are gro^ n,    h   -te    uh,„ fto« ^       ^ per 

ries. Between 19/0 and lyba tne~* *'* enl   ln  ]986. Japan spent 3.3 
while in NATO as a whole    b . 3D0 Per «nL  1 ^ ^ .^ 

ÄTc^ÄSS Äe p"Ä"Ä and otÄr Parameters, 
rank sixth among the armies of the capital'st ^orld- the  inevitability 

Thus, the Japanese  security  concept  proceeds       j ^ 
of a further exacerbation of comronta   on between "P" 
countries, and the need to build up m^ig«of Japan        ^^   PQ_ 
rable component of the impenah t system Hence, a   ^       ar? concerned, 
hlems of war and peace   including nuclea    g   a 
Japan supported and will continue, in all probability, i v 
licy of the United States 
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F.,oUHti0n:/'hat, aren tlie specific features of the situation    in the Far 
Region^' Ü inflUenCe the atmosPh^e in the entire Asian Padfic 

1h>^rBepr?cS/l,-:'P0lit,'Cf-1' economic and  military processes occurring in 

gion. The economic potentials of the Far Eastern  J*L* »1**1   Y   ■ 

mmrnmsm 
Though, after World War II, the position of socialism in the Far East 

had been considerably consolidated, the alignment of forces there was no 

casein EuraoDe0rnnOCdLaliSm,in its ™frontatFon with capUalism a   w     ?h° 
an    cP,     A

P
A'        

euSUch cond,tlons. imperialism-US imperialism above 

ts:sss the deve]opment of ^^o-nt^ 

din?efromI?hP
hampering ^f1? Which had be^un ^ ^e Veg o7 Pro ^ ding  from the experience of detente in  Europe, one can  affirm thai  nf 

tPhP
raS°U? s*",fican<* is the fact that «" ™w the polfScal st^uctur   ?n 
%xf h rSt ha<t n°lbeen S0 relatively stable as in Europe 
J\e believe   the: situation in the Far East is being complicated   first 

and foremost, due to the following factors- ^njpncaiea, nrst, 

,« ~+ueCcgnit,^n„?f realities' which have taken shape in the Far East 

adn-eved: "' ^^ ^ ^ the ™ j" K°rea' has    ^   ^   been 

ries^f tneerreglon;COnipliCated territ°n'al JSSUe? j" relations among count- 

— the USA and South Korea show no readiness for a political settle 
merit 01 the problems on the Korean Peninsula; political settle- 

- Washington seeks to change the regional alignment of forces in its 

tynndPSeouTly    ' meanS °f d-el°Ping militarvg
po,iticlrt£rwitnnToS 

In the 1980s the USSR, Mongolia and the Democratic People's Repub- 
hc of Korea took some initiatives aimed at achieving detente in the?Far 
East This started a dialogue which in future was supposed to result in 
confidence-building in the political and military spheres develoDmen of 
multilateral interstate relations and. subsequently, in gradual creation o 
a broad system of security in the Far East. ^aauai creation of 

Question: US imperialism has been pursuing in the APR a nolicv nf 
setting up aggressive blocs, with Washington-Tokyo-Seoul triangle al Us 
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„„port.nl element. What are   in your opinion, the processes occurring 
within that, in fact, military alliance? tJ      o{ lhe United States, 

P. Koos: Growing military-poh^al coope 1]ed Washington- 
Japan and South Korea ^^s

he
an

f7^pXnt element of implementing in 
Tokyo-Seoul M*?&**?^l£\™^££ss\ve strategy of imperialism 
the APR, including the. ^%Sis\

n coulries. The correct usage of the 
directed primarily against social ist coumr t  then the compa- 
term "triangle" can be ^P^^VÄUelul side will be obvious 

the Second World Wf*1^,0^ ruling quarters of South Korea can- 
vernment paid a visit to_ Seoul^There    g which stn,   remembers 
not ignore the sentiments of ,^n

e. domination   The South Korean public 

^i^^w^^™^'1^™residing in Japan 
Tthere are approximately 680,000 of them). unequivocally supports 

Due to the coincidence_of d***™£^££ in no way excludes Japa- 
South Korea against the DPRK ^hich no* beneficial to preserve 
nese-South Korean contradictions   lokyc   nn        ,   a other things, 
tension on the Korean Peninsula -t impel* be     • ^ of ?,c to keep its military potential at a mgnieve^ chances  m  the 

development  and  this, in turn, J^s
AfSe Same time, South Korean 

ÄÄÄÄÄjS'Ä'lSi« are   ™*- »    a 

and Seoul. gu,ded by Wf^l10"^ iront primarily against the socia- 

are the prospects and poss^tiesf°r Ü   stab   sat o ^ ^ 
Van Trong: The countries of I^ochina *£ their econornies. Some 

the wounds of ^ar for .peaceful resUurturmg ^ der 

of   the   ruling   circles   u,'   AS|AN   ^^      n Japan economically, and 
the political influence of   he ^A. depenaing F        pursuing an ob- 
being in captivity of »"^commun,sm   Thescir P  on t 

solete policy, which is ^^"P^n countries. The states in Southeast 
and long-term interests of their oun cour der similar cU,tu- 
Asia. including the Indochmese coun    es   eme g become victims of 

from potential rivals. .        f    eace without conflicts 
The struggle to turn the APR into a regi°        V scientific, so- 

and foreign military bases   ^^h the countr es «ig g   g^ ^ the n 
cial and economic cooperation   and e^hangi g     V Southeast Asian 

t^ZS^^^^ T,SU contribution to the in.pl.- 
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mentation of the proposals on Asian Pacific problems advanced    bv Mi 

when ?h°prbA?FA^nd "7^°^ by the SOcialist ^"ntries  This till occr as Sä Prbs
s itairul

d/- ,&- «^ -j^EK 
problems include primarily the Kampuchea" issue

g nd th^estab "hment 
of good-neighbour y relations with Vietnam, Kampuchea an    Laos   Due 
to its geographical location and traditional   ies, the People" Renublic of 
China also p ays an important role in solving SoutheastAsia»prob ems 
of 1 /°nntnf °I Indochina have repeatedly advanced proposals full 
of goodwill and reflecting a new and realistic approachTt0

P he situat on 
in the region. It was reiterated at the 13th Conference nf \L in/Jt^t'on 

Foreign Ministers   (October  1986 in Hanoi)   tha^ the Sodali ? ÄTic 
of Vietnam, the People's Republic of Kampuchea  and the Lao H 
Democratic Republic want  an "early restoration  of fri ndship  vith

?the 
Chinese people '. The three Foreign Ministers pointed out that "normali 
sat.on of relations between Vietnam, Laos and Kampucheaon ihTnt 
hand, and the Kingdom of Thailand, on the other   iT^highWilortam 
factor of peace and stability in Southeast Asia". At the same Sh 
Conference pu   forward concrete proposals to Thailand and Chin   on   he 
development of mutual relations. As far as the Kamuuchean nrohiVm u 
concerned, the Ministers stated: "If the sides agree Zt thbasic proSem 
lies in the withdrawal of the Vietnamese armed forces from the7errit0™ 
of Kampuchea and in the elimination of the Pol Pot cliqu? guiltycf « 
An"- ca" ,mmedift

tely Set down to negotiations to rffi    lie 
problems in order to attain a political settlement in Kampuchea and to 
ensure peace and stability in Southeast Asia " 'P"cnea ana to 

We don't think that the settlement of the Kampuchean issue   like re 
station of friendly  relations between  Vietnam  in iothe    Indochinese 
countries, on the one hand, and the People's Republic of Ch na   on the 
other, can be attained easily and quickly. However, we belieVe that there 
A«£ P

TS
ePteS °r/ CeaSefir,e 3nd settlem^nt of conflicts In Southeast 

Asia. The Chinese eaders and ASEAN ruling circles should only have a 
sincere desire to solve these problems peacefully ° 

Question: As is known, in the 1980s, the Mongolian People's Republic 
came out with a number of initiatives concerning the station in he 
Asiem Pacific Reg.on. Would you kindly tell us in detail about those ini 

D. Maam: Active promotion of lasting security and peace in Asia has 
always been and continues to be the principal aspect of the foreign poliw 
pursued by the Mongolian People's Revolutionary Party and the Mongo- 
nan government. J u"^u 

On the threshold of the 1980s, the political situation in Asia became 
again compheated, and armed conflicts increased in many districts o the 
continent. Under such conditions, the 18th Congress of the MPRP nqgn 
advanced a proposal to elaborate and conclude a convention on mutual 
non-aggression and non-use of force in relations among Asian and Pad- 
Ac states. The aim of the proposal is to exclude aggression and the use 

r/tvTA«-!6 at,HnS am°7g St,ateS *5 the APR- f° Pr°™te Peace ™* seS! 
^nSef ofVaf re^'1 ^ t**™***™* "'«"«OIK among a„ the 

Our initiative stems from the fundamental principles of the Leninist 
oreign policy which has proclaimed the concept of peaceful coexistence' 
t properly takes into account the experience of the Bandung Conference' 

f2 a,\h * Pn"cipl!f emb.°died  in the  UN  Charter a"d  documents' adopted at the nonahgned countries' conferences 
As for the essence and major elements of the convention we have pro- 

posed, this stems irom the proposal itself. Such principles as mutual res- 
pect lor independence,  sovereignty and  territorial  integrity,  inviolability 
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of state borers, equality   non.interfcrenc» & tort^.1««»^«* 

t^T^äX &5Ä» "p°^ rf mutual,y 

count the entire complexity and
n

c?ntr*?ict°"   A°id reckon with the exi- 
Sr-EÄ=HÄe .st an, .*, 

approach is necessary-from  he simple to the compiicatea roposed 

iems of security in the region and the concluj ion o adhe. 

^^»^hS^^ °pe-n^aLChanism of Asian 

SeC&g the years that have fc^^^»^*^ 
a considerable amount of work has been done JJ* «£ Jc Pstates of ^ 
ming the governments and public o A

sia" * . its essence and 
Mongolian foreign policy imtia.^«"J "£a™n.g

rc the appeal of the 
principles. In this connection of great importance: are i       PF 

MPR Great People's■ Khjral  £^ the Chairman of the 
ments of Asian and Pacific ^"tms- a Mesyge oi government 
Presidium of the Great People: s Khural to hea« °! B    Security 
of 50 countries, including all the pennan^t *      t   December {0> 

Mie^ S Pe0Ple'S KhUral ln De' 
CetinCr&

anMoSSg°olia has beer.conducting, &f%££%«& 
tense bilateral exchange of opinion with other Aswn cou and 
1983, on the MPR's initiative  *e holding oMjulttiai ^ 
conferences to promote our PJJP^KS be^nilfer fof socialist count- 
in 1983 a working meeting of deputy foreign mmisier» countries; 
ries was held; in 1984-a conference of experts^from socian 
and in 1984 and 1985-internaüonamee tings of youtn a 
organisations of Asia and the Pacific. In 1983 and KWbu ^.^ 
the venue for consultative meetings of parliamentar. Q{ _ 
countries who discussed «^ P^K\£ Jagainrt the danger 
S^r^TtÄ^Ä an fse effortsgconstitute an ,»- 
-rÄ^MÄÄ S«ve has^rousing 
increasing interest and understanding injj^f^ltional organisations, 
vernments of many APR countnes js welUs »«^J^^tS^Qeneral share our proposal and assess it positively ine^ *    & st 

stressed in his letter that ^.^^^J^tm^%\^ interests of aimed at buttressing international security ana meeu | d {{ 

all the humankind The Internationa ^S/Änüa (the Philippi- 
in East Asia and the Pacific heWJast DecemDer in v        them tQ 
nes) issued an appeal to all states i^Asia and the F*a ^ ^ ^ 

IMS Sec taStfoÄt E ttf^ - «* W" *"" 
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vprcoi *ould/ °* a Plllar for «scntiallv important guarantees of uni- 
versal security in Asia and the Pacific. The international conference for 
peace and security in Asia, held in Bangalore (India) ea lyTnJuh1986 
passed a special resolution in support of our proposal The resolution 
reads in , t h( {he imp,ementatj'n of Mongolia\s propo al as wel a" 
of the constructive initiatives set forth by other socialist sPta e   and by the 
p°"?Äd Countr,e*' wou,d lan^ib'y contribute to turning Asia and" the Pacific into a zone of peace and security 

';tionTsilanCHUTtintUali0rin ^ APR" lh,e SlePPin£ UP of military prepara- tions and the invigoration by imperialist circles of the "neoelobalism" 
policy demonstrate that to consolidate peace a determined strucele uni- 
fication and activisation of all forces favouring peace and opSng the 

of!3! pro^T™^ GiVen th,S SÜUati0n  fhe POlitiCal £*^™ 

which bars the use of force in inter-state relation ,aTd"0^ake an ache 
part ,n carrying out peace initiatives set forth by other countries Thl 
Congress supported the idea of holding a meeting of representatives of 
Communist and Workers' Parties of the APR cou&riLTdh^JZül 
problems- oi peace and security in Asia. It also expressed the MPRFI 

Batmunh   r .*< **?* ^ !" ÜS PrePara^n «id holding. Tambyn 
Batmunl . General Secretary of the MPRP CC, emphasised at the Cone 

fo"SsuchJaemeeetin°re       " ^ ^"^ ™*m tte U^" 
In this connection, a number of bilateral and    multilateral meetings 

and consultations of the fraternal parties took place in 1986 on, thT/SpR? 

?^    held SeÄantS jn tHe CO?sultation of the APR fraternal par ties   held in Ulan Bator unanimously came out for holding a regional 
meeting ,n the near future, and set up an ad hoc group for its prepara 
'°"r°Ur Party Was Char^ed with the function of a coordinator of the 

meetings preparation. At the latest session of the ad hoc group iV w 
unanimously deeded to convene in the summer of 1987, in Ulan BatoV 
a consultative meeting of representatives of the national contingents of 
toe coinipunist and working-class movement in the region. The 19th 
MPRP Congress also deems it necessary to convene an all-Asia forum 
AsiaPne^h"" M°nPerti0n With the Participation of representatives of the 
Asian pubuc. Mongolia spares no effort to this effect 

initia%i?vTntQti0",0fn°"r ?T0??sa] WOu]d promote the realisation of nitiatAes b, he Soviet Union and other peaceloving countries toward« 
improving pohtical chmate in the world as a whole and in Asia and he 
Pacific in particular. Ol exceptional significance here is the Soviet Union's 
idea concerning a comprehensive approach to ensuring security in 4«ia 
on tne basis oi joint efforts by Asian states, inasmuch as it serve a?an 
impetus ic;r a new political thinking in international affairs 

Peace initiatives of the USSR and other socialist, as well as nonalien- 
theTJS'  aCtUall>'  ?Pen  UPufresh  P°ssibiIjties  for  further  promo fng 
£    .nf •^■PrOP?Sal  SinCe  they  a11 pursue one and the same objec ti\e—consolidation of peace and security, mutual confidence and coopera- 
lion in /is'a. r 

We maintain that  all these proposals and  initiatives can  and should 

XsT*™£ pe
a
n4plteT.naliVe ki I"6 a^re?SiVe P0,iCy °f i-P-ialism in </ ! \aciüc- The translating into    reality of these     proposal* 

would contribute to the intensification of the  general    struggle to free 
human md irom nuclear and other types of mass destruction weapons 
to^creau- loundations for an all-embracing system of international secu- 

While giving a realistic assessment   to the   ever   mounting   role   the 
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a reliable zo™  of peace and secorily, Irusl and moloa   understanding 
mullifaeeled and  mutually advantageous cooperation    for the good of 

litar>. siraxegiL   11 , businesslike optimism and con- 
fnme 'Tat desoTte t« intri ate anT contradictory situation in the re- 
fid6n u?s ooss ble to finSI Sally acceptable solutions to the existing 
pTbierU d^sput'es6 andI  conflicts  if" all  tfie  countries  concerned  display 

g°tw^TpdroacresVtoythe settlement of many problems,    courage    and 

I omise solutions-these are the features characteristic    of the    Soviet 
3 In a nutshell this is new political thinking in action. 

^ The large scale platform for ensuring peace, security and coopera- 
,J!.e thP APR oroposed bv the Soviet Union, can be divided into two 
110 A of ideaThe"first includes general principles governing rau- 
I"T fL of states in the region and approaches to the settlement 
tual re f^^^^^ while they were elaborated, the constructive 
initial vesgand iSe^voiced by different Asian countries in postwar years 

the Peoples KW»1-      members   They mirror recommendations formulat- 
ed eds on s an f re JuTons of the'United Nations as regards Asiaf 

For the fi sftim     this diverse experience,  multiplied by many ages of 
frHi fnnfin settl ne relations among Asian  states, was brought    to a 

J nmin     ran    subordinated  to  a  noble  cause, i.  e    bringing 
töl.htcoZSn approaches, common interests in resolving the most in- 
tricate oroblems of peace, development and progress. 

The second set is composed of various measures and practical steps 
at regional   sub-regional  and bilateral  levels whose coordinated imple- 
memftion would make it possible to improve, step by step   the! poltcal 
chnateTn The region and make a decisive turn towards confidence-build- 
ncr and mutually advantageous and multilateral cooperation. 

SIn the contemporary world, complicated and mutually dependent, the 
problems of the Asian Pacific Region cannot be examineir, .sola .on 
irom the international situation as a wnole. The st™ggle for such acu^ 
and vital things as disarmament and prevention of a nuclear catasiropne 
exertV na u aflv immense influence on the situation in the region..And, 
An the processes taking place in the APR frequently tell on the in- 
ternational political climate in general. c,.^  Tlninn? 

What are the concrete proposals  made by the  Soviet Union? 
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Primarily, to carry out, in the whole of the region, a wide range of 
specific political, military and economic measures. 

Careful preparation for, and convocation of, an all-Asia forum to 
jointly look for constructive decisions could play a positive role in the 
political sphere. The .opponents of this initiative claim that it is neces- 
sary, allegedly, first to resolve all the disputes dividing the sides. They 
also claim that until this is done, the meeting would prove barren and 
even harmful. This viewpoint can hardly be agreed with. 

First, the Soviet proposals do not provide for an immediate holding 
of an all-Asia forum. What is meant is its stage-by-stage and careful 
preparation, with due account of the specifics of the obtaining situation 
in the region. There is no need to copy mechanically the Helsinki experience. 

Second, it is proposed, simultaneously with the preparation for a fo- 
rum, to carry out a broad range of measures for solving the existing re- 
gional, sub-regional and bilateral problems—from Kampuchea to Afgha- 
nistan, from respect for the non-nuclear status of countries in the South 
Pacific to proclaiming the Korean Peninsula and Southeast Asia a 
nuclear-free zone, and from improving relations between the USSR and 
China, the USSR and Japan to a dialogue with the USA. 

A carefully prepared meeting of leaders of the APR countries would 
make it possible to reveal their common approaches and to try to elabo- 
rate common principles of behaviour and coordination of the interests 
of states in a nuclear-space age. The experience of Bandung, the Sino- 
Indian relations in the mid-1950s, the Geneva Talks on Indochina, the 
negotiations on an armistice in Korea, Indian-Pakistani negotiations in 
Tashkent and Simla testify convincingly in favour of preparations for, 
and convocation of. an all-Asia forum. 

It is possible that the preparations for an all-Asia summit conference 
will require (and this is seen from the experience of other similar confe- 
rences, including Bandung and Helsinki) a series of different regional 
meetings or working conferences of representatives from the countries 
concerned. It is highly important here to display readiness for coopera- 
tion and to start the Asian process. 

In the military sphere the Soviet Union proposes a set of measures, 
the implementation of which would substantially relax tension and en- 
hance the confidence of each state in its security. This primarily concerns 
the elaboration and application of confidence-building measures at re- 
gional and sub-regional levels on multilateral and bilateral basis. In par- 
ticular, it would be possible to make use of the positive experience gain- 
ed by the Stockholm Conference and include in the system of confidence- 
building measures agreements on advance notice of major movements of 
troops, large-scale exercises of ground forces, sending observers to the 
exercises, expanding the exchange of militarv delegations, as well as 
other agreements with due account of the specific features of the political 
and military situation in the region. 

All this is of particular significance because, with every passing year, 
the number and scope of military exercises conducted in direct proximity 
to the borders of the Soviet Union and other socialist countries of \*]a 
are growing. For example, more than 200,000 US and South Korean of- 
ficers and men took part in the Team Spirit-86 military exercises in 
South Korea. In 1985 alone the Japanese "self-defence forces'", together 
with US armed forces, conducted militarv exercises 20 times, some of 
which took place on the Hokkaido Island near the Soviet border. 

The Soviet draft agreement on the restriction of naval activities and 
the spread of the confidence-building measures to seas and oceans, par- 
ticularly to those areas where there are most heavy sea routes, is directly 
linked with proposals on confidence-building measures on land. This 
initiative has a most direct bearing on the Asian Pacific Region because 
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it is precisely the area for the biggest naval exercises since the end of 
he Second World War. For example. 50 warships   including strike air- 

Dl hnisk   that is   at the very shores of the Soviet Far East. In this con 
?ec«o;-'theajapknese press'pointed out that the military exercises were 

°btUa ybid Ä^dSe' in Asia, the advocates of undermining 
the strateiic parity are trying to camouflage their imperial ambitions by 
noisly doubting he sincerity of the Soviet peace initiatives. In his speech 
?n Alaska on the eve of his visits to Asian countries in October 1986 
CasDar Weinberger, US Secretary of Defense, declared that an al -Asia 
?oZ can take place only provided the Asian states had grounds _tc.be- 
Leve proceeding from the actions by the Soviet Union, thathe latter is 
caoable of acting with responsibility. But who are the judges? Surely 
SeP numerous Soviet initiatives aimed at ensuring peace andi security in 
Asia convincingly demonstrate the profound responsibility which the So- 
viet g^eXent displays when dealing with these complicated but urgent 

Pr°Themtask which has long become ripe is to switch the confidence-build- 

thp nrpvpntion of international terrorism. „„„„ 
Caccord on m

T
utual prevention of deployment of new medium-range 

nuclear iSans could  play an important part in improving the climate 

ln ^Soviefprogramme for eliminating nuclear weapons by the year 
POO^pro'ides for lull dismantling of SS-20 missiles and otter nuclear 
means at the second stage, i. e., approximately by 199 f ^en'^ ^°urse' 

^ ,?»£ ' d^Äk^X US ^5*"?   Ähail 

ÄKng lo^ml'ltäiles in Europe ^^ombat charges on 
ntedium-range missiles in the ^^ othe bSSR andk «^espo^ 

reached1 did" not materialise in an agreement duejj° ^"^ABM 
willingness to give up the deployment of    SD1  and observe 

TreThe  Soviet programme of peace, security and cooperation    for    the 

possibilities of all states linked with that region. measures 
In the opinion of the Soviet Union, political and m J»"* m"sV^; 

toward* lowering tension should most directly be tied up with J-anous 
Snomv measures which could create a reliable material foundation for 
prö?ound  mutual  understanding  and  expansion  o   cooper*. ™ 
countries in the region. While proceeding from these basic approve 
the Soviet government issued an appeal to all s ta es in ^ part ^t the 
world tu take measures aimed at developing equitable  mutually advanta 
j:e,-»us and stable trade, economic, technological, scientific and    cultural 
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cooperation, including the development of productive forces, resources of 
the ocean, training of personnel, use of new sources of energy, (nuclear 
energy .as well), and improvement of transportation and communica- 
tions. 

A broader exchange of scientific and technological information would 
serve the interests of all countries in the region. There is much room for 
mutual efforts in elaborating measures "to protect the environment and 
using rationally biological and mineral resources of seas and oceans, 
fighting natural calamities and eliminating their consequences. Of par- 
ticular value for the countries of the region would be the development 
of cooperation in medicine and health protection. Finally, it is also quite 
possible to make joint efforts in research and peaceful uses of atomic 
energy, and also in the development of outer space for peaceful purposes. 

While opposing closed military-economic groupings in the APR and 
advocating mutually beneficial cooperation among all countries without 
exception, the Soviet Union is ready to treat the idea of "Pacific economic 
cooperation" positively and examine possibilities and concrete forms of 
its participation. At the same time, the USSR vigorously supports the 
idea of establishing a new international economic order advanced by the 
developing states. 

Question: What is the impact of the improvement in Soviet-Chinese 
relations on the situation in the APR? 

A. Yakovlev: The process of restoring allround cooperation and good- 
neighbourliness between the USSR and China is, as a matter of fact, 
still at its initial stage. However, its weighty role is already quite evi- 
dent, the role of tackling the tasks of stabilising the situation in the 
Asian Pacific Region. The potentialities of that process and the direc- 
tions of its positive impact on international relations in the region are 
clearly discernible. 

First and foremost, it should be pointed out that the tension in the 
vast expanses of Asia along the Soviet-Chinese border, which stretches 
from the Pamirs to the Pacific, has been eliminated. This tension not 
only deteriorated the situation in the APR but also promoted, to a cer- 
tain extent, the invigoration of other negative factors. In particular, it 
was linked with the mounting toughness of the approach by the USA 
and Japan to their relations with the USSR and its allies in Asia. Sharp 
frictions between the two socialist powers weakened the anti-war move- 
ment of public forces in the APR, slowed down the development of that 
movement, complicated its consolidation which is assigned here, as else- 
where, to make a considerable contribution to the cause of peace. 

The elimination of tension in the bilateral relations between the USSR 
and the PRC is of paramount importance and topicality for the settle- 
ment of the problems of security and cooperation in the APR. Judging 
by all objective data, it was precisely from this point that a real turn 
towards a profound improvement of the international situation in that 
part of the world could most probablv start. However, a good beginning 
no matter how great it is, is only a beginning. The nature of our day 
and age, the situation and tendencies of the development in the region 
and the world at large demand more. It is highly significant that the 
USSR and China have the desire and goodwill to respond to that de- 
mand properly, aware of their great international responsibility. Although 
in different ways, the two sides quite unequivocally express at'the hi^he^t 
official level their resolve to steer towards restoration of good-neighbour- 
hness. For example, at the session of the Political Bureau of the CPSU 
Central Committee on September 18, 1986. it was emphasised that "in 
comormity with the line determined bv the 27th CPSU Congress the So- 
viet Union will continue to do all within its power for Soviet-Chinese 
relations to acquire the character of solid good-neighbourliness in the in- 
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terest^ of our peoples, consolidation of peace and socialism. On March 
18 1986,- the Premier of the PRC State Council Zhao Z.yang stated: 
••China and the Soviet Union are neighbours. Traditiona friendship exists 
between the peoples of the two countries. We extremely appreciate this 

fnes?eSmming from the foundations of Soviet and Chinese societies the 
present-day developments of practical relations between the wo c* 
tries are basically irreversible. This factor influences and will continue 
to influence the international political processes irf the APR in several 

"^Having made the prospect for bilateral Soviet-Chinese relations clea- 
rer this factor impels the two states towards broadening the range o 
problems and questions, spheres and fields of cooperation and mutu 
interaction, and this range is gradually embracing the political aspects 
of their contacts as well. In other words, the clear nature of the p os- 
nects primarily encourages the very process of normalising Sov et-Chine- 
se relaPtions as an important component of the entire system of interna- 
tional relations in the APR. .    , .. ,     ,  ~ 

The process of overcoming difficulties and problems in bilateral So- 
viet-Chinese relations, as well as the clearly expressed desire of the tuo 

a es to restore good-neighbourliness. will logically ^d inev.tably leave 
an ever deeper imprint on the foreign policy behaviour of the USSR and 
PRC as themajoTsubjects in the A^sian Pacific policy   In particular, they 
prod the two powers to use the fresh opportunities, which have emerged 
a, a result of better relations, to search for more rational approaches to 
he s   Sent of local military conflicts in Asia, particular y   hose ,„ 

which they have been involved in one way or the other. At any rate, it 
,   elf-evident that there is an essential difference in the possibilities, of 

choosing by China and the Soviet Union specific ways and means for set- 
fling th! above-mentioned conflicts in conditions of mutual confrontation 
and mutual striving to restore cooperation and g00,d-"e'^bou^ness 

Noticeable rapprochement between the PRC and the USSR on inter 
national security, which is taking place simultaneously withthe improve, 
ment of Soviet-Chinese relations (and in connection with this fact) 
considerably increases the material basis of the peace notential in the 
z^sian Pacific Region. The indirect interaction between the USSR and 
China in the struggle against the mounting military threat which is de- 
velopin on thebKis of that rapprochement, contributes to the inyigora- 
tion and consolidation of the anti-militaristic public and other forces in 
th " 4PR  At present different trends and forces obtain simultaneous sup- 

V°T\^^I^^^ PRC pursue till the    end of the 20th 

CenYUrRowinski: The current domestic policy of China seems to be a rela- 
tivelv stable factor.  It  mainly proceeds from  creating  most favourable 
external conditions for the implementation of the programme 0f rnodemi- 
sation. This means that the PRC today is interested in the existence oi 
a firm and stable "peaceful encirclement". The growth jj Pohtical    and 
economic importance of China in Asia and the Pacific (though its rela 
live military weakness prevails)  creates objective prerequisites warrant- 
ee a conclusion that it is interested, and will possibly participate, mite 
^uest for more solid peaceful solutions in the Far East which may be- 
come an embryo of Asian or Far Eastern system of security   The excep- 
tionally important ideas and proposals presented by Mikhail Gorbachev 
in his'speech in Vladivostok, meet the above-mentioned trends in FKJ-J- 
policv. Thev  are  aimed   at  searching for  compromise  solutions,  taking 
into account the interests and aspirations of the countries concerned and 
the entangled conditions obtaining in the region. It is beyond doubt that 
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this will be an intricate, hard and protracted process, but it is in the 
interests of all sides. Asia and Far East are now facing an exceptional 
chance throughout the entire post-war history. 

Question: Asian and Pacific problems are a comparatively new sphere 
of research by scholars of the Soviet Union and other socialist countries 
What could be the directions in studying the APR? 

I. Kovalenko: Scholars cannot stay indifferent to the struggle for a 
peaceful Asia and for a truly tranquil Pacific Ocean. Their duty is to 
study profoundly the processes underway in the APR, lay bare the intri- 
gues of imperialist and militaristic forces, and find ways towards an ac- 
cord and peaceful and businesslike ties among the countries of the region 

J shall name some possible, in my opinion, directions of research con- 
cerning the APR. 

A ~ E\a^uTa}!0n^ ways awards further strengthening of socialism in 
Asia and the Pacific. Its consolidation will strengthen peace and security 
in the region. J 

— Profound analysis of the present-day policy, economic situation, 
international relations and also historical traditions and contemporary 
trends characterising the development of each Asian Pacific country with 
the aim of elaborating a scientifically substantiated line in relations with 
those states. 
. ~ Conceptual elaboration of the problems of war and peace in the 
APR, primarily profound and allround studies of a comprehensive approach 
to the problem of Asian security, a quest for most efficient ways to- 
wards detente in the region, slackening military activities, establishing 
good-neighbourliness, and mutually advantageous economic, scientific 
and technological cooperation. 

~ S,tudying the peculiarities inherent in the communist, workers' and 
national liberation movements, the activities of political parties democ- 
ratic and anti-war organisations in the APR to ensure interaction with 
all progressive and peaceloving forces of the region, in the struggle for 
peace and international security. 

t +T 
MuSt imP°rtant direction of the research includes examination 

of the character ol economic relations and integration processes in the 
region the study of possibilities for extending economic cooperation be- 
tween the CMEA and the APR states and regional organisations operat- 
ing there. J 

— The study of the military-strategic situation in the region, exposure 
of imperialist designs towards attaining military superiority and   creat- 
ing a direct threat to the USSR, the DPRK. the countries of Indochina 
and the peoples ol other countries, are the tasks of prime significance    ' 

the new epoch demands manifestations of new political thinking' a 
quest for new approaches to the solution of the existing problems The 
realities of the Asian Pacific Region also demand a new approach" 

The present-day situation in the Asian Pacific Region presents an 
entire set o problems of vital significance to peace and security through- 
out the world. Ol course, not all of them were reflected in our discussion 

. Jt is beyond^ doubt that the developments in the region will bring forth 
a number oi new issues demanding settlement. In this connection the 
tditonal Board plans to continue discussions on this urgent subject and 
invite leading political analysts to take part in another Round Table 
session. 

™*:     Taxation Int0 EnglIsh> Progress ^^^   ^ 

CSO:     1812/242-E 
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PEACE,   SECURITY FOR ASIA 

Moscow FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS  in English No  3,   1987 pp  29-31 

[Article by Cha Gun Chuk,  member of the All-Korea National Peace Committee] 

Achieving peace and security in the Asian Pa^c: Region^.n urgent 
Aproblem ol our day. Asia and the Pac1^ occ"p> 'imnortant element 
surface, and therefore peace and securityftjereare an ™Portam ffl 
of universal stability. By is policy inthe APR, Amcr ca P of 
creates an obstacle to achieving ths goal. Kim » *™* . dcclared 
the Democratic People's Republic of Korea   said    urn n       b lhe 

the APR a "sphere of its vital '"l^*s "Jiv
a
e $lit°ca Economic and 

United States is trying to build a comprh<nsl^ P°^ 'Korea military 
military machine there, based °"'%^:Ja

0Hhe region. Hence, US 
triangle in order to dominate other states 0l ^ r^ counlries and 
intenlified   acts  of   aggression   against      he   socialist^ ^  regio] 

wi^^w ^™T™n **iis h^heconom,c and 
military potential Hormuz   a major oil  route of the 

r^'U^^uWpSiÄÄ^ regio„ *« is 

Large US military  cont,ng«mH    are    sta,ned     .» «AmtTivm 

to Guam and Australia. Qmu:*;nns 4n the APR  are best manifested 
Washington's mi itanstica™b/ '^^Vsou^Korea military triangle, 

in its efforts to knock together a US-Japans™™£ embracing the whole 
It will serve as ^e foundation   or am ha> b oc en K     mUitary 

region. To achieve this   the L-nrted :States « *™| g    rapproche 
alfiance with Japan and South Korea and    romoi   ^ ^ and 

ment between the latter. Such f.n.d«^r^f.t
ar

{
e
orc

a
e™e

in the region and 
suppressing  the   independent   anti-imperiahst   iorces  mi ^      ^ 
reinforcing US economic «Pansier^/^^.^.tlarv forces and. 
?Kuen?l^°d?aw Äo^le^clSities against" the socialist 

C°U^ing the Korean Peninsula as an importam strategybridgehead 

in Asia   US ™?™   \wte" Zä\ "US strategic frontline", confrontation in the 1980s     an°.a    ua sii      B Koreg   imo 
The  US  policy  of  nuclear  bl^kmail  has  turned   bou 

the most dangerous M™\}™™*£ 'lodaÄh Korea has 
in the Far East packed full uith *faP™s- / nifc-]ear weapons, includ- 
become an area where the biggest quant,t>  ol nuclear w    } ^ 
ma bombs, warheads and mines. ,s concentrated,   ihere i 
these weapons to every hundred square ^f*™*™ to  the  NATO 
territory, that  is,  four  times   **m™\ll£ln"lU&A°Xo deploy in 
countries. Besides neutron    bombs, it    has been    aeciue 
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South Korea medium-range Pershings and cruise missiles. Equipment 
for their ground deployment is being brought to South Korea On 
October 14 1986, the US Defence Department and the South Korean 
administration announced their decision to deploy in South Korea 
within several months, Lance missiles capable., of carrying nuclear 
warheads, chemical and other weapons. 

Having   concentrated   in   South   Korea   modern   weaponry   of   mass 
destruction, including nuclear arms, the US brass hats regularly conduct 
large-scale aerial, ground and naval exercises as part of-their prepara-' 
tions for an  aggressive war  against the  Democratic  People's  Republic 
of Korea. ' 

As a result of provocative actions by the United States and the Seoul 
regime, the Korean Peninsula is now fraught with a real danger of 
military confrontation. The danger of war is also imminent in other 
regions of Asia and the Pacific Ocean. 

The present situation demands that the peoples of the Asian Pacific 
Kegion   (APR)   and the peaceloving forces throughout the world wage 
a resolute struggle to frustrate the US nuclear-war plans and to turn 
the region into a zone of peace free from nuclear armaments 
nnEe ,Work

u
ers'  P?rty°f  Korea   (WPK)   and  the  government of the 

xu K^aJc
L,.en steadlly working for peace and security in the APR 

The DPRK believes that stable peace and security in the region are an 
integral part of the process of promoting peace worldwide. The situation 
on the Korean Peninsula is closely connected with the situation in the 
APR as a whole, and is relevant to the international situation at large 
Inerefore   peace in   Korea  and  a  peaceful  reunification  of the country 
are vital for peace and security in the Asian Pacific Region 

The DPRK government and the WPK, guided by the sense of 
responsibility to their homeland and people, and aware of the import- 
ance of their noble mission for the sake of peace in Asia and all over 
the world, are sparing no effort to achieve peace and a peaceful 
reunification of Korea. 

In order to preserve peace on the Korean Peninsula and to settle 
iu iKanu Problem by peaceful means, the DPRK government and 
the WPK have made just and realistic proposals, which include three 
principles of Korea s reunification, and a draft project of setting up a 
Democratic Confederal Republic of Korvo. and are working stubbornly 
for their implementation. 

In the last few years, the DPRK proposed more than once to conduct 
tripartite talks involving the DPRK, the United States and South Korea- 
replace the Korean armistice with a peace agreement; sign a non-ag- 
gression pact between North Korea and South Korea; and hold parlia- 
mentary talks. These and numerous other peaceful proposals are aimed 
at preventing nuclear war in Korea, consolidating peace, and clearing 
the road for a peaceful settlement of the Korean question 

Not long ago Pyongyang came out with a proposal to conduct talks 
between DPRK, US and South Korean military authorities and discus* 
ways and means for relaxing tensions on the Korean Peninsula In 
particular, it was proposed to consider ways of turning the Korean 
Peninsula and Northeast Asia into a nuclear-free zone of peace In 
1981 a Joint Communique issued by the WPK and the Socialist Party 
of Japan (expressed their firm determination to wage, a principled 
struggle for the creation of a non-nuclear zone of peace in Northeast 
Asia. 

On June 23, 1986, the DPRK government hiade vet another important 
proposal on turning the Korean Peninsula' into "a nuclear-free zone 
The creation of such a zone, in accordance with the peaceful proposal* 
set  forth by the  government  and  the Workers'  Parfv of  Korea, would 
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mean the elimination of a  dangerous hotbed of nuclear holocaust  and 
promote peace in the APR and the world over. . 

Peace and security on the Korean Peninsula, in Northeast Asia and 
in the APR as a whole is an urgent problem demanding immediate 
solution. This is the stand taken by the socialist countries and by all 
peaceloving peoples on the globe. 

Conscious of its responsibility for the cause of world peace, trie 
Soviet Union constantly attends to the situation in the APR and greatly 
contributes to peace and security there. . 

Of great significance in this connection  is the statement made  by 
Mikhail Gorbachev, General Secretary of the CPSU Central Committee, 
in Julv   1986,  in  Vladivostok concerning the  Soviet Union's  policy in 
the Asian Pacific Region. He advanced several proposals and initiatives 
aimed   at  curbing  the   arms   race   in   the  APR,  the  nuclear   arms   in 
particular; at ensuring security in the region and adopting some historic 
peace initiatives   The statement confirmed the Soviet Unions peacelul 
stand and endeavours spearheaded against the imperialists' arms race. 
They are aimed at safeguarding peace and security in the APR, pre- 
serving  and  consolidating world  peace,  preventing thermonuclear  war 
and   promoting  peaceful   relations    and  cooperation     among     nations. 
Mikhail   Gorbachev    condemned  the  build-up    of  nuclear     armaments 
engineered by Washington in South Korea and the setting up of a US- 
Japan-South   Korea   military  triangle.   He   also    highly   appraised    the 
struggle  of  the  Korean   people  for   peace   and   a  peaceful  reunification 
of their country, and expressed full backing for the DPRK s initiative 
of turning the  Korean   Peninsula  into  a  nuclear-free    zone    of peace. 

Speaking at the Kremlin on October 24, 1986, at a dinner in honour 
of President Kim II Sung, General Secretary of the Central Committee 
of the WPK   Mikhail Gorbachev noted, among other things, that peace 
in  Korea   and   its   peaceful   reunification  were  inseparably   linked  with 
the   general   struggle   against   imperialist   policies   in     Asia   and     the 
Pacific  with the improvement of the situation in the APR and develop- 
ment   of   goodneighbourly   relations.   He  reaffirmed   the   Soviet   Union s 
genuine backing to the Korean people's efforts to reunify their country. 
Mikhail   Gorbachev   strongly   denounced   the   aggressive   nature   of   the 
US-Japan-South   Korea   triangle, which   poses     a  real  threat  to  many 
countries    and    to the    cause of peace in general.    The Soviet leader s 
speeches   best   of   all   confirm   the   anti-imperialist, revolutionary   and 
peaceful stand taken by the Soviet people. 

BY accumulating various types of nuclear armaments in ioutn 
Korea and elsewhere in the APR. the United States is trying to hold 
those countries under its control and use them for its aggressive 
purposes However, these attempts are in vain. Gone are the days when 
imperialists, rattling the sabre, held sway over other countries and 
peoples Todav. the schemes of the US administration seeking to unleash 
a nuclear war" are countered by the intensified anti-war and anti-nuclear 

S TUJhe 6joint efforts of the socialist countries, the developing nations 
and the peaceloving people all over the world will, in the long run, 
thwart the plans of the imperialist war-mongers. The Asian Pacinc 
Region   must  become   a   zone  of  peace,  free  from  nuclear   armaments. 

COPYRIGHT:     Translation into English,   Progress Publishers,   1987 

CSO:     1812/242-E 
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ASIAN-PACIFIC STRATEGY OF JAPAN,  WASHINGTON COMPARED 

Moscow FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS in English No  3,   1987 pp 32-42 

[Article by V.N.   Bunin,   candidate of historical  sciences] 

The importance of the Asian Pacific Region within the system of 
international relations has markedly increased in recent years. This 

is quite understandable. The states of that vast region, occupying nearly 
a half of our planet, are confronted with innumerable acute problems. 
This is compounded by the fact that imperialist forces, above all 
American, are drawing them into military blocs and alliances which 
dangerously whips up the arms race and militarisation often resulting 
in military conflicts and political instability. 

The.US administration undertakes a set of measures in the context 
of the global anti-Soviet policy to turn the region, where the interests 
of many big countries closely intertwine, into an arena of political 
confrontation; into another component of its nuclear strategy directed 
against the Soviet Union, with Japan playing a key role. 

Washington's Asian Pacific strategy includes a broad spectrum of 
political, economic and military aspects effected through various organi- 
sational and practical activities. Foreign observers note that President 
Reagan, a Californian, began to surround himself with people from the 
State of California which is washed by the Pacific Ocean. Specifically, 
Reagan's fellow countryman, Richard Fairbanks, was appointed Roving 
Ambassador responsible for coordinating US policies in the Asian Pacific 
Region and developing comprehensive programmes and long-term 
strategies in the Pacific. In March 1984, another Californian, Michael 
Armcost, was appointed to replace the retired Assistant Secretary of 
State, Lawrence Eagleburger. ' 

Secretary of State George Shultz expressed confidence that President 
Reagan, a Californian himself, with his eyes set on the West Pacific 
coast, shares the opinion once voiced by Theodore Roosevelt that 
Western history had begun with the Mediterranean epoch, run through 
the Atlantic period and now enters the Pacific epoch.2 

Shultz personally helps to enhance the role of the Asian Pacific 
Region in Washington's long-term plans. Specifically, in July 1984 he 
participated in an enlarged meeting of foreign ministers of the Associa- 
tion of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), which is assigned a special 
role in the neoglobalist designs of the US administration. First, the 
United States regards ASEAN members as possible participants in 
the Pacific Community. It is clearly intended to set up a structure and 
mechanism which eventually, as noted in a relevant statement by the 
Soviet government, could be transformed into a "closed regional group- 
ing, yet another military bloc."3 Second, Washington tries to use the 
territories of ASEAN states, alongside Japan and South Korea, as a 
"US forward line of defence" in the Pacific. 

In September 1984. the US National Committee for Pacific Economic 
Cooperation was set up to control all US political and economic ties 
with the region. President Reagan attended the inauguration ceremonv. 

Pursuing far-reaching strategic military objectives, in 1984-1985 
Washington undertook a number of major steps under the pretext of 
consolidating   and   further   developing   cooperation     with    the     Pacific 
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countries. Three forums were held in April 1984: the Seoul Conference, 
attended-by US representatives, which considered expansion of trade; 
the Bali Conference which discussed, with participation of US delegates, 
a new round of talks in the region on the General Agreements on 
Tariffs and Trade (GATT) (the talks were held in autumn 1984); and 
the Manila Conference of ASEAN Trade Ministers (attended by the 
special US trade representative William Block) who discussed the 
establishment, with Washington's participation, of a "free trade zone" 
on the territory of ASEAN member-states. A similar meeting was 
convened in February 1985. Held in June 1984 was a high-level meeting 
known as "Six + Five" (the six were the ASEAN members and the five 
being Japan, the United States, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand).4 

The vigorous activities of US monopolies have increased Washington's 
trade turnover with the Pacific countries. In 1983, it reached $136 billion 
as against the Atlantic Ocean countries' $110 billion. On 10 August 1985, 
PresTdent Reagan said that rapid progress in the development of the 
Pacific countries was in the interests of the United States. In the final 
analysis, he went on to say, the US is also a country within the "Pacific 
circle" US trade with the Pacific and Southeast Asian countries has 
already surpassed its trade links with any other region in the world 5 

Specialists at the Japanese Research Institute for Peace and Security 
believe, however, that this does not give ground to conclude that the 
Pacific region has become more important for the United States and that 
the latter is losing interest in the Western Hemisphere. In my opinion, 
however, this conclusion does not fully correspond to reality. True, 
the US military-industrial complex is as interested in the West European 
theatre of operations as ever. At the same time the Pentagon, the supreme 
command of the entire US military machine, makes considerable efforts 
to consolidate its position and expand its military and political influence 
in the Asian Pacific Region. 

Washington does not confine itself to economic measures: it continues 
to build up its military muscle in the region; it strives to set up regional 
blocs and alliances in" the Far East, and attempts to turn East Asia and 
the Pacific that washes it into a deployment area for its forward-based 
nuclear missiles and installations, similar to Western Europe and the 
adjacent Atlantic region. Such actions by the United States and its allies 
in the Asian Pacific Region lead to higher tensions and disruption of 
the existing strategic parity there. They are aimed at attaining military 
edge over the Soviet Union and at establishing an anti-Soviet, anti- 
socialist "Eastern front". „ 

\ Soviet Government Statement of April 23, 198o says that certain 
political circles in the United States and Japan do not visualise the future 
of the ^sian Pacific Region without confrontation between various 
countries".6 To this end, the Pentagon regularly updates its nuclear and 
conventional weapons there.  Below  are the    mam   directions    of    this 

S r The US 3rd Fleet based in Pearl Harbor (Hawaiian Isis.) is one 
of the biggest strategic and operational strike navy units. It has 30 
nuclear submarines, eight of them belonging to the strategic nuclear 
force- five aircraft carriers; 72 warships of basic types; 26 landing ships 
and 32 support vessels.7 In earlv Mav 1986. the Fleet was supplement- 
ed with the updated Midwau aircraft carrier equipped with a modern 
radio-electronic reconnaissance svstem and also qualitatively new Ohio- 
class nuclear submarines carrying 24 Trident C-4 ballistic missiles. 

In 1983. the United States deployed a squadron (15 units) of B-52D 
strategic bombers on the Guam Island, and also a wing of KC-135 
tanker aircraft of the Strategic Air Command (SAC). B-52D bombers 
carrvino-   12  cruise  missiles with   nuclear warheads  have  an  operating 
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range exceeding 12,000 kilometres. So, according to conservative 
estimates, the US strategic nuclear force in the Pacific includes over 
190 ballistic missiles aboard SSBN-carrying submarines which are 
constantly on duty, plus 180 cruise missiles carried by strategic 
bombers. 

The 7th Fleet's operational zone (headquartered at Yokosuka) 
extends to a vast area in the Western Pacific (36 million square miles) 
stretching from the South Pole up to the Soviet Union's Far Eastern 
border. The Fleet includes 70 warships (with a total displacement of 
700,000 tons) including two aircraft carriers and one helicopter carrier, 
20 nuclear and diesel sumbarines, 23 escort ships, six landing and eight 
support vessels.8 Two groups of 7th Fleet warships are in the Indian 
Ocean and in the Gulf region. 

Beginning in mid-1983, the 7th Fleet has been armed with Tomahawk 
cruise missiles with conventional and nuclear warheads. According to 
Japanese press reports, nearly 1,000 such missiles will be deployed aboard 
US warships by the late 1980s. Each aircraft, the Fleet's main strike 
force, carries up to 200 nuclear charges. According to US Defence 
Department official data, by 1983 the 7th Fleet combined a nuclear 
force amounting to 1,500 nuclear charges of various capacity. The 
Tomahawk cruise missiles installed now may bring the figure UD to 
2,000 by the early 1990s. V 

Noteworthy is the increasing strength of the 7th Fleet. Following 
their updating, it was joined by the Iowa and New Jersey battleships 
carrying 32 Tomahawk cruise missiles. It is planned to increase the 
number of warships registered at Sasebo, the biggest US naval base in 
Japan. One submarine and one landing vessel are there today. In late 
August 1986, the New Jersey battleship entered the Sasebo harbour for 
the first time, triggering off vigorous public protests in Japan. This year 
the number of warships there will increase by 300 per cent to three 
submarines, four landing vessels and one frigate. A landing base is to 
be built in the Sasebo (Sakibe) region. In March 1985, a battalion 
(250-300 men) of US Green Berets—part of the Rapid Deployment 
Force—was quartered on Okinawa. 9 It has been established that when 
US bombers barbarously raided Libya's peaceful towns in April 1986, 
all the US bases in Japan were alerted and the RDF was ready for 
an airlift to the Mediterranean on first signal from the Pentagon." 

Washington regards South Korea as an important bridgehead for 
delivering a first strike. The US troops stationed there have more than 
1,000 tactical nuclear charges. Besides, a squadron of F-16 nuclear armed 
fighter-bombers is deployed there. Preparations are under way to build 
launching pads for medium-range Pershing-2 missiles and land-based 
installations for Tomahawk cruise missiles. 

As of March 1985, US F-16 fighter-bombers capable of delivering 
nuclear strikes on Soviet Far-Eastern regions have been arriving at 
a specially engineered Misawa Air Force base in the north-western part 
of Japan's Honshu Island. It had been planned to complete the forma- 
tion of one F-16 squadron (24 planes) there by March 1986. 10 Another 
squadron of F-16s was to arrive there later. With 72 similar aircraft at 
South Korean bases, the total number of US nuclear arms carriers 
deployed near the borders of the USSR and the Democratic People's 
Republic of Korea will be nearlv 100. It is also quite possible that land- 
based installations for Tomahawk cruise missiles and Pershing-2 
medium-range missiles will appear on Japanese soil. In one of its 
reports, the US Defence Department named Misawa and Sasebo as 
possible deployment areas. Also mentioned were Shiretoko on the 
Hokkaido Island and Oga in Akita prefecture. " Thus, the Pentagon 
is actually implementing its strategy of bringing nuclear arms delivery 
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«hide* as close lo Soviel  territory  as  possible so as to enhance  its 

'»tfunÄÄgns a key role in its military preparations in 
.1    Far Fast to its closest ally in Asia, imperialist Japan. Out ol tne 
\oo US  bases  and  o he    military  facilities  in  the  Pacific,   127  an>  in 

isSrllS:s :"ü~,KÄ- aw 
? h !E?Hv thev include LORAN-C stations used by US SSBN Specifically    they.'"ciuae   L. iocation while launching missi es. 
submarine    to de ermine the.    exac us  ^^ foj. itoring 

These may also »nciuae tnree J v sosus  hydroacoustic  recon- 

i!5s.«'™!?em8.,t wS PÄ ^submarines w^th  the     necessary 

^^Än^t^lhr&ese'mass media, their country is enmeshed 
• A w nf^anous raXr facilities installed to monitor the movements 
S SovTet surface10sUh%s and submarines and to transmit information they 

gather to Pentagon's intelligence^ Hokkaido (near the Misawa 

•  Äafe)   Kyushu"Okinawa'and in other regions' of the Japanese 

Kme manner as US nicfear-powered vessels carrying nuclear arms now 

^heTap^^^ was UnC°Vered' " APH1   \9to 

| ¥aSdl3-dver in So^be? ^Ä £SK 

Subcommittee held in Honolulu from 16 to 18 January 1986. showed that 
apa TI undertaken to install a 4,000-kilometre-range-radar or one 

ol the islands of the Ryukyu archipelago, pointing ^^^^n 
om-s-Iejima, Magejima and KHaijima-near th' Okinaja^ Islands 
Japan's National Defence Agency was allocated 35 billion yen to buna 
tin radar. >e This project, according to the Defence Agency, has been 
pivi-ii priority in Japan's military programme for 1986-1990. 
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The Japanese radar will be included in the unified system of US 
surveillance radars, two of which will be installed in the'West Pacific 
on the Amchilka Islands (Aleutian Islands) and Guam; 12 others will 
be located on the US West Coast. According to the National Defence 
Agency, the Ryukyu radar will conduct round-the-clock surveillanceof the 
Soviet Air Force and naval bases near Vladivostok and transmit 
intercepted information to the Pentagon. 

The United States attaches great importance to the Asian Pacific 
Region and the role played there by Japan, its reliable military ally in 
Asia. This is borne out by the following developments: the 16th Working- 
Level Session of Japan-US Security Subcommittee at Honolulu; the report 
of the US Secretary of Defense, Caspar Weinberger, to the Senate Armed 
Forces Committee on 5 February 1986; Weinberger's visit (from 3 to 
6 April) to Japan during his extended tour of the Far East, Southeast 
Asia and Australia; the April talks between Prime Minister Yasuhiro 
Nakasone and US officials in Washington; and, finally, the 12th Tokyo 
Big Seven meeting in May. 

Richard Armitage, US Assistant Secretary of Defense, who headed 
the American delegation at the Honolulu talks, said that Japan was a 
lock on the-bear's cage blocking the Soviet Union's access to the Pacific. 17 

He believes that if Japan fulfils the current five-vear programme (1986- 
1990) for the development of its Self-Defence Force (started on 1 April, 
1986), then by the end of the 1980s, it will be able to ensure dependable 
control over Soviet Pacific Fleet ships going through the La Perouse, 
Tsugaru and Korean international straits. It is reported that the Pentagon 
had entrusted Japan's Navy and Air Force with the task of "closing" 
i. e., mining, jointly with US forces, these straits to block the Soviet 
Union from the seaside and ensure both the air defence of the Japanese 
archipelago and the combat patrol of the sea and air space 1,000 nautical 
miles off Japanese shores. 

Presenting his report on the US military budget for fiscal 1987 at 
Capitol Hill, Caspar Weinberger said that the Yamato country '* in 
Asia and the NATO members in Europe played the role of "geographic 
and ideological barriers" holding the USSR. This is whv, the US Defense 
Secretary believes, the US-Japan military alliance shoud be viewed as 
NATOs outpost in the Far East. In his opinion, this alliance is a model 
of IS bloc policies. I9 

During his April 1986 stay in Japan, the top-ranking official from 
Washington was honoured with an invitation to a specially organised 
drill of the 7th Armoured Division on Hokkaido. The division's exercise 
involved "breaking through the enemy's fortified defences", an offensive 
operation clearly contradicting the Japanese concept of "exclusive 
defence". The participation of Japan's only armoured division equipped 
with 240 modern "74"-series medium tanks in provocative war games 
in immediate proximity to the Soviet border shows that practical *deeds 
in Japan clearly do not tally with the government's peace rhetoric. 

According to Japanese press reports, the National Defence Agencv 
has_ begun drafting a long-term programme for building up the Self- 
Defence Force over the period ending in the year 2000. The programme 
seeks primarily to beef up the "north direction" troops stationed on 
Hokkaido and in the north-eastern part of Honshu. Ii is planned to 
increase the land forces there to 80,000 men. In an "emergency situation" 
another 30.000 troops will be transferred to Hokkaido. These plans, 
dovetailed to Pentagon's strategy, fullv coincide with a scenario for the 
armed seizure of the "northern territories" (i. e., the southern part of 
the Soviet Kuril Islands), worked out bv officials at the National Defence 
Agency and published in the July issue of the Gunji kenkyu magazine 
(Military Review). The sponsors of this revenge-seeking scheme plan to 
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set up a 30,000-strong strike corps on Hokkaido for a surprise landing on 

^IMs'hardlv a mere coincidence thai a series of anti-Soviet articles 
„Ji the common caption Return the Northern Territories! appeared 
Sullanoously with press "leakages" about plans to build up a military 

"AWbln'Syo. the chief of the US Defense Department 
insisted on stepping up Japan's efforts to build up its military potential. 
unitary experts believe that it should be 200 or even 300 per cent more 
ll'flhepfesnt    strength of the Self-Defence    Force numbering some 
050 000 men; Weinberger pressed his Japanese colleagues to resolve as 
nuicklv as possible, the problem of building a reserve airfield for the US 
S     .1 Vr Force based at Atsugi, the heart of Japan's densely populated 
mVapolis  The townsfolk have for long been protesting against the night 
Seises of US carrier-borne aircraft making take-offs and landings after 
dark   The   deafening  roar   of   US   supersonic   jets   exercising   in^ blind 
Sines in extremely poor visibility conditions drive the population of 
he nea b   towns to "deSpair. The "whims" of the US Command deprive 
ten" 0   night  sleep  after  a  hard  day's work.  Angry  popular  protests 
ompelled the Japanese government to make a compromise decis om The 

\-rtional Defence Agency proposed that a reserve airfield be built on tne 
vÄiima island   150 kilometres south of Tokyo. But in January 1984 
the local village council   adopted  a  protest resolution,  and the matter 

^ÄWÄC urged Japan.to increase Us financial 
contribution to the upkeep of American bases in Japan, supported the 
Ans of the Japanese'ruling quarters claiming ■, bigger■ roe in ensur- 
ine regional security, seeking a wider use of the *™ ?^J£™*an 
ofnt Japanese-American combat patrol missions in the 1,000-mile ocean 

ione and a blockade of international straits, as a component of 
Washington's ^sia-Pacific strategy. The Pentagon believes that the main 
Lction of thf armed forces of its Far Eastern ally is direct participa- 
tion in US military adventures in the Asian Pacific Region. 

This is borne'out by the following facts: in D^JVM rf ffl 
™d the United States signed an agreement on a Draft Plan oi Joim 
x"i itarv Op rations in an "emergency situation, i. e., in case:.:»^military 
■onflid in the Far East. In January 1986, he sides W"**™^ 
bv summer or the end of the year, a joint study of the problem oi 
••safecruardinc" sealanes, started in 1983. In his article published in the 
., nStsu? of the US Navy Bulletin the Chief of Nj^l Opjjat.0^ 
Admiral James Watkins. wrote with reference to the JomtUS J^nese 
-safeguarding" of international sealanes that, in case of a militan, 
coffi adhere in the Far East, the United States will deliver a nuclear 
strike at Soviet submarines in the Sea of Okhotsk. . 

This statement prompted Japanese PO«««l analysts to arrive at a 
logical conclusion that the Pacific Ocean the Sea of Okhotsk and the 
Sea of Japan may well become the Pentagon's main naval theatres of 
nuclear operations, inevitably involving Japan, too, .Moreover the 
1 000-mile "sealane safeguard zone" is not confined to the Southern 
1-lemis hire from the borlers of Japan to Guam and the Ph.l.pp,nes. 
Inn extends automatically to the north to include the Sea ol Okhotsk 

}s regards the so-called 1,000-mile zone per se, it no longer limits 
the'opeSional zone of the Self-Defence Force In ear v 1986 in his reply 
u, a Parliament inquiry. Premier Nakasone said that, if need be Japanese 
warships would escort US aircraft carriers even to the American coast 
In Mai 1986 Japan took part, for the fourth time, .'n4 the RIMPAC-86 
multilateral exercises held regularly in the centre 01 the Pac fic-some 
4-4.5 thousand miles awav from the Japanese Islands. As of  1970, tour 
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Pacific countries (the United States and Canada in the north-eastern 
part-of the Ocean and Australia and New Zealand in the south-western 
part), which form a rim around the Pacific have every other year been 
D°inA?SCAtJ?ginaval exercises known as the Rim of Pacific Exercises, or 
KIMFAU In 1980, the group., was joined by Japan. Two Japanese 
destroyers, eight anti-submarine aircraft and 700 sailors, officers and men 
ic°Mpartl in the RIMPAC'80 exercises conducted from 26 February to 
18 March. Subsequently, Japan's participation in these naval war games 
has become regular.23   ., . 

Formerly, the Self-Defence Force conducted war games jointly with 
the United States alone, being bound to it by a Security Treaty. This is 
why the democratic public and opposition in Japan interpreted that action 
as involving the Japanese army in the "collective defence" system 
outlawed by the Constitution. In a bid to uphold the right of the Self- 
Defence Force to participate in multilateral exercises, the National 
Defence Agency interpreted them as agreeable with the demands of 
exclusive defence". This concept gives legal ground for any action by 

the Japanese army in a vast region far beyond Japan's own borders and 
justifies such actions by "self-defence" interests.24 

In late April  1986, the 1st Escort Flotilla  of    the Japanese    Navy 
composed of the Shirane helicopter  carrier   (5,200 tons  displacement) 
six  destroyers,  one  submarine  and   eight   P-3C   anti-submarine   patrol 
aircraft  left  Yokosuka,  the Japanese  naval  base,  and  headed  for  the 
Hawaiian  Islands to take part   (for the fourth    time)    in  RIMPAC-86 
manoeuvres which lasted from May 15 to June 29. That time, however, 
Axe

T^
a       pants were not exact'y the same. New Zealand, a member of 

ANZUS (Australia, New Zealand, and the United States), was not invit- 
ed by the US because its  government had resolutely refused to allow 
US nuclear-powered warships carrying nuclear weapons to enter  New 
Zealand's  ports.  Now  its place was "deserving]}'" filled in by Britain which 
also demonstrates its loyalty to US neoglobalist ambitions in the Pacific. 
It was British territory which was  used,    with    Margaret    Thatcher's 
Permission, by US bombers for the piratic raids against Libya in spring 
1986. Four years earlier, in March-June 1982, Britain's naval task force 
landed troops on the Falklands (Malvinas) belonging to Argentina, using 
aircraft carriers, nuclear submarines, modern warplanes and  also intel- 
ligence data supplied by US spy satellites. The experience gained by the 
B['tJsh fleet in landing large troop contingents was fully used during the 
RIMPAC-86   manoeuvres,   because   the   participants   also   practised   the 
landing of "blue" detachments  (Britain, Canada, and Japan) on islands 
in the Pacific captured, according to the scenario, by "red" troops. 

During his talks in Tokvo, Weinberger tried to convince the Japanese 
government   (which, incidentally, was one of the first to back Reagan's 
SDI programme) to follow the West German example and agree officially 
to participate  in the  US  Star Wars  programme.  In April   1986, Tokyo 
sent a third delegation of prominent experts to Washington. Apart from 
high-ranking government officials, the delegation included 20 representa- 
tives of big Japanese concerns supplying high technology to the Pentagon. 
Following their visit  to America,  the Japanese  specialists came to the 
conclusion that Japan should take part in the US research programme 
meant to develop a  "space shield" or, to put it  differently, to transfer 
the  arms race  into  outer  space. Japan's  militarv-industrial  circles  are 
attracted  by  prospects  of  big  profits  from  American   "special   orders". 
This is why even if no decision is made at governmental  level, taking 
into account the opposition of the Japanese democratic public, coopera- 
tion within the SDI programme will be effected through private corpora- 
tions.  In fact, this cooperation  is already in progress. As soon  as the 
American space programme was announced, Japan began supplying the 
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Pentagon with components necessary to deve op Star Wars projects. 
?£twa" done in keeping with an agreement signed in November 1983. 
Larder to neutralise anti-American sentiments amidst the Japanese 
" 1 Uo are worried by the involvement of their country in the 
Serous plans to deploy nuclear weapons in outer space, Washington 
n öpgosed tfrestablishment in the Far East ol a Regional Defence 
Kuiathe RD1) with the participation of Tokyo and Seoul which would 
ilSlv engage in space R & D to ensure their own security. . 
a"ThaeverB disguise" the Pentagon chooses to cover up its sinister 
nlans their essence remains the same-using Japan s huge scientific 
Piiontial wHl result in its involvement in the US global system of space 
Slit saSon; 1i gnifies a new, more dangerous turn in the nuclear 
frms race and seriously aggravates the international situation. 

The US Defence Secretary characterised military cooperation between 
WaSngton and Tokyo, which is based on the 1960 Security Treaty and 
L 1978 Guidelines for Japan-US Defence Cooperation as   'favourable 
The ?wo countriesS are  no'w   going through  a  period  o   ^^fle 
trade contradictions which have materialised in a huge VlV^minlstra 
.«failinp £60 billion in  1980. This notwithstanding, the US administra- 
°'S taken    a conciliatory    stance   vis-ä-vis    Japan,    seeking some 
VSmpSÄ"  in Z military  sphere   The  United  States  and Japan 
have  some  important  common   interests  which    eclipse    Washington s 
d?ssatis°action with the "slow"  (by the Pentagon standards) increase of 
jioan1    military  potential.  President  Reagan  views  Premier.Nakasone 
a/a  leader who  "can be trusted",  a  man who  sets the  pitch  m the 
chorus of the Big  Seven which meet  annually to "decide the fate of 
he woHd"   Nakasone was the first to express "sympathy1  with the US 

aggressive   actions  against  Libya.    Thanks  to Nakasone     Japan    has 
Sell    stepped  up  its foreign  policy     activities    to the    liking    of 
ÄÄnJ assumes ever increasing responsibility for regional 

anUgS^falnSfgTvernmental contacts have substantially increased in 
recent years In 1983 alone, Secretary of State Shu z me his Japanese 
counterpart nine times." Subjects raised at such bilateral consultations 
couruerpdi i nu>c cecurjtv Treaty or economic and trade problems, 

n international politics. Specifically, the agenda of the 1984 talks 
neluded the?ollow?ng: the situation on the Korean Peninsula the state 

of Sovfet Chine e refations, the Kampuchean Prob'em'MMH1,d?iTSc 
n medium-ranee nuclear missiles, the situation in the Middle East etc. 
In Tanuan- 198? the sides discussed Pacific cooperation, Japan s attitude 
to SDI and "strategic" aid to developing countries , 

According to  the  Japanese  press,  the  two  countries     Jop    aeience 
official« mef as a rule.' in  a  "friendly atmosphere". Yet the  Pentagon 
cne   and hi   representatives were reported to have continued   albeit in 
a more delicate form   to persist in "hooking up" Tokyo to Washington s 
:-armacSea US Defense' Department officials have ^totseftney 
their tactics-  bv way oi  recommendations  and    friendly    counsel  they 
hive begun to'involve themselves more  deeply in  the  development  of 
the  Sentence  Force.   Emphasising   sometimes  m  °^J°c™e1£^ 
the  little  combat  experience  of the  Japanese   army,  the  Pentagon  has 
begun  to  show   concern   for    substantial   raising    of  Japan s    combat 
capability. At present, the Japanese land forces have semceammun   ion 
enough onlv for three days of combat. Richard Armitage   US Assistant 
Secretary of  Defense,  advised  that officials    of the Nationa1    Defence 
Aeencv should take measures to increase ammunition arsenals so as to 
be capable of conducting a three-month-long warfare. PYnnruW the 

The Washington patrons pay considerable attention to expanding the 
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time of autonomous operations by the Self-Defence Force   especially its 

shins bUontnlnithC hlgh ^3S- T° lhis end' th^ recommend 'thai  depo ships be built to ensure the operational capability of ships on combat 
duty.   Pentagon   instructors  explain    to  their  Japanese   'parsers ^ha 
rSry-h I"5?"11* +

detection and.control in the high seasP
ar   not only 

costly, but a so extremely difficult.  This  is why  they recommend "hat 

ÄdÄltl   eff0.rlS,0n rai^g the efficlncyyofetheTea stra Blockade, which will make it possible for Japan to have a  "low-cost" 

SoÄevy.»Ce   C3P °f   PUtUng   UP   3   dePendable   barrier "°"t 
Such  instructions  are  backed  up with  practical  measures   The  US 

army  headquarters   in  Japan   actively  involves  the   Sei   Defence   Force 
n various manoeuvres and exercises intended, in particular to t?ain 

rt in the mining of straits, screen US nuclear-powered aircraft carriers 
conduct anti-submarine operations and organise air defence carners< 

The following example shows how intensive and varied these war 
games were. In February 1984, Japanese and US naval units conducTed 
join manoeuvres in mine-sweeping in the Inland Sea Ä 
27 Japanese ships and 10 patrol aircraft and two US instructor p°anes 
In spnng, an anti-submarine exercise was conducted along the coast of 
Honshu; ,t involved eight vessels of the Self-Defence FoVce four US 
Navy units, and also US and Japanese naval aircraft In the course 
of the exercise, a Self-Defence Force tanker fuelled a US wTrshTp in 
the high seas for the first time. wdrsnip  in 

Rav
Inifnly' j°int manoeu7r

J
et were held in mine-sweeping in the Mutsu 

Bay Japan was represented by 27 warships and 19 patrol aircraft while 
the United States dispatched nine naval airplaneS

P In September the 
V„n« JP ai.rCraft Carrier and Six other warshiPs participated in the 
wlfh USeAFaTy

h
S annua man^vres. They engaged1 in air deCe jölntlv 

with USAF. The combat capabilities of E-2C early warning airolane rmt 
into service in the Japanese Navy were flight-t/stJdT the Srst time 

sEglaned  föLTmJ]\rTh? j°int T3110^'1-65 conducted by The ™o 

^?™i^7Zl^ 3 j°int dri11' ^ coÄ-rtiK 
In   November,   Japanese   naval   units   comprising   15  warships   and 

several  aircraft carried  out, jointly with  seven  USvesseh  and  USAF 

car? eTwh^1"5^3rin° efrdSeS SUpP°rled  b>'  an American S 
the US ^h',7

slmUhane0USly' ParticiPated in Freetax-84 manoeuvres of 

US^anan^f m °nnCOnSerVa 1Ve^ eslimales> in ^85 there were 20 joint 
amiTtortcS^^Tv? ?• 'mpr,oving interaction between various 
SeTf Defence Fnrr-P'.L The V'S- mi ,tar>' comma^ believes that the 
rfSrfinT eak   p0mt   ls     ,n   its   command's     inability      to 
nm^n. °perallons W]lh ^;S troops. This is whv this problem s given prominence in various war games. " F^'HM       gnen 

According to US estimates, the problem of bases is the tightest 
bott eneck in Japan's "defence capabilities". In Pentagon's view The 
existing  bases   do  not   ensure   effective   air   defence    de> not   hare   safe 

Fina fvaniheUnÄ0Und S?e!,ersJor aircraft ^ other militarv hardware 
frln ?' ual aSpect 0I the Problem is becoming increasingly 
important.  The  fact  is  that  the  first  half of the   1980""saw  amarked 

ZZtl '" tht' PT,a, m0Vement for the liquidation of mHitary base, especially among local residents. The Japanese press no es that no 
money compensation helps solve the problem. Atsugi's populat on for 
example, has succeeded in reducing the number o   supersonic je   flign? 
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to a minimum, though the issue ol closing down the local naval aviation 
base has no't yet been resolved despite protracted debates. 

The problem ol building an apartment condominium for the families 
of US servicemen near the former depot at the resort town of Zushi 
(Kanagawa prefecture) has been delayed for a long time. In July 1982, 
Zushi's mayor allowed the construction following a notification from 
the" National Defence Agency. But he did so without consulting the 
townsfolk. As a result of public protest, the mayor retired and his job 
vas taken by -an opposition ■ representative who acted against the 
construction. Despite government pressure, the problem is still 
unresolved.  Local  residents are  against  presence of  US  servicemen  in 

The problem of US bases is rather acute not only in Japan, but in 
other countries as well. The sword of Damocles has for years been 
hanging over the two major US bases in the Philippines—the Clark 
Field air base and the Subic Bay naval base. Despite frenzied efforts 
on the part of the US administration, their fate will be decided by a 
popular referendum which is expected to be in favour of their liquida- 
tion Anticipating this eventuality, the United States has leased 18000 
acres of land on the Islands of Saipan and Tinian (North Mariana Isis.) 
to build a reserve airfield and naval port facilities. 

Thus following a usual stereotype, Washington is trying to resolve 
the acute contradictions in the Pacific and the Asian Pacific Region 
at large by resorting to standard power politics. This only leads to 
higher tensions, more active US military presence, construction of new 
bases formation of blocs, alliances, all manner of "axes" and "military 
triangles" as well as closed military groupings which are far from 
stabilising the situation in the region and easing tension. 

The only acceptable alternative to the US global nuclear arms race 
and military preparations in the Asian Pacific Region is the constructive 
Soviet proposals contained in Mikhail Gorbachev's 28 July 1986 speech 
in Vladivostok and 18 August 1986 televised announcement of the 
prolongation by the Soviet Union of its unilateral moratorium on nuclear 
weapons testing until 1 January 1987. 

Urging all countries in the Asian Pacific Region to cooperate tor 
peace the Soviet leader advanced a large-scale comprehensive program- 
me for ensuring Asian security involving the Asian Pacific Region in 
the general process of establishing a comprehensive system of interna- 
tional  security and a peaceful settlement of regional conflicts. 

The USSR stands resolutely for a solid barrier to the proliferation 
and stockpiling of nuclear wea'pons in Asia and the Pacific. It favours 
!;:ik~ on curtailing naval activities, and discussing confidence-build- 
mg measures and non-use of force in the region. The Soviet Union has 
proposed that armed forces and conventional weapons in Asia be reduced 
to a reasonably sufficient level.2* 

There are "numerous obstacles which have to be surmounted to 
normalise the political and military situation in the Asian Pacific Region. 
Above all. it must be prevented from turning into an arena of power 
confrontation. For all differences in political systems, ideologies and 
world outlooks, the peoples of the region are bound together by common 
vita) interests and problems which cannot be solved individually. 
A complex of collective measures is required to liquidate nuclear and 
chemical weapons by the end of this century. These combined efforts 
would create conditions favourable for further progress in mutually 
I'eiiefieial cooperation. The Soviet Union has expressed its readiness to 
take an active part in such peaceful regional cooperation and utilisation 
ior this purpose of the economic, scientific and technological potential 
o: all nations in the Asian Pacific Region. 
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Two opposite trends  are clearly  discernible  in  the region-  the  US 

»NT-Fn5,Ua
fl
rler.S»Sceku.t0L

turn,lJ
hc Asian Pacific Re£ion into a kind of 

«r I- , ... Which would include Japan, South Korea and 
Washingtons other military allies into another, "Eastern front" of 
nuclear confrontation with the USSR; the Soviet Union offers a different 
more reasonable opportunity, viz., to Tnake the Pacific a zone of good- 
neighbourliness and cooperation which would unite, rather than separate 
peoples. The latter trend is bound to triumph because it is supported 
by peace forces not only in the region, but also throughout the world 
blaboration of a concept of Asian security, which"" would include 
renunciation of outside support for anti-government and terrorist armed 
groups, peaceful settlement of conflicts on the basis of the five principles 
of peaceful coexistence and implementation of the Soviet nuclear disar- 
mament programme, is a long-term objective. It can be achieved stage 
by stage, by moving from the simple to more complex issues, by joining 
enorts of all countries concerned in the Asian Pacific Region. 
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JAPAN'S ECONOMIC POLICY TOWARDS  CHINA 

Moscow FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS in English No 3,   1987 pp 43-48 

[Article by M.I. Krupyanko,   candidate of economic sciences] 

i,    iQRfk have seen a dynamic development of Sino-Japanese trade 

1980s, as against  a  mere 3.7 bilhon  some ^n  years 
China became Japan 's second   argest Pa™   ^le

Q
r
f 

X
import. A five-fold 

T^^l*7W*^^)»£ «!.n 0ne"!!f0d°VKeSa 
few years of fence-stradd^nf' JaPa"fs^ market   In late 1984 there were 
term capital ^'estments on the ^ five years before the 
66 joint Sino-Japanese ventures in China   vmereas n     y 
figure had been ten at the most. In 1983-1984 a one, tnejo u 

SsoStting asSncefn fhemodeVnisation and retooling of many indu- 

^ A natural question arises how Japan succeeded ™Jhi" sfq
h

? 
a f £* 

'"^S™ Äl^l^XVÄS'ta .he 1.1. »60, and ear., 

;T IX« between th. -—"SurltSS riP.   rivalry for economic influence in Asia, divergent strategic lnieresib, 
I p oblem ifrT!5wa0n and relevant serious^position in^^certa- mfl    „- 

-.-•' ouarter* in Japan to a policy of expanding trade and economic con 
;aci,qwih ChSa .? the expense of relations f ^1n nSum/VTÄ 
among those contradictions. Finally, i   was hard to Presume «en in tn 
,arlv 1970s that the Chinese leadership will agree to at least one Japa 
i.wJ. loan on easy terms or accept  "free" aid from Japan, that China 
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wou d invite Japanese specialists as economic advisers or seek so insi- 
stently Japanese capital to launch joint ventures in industry and the ser- 
vices. Jt is beyond doubt today, however, that China itself is initiaUne 
Japan s broad participation in its economy and persevcrinelv seeking 
more technological and financial aid from Tokyo 

Looking into the reasons behind the perceptable rapprochement  bet- 
ween the two countries in trade and the    economy, one    is tempted to 
?2fe! u y ?Ch ?flor/ as &e°graPhic Proximity, the mutually comp- 
lementary character of trading patterns and certain similarities of cultu- 
ral traditions Without underestimating their importance, we should note 
however, that such a conventional approach to the analysis of Sino-Japa- 
nese economic relations can no longer satisfy the students of this problem 
because i does not clarify the entire complex of relevant reasons and 
latent factors determining Japan's economic policy towards China 

Moreover, one can hardly agree with the prevailing viewpoint that 
Chinas open-door policy, aimed at encouraging contacts with the lea- 
ding industrial powers of the capitalist world, plays the decisive role in 
encouraging Japanese-Chinese trade. It would be wrong to underestimate 
that factor, too, because the growing Chinese economy really demands an 
ever larger inflow of advanced technology and processes. However if we 
look upon Japan as China's passive partner, we will disregard or under- 
estimate fhe potentialities of Japan's active economic diplomacy Japan 
has considerable experience in this field which is actually seen from the 
results of its economic policy towards China 

An analysis of the strategy of Japanese monopoly capital in penetra- 
ting the Chinese market makes it possible to identify a number of aspects 
which are characteristic of Japan's economic policy today. One of them 
is the use of the potentialities of "private diplomacy", which proved quite 
?osn       ?,oiAmeuTheu-JL

apan and China had n;o officiaI relations in the 
1950s and 1960s but which lost none of its importance in the 1980«  after 
normalisation of relations between the two countries. "Private diplomacy" 
u e   the utilisation of contacts with private Japanese companies helped' 
back in the 1950s and the 1960s, to develop a ramified web of close per- 
sonal contacts between Japanese businessmen, on the one hand  and Chi- 
nese officials, on the other. The Japanese were always pursuing consi- 
stently and purposefully the main line of their government towards China 
that of    separating the economy from politics", expanding trade on the 
basis of private commercial agreements and intensifying commercial ope- 
rations through "friendly firms". At that time Japan was sending to China 
on a private basis not only numerous business delegations   but also offi- 
cial envoys whose task was, among other things, to create during their 
contacts and talks with Chinese officials a favourable climate for the next 
phases of the development of Japanese-Chinese relations and for increa- 
sing the role of the "Chinese factor" in Japan's foreign policy 

It_ is worthwhile mentioning that, at a time when Japan arid China had 
no official relations, "private diplomacy" not only helped develop a new 
c imate for the growth of Japan's contacts with" the Chinese public but 
also facilitated the creation of such a climate in Japan itself where at 
that time many influential politicians and leading businessmen were 
opposed to the growth of Sino-Japanese relations. One success of the 
private diplomacy" was, for instance, the establishment in December 

1970 of a parliamentary league, which included representatives of all the 
political parties in Japan, to promote the restoration of Japanese-Chinese 
relations Symptomatically enough, the non-partisan organisation paved 
the way to the link up of some members of the Liberal-Democratic par- 
liamentary faction with opposition deputies to counter fhe "hawks" in 
parliament who stood on patently anti-Chinese positions. 

Undoubtedly, one of the strong points in Japanese economic diplomacy 
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a 

• ,„io i„„0i is thp fart that it gives companies a free hand in regu- 
on private level »sf ^i^operating in accordance with fickle circum- 
,at,ng ^X^hM bfnd ÄOT to rigid obligations. That was why even 
JEX'aine^Ä Son contacts aSd refused tc»buy Japanese 

^rKSn ^ÄÄ aid iassr » 
nicnt, found solutions tojnany compfc    P       been faf more di{ficull lo 

'Tcve such resSte Ah official channels alone because in that case 
af o  o state Sons would have had to be sharply aggravated. Mean- 

fits tL adverse cSnSquences of complications which arose every now 

andA well-developed system of private contacts, built through "private 
,-nLacv" durSSthe 1950s and 1960s, enables Japanese businessmen 
dli ''S in auick v adapt themselves to the stringent demands of the 
rScsc na kel and to e e frictions arising from differences between 
2    wo socio economic systems. The fact is that Japanese industrial and 
im ncrcia   firms induct their operations in China under terms which 
Z "r civ regTmented by the Chinese authorities. As a consequence   hey 

nmPimes denied mobility and freedom of manoeuvre to which they 
ar   IrZ^Ztd To alleviate the impact of that objective factor, Japanese 
Kr^nPsSmractively   esort to personal contacts in Chinese offices which 
nd,rthem spTed uppaper wort get access to information and materials, 

eXP
AflVsadoSes not mean, however, that "private diplomacy" as a forte 

f lanJn's economic strategy towards China has no bottlenecks. One of 
ol JaPans,eco"^ «f fh»t nractice seems to be a certain weakening of 

suong pJessu^e on the Japanese" and securing substantial concessions in 

ta!kfanan has always built its economic diplomacy towards China with 
due regard or possibilities to manipulate and use different methods 
A LrwW nn the strategic and tactical tasks tackled by  the Japanese 

'PnnnoKft,V forces onth! Chinese market at any given time. During the 
^Tanf 1960s Japanese businessmen used "private diplomacy'   pnma- 
flf o accompl sh the strategic task of gaining a foothold in China In 
£■ 970. and 1980s, an important role has been assigned to another 

,;? n? isnan-reconomic strategy towards China which has come to be 
krown t aPpolky or^essionf With its help the monopolistic forces 
knovn as a P°"L> "' :ntpn,ifv their trade and economic operations m 
Sa l^T^X^o^VvS and Common Market monopo- 

'^.rgume^t that J^nlhould expiate its guilt to the Chinese people 
i„r thp damage caused by Japanese militarism during the Second \\orld 
\^r wa^aTideoloR cal justification of the policy of concessions to China. 
1 a Japanese buSsrnan told an American newsman, "Well, you know 
that tPddid he?e"d5ering the war. So now we should1 keep^low pro le m 
C»>ina"< His view reflected the widespread belief of Japanese busmes. 
men that they should reconcile themselves to inevitable losses in trade 

^Äv^use of this policy of concessions-calculated conCessi0ns 
for that matter-in commercial relations with China is yielding far lar 
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ger profits for Japanese capita] than arms-twisting or pressure could 
The Japanese employing this tactic secured on many occasions substan- 
tial advantage in talks with Chinese officials. One example was the talks 
nf" £ mRJ°r 5reem

t
en! l0 ««"re Japanese assistance in the construction 

of the Baoshan steelworks. The Japanese met most of the Chinese 
demands as regards the construction site and schedules, crediting the 
leading contractor etc., while reserving the right of technical supervi- 
sion—from the drafting of specifications to the commissioning of the pro- 
ject. The situation was much the same with, the resumption of the supp- 
i'fw ♦ Jap

+
anese efipnient for major    projects,    when Chinese leaders 

rh?nTienH ?^ AmaAnJueäTl\eT afreements- Japan made concessions to 
Ch na and extended additional credits to complete the construction pro- 
ject Meanwhile Japanese monopoly capital got what it wanted most-the 
leading roe in those projects and, therefore, continued exports of equip- 
ment   worth   billions   of   dollars. H   l 

The policy of gradual "bridge-building" also is an indubitable success 
of Japanese monopoly capital in the penetration of the Chinese market 
This policy is aimed at achieving tactical goals, including preparations 
of the ground for successful talks in specific areas of economic coopera- 
lon, the marketing of individual batches of commodities in China the 

launching of new products, etc. ' 
That policy has several phases. First, Japanese firms try to send to 

nn^LTr^ delefatl
+°

nS ^specialists, managers and businessmen as 
possible. This is needed to establish contacts with interested Chinese orga- 
nfirms,0inn

StaTkhs1C T fr ^ aS vfhiles.of ^s of the interests of Japanese 
firms n talks. The Japanese, for their part, invite their Chinese counter- 
edt t0hnnfan *nd introduce them to the latest achievements of science 
and technology in the projected area of cooperation. During the second 
phase, Japan sends to China small teams of specialists to draw up docu- 
ments reach an agreement with the Chinese authorities as regards their 
demands and wishes on future project and discuss possible construction 
schedules Japanese firms then invite Chinese specialists to study the ope- 
Äi? t

+
he,ecJulP1?ent whk* China intends to buy for the given project. 

At the last phase, Japanese firms offer their Chinese partners to sign an 
tt *ITTmen • The ?0H^£f "bridge-building", therefore, presupposes 
he gradual involvement of Chinese partners in economic contacts with 

market56 ' facilitates the    penetration    of the Chinese 

The fostering of a favourable attitude towards China among Japanese 
businessmen also contributed substantially to the success of Japan's eco- 
nomic policy in China. The Japanese government uses the mass media to 
sustain public interest in China, its economic, scientific, technological and 
^^achievements, dT? everythi"g Possible to prove that China is 
a dependable partner and illustrating its great potentialities as a market 
for Japanese goods. Criticism of the Chinese modernisation programme 
and coverage of the problems faced by Chinese leaders in carrying i 
through are extremely rare in the Japanese press. Perhaps, the only target 
fncrCrh^ST      Ja.Paff Jo^nalists is China's "grim past", which is weif h- 
™£hr*l-0Tl I 3nd  PreventinS  jt  f™m  boosting  its economic 
growth rates. Japanese businessmen closely follow the coverage of China 
trying to sense governmental policv in that area 

between S'^a -deV ^P™"* of commercial and economic relations 
between Japan and China became more noticeable in the early 1980s 

First  certain arc es in Japan began to worry about the emergence of 
SonsPin ?rG'rS0CHa ',St countrics-°" ^e Chinese market. As contradic- 
tions in trade and the economy kept growing between China and the 
leading capitalist powers, the former began to show greater interest in 
broader contacts with the Soviet    Union    and East    EuropLn socfalis" 
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countries in the mid-1980s. The Chinese are aware of the benefits he 
country derives from such contacts. One of them is the advantages of the 
olanned -economies of socialist countries, which enables China to hi its 
trade with them into its own five-year economic development programmes. 
This factor which is important for China's foreign economic policy is 
absent from its trade with capitalist countries. In addition, China is offe- 
red the opportunity to export its goods regularly to the markets of socia- 
list countries without any adversities such as protectionist measures 
acrainst Chinese exports, which have often been used in recent times by 
the United States and the EEC countries. Finally, commercial, deals with 
socialist countries, partially on a barter basis, enable China to save hard 
currency   reserves. 

A chronic trade imbalance in Japan's favour is the cause of conside- 
rable difficulties in Japanese-Chinese relations, and the dimensions of 
those difficulties are hard to predict today. Japanese exports to China are 
=10 100 per cent in excess of the sales of Chinese goods to Japan. Both 
Peking and Tokyo are worried by these tendencies: if they persist in the 
immediate future, all the achievements of Japanese economic policy 
towards China may be lost because the latter will merely have no money 
o pay for growing Japanese imports. That is why Japan takes care to 

boost China's export potential, in particular its sales of oil and oil pro- 
ducts on foreign markets. The Japanese government collabora- 
te with Japanese oil refineries and power companies in drawing up regu- 
lar plans for the purchase of Chinese oil and coking coal. 

Another headache for Japan today is China's overt anti-Japanese sen- 
timents. Their range keeps growing from criticism of the text of Japa- 
nese school textbooks to protests against the revival of Japanese milita- 
rism In September 1985, for instance, the Japanese learned about mass 
anti-Japanese student demonstrations in Peking under the slogans Down 
with the Nakasone cabinet", "No to Japanese militarism etc.» Perhaps 
Japanese businessmen would not have taken them seriously, if China had 
not used anti-Japanese sentiments to demand that Japan curtail its eco- 
nomic expansion. China usually resorts to such demands to secure addi- 
tional concessions-but they also increasingly testify to China s protectio- 
nist policv, which gives Japan cause for serious concern about the regu- 
lation of its exports to China and the expansion of its imports from that 

C°UAtrya time when difficulties in trade and economic relations between 
Japan and China keep growing, special attention is merited we believe 
bv the intensified operations of Japanese banks in China which did not 
show much interest in the Chinese market during the 1970s 

Svmptomaticallv, soon after the Chinese leadership reaffirmed its com- 
mitment to the "open door" policy in the foreign economic sphere m 19/9. 
the Bank of Tokvo opened its first office in Peking (1980). In 198o 
Japanese citv bank? had 13 offices, the Long-Term Credit Bank-two and 
■.!■.■' Trust Bank—four. A total of 43 Japanese banks had their offices in 
Oiina   in   the   mid-1980s.6 . . 

-\s more and more banks opened offices in China, their activities kept 
•"owing and the scope of their operations on the Chinese market expan- 
d. d Three Japanese banks. Hokkaido Takushoku Ginko, Sanwa Ginko ana 
TÖvc Shinvo Ginko, are especially active. Encouraging their diverse ope- 
::;'';n^ the Chinese authorities licensed them to operate throughout^ tnc 
-pi'cVi'Shenzhen economic zone and open their offices in the city of Shen- 
:■'<;■.■<■.. China Would like other Japanese banks, which are still showing 
-:.:::•.  hesitation, to follow their example. . 

J:i->anesc banking circles are concentrating in the following areas m 
'•!::!,;;' Fir-t they collect economic information about the condition oi the 
t.iiire-e economy and pass it over to interested Japanese industrial  and 
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commercial companies. Second, they finance major Sino-Japanese econo- 
mic ventures in relation to modernisation of Chinese enterprises and 
expansion of industrial output meant for domestic and foreign markets 
Si' iQ&n]?rkel Chine^ government bonds on the Japanese loan mar- 
ket. In 1985, three major Chinese banks freely floated bonds of eight loans 
in Japan. Japanese banks consider such operations profitable and promi- 
sing.   Fourth, they finance Sino-Japancse ventures in China in which the 

Slevi!? A\ni^CS[ Fin?nc?d in the main are sma" a»d medium- 
Si I enf,ures- Flfth- ba"ks ef^"d "edits to China's local industries as 
well as its enterprises abroad. In 1985 a special fund was established by 
Chinese and Japanese banks in Shenzhen to aid China's industrial deve- 
lopment. It offers credits on favourable terms to small and medium-size 
enterprises in the Shenzhen special economic zone. However, specialists 
believe that the fund can rapidly expand in view of the need of many Chi- 
nese   enterprises   for   capital.8 ' 

To sum it all up, there is every indication that Japanese leadership will 
continue to make every effort in economic diplomacy to ensure that Japan 
remains China s leading trading partner in the capitalist world Tokyo is 
aware that Chinese leaders, thinking highly of Japanese technological and 
financial contribution to China's economic growth, proceed not only from 
similarities of the languages and cultures of the two countries their geo- 
graphic proximity and the complementary nature of their trade patterns 
iodayLhina views Japan mainly as a country the economy of which 
unlike thai of the US or the EEC countries, is developing at a more stable 
pace and, therefore does not fear any dramatic growth of protectionist 
measures against Chinese exports. Meanwhile, Peking has already come 
up against protectionism on the American and West European markets 
The Chinese believe that Japan is interested in expanding its imports 
from China and does not seriously hamper the expansion of Chinese 
exports either. Under the circumstances, Chinese leaders can hope for 
increased Japanese technological and financial assistance. Japan, in turn 
can count on the growing role of the Chinese factor in its foreign policy! 

NOTES: 

' Asahi   Shimbun,   Jan.    17,    1986. 
2 Tsusho Hakusho, Kakuron. Tokyo. 1985 pp 679-681 
•> New    York   Times,   March    19,    1985 
4 International   Herald    Tribune,   Aug     22     1985 
a Asahi   Shimbun.    Sept.    18,    1985. 
I Asiabanking.   December    1985,   p.   27. 
' Yomiuri   Shimbun,   June   9,    1985. 
6 Asiabanking.   December    1985.   p.   28. 
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EFFECTS OF ECONOMIC REFORMS ON CHINESE PUBLIC ORGANIZATIONS 

Moscow FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS in English No 3, 1987 pp 49-63 

[Reports by T.V. Lazareva, O.B. Gorodovikova, and T.M. Yemelyanova] 

From the Editors: Tin- implementation of the economic reform is at present a key 
F r ,nL line in Ihe People's Republic of China. To accomplish the tasks of 

Tllom he counrVs leaders have mobilised various socio-political forces,, with 
"u InvvinP attention" bcinc paid to public organisations. Below is a description 
,
'-
IT

.IK
B
 pari SlavedI bv the Vou>,K Communist League (YCL), the trade un.ons and 

vu.nieii's organisations in the economic reform. 

ACTIVITY OF THE CHINESE YCL AT THE PRESENT STAGfc 

w outh organisations and especially the YCL have always had an impor- 
Y tan   role Xo play in China in coping with the tasks facing the; country. 
L«ti3rd Plenary Meeting of the CPC Central Committee (12th Con- 
fo     ion) and the s/d Plenary Meeting of the Chinese YCL Central Com^ 
mit ee(  lth Convocation) held in December 1984, attention of the youth 
organisations was drawn to problems pertaining to the economic reform. 
°rT"R solution on the Full-Scale Development of the Role of the Chi- 
neseYCL in Conditions of the Economic Reform" adopted by the 3rd Pie 
nrv Meeting of the Chinese YCL CC (11th Convocation  proposed that the 
en  re act vity of the YCL should be organised in relation to the econo- 
mic devSopment and needs of the reform.' The All-China Party Confe- 
rence (1985) which determined the guidelines of the country s economic 
and political development for 1986-1990 was followed in   ate November 
?985 by the All-China YCL Conference, which outlined the tasks of young 

PC°The YCL ceon"e?encSetap
goeinted out that in the period since 1982 the YCL 

had ivened up its activity in the country after being reoriented to pro- 
duction activity for the sake of "four modernisations" and that qualitati- 
vely new forms of YCL activities had been found for China.- 

"The practical participation of YCL organisations in the reiorrn is mani- 
' ,V.t at present in the economic cooperation among \CL committee:, n 

Cerent provinces of the country; in the appointment of young people 
u, posJtions of authority in the economy; the setting up of centres o 
promote cadres" and associations of young managers of enterprises n 
various'cities: the establishment within YCL organisations of cerures to 
-I-, into consideration and meet the requirements of young people, inclu- 
umg vocational training centres for the unemployed youth, and scientific- 
ncMechnological knowledge exchange centres, Youth emerpn eare 

bvinc set up which makes it possible to give jobs to the former!} unemp- 
loyed without turning to the state for financial support. These are. for 
thV most part, small-scale enterprises operating in the services. 

The forms of the rural voulh's participation in the reiorm vary fiom 
tiu siting up of specialised youth homesteads, which numbered about 
1-' million bv mid-1985, "model- homesteads, "from the scientific and tech- 
tu-lupical point of view" to the establishment of exclusively youth farms^ 
Tu- latter are organised primarily on the principle of self-reliance and 
cumulation. The establishment of youth farms rests on the granting ol 
m-dits to Chinese YCL members and young peasants to start a .arm, to 
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of1ÜH!1V?renrSary-eqripmcnt and so on- The credits come from the funds 

fie^^tS'^rt^ CU"Ural ™L  "" "^ 

mm      . L 
r''sl'°,nsib"ily" «' directors,» in keeping with which YCL com 

s,ng come out with wage rL initiates7„d so on'^To eSmägeÄ 

pi f   'Um'rKtioS «ls fn-lÄ^-rfS 
In „

S
,H   te C,",Cfe YCL Central Conimitlee and the Mtatry of Finance" 

commHteeeSe '" "^ °" the °reanisatio„al activities1^ lh" YCL 

Alongside the appearance of new forms of activity by youth onninio 
ions in product.on, new forms of ideological and educational|JIC 

c"m^f^CL^rnked,!° °Z K°"™k 'SKatTon'inT tounir>.  ine YCL Central Committee has managed to renew anrf orCTa 
nise the work of the YCL and youth press bodies in almost all the n?n' 
vinces and cities. The system of YCL studies is a so bS restore/Ai' 
present the Central School of the Chinese YCL and YCL schoos of almot 

fhl C^T^T h,aTe reSUmed WOrk' and courses have been opLedunde 
nrnM        l SCu°°l to/etrain cadre workers. A research instXteof vouth 
problems has been set up at the Academy of Social Sc enres   JL 7 

o en:d0inal19&abAShmeHnt-t
t
he P°HtiCa] Academ" of *™SÄuE! 

the youth; it will also carry out research into youlh^problems *'th 

L.ninese YCL members and young people are confronted uHih tu* 
problern of educating, in-the coming five-yea ^ perlo^nX peoD^e" who 
would have lofty ideals, high moral and cultural standard and stridlv 
observe discipline. To become a "new man", according k the First W 
tary of the Chinese YCL Central Committee Song Dffu? mean to ''tern 
per onese f consciously" in the course of the reform and thS "four modeT 
msations" and to "become a gifted specialist" e 

TeSAdeS,^ing !he successes scored in    ideological    and educational 
work, the 1985 conference admitted the existence of some serious Sorte! 

S,Ä   Wah P°mted °Ut; a
f
m°ng °ther things- ^ ^ome young peop?e still sha e    bourgeois and  feudal  views",  lead a  "rotten wav of  ]?&" 

indulge in id e talk and are reluctant to work. Furthermore \heconfe' 
LTHV ?fTateraIS Sh0w th3i the Chinese YCL ha^ so far S to worK out" fairly effective measures to produce a corresponding ideological imoac 
on the minds of a considerable portion of the'chinefe Z??peT 
hrnJeaSw- ^ Plar/d i0, Sel UP in the forthcoming-five-ve?-period a broad public network for ideological education of young people with du? 
account for the specific features of the various soci-cla^groupl and'to 
bv theTcr- Cr!>T U^th!.f0rm? obstructing the ideological education 
bv the 1CL ' Greater attention is to be paid to the voting people's cul- 
tural and sports leisure activities, the building of vouth houses and cen- 

^rut°:^^^rof educaiion-em^™u^ cis- 
The past few years saw a certain shift in youth propaganda from Me- 

retype herpes   l,ke Lei Feng. Zhang Haidi and others   to new he <U- 

cÄS °t I! ^C0P-le S Llbcrati°" Arm>' of Chillü <PLA> who "had ?stin- 
PQC- 

{hcilbelvc'-; scrvinS i" the border regions of Southern China I" 
198o. exemplary soldiers of ,h, PLA toured the country, giving lectures 
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« militarv-r-atriotie tonics. In all, according to data provided by the Prch 
%wntoVt«$nri of the CPC Central  Committee,  more than   1.000 
ßKrÄ ^oSSÄ! "Ä few years discarded 

changes into it Then l^™™a™J and independence in resolving 
organisations greattr   rj^ 01 ^ Q{ jdeo]    jca] and 

economic problems and^ ^t" is that YCL organisations now have 
<t ev".STLUH oMeducUons 'from the premium" fund, overwork pay 
m^?n on which thev can use to set up youth enterprises and farms, to 
£'n5^ airh

Sortstho?undertakings and encourage activists, which is one 

*' t l^ZTiro^tt S WAS attention will be paid 

t0 tf, &;S cadre clevelc^JÄ^.rÄ'SX 
almost traditional. ^"^^Ä^iH pointed out thai "this ques- 
,0th Chinese JCL Congr ess U»tt> ™ly

V
wilh

H intensifying today's work 

WcYCL bu twaith turning the YCL into the Party's reserve".- At that 
1, however the question of the YCL being the Partys reserve could 
lime, nowe\er, uie MUV. "cultura   revolution"   was   still 

I0' "'S the svslem of Par y guidance of the YCL had been undermi- 

Uan oMhSBYCL organfsaZns had so far    failed to reach    the necessary vitv -. -- ~     ., 
level   in   the   countryside. k'VTheVe4tCdav 'late of affairs in the Chinese Young Communist Lea^ 

c„eTenah£ its, eaders to raise^J^^^I^T^^ 

'■Till =ETheconference    nnouneed. among other things, the growth 

US   Ä'cfc™ttS.l Committee of the litti Convoca jon 
',1983 f984). Furthermore,   under    discussmn    - "}^«»t,on   of   usmg 

Ä ^artÄÄfo^Cm g^a  det 

,;,,,:, i(i a ippdencv towards numerical growth oi the ^ CL gias& roo   or^d 
niionS  tha°T of ttie YCL cells and   groups, and   towards setting up 
YCL Ss nil"only in rural production teams but also in "workmg units 
comnmino- several peasant homesteads. , 

In the io'throming years the YCL ranks are to grow ow ng to the 
admittance of ru?3 ?Sung people and secondary school students to mem- 
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wÄ ts 7c? Ä2T such ■broad im'°1"™1 °''Ä 

Congress. w,lh a proposition thai the Chinese VCL wa' not oilv  'he 

?&? »'«.£. »'f ÄÄ^rf*f « P 
ved that in the past tew years the YCL leader, L*k Con,erencl! obs«- 
reserve „, the Lading efdres IS? t^VaTt*?„„',1^sTaT? ZIZTZ 
II h YCL Congress December 1982) and the All-China vri rVvn, 
(November 1985) significant changes in perfoineooP placrTX 
centra bodies of authority of that organisation, which had primarilv o 
do w,th the promotion of its leaders to high Par y and government DOSK 
For instance Wang Zhaoguo was elected First Secretary by Zn h

P
YCL 

Congress and then appointed Head of the CPC Central r;Lm1J     ™« 

£e?^^ 
Standing Committee of the YCL Central Committee of heTlTh Convoca 
tion, became Deputy-Secretary of the Pekino- rpr r +,, r ^?"voca" 
1984, was appointed Minister^! State Security fnf98PaJd atTe»n, iü 
a member of the CPC Centra] Committee of the 12$i Convo?atio-Chen 
olat0hSeU'inhmrbner °f ^ Se

K
cretariat of the Chinese YCL CentralCommTttee 

mem i^P^ft™!^™ ***** ^^ °f the ?™^ ^erm 
It seems that the Chinese leaders are satisfied with the comnosition 

of the leading bod.es of the Chinese YCL Central Committee Tnd w»h 
their WOrk in pursuing the political  course  among thTihinese voTth 

theISAnaChi°na Y^L CO T^ Ä^- by Son* Def" and Hao Jia^h* centra Vri J£ Conference. This is true, in our opinion, only of the 
centraMCL bodies of authority. On the whole, however the level of th* 
political, theoretical and practical training of the YCL cad re worker, 
numbering some 210.000. it was pointed out at tne contence stnf 
remains fairly low. calling for great efforts in this direction ' 

T. LAZAREVA 

CHINESE TRADE UNIONS IN CONDITIONS OF THE REFORM 

T tlf mrw   taSk. °f, ChineSe trade unions al Presen{ ^ officially tied bv 
I  the ChineseReaders to the economic reform in cities. The All-Chin 

Trade Ln.ons Federation  (ACTUF) with its 80 million members    70 ier 
cent o   the total number of the shop-floor and office woS) " is called 
XL Tl aCli^"e in imPle™nting the reform'', no   inly to   're 
solutelv support the reiorm" but "take an active part in if and '-become 
instrumental» in its implementation. " Addressing a celebration meeting 
devoted to the 60th anniversary of the foundation^ of the ACTUF   WanS 

PremfeTofrth° %rl"JT °'' ^ CPf Cenlra' Committee and D!^ Premier oi the PRC State Council, emphasised that the implementation of 
lOrnn™ \** ™P°ssibJ%Yith0ut lhe active Participation of morethan 110 million shop-floor and office workers '$ 

Ai the same time the sessions of the ACTUF leading bodies and con- 
ferences held by the Chinese trade unions at both national and provindal 
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» vi-ls in the past two years, show that the search for forms and methods 
If workof the unions in conditions of the reform in cities is fairly coni- 
„ irated controversial and not equipollent at various stages. 
p,AnalVS    o   materials and documents    of the Chinese trade unions 

,1(,w"   nat at   he beginning of the reform the ACTUF was ill-prepared 
Ärlhe cohefetc laskS wk among the shop-floor and office workers set 
,v the Pa"     and the state. After the 10th All-China Trade Unions Con- 
V.is (October 1983) and up to the 3rd Session of the Presidium of the 

?CTuÄu ive cimmiile? (June 1984) the Chinese trade union leader. 
ü,n   on "the one hand, called upon the working people to actively parli- 
effle ?n the implementation of the reform and   on the other hand, con- 
Xrated its attention on the reorganisation o   the trade union structure^ 
A decision on "regulating and  developing" the country 5« 
lion organisations between 1984 and 198b passed by the Apr1 1984.All 

1 ina Working Conference on the Organisational Activities of the Trade 
Ksin fact, postponed for three years the active involvement of the 
«ride unions in tackling economic development tasks. , 

As the economic reform was gathering momentum systems of produc- 
,„,;^responsibility of the enterprises and their managers were introduced 

a larger sea1c; the practice of distributing wages, bonuses and so on 
■    iirdSce with work done began to gain currency, and changes were 
Idcin the system of employment by expanding the sphere of the ap- 

caüon of contracts    and by signing individual labour coirtracts     All 
iw» measures directly affected the interests of the broad mass of the 

ina oeoSe    n the spring and  summer of  1984 the Chinese press 
%^S?*Lchfw\iL in carrying through the reforms  Speak- 
Z on May 27   1984, at a reception of the exemplary workers and trade 
mlon members who had attended the 2nd Session of the National Peop- 
"   Congas of the 6th Convocation and the 2nd Session of the People s 

Political Consultative Council of China of the 6th Convocation, ACTUF 
r a   man Sfi Zhifu    said that there were some workers and office em- 
ployees who "did not understand the importance of the reform, which re- 

-]T^^l^t^:°^F in the summer of 1984 demon 
«rate   tha?"different attitudes towards the reform were found in different 
Jctons of workers and office employees". The trade union press reported 
M,,   ime were --questioning'' the expediency of the reforms and    voiced 
1 : " 1 ™ their implementation should lead "to a st.ll wider gap in the 
km- Sndard^ of the population because of different incomes . In the 

,   fon   th"    runs counter to the advantages of the socialist system    »' 
!   Furthermore, it was pointed out that some§ Party organisations had 

„„-. rid thSselves of the influence of "left-wing" ideology and denied the 
- MO tance  of  the   trade  unions   and   their  specific  methods  of work, 
sinlr vfewi and  sentiments,  according to  Gongren n^became an 
• uivological obstacle for further implementation of the reform 

The Vst document to formulate the tasks of the trade unions mMCOH 
,;;uons of the economic reform in cities was the ACTLF No ,ficaUon ^ 
(.,-iobcr 26. 1984. It stated that the trade unions were to rallyne *f *e[.s 

a: d office employees and guide them, mobilising them to participa act - 
vdv in the transformations; helping to introduce the responsibility s>s- 
H.P at enterprises intensifying the work oi the assemblies of representa- 
;:":/oi workers and office "employees and promoting stronger democratic 
management. According to the Notification, trade union activities, should 
mcludc the defence of the "legitimate interests' of the workers and office 
unplovees: the nurturing of the feeling of being a master of the 
eountr'v: the creation of conditions for developing the working people s 
initiative, and the advancement of the cultural and professional levels ol 
\u.rkers and office employees.18 
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The tasks of the trade unions at the new stage were formalised in the 
resolutions of the 2nd ACTUF Executive Committee Plenary Meeting of 
the 10th Convocation (23-27 December, 1984). The Plenary Meeting in- 
volved in its work 281 members and alternate members of the ACTUF 
Executive Committee and also members of the ACTUF auditing commis- 
sion Addressing the Plenary Meeting Hao Jfanxiu, alternate member of 
the Secretariat of the CPC Central Committee, stressed the need to focus 
trade union activities on economic development. The resolution "Fully 
Showing the Role of Trade Union Organisations in the Reform of the 
Economic Structure", adopted by the Plenary Meeting, formulated eight 
fundamental tasks facing Chinese trade unions, namely, to make the im- 
plementation of reforms central to all trade union activities; to ensure a 
conscious attitude of the broad masses of workers and office employees to 
the economic reform; promote in every wav the democratic management 
of enterprises and "improve" the development of the assemblies of repre- 
sentatives of workers and employees (ARWE); to participate actively in 
the reform of the system of distribution of public consumption funds "and 
workers' and employees' incomes, to eradicate "wage levelling"; to im- 
prove the qualitative composition of the working class; to strengthen the 
work of grass-root union organisations; given wider contacts with other 
countries and the economic revival at home, to actively establish trade 
union organisations at mixed capital enterprises; and to quest intensely 
for new ways of trade union activities with due account of China's spe- 
cifics. 19 v 

An important element of trade union activities in conditions of the re- 
form is the demand to "invigorate" ideological and political work, during 
which it is necessary not only to propogate the reform and to explain 
the need for it to the people, "to help workers and office employees to 
undestand problems and the correlation between the interests of the state 
the collective and the individual" but also "to eradicate completely the 
influence of the 'left-wing' ideology".20 

To organise ideological and political work among workers and emplo- 
yees and to perfect its forms, local conferences were held in 1984 and 
1985; societies were formed to examine ideological and political work 
among workers and employees; a nationwide movement was launched to 
promote reading,21 and activists of that movement were given awards at 
special ceremonies and  so on. 

The ACTUF leadership paid considerable attention to the slogan "To 
Inherit and Carry on the Glorious Revolutionary Traditions of the Chine- 
se Working Class". This became especially manifest in the 1985 celebra- 
tions of the 60th anniversary of the ACTUF's foundation. The trade unions 
were assigned the task of "intensifying the patriotic, collectivist, socialist 
and communist education of workers and employees; fighting any mani- 
festations of factionalism, anarchism, individualism and so on. and de- 
lending the interests of the state and the collective". 22 

Nevertheless the measures taken failed to yield the expected results 
and the ACTUF leadership was forced again to consider the problems of 
trade union work in conditions of the economic reform in the country 23 

The 3rd Plenary Meeting of the ACTUF Executive Committee took 
place from November 9 to 13, 1985. It discussed the need to "enhance the 
role oi the trade unions in the economic, political and social life" of the 
country in the light of the decisions adopted bv the All-China Party Con- 
ference and also passed two resolutions, "To Rally Together and Work to 
t-ulril the /th Five-Year Plan" and "On Intensification of Trade Union 
Work in the Process of Transforming the Urban Economic Svsiem" H 
was emphasised that all the activity of trade union organisations in cities 
should meet the requirements of the economic reforms. With this aim in 
view it was recommended to boost the labour competition drive and the 
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rationalisation movement, to improve the management of enterprises, to 
nromotc higher production efficiency and to expand scientific and technolo- 
gical cooperation. The Chinese trade unions had to play "their role" in 
international economic cooperation and in defending the interests oMhe 
Chinese working people. Trade unions "are obliged to take measures" to 
improve the conditions of life of workers and employees, "to participate" 
n transforming the social security system, and are recommended to in- 

tensify their effort in the field of culture and sports.2i 

The 3rd Plenary Meeting of the ACTUF Executive Committee pointed 
out that the ideological and political-activity of the .trade unions "lagged 
behind the rates of development of the reforms".25 It singled out the task 
of "opposing by all possible means anything that obstructs the reforms'* 
and emphasised the "need" to devote special attention to it.26 Addressing 
the Plenary Meeting, ACTUF Deputy Chairman Luo Gan stressed that 
the ideological and political work should at present concentrate on the 
explanation of the "current situation and political precepts". Proceeding 
from the fact that efficient educational work of trade union organisations 
carried out among workers and employees would help fulfil the 7th Five- 
Year Development Plan, he proposed backing the initiative made by the 
Mi-China Conference on ideological education at enterprises (October- 
November 1985) and undertaking in 1985-1986 a campaign "of bringing 
up in the spirit of elucidating the present situation and policy".27 

The ACTUF newspaper Gongren ribao wrote about "really existing 
problems" that "lead some workers and employees to incorrect under- 
standing of today's situation in the country". The aforementioned cam- 
paign was to "teach workers and employees the Marxist method of 
analysis",    and    "the  ability to distinguish  the  principal  from the se- 

""Vhe implementation of the precepts given by the ACTUF Plenary 
Meeting was considered by a meeting of the All-China Society for the 
studv of the ideological and political work among workers and employees, 
that'took place in Shanghai in December 1985. The Society's Chairman 
Gu Dachun (he was ACTUF Deputy Chairman prior to the 3rd Plenary 
Meeting) spoke of the work carried out since the Society's foundation in 
Januarv 1983. As of today the Society has 7,735 branches with over 50.000 
active members operating in all the provinces, autonomous regions and 
central cities The Societv puts out a journal which has already published 
over 16,000 articles and "reports. In 1985, the Society stepped up its acti- 
vities by organising 2.649 seminars and conferences of all sorts attended 
l.v more than 85,830 people.29 .itJ 

' The Chinese leaders' desire to make workers and employees interested 
MI improving the economic activities of enterprises led them to declare 
■hat "it is necessarv to firmlv guarantee the broad masses of workers and 
employees... the right to participate in the democratic management of the 
enterprises".30 The svstem of the ARWE. as is known, was introduced at 
200.000 enterprises in 1982. In 1985. it was extended to educational esta- 
blishments.31 

The Provisional Regulations of the Activity of Directors of State Enter- 
prises introduced in 1984 docked noticeably the status and powers of the 
ARWE. Under the director's guidance a managerial committee of the en- 
ivrprisc is formed which comprises, apart from the director appointed by 
'.':!.. higher bodies, a secretary of the Party committee, a chairman of the 
■.r;dv union committee, engineers, technicians and representatives of the 
v'.-rkers. The director of the plant has the right to make decisions on pro- 
!'':.::!.- pertaining to production and technological reconstruction of the 
<■■-.:■. -prise, to settle cadre questions and to take measures to encourage or 
;:■/:: :■!: workers and,employees-. ; 

The contradictions that have taken shape between the functions of the 
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ARWE and the director's rights make the Chinese leadership declare tli.it 
democratic management is the key characteristic of our socialist enter- 

prises and cannot be ignored". ™ Characteristically enough, it was stressed 
i inoi\difIcna

L
ry Mecline of the ACTUF Executive Committee (Decem- 

ber iyw) that the introduction of the system of director's responsibility 
at enterprises "in no way means any infringement "on democracy and the 
position of the working class as the master of the enterprise".3'3 The 6th 
7i i    ie« ,?esÄof lhe Presidiuni of the ACTUF Executive Committee 
(July 10-14, 1985)    urged the trade unions    to actively promote the in- 
the ARWE«       SySlCm °f diredoFs' resPonsibi'ity and further strengthen 

The Chinese press repeatedly pointed to difficulties connected with the 
problem of combining the rights granted of late to the managers of enter- 
pnses with the statute of the ARWE and their functions formalised in 
the Chinese Constitution.  In  particular, ACTUF Deputy Chairman  Luo 
Uan said in his interview that at some enterprises the managers "do not 
recognise the role of trade unions and independently make all the deci- 
sions without consulting the workers". He also said that the new mana- 
gement system which was gradually introduced at Chinese enterprise* 
was to give broader rights to the trade unions while offering broader 
powers to the managers. According to Luo Gan, the trade unions had 
the task of   ensuring democratic management of enterprises with the par- 
ticipation o   the ARWE" which, together   with   the   managers,    should 
discuss all the problems of their enterprise, including economic indicators 
wages and so on.35 

With    the introduction of the directors' responsibility    system   trade 
union organisations are set a complicated task of, on the one hand   sup- 
porting the authority of the manager of the enterprise in every way   and 
on the other, of promoting the system of democratic management which' 

luVu    ^n ribao' "imPr°ves" and "raises" the role of the ARWE 3* 
The Chinese press repeatedly cited figures on the participation of 

workers and employees' representatives in management. For instance it 
was reported that in 1984 as many as 1,179 directors and managers' of 
enterprises were elected with the participation of the ARWE in Wuhan 37 

and 1,056—in Harbin.36 

With the aim of raising the economic efficiency of enterprises great 
attention is attached at present to the trade union organisations' launch- 
ing ot the movement for scientific and technological innovations, and also 
ino]16^de^1(?P[nenl of the socialist labour competition drive. In October 
1984, the Exhibition of Achievements of 17 Chinese cities in technological 
\T°lr£nl: and, ^operation was opened in Peking on the initiative of 
the ACTUF and the State Economic Committee. The trade unions can be 
stimulated for further activity in this direction by the Notification on the 
Development of the Rationalisers' and Innovator's' Movement in Science 
and lechnology, which was adopted in late April 1985 bv the ACTUF 
jointly with the State Economic Committee, the PRC State Committee for 
Science and Technology, and the Chinese YCL Centra! Committee It as- 
signs a certain role to the trade union organisations in starting that mo- 
vement »" According to ACTUF estimates, over 1,400,000 rationalisation 
proposals are made and considered annually.40 

The organisation of a socialist competition drive is another means of 
raising labour activity of the broad masses of people.4'  In this connec- 

uthe,3rd Plenary Meeting of the ACTUF Executive Committee (No- 
vember 1985), proceeding from the task of "actively working to implement 
the economic reforms in cities", emphasised the need to mobilise and or- 
ganise he working class for the socialist labour competition drive "2 It 
should be pointed out that the criteria for assessing the results of the 
competition  drive have been  altered.  In the past priority was given to 
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ideological and political problems which have now given way to economic 

Analvsis of the Chinese trade union press shows that the ACTUF has 
s0 far failed to launch the competition drive throughout the country. In 
olir opinion, there is a number of reasons for this, namely, the attitude of 
the broad sections of the working class towards- production problems, the 
encouragement of competition,43 etc. The contemptuous attitude towards 
exemplary workers which took shape in the course of many years also has 
., negative impact. At present measures are being taken to raise the 
■uithorily and role of exemplary workers (conferences"of representatives 
of advanced work collectives and exemplary workers, discussions between 
veteran advanced workers of the 1950s and young advanced workers, the 
organisation of the movement of learning  from  advanced workers and 

° Of special importance nowadays is the ACTUF-sponsored campaign to 
make trade unions a "dear home" for workers and employees with the aim 
of' making trade unions attractive to the broad masses of the working 
people and,    in this way,    bridging    the "gap"    between them and the 

,H°With this aim in view the ACTUF intensified the trade union activi- 
t!(.v in culture and sports, which was largely promoted by the All-China 
((inference on problems of trade union financial activities, held in Janu- 
ary 1985. The conference sanctioned bigger spending by grass-root trade 
union organisations in this field.44 

According to the ACTUF data, 25 per cent of trade union funds are 
iiuw used to organise schools and different courses to raise the general 
educational and vocational standards of workers and employees.45 They 
■re attended by about 11 million people.46 Besides, about 9 million are 
encased in all sorts of self-education programmes.47 In the Tibetan Auto- 
nomous Region 59 per cent of workers and employees study in groups 
.■manised by trade unions.4S 

The Chinese press frequently reports about trade unions setting up 
e..'iimunity centres, trade union houses, libraries and reading rooms, etc. 
I- September 1985, the ACTUF, together with the State Committee for 
physical Culture and Sports, organised the 2nd All-China Sports Contest 
..- workers and employees following a 30-year break. Trade unions also 
;. K( part in the improvement of working conditions, housing construction, 
! rkm development, organisation of tourist excursions, etc. 

At the same time, it should be pointed out that the ACTUF's work in 
.--■•'Miising cultural and sports activities under conditions of reforms has 
• ■" so far* assumed a truly large scale; for the most part it has the na- 
:.:-v of a campaign. 

Special mention should be made of the establishment of enterprises 
raring services to the population (stores, workshops, hairdresser's salons 
..■:.! so on) bv Chinese trade unions together with individual entrepre- 
neur-- on the'basis of trade union funds.49 The tendency towards the 
trout!) of this sort of enterprises can. in the future, affect the nature of 
• iiinise trade unions as the organisation of the country's working class. 

Summing up the results of trade union activities at the present stage 
• .   ihe economic  structural  reform in    cities, it  should be said  that the 
\< 'UP ha? so far failed to fully cope with all its tasks, though some of 

•■■- endeavours are fairly fruitful. 
O. GORODOVIKOVA 

THE ALL-CHINA WOMEN'S FEDERATION AND THE REFORM * 

Tile women's question in general and the social status oi women in par- 
ticular are topical problems in today's China. Chinese women have an 
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lnipor ant role to play in the country's economy. Xinhua reported in 1986 
that the number of women among workers and employees amounted to 
43 million, which is equivalent to 36.4 per cent of the total number 
Women are represented in industries in the following way: they account 
or 33 per cent of those employed in industry, 34.9 per cent in farming 

iorestry and water conservancy system, 37.5 per cenL in trade and the 
services, 61.2 per cent in urban communal services, 34.5 per cent in 
science, 38.2 per cent in culture, education and health care, 35.1 per cent 
in finance and social security, 19.8 per cent in transport and communica- 
tions and 22.5 per cent in construction and geology.50 - -        ■ 

The countryside employs more than 150 million women, which amounts 
to half the total work force. The role of women is especially big in the 
country s cotton-growing regions. For instance, in 15 major cotton-growine 
provinces and autonomous regions women account for the majority of 
cotton production contractors. In the years to come, particularly in the 7th 
Fiye-\ear period (1986-1990)as emphasised by the Chinese press, women 
will be assigned a bigger role in Chinese society.51 

The tasks of doing away with the traditional concepts of the role and 
place of women in society and the solution of new problems that have 
arisen since the foundation of the People's Republic of China are in one 
way or another tied  to the economic reform and  in  part entrusted to 
women s organisations. The Chinese press emphasised that the economic 
reform could not be carried out successfully without the broad support 
and active   participation of women,   that   their further emancipation is 
closely linked with the successful implementation of the reform 52 

ih  S?£u r ter the
+
3rd Pc

lenaryfeting of the CPC Central Committee of 
te rir ^vocation  (September 1984), which passed the "Resolution of 

the CPC Central Committee on the Economic System Reform", the Chine- 
se Women s Federation published the Instruction which called for the study 
and propagation of that document. The Instruction, among other things 
expressed hope that "the workers of women's federations, under the united 
leadership of Party committees, will elucidate the new problems and the 
new situation in which women found themselves in conditions of the re- 
form, engage in more practical activities, go to the grass-root women's 
strata and promote the intellectual  development of women and the de- 
velopment of their physical abilities". M 

Problems of the economic reform and work with women were discussed 
at the 2nd Session of the Chinese Women's Federation (ACWF) Execu- 
9r^Tmrltee (^Convocation) held in Peking from December 20 to 
26, 1984. I he ACWF Chairman Kang Keqing" said at the session that 
the propagation among women of "The Resolution of the CPC Central 
Committee on the Economic System Reform" was the most important 
hing in the ideological and political work at present. She called upon the 

leading groups of women's federations to continue freeing themselves 
from lettist influences, to fight the old traditional views on women 
and to guide the participation of the broad mass of the people in the 
econormc reiorm *> The session was also addressed bv Hao Jianxiu, Alter 
nate Member of the Secretariat of the CPC Central Committee (Member 
o the Secretariat o the CPC Central Committee since September 1985) 
v.ho observed that the level of women's activities "still falls behind the 
m£C 1TV V\CPC Central c™«ee and in manv cases fails to 
meet he tasks of the present period". She emphasised that of paramount 
importance m the activities of women were their role in the economic re- 
form the rate o:.growth of their scientific and cultural standards the 
extent to which the legitimate rights and interests of women and children 
are met, the progress made by the reform and organisational development 
in women s organisations themselves and the changes in their methods of 
leadership and style of work. w In March 1985 the ACWF organised a cere- 
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,r,nnial meeting to decorate 150 women activists ol economic work in 
Ian and rural areas. The Xinhua agency pointed out that there were 

! ,,nv directors of enterprises among them, who were known for their high 
business qualities and had distinguished themselves in running their en- 
iprnrises and spotting talented workers. . ,, , 

The problem of training managerial cadres has become especially acute 
f late in connection with the new tasks faced by the country. Admittance 

? \he CPC membership is a way of promoting women to positions ol 
iVhoritv No data on the number of women in the CPC have been made 
« Wie but the Chinese press repeatedly stressed that it was small. It is 
Cnmvn that after the "gang of four" had been neutralised, many women 
« ,n had moved to the front ranks in the years of the "cultural revolu- 
r'n" were demoted from Party and government bodies. Chinese leaders 

ro now desirous to enlist women from among the most active supporters 
Mndav's economic policy of the CPC. For instance, in 1984, according to 

^released by the organisational department of the CPC Central Com- 
fn' fee 214,000 women joined the Party, that is, twice the number ad- 
Z pd' in 1983 In Peking women accounted for one-third of the total 
m rnber of those admitted into the ranks of the CPC in 1984, and for more 

an a quarter in Shanghai, Tianjin and the Liaonmg province. The Chi- 
! , Less wrote that the women newly admitted to the Party includeo 
..Hcrlv and middle-aged representatives of the intelligentsia, as well as 
new talents" that had emerged in science, education, the health service, 

snorts information work, in industry and agriculture57 

The ACWF has an institute for training cadres for work among 
«■omen The students of this educational establishment have a vast expe- 
dience of practical work at the grass-root level and are sent to study there 
j,v women's federations in the provinces, autonomous regions and cities 
dWctlv subordinated to Peking. They study the basic theoretical _ tenets 
<f Marxism-Leninism, the theory of the Chinese women s emancipation 
movement and also activities pertaining to women s rights and interests. 
Introduced of late are  special  classes on  legislation  and work  among 

''"Rather great difficulties are encountered in training cadres at the 
m^-root level, especially in rural areas. It was reported, for example, 
lir'regional and rural district (village) leadership groups in the Chande 
r^'ion (Hunan province) had very few trained women cadre workers. Out 
,.•"> 8*9 cadre workers of 344 regional and rural district (village) Party 
o'.imnittees and governing bodies, there were only 116 women, amounting 
i,. 4 1 per cent of the total number of workers. In the Anxia district 5 per 
lt;r'oi the village leadership (at the rural district level) had no trained 
v.Mien at all It is said that the main reasons of the situation include, 
t rv the attitude of the local leading Party workers who give preference 
IM"men and, second, the dissatisfaction of women themselves with work 
:-p;oiig the grass roots. It was pointed out that at their own free will 
women leave the leadership groups, change their professions or leave lor 
!'.\wis together with their husbands.5S 

According to the latest data, the ACWF has 70,000 activists. The 
I i-diTj-tion regulates its activities through departments and offices ol its 
c.-mral apparatus, which include the department of the protection of wo- 
I'K-ri-«. rights the children*? department, the propaganda department, the 
<ivi.;.nment for the study of the history of the PRC women's movement, 
th-' international department and others.6I There also exists a fair y 
r.:!iiifu'd network of local federations. For example, the Shanghai City 
\\ union's Federation has a propaganda department, a department ol the 
protection of the rights of women and children, a department of work 
vith women and children, an international department and a stationery 
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In connection with the economic reform all sorts of measures arc taken 
in the country as regards Chinese women's labour and living conditions 
For instance, in December  1984. soon after the "Resolution of the CPC 

nln^f0m"ciUeC °n !,& Econoniic Syrern Reform" had been adopted 
an All-China Seminar,   'Women and the Contemporary Way of Life"  was 
held in Peking. The 4th All-China Discussion devoted to the problems of 
services held in  Dalian  in December  1984 raised the question of house 
ÖIJ    Deputy Head of the ACWF Department    of the Protection of 
women s Rights, Guo Junzhi, said during the discussion that "China is 
still a very backward country from the point of view of the time spent' 
on domestic chores . For example, she went on to say, Peking women 
workers and employees spend, on the average, 3 hours 43 minutes a dav 
on household work, and 84.1  per cent of 1,000 women workers and em- 
ployees in Tianjin are burdened with household chores to such an extent 
onn      n?r WOrk', slu,dies  and   recreation   are  affected.  Every  day  about 
200 million people, she said, "fuss" around the stove in the country as a 
whole. To cut the time spent on domestic chores and to ease them   Guo 
Junzhi proposed that the food industry be developed, the output of house- 
hold electric appliances raised, and the energy problem resolved   Urban 
housing should be more efficiently supplied with gas in cylinders or on 
centralised  basis,  and  the countryside should  accelerate the hot water 

usa efbfmetha     «"^^ inslaIIations and devices for the production and 

More attention has been paid of late in China to marriage and family 
problems   In  1984 a methodologic seminar on family studies was orga- 
nised in Guangzhou for the first time in China's history. The Declaration 
passed at the session pointed out, among other things, that it was neces- 
sary to attach greater importance to the study of family theory; to develop 
the Marxist doctrine of the family, taking the Chinese specifics into a°P 

count   to spread knowledge about the family, and to promote the educa- 
A1nnr°JeSpeC'il!1^>;0Ung people and newly-weds.« The same year saw the 
u    <u    Aanmru  °d0]0ßic seminar on marriage and family. It was organised 
by the All-Chinese Committee for the studv of marriage and family pro- 
blems under the ACWF, the sociology department of thf Chinese Academy 
of Social Sciences and the Chinese law society. The seminar discussed the 
role and place of women in the family; the changes that had taken place 
in families in the countryside, in relations among family members, in the 
way of life and consumption; the collision of new and old ideas about 
marriage and family, etc.65 

If is common knowledge that the birth of a babv girl in China is still 
a cause of dissatisfaction in the family, especially in the countryside Th* 
Chinese press discussed the problem more than once. For example the 
newspaper Zhongguo Funu bao carried an article about the ruthless 
treatment of a woman who gave birth to a babv girl bv her in-laws 66 

lo carry out education in family matters women's federations set uo 
courses and various societies, launch campaigns to advertise exemplary 
parents, encourage women farmers to lake up studies, render aid in bring- 
ing up children« and give publicity to exemplary families adhering to 

five good   principles.66 " fe 

In conditions of the economic reform ever greater attention is beincr 
paid  to problems oi  eradicating  illiteracy  and  raising the cultural  and 

maTor!!?""   ih
anfr,rdS0''   W°,mcn'   *"h°   aCC0Unt   for   *e   overwhelming majorm  oi the illiterate people m the country.6*   With the aim of more 

effectively influencing the illiterate part of the female population   the local 
branches of women's federations have of late been working öu    spec a 
rules to combat illiteracy among women, including special measures o 
public coercion. For instance, in" the Jiangsu  provincewhere women  ac- 
count for 80 per cent of all the illiterates from 12 to 40 years of age  the 
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provincial women's federation have worked out new rules of combating 
illiteracy in accordance with which illiterate women under 40 are not 
awarded the "March 8" pennants and can't stand for exemplary famUy 
adhering to "five good" principles. The rules also stress that the title of 
"four good principles"^ cannot be granted to a women delegates organi- 
sation if there are illiterate women under 40 in the regions controlled 

Y Cooperating with other organisations the women's federations set up 
women's schools, courses and other educational establishments, including 
part-time ones. For example, a women's institute! with a/.u^u"m in- 
tended for two-three years was opened in X.an (Shanxi province) in 1984 
About 100 young girls enrolled in it to study financial work a   industrial 
enterprises and computers. The Xinhua agency pointed out that after gra- 
duation these girls would be given jobs in accordance with their profes- 
sional training That same year a Women Managers' Training Institute" 
was opened in Peking upon ACWF decision. The country's first private 
women Huanan University was established in Fuzhou  (Fujian province 
in 1985. It teaches students English to enable them to work in special 
economic zones and has departments of pre-school child education, nutri- 
tion and fashion design. Tuition is paid and studies last for three years. 
Though the state does not assume the responsibility for providing the uni- 
versity graduates with jobs, the best students may continue their studies 

3 fTo attract the largest possible number of women to tackle the tasks 
set by the economic reform, women's commissions have of late been set 
up in the democratic parties of China. For example, he Zhigongdang 
party set up a women's commission in 1984. The activities of women s 
commissions under the democratic parties of China aim at Promoting the 
movement for the title of the "March 8" standard-bearer and the family 
of "five good" principles, at organising cultural and educational activities 
for women, at improving nutrition, etc.73 

Alongside the successes scored in tackling the women's question, there 
still remain serious problems. For instance, in connection with the eco- 
nomic reform the Chinese press voiced fears that in the Presrat-day 
circumstances, when the enterprises were given greater freedom o ^ action 
women would find it even more difficult to get jobs than before. Even 
though some provinces and cities have worked out documents regulating the 
ratio of men and women employed, they are often ignored. For example, n 
Tianjin men accounted for 97 per cent of the people employed late in 
1984 and women-a mere 3 per cent; there was not a single woman 
among the 975 newly-employed at the Shenyang railway department; in 
some ?egional communications departments in Shanghai the ratio among 
the applicants for jobs is 20 men to 5 women. 

TheP Sese press testifies that "a respectful attitude to men and .dis- 
dain towards women" during enrollment at educational establishments 
and provision of jobs results in the fact that the number of youngf women 
"on the waiting list", in other words unemployed, is steadily growing. 
For instance according to the same data, in Shanghai young girls ac- 
couned for 70-80 per cent of the unemployed youth » In the cmmtrvside 
feudal ideas still exist about women as "creatures of a lower order there 
are cases of newly-born baby girls being killed and *^X? w«£££ 
to these infants being maltreated by in-laws; the laws protecting women 
and children are often violated. Besides, women play an obviously inade- 
quate ole in the socio-political life of the country: they account for a 
mere 16 5 per cent of the total number of workers in government bodies 

anÄCin7ttSAC°WF7activity at the present stage, it should be said 
that in conditions of the reform the Federation, as before, pays great at- 
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lention to the problems of ideological and political work among women. 
For example, the 3rd Session of the ACWF Executive Committee of the 
5th 'Convocation (November 19, 1985) reiterated the importance of carry- 
ing out long-term ideological and political work and termed women's 
organisations an important unit of the Party in carrying out that work.77 

Jo step up propaganda work, the number of publications for women has 
sharply grown of late. Since October 1984 Zhongguo funu bao, the first 
women's newspaper in Chinese history published by the ACWF has been 
coming out. Apart from the magazine Zhongguo funu (Women of China) 
published in Chinese and English, the country now puts out about 30 ma- 
gazines for women. 

The experience in carrying out the economic reform is actively propa- 
gated on the international scene.78 For instance, Chen Muhua Alternate 
Member of the Politburo of the CPC Central Committee and Member of 
the PRC State Council, said at the world women's conference in Nairobi 
that the economic reform being carried out in China had brought about 
favourable conditions for the development of women's creative abilities, 
their further involvement in the economv and for improving their social' 
status.79 
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WORLD BANK POLICIES  INFLUENCE ON CHINA'S ECONOMY ASSESSED 

Moscow FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS  in English No  3,   1987 pp 65-74 

[Article by S.A.  Manezhev,   candidate of economic sciences:     "The World Bank's 
Economic Doctrine and  the Economic Reform in China"] 

I n late October 1985 representatives of the so-called World Bank group 
1 which brings together such major international financial institutions of 
the capitalist world as the International Bank for Reconstruction and De- 
velopment (IBRD), the International Development Association (IDA), 
and the International Finance Corporation (IFC) issued a special report 
"China: Long-Term Issues and Options" '. Its seven big volumes contain 
a wide range of information collected in China by IBRD's fact-finding 
missions. The report immediately attracted close attention in many coun- 
tries of the world, primarily in the People's Republic of China itself. 
This, is explained by the fact that through this impressive document the 
World Bank (in fact, the entire capitalist world which it represents) has 
actively intervened in the debate on development options, which has been 
going on in China in recent years. 

For over 30 years the Bank's experts have been preparing reports of 
this kind which are offered to governments of Asian, African and Latin 
American countries as ready-made programmes for socio-economic deve- 
lopment. Recommendations contained in the reports are not empty ver- 
biage. In fact, they are closely linked with the Bank's credit lines and, 
what is more important, with general foreign policy trends of imperialist 
powers, enabling them to mostly concentrate their influence on the socio- 
economic development of former colonies and semi-colonies. 

China which joined the IBRD in the spring of 1980 has already be- 
come the Bank's third biggest borrower, after its long-standing custom- 
ers such as India and Brazil. Loans extended by the IBRD and IDA have 
constituted 45 per cent of the total credit assistance received by China 
in recent years. This fact seems to account for the attention which the 
country pays to the World Bank's economic recipes. The main theses we- 
re quickly translated into Chinese and published in Peking2. A perma- 
nent representation of the World Bank has been functioning in China 
since 1985 and exhibitions of IBRD publications have been held to pro- 
mote its economic ideas3. These factors determine the urgent and prac- 
tical significance of a thorough analysis of the report on Chinese econo- 
my in which the World Bank expounds the system of its approaches to 
the economic reform in China. 

A "BALANCED"  BIAS 

1 n assessing the current state and prospects for the Chinese economy, 
1 the authors apply the standard classification of countries by the "de- 
gree of poverty'" which the Bank uses to determine how soft its credits 
can be. Thus, having established that in 1981 the per capita GNP in 
China did not exceed $350, they unhesitatingly included it into a rather 
big group of "countries with low incomes'", putting China virtually on 
the same footing with Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Gambia. Sierra Leone, Mada- 
gascar, etc.4 

The large-scale economic tasks defined in official directives of the Chi- 
nese leadership are self-evident. To catch up with the industrialised coun- 
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. • - hv 1he mid-21st century, as is expected in China, its per capita 
WSp Aould Jo* at an annual rate of 5.5. to 6.5 per cent. The authors 
So thai an important, and in many respects, decisive stage of th-sf un- 
precedented programme of long-term economic growth should beth'four 

K accon nanled by the Rising of per capita GNP to $800 (an average 
S 5 per cenTannually), i. e.. to the present-day level in such countr.es 
,« Thailand and the Philippines. . 

A* for the validity of this approach, we cannot but point out that tie 
Uinrsbeinc typical representatives of bourgeois economic science, w.l- 

?'Ämparc aggregate technical and economic indicators (per capita 
' ^ nnalTroduct sectoral structure of GNP. etc.), and .gnore their spe^ 
"fi socio-economic content. As a result, though seemingly logica and 
C
P\\ areued S positions exemplify not only a certain measure of s,m- 
I caTn but alsoPa complete discard for * .^'L^^*^ P Hpvelooment "The category of development, observes L. Zevin, a so 
° f economist "is a complex phenomenon which organ.ca ly embraces 
y,CLnZv a we 1 as economic political and social factors" ».Thus any 
temÄ?n of^uantita«?? indicators should be combined with an ana- 
f°Sf cf the essence and character of relations of production, including 
& of property, methods of running and regulating an economy, sy- 

S,e7twoauÄi0be "fr to sTy that the authors use arguments that point 
at some°spec°fic features of China's economy, not fitt ing ,ri to the IBRD s 
Leotvoes   They note, in particular, the unexpected y high level oi  in 

frZn^ such as the norm of accumulation, the calorie value of the diet. 
file average leil of literacy, life expectancy, etc. •    Not only does this 

L! Ch\ul stand out against the general background of the least de^e- 
K     ?oün ries but aLagpläces it, in some respects, abreast with, or even 

fead of many states with a much higher GNP per capita 
The author« do not go beyond a mere statement of the fact. Mean 

whi!    an immediate relationship between the  above-mentioned  features 
'T;uh basic characteristics of China's socio-econom.c development as 
In" absence      exploiting classes and private appropriation   as wel las> the 
ariinP role of the state in economic construction, places Ch ma in a si- 
,a  on which is different from other developing countries with    similar 

technicarand economic indicators, and opens before it much wider pro- 

^"l^Ban^'SpTrteapplv the method of economic modelling to define 
«• ne »n3 ahernative* of "economic growth in China during the period 

ending in   hyear 2000. TheTschemafically divide the Chinese economy 
t,  90 different sectors  (plant cultivation, electric power generation, o 1 

'ra?Ln   mechanical  engineering,  transportation,  trade   etc.)   and  cal- 
cinate the volume of production, material intensity, employment capital 
n itmem   anpricesPwithin each of them, interlocking some 600 van ab- 

U    The end result is offered to the readership in the form of three basic 
n-'edictfvl models of China's economic development, arbitrarily designated 
111   lour foTd increase option", "moderate option" and "balanced option 
tint have the following principal parameters. . 

Th "four-fold1 optioS" virtually fits in with the main objectives oi 
tin Chinese leadership: the rates of growth guarantee precisely a^ four 
ioV increase in the gross industrial and agricultural output by the year 
SiK. wSle the per Äpita GNP will be $830 in absolute terms. But a> 
ttu authors note, such results are predicated on a whole numberoi pre 
requisites, including primarily a much higher effectiveness oi captal in 
uiments, especially in such chronically backward sectors as poer en 
cineering and transport. Suffice it to say that the average effectless 
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Table 1 
Alternative Models of Economic  Development 
in China from 1981 to 2000 (main indicators 

in prices of  1981) Suggested   by   the World Bank 

Fcuir-f ol tl 
increaM' 
Option 

(per crnl) 

Modern) r 
opt ion 

(per ci'iil) 

Bnlnticed 
option 

(per cent) 

Gross national product 
(average annual  increase) 
Per capita GNP* 

6.6 5.4 6.6 

(average annual  increase) 
Gross        industrial      and 

5.5 4.3 5.5 

agricultural      production 
(average annual  increase) 
Norm of accumulation 
Output of   major   econo- 

7.2 
29 

6.0 
29 

6.4 
26 

mic sectors   (average an- 
nual  increase): 

agriculture 
heavy industry 
light   industry 
infrastructure 

4.5 
8.1 
7.9 
7.3 

3.7 
6.9 
6.5 
6.1 

4.6 
7.0 
7.1 
7.0 

services 7.2 6.0 10.5 

* Average annual population growth is assumed to 
be I per cent under each option. 

Source: China: Long-Term Development issues and 
Options, pp. 36, 38. 

of investments in power engineering should be on the level reached at 
projects which are being built with IBRD assistance in China and other 
countries. Otherwise, warns the report, the capabilities of the energy 
and fuel sector, and of transport will not ensure the predicted rates of 
industrial development and will, therefore, jeopardize the attainment of 
the planned targets. 
ti    In contrast with the dynamic, and high-risk "four-fold" scenario, the 
moderate option" orientates Chinese economy toward relatively slower 

rates of development. Though quite reliable, it does not guarantee   how- 
ever that by the year 2000 China will join  the medium income countries 
So this option  indefinitely postpones the  attainment  of the level  of  ad- 
vanced countries, the main reason being low economic effectiveness   The 
authors have estimated that to achieve the "four-fold" objectives    at the 
level of effectiveness of capita!  investments    and    labour    productivity 
growth, which is implied in the "moderate option", it would be necessarv 
to raise the norm of accumulation to 36 per cent, which is fraught with a 
sharp decline in the living standards of the population and serious soci- 
al instability. 

Finally, the third, so-called balanced option. The Chinese leadership's 
official targets in respect of the GNP growth by the vear 2000 will be 
attained if the norm of accumulation is brought down from 29 to 26 per 
cent, while social and personal consumption simultaneously goes up. There- 
lore the option provides for the highest economic effectiveness. It is 
declared that the key is accelerated growth of services (trade, crediting 
and financial operations, etc.) whose share of the labour market is to 
increase to 2o per cent by the end of the century as against 10 per cent 
in 1981. The report notes that this will result in"a reduction of the stock 
ol goods and an overall increase in the effectiveness of revolving funds 
in more optimal investment decisions, more developed specialisation and 
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cooperation in industry and agriculture. Although the accelerated growth 
of services will not be able to bring about the desired four-fold increase 
in industrial and agricultural production, in the opinion of the authors, it 
will have some attractive aspects such as reduced shortages of energy 
and transport resources. 

So. each of the suggested economic models has its., pros and cons, 
claiming to be an objective reflection of development alternatives in Chi- 
na. But our attention is attracted by the authors' biased attitude to for- 
mulation of assumptions, selection of comparable statistics and temporal 
frameworks oLeach option. Thus the effectiveness of capital investments 
under the "moderate option" is rather arbitrarily matched with the level 
reached by the USSR between 1950 and 1975, and by India in the period 
[rom 1960 to 1982. The same parameter under the "balanced option" is 
compared with that of Japan between 1950 and 1980 and of medium in- 
come countries in 1960-1982 7. The only aim of such pseudo-scientific com- 
parisons is to find objectivised statistical data which would demonstrate 
the down-to-earth nature of the conclusions drawn in the report. 

Furthermore, a comparison of the growth scenarios suggested by 
IBRD experts easily reveals that only one of them, i. e., the "balanced op- 
tion", provides for concrete ways and means of raising the effectiveness 
of social production, although this factor, as is justly observed in the 
report, will be decisive for the programme of modernisation in China. The 
growth of effectiveness through the expansion of services, especially tra- 
de, is directly linked with the appearance of market relations. Thus, a 
theoretical foundation is being laid for the subsequent discourse on the 
economic function of the state. The net result is that the authors "plant" 
a wide range of recommendations on the economic reform in China al- 
most exclusively into the "balanced option" as the most promising way of 
development. 

"MARKET SOCIALISM". KEYNESIANISM 
AND CHINA'S SPECIFIC FEATURES 

The authors positively assess the current reform of China's economic 
system, describing it as "one of the most far-reaching attempts to im- 

prove the functioning of a socialist economic system". Furthermore, they 
note that the attempt is only an initial stage in the implementation of the 
PRCs general strategy of creating "a Chinese brand of socialism".8 

Assessing    the prospects of the Chinese economy the IBRD experts 
suggest that the only way to increase substantially the effectiveness of 
social production is to allow a market mechanism to operate on a large 
«■cale   A price reform is proposed as an essential factor in their system 
of measures. To begin with, they suggest that  the prices of energy re- 
sources and some industrial raw materials be raised. By stimulating the 
chain reaction of the growth of prices for the products of energy-inten- 
sive branches it would be possible to step up the production of energy 
resources, promote their all-round conservation    and thus    mitigate the 
energy problem in China. As for prices of agricultural produce, they re- 
commend discontinuation of state subsidies and a switch over to market 
regulation  which  would   also  mean   substantial   price  hikes     (by  50  to 
60 per cent for grain. 80 per cent for vegetable oil, etc.). 9 The entire eco- 
nomy will  eventually be oriented  toward  market  pricing    without    any 
state control   In the' opinion  of the  authors, this will  automatically ba- 
lance the supply and demand situation, and    eliminate chronic shortages 
of many products. The state  is thus  assigned  a  secondary function    of 
intervening in the market to cushion the effect of excessively sharp fluc- 
tuations of prices for individual goods Kl. 

The Bank's theoreticians attempt to shore up their recommendations 
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by references to existing flaws in the area of centralised price formation 
and relaled imbalances in China's price system. In this context, the Chi- 
nese press highlights the unreasonably low prices for mining products 
raw materials and energy. "If the situation is not changed", notes Ren- 
nun nbuo, "it will not be possible to influence enterprises of the manu- 
facturing industry, it wilt not be possible to put them on the road of 
technical progress, improved system of management, reduced costs and 
higher effectiveness." '» Purposeful efforts are necessary to bring prices 
closer to socially needed costs in order to liquidate the situation and turn 
prices into a social standard of expenditures which would stimulate im- 
provements in the production process. 

But instead, China is offered a concept which is well known from the 
works of those who support the "market socialism" theory and which 
equates the optimal structure of production and distribution with the pro- 
portions which are formed spontaneously on the market under the influ- 
ence of uncontrollable price fluctuations. By erroneously identifying sol- 
vent demand with real social needs the Bank's theoreticians emphasise 
the advantages derived by production units and individuals in favour- 
able market conditions. But they disregard the damage which will be 
done to remaining less profitable enterprises and less affluent sections of 
the population. The authors consistently pursue their line of reasoning in 
stating that at a certain stage the task of accelerated development enters 
into conflict with the task of egalitarian income distribution. 12 Elaborat- 
ing on the thesis, the experts suggest that property differentiation be 
encouraged as a principal catalyst of development by cutting the wages 
of the bulk of Chinese workers, and by ensuring high incomes for lucky- 
entrepreneurs, managers and individual farmers. 13 A natural consequen- 
ce of this policy will be a hypertrophy of private economic interests grea- 
ter unemployment and social inequality. 

Moreover, the suggested reduction of the share of production accumu- 
lation will limit the growth of capital-intensive industries, in particular 
the fuel-and-energy sector. In this context, a radical increase in the pri- 
ces of energy carriers will not promote their production: rather, this will 
hold back fuel consumption and stimulate reorientation of China's eco- 
nomy toward priority development of agriculture, services, light industry 
and other less energy-intensive branches at the expense of key industries 
(mechanical engineering, transport, chemical industry, etc.) which need 
more energy. The net result mav be a more acute problem of inputs for 
economic growth and slower rates of real modernisation which is to 
create an integrated system of modern industries. 

Finally, while noting the need for government's stabilisation pro- 
grammes, the IBRD analysts sidestep the question of providing them 
with adequate financial and material resources. Meanwhile, according to 
the authors themselves, with the elimination of food subsidies, incomes of 
urban populations will have to be increased by 25 to 45 per cent M to 
enable them to maintain their current living standards. As a result, the 
financial means of the state may decrease rather than increase. In the 
absence of material and financial resources which would enable the state 
to control the market completely, the state's intervention in the market 
may create unfavourable situations. Thus, in earlv 1985 attempts by the 
Hunan provincial government to bring down rapidly increasing grain pri- 
ces through the sales of rice from state stocks met with coordinated ac- 
tions by private middlemen who earned up to 20 per cent in profits by 
reselling state rice at free market prices. I5 The intervention resulted in 
the channelling of state funds into the private sector. 

On the whole, experience shows that in the context of acute shortages 
of a whole number of important products even a partial lifting of state 
control over prices inevitably raises the prices and creates a risk of in- 
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flation Official statistics put the growth of consumer prices at 8.8 per 
"en in 1985 (and 2.7 per cent in 1984).'« The dangerous character of 
such a trend arouses concern in China. Thus, at an international con- 
ference on economic management held in Peking under the aegis of the 
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences and the World Bank (December 
1985) the Chinese representative stated that the lifting of state contro 
over prices as proposed by foreign experts may lead, in conditions of 
China   to an "overall inflation" already in the 7th five-year-plan per.od 
(1986 1990)  '" 

\ much 'greater economic autonomy for enterprises is an important 
element of the Bank's recommendations, with the measures taken by Chi- 
na in recent years regarded merely as a prelude to a real y card.nal solu- 
tion of the problem of enterprise/state relations. This is because the 
authors of the report believe that in a complex and variable market eco- 
nomv the state is not in a position to know and determine what should 
be done by each concrete enterprise. This makes any direct state admini- 
stration of enterprises meaningless and wasteful.' 

Large-scale introduction of shareholding enterprises m which various 
institutions are the principal shareholders is suggested as a means of free- 
ing them from state control. Several i«to West German ^ames 
with state participation are cited as an example of such a diffused form 
of public property. The "freedoms" to be granted to such economic units 
include independent definition of the volume and range of output; inde- 
pendent decision-making on investment, with enterprises getting the bulk 
If profits; free conversion to more profitable undertakings; an unrestricted 
right to set up joint ventures with foreign firms; and finally, complete 
frledom to dismiss lazy, negligent and redundant workers '? In order 
to set these components of the market mechanism in motion it is suggest- 
ed to provoke allround competition among enterprises. The authors em- 
phasise that the loser should feel the full impact of market competition 
he should be forced either to improve its performance, find a new field 
of activitv or cease to exist. M ■    ' ,    ,. 

What will be the functions of state planning and management bodies 
in this motley context The report expressly states that ^e state should 
cut down its direct participation in many economic spheres, including the 
production process, trade, price formation, and employment21 Instead, 
the state bodies are offered the Keynesian recipes for regulating aggre- 
gate demand by establishing such taxes and loan interest rates which 
would, in one way or another, determine the profitability of d fferent 
kinds of activity. Mandatory planned targets should give way to me- 
thods of indirect control; medium- and long-term planning is replaced by 
the programming of various economic sectors as is the case in trance 

andHearea is yet another example of how skillfully the IBRD experts use 
the real difficulties and problems of China's economic development to 
substantiate their recommendations. Indeed, the prevalence in the 1960s- 
1970s of purely administrative methods of economic management and the 
underestimation of economic levers were an important prerequisite for the 
decline in the effectiveness of social production in China. As repeatedW 
noted by Chinese economists, in this context the introduction of the seH- 
support principle designed to develop economic autonomy of enterprises 
and also enhance their economic motivation and responsibility for the 
results of their production activities, is an essential task of China s cur- 
rent economic policy. The premise is used as a reference point irthe 
conceptualisation carried out by the IBRD experts who go so far as to 
pursue a policy of utmost development of free enterprise and introduc- 
tion of the market mechanism-a policy which is so well known from 
the World Bank's activities in many developing countries. The authors. 
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however, disregard some significant features of the Chinese reality. As a 
result, possible implications of their recommendations go far beyond the 
ljmits of economic rationality and appropriateness. 

It is a well-known fact that China is suffering from a chronic shortage 
of qualified personnel. Technical specialists account for only 3 per cent 
of the total number of workers and office- employees. "Only 6.4 per cent 
of those who run state-owned enterprises and organisations have higher 
or incomplete higher education.22 In this situation unlimited autonomy 
of economic units may, in practice, lead to numerous wrong decisions 
and. therefore, to the wasting of scarce -economic resources. 

It should also be recalled that China has many ineffective and down- 
right unprofitable industrial facilities, the latter alone accounting for over 
15 per cent of the total number of state-owned enterprises.23 The low 
efficiency of these enterprises is not always due to irrational prices, it is 
almost universally caused by such long-term factors as obsolete or worn- 
out equipment, inadequate skills, shortages of raw materials and energy, 
etc. It is unlikely that these problems can be solved by granting complete 
economic autonomy to such enterprises and subjecting them to the de- 
structive impact of market competition. The inevitable result will be mas- 
sive bankruptcies and shutdowns of not only ineffective enterprises but 
also of normally functioning ones whose products may become redundant 
in view of spontaneous demand. Even if we follow the authors' example 
and dismiss the threat of massive unemployment and related social com- 
plications and conflicts, at the very least the situation will seem ambiva- 
lent in purely economic terms. The short-term gain in the form of greater 
effectiveness of a group of prospering enterprises cannot make up for 
the losses connected with a substantial reduction of production capaci- 
ties and non-utilisation of important material, financial and human re- 
sources. 

Lastly, one has to bear in mind such factors as China's vast territo- 
ry, the dearth of transportation and highly unequal development of se- 
parate regions and sectors. Instead of creating a single nationwide mar- 
ket, the implantation of a market mechanism will lead to the emergence 
of several isolated regional markets with their specific features in respect 
of goods, market situation and price formation. Whereas the situation 
may appear attractive to imperialist monopolies which strive to "deve- 
lop" primarily the most advanced economic sectors and regions of Chi- 
na, from the point of view of China's national interests, all this carries 
with it the risk of continued regional disintegration, greater inadequacies 
in the development and distribution of the productive forces. 

The aspects of the IBRD recommendations considered above give a 
sufficiently clear idea of their economic implications. But their possible 
impact on China's socio-economic development does not boil down to 
these implications alone. It is no secret that under socialism the state 
exercises its right as the owner of the main means of production prima- 
rily by determining the production orientation of economic units, siting 
of enterprises, establishing and regulating economic ties between them 
and, finally, by setting mandatory planned targets.24 In fact, liquidation 
of these functions, their replacement by elements of the market mechan- 
ism turn state property into a legal form devoid of any real economic 
content. Therefore, the Bank's recommendations are aimed at creating an 
atomistic structure of property which reduces the economv to a sum to- 
tal of individual enterprises and weakens the economic function of the 
state. 

The Bank's recommendations for stimulating the multis'ectoral struc- 
ture of China's economy pursue the same objective. Their main element 
is the development of private enterprise, any limitation of which is re- 
garded as suppression of potentially dynamic forces in the economy.25 
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*s for the stale sector, it is suggested to narrow  substantially 
-,,10 and    cope of its activities. The report, in partiallar, discusses the 
^biltv of reducinp the share of state capital  investmen s to 20 per 

P°n   as atrainsmore than 70 per cent at present.» Since the share o 
"SSJX sate budget will inevitably fall below 10 per cent 
'    Uie tot'll volume of investments, it is clear that the state will have 
; rv

1 hiiled ro°om to manoeuvre economic resources and define^ a con- 
r.lised manner the character and ways of development.2   It is suggest 
At the s a e should cover social costs of the functioning of the mar- 

t meetnism by paying grants to the unemployed, financing the retrain- 
i of dismissed workers   giving aid to    poor rural  areas, eto28    The 

Sstic reduc  on of the state budget incomes which is proposed by the 
Ek leaves open the question of whether the state will have adequate 
Sources for such activities. Furthermore, the above approach divests the 
I    e of a fund on which belongs to it under socialism   i. e   to actively 
fhape society's social profile, and turns it into a sort of a buffer of soci- 

"' Soothe creation of a "Chinese brand of socialism" after the World 
Rank°s recipes"presupposes renunciation, in the end, of some important 
nrinciplesTd methods of socialist development. It is not by chance that 
ffchnese press publishes materials critically assessing foreign experts 
1 ,ommendaSon<i to"extend market relations in the PRCs economy For 
rrP"lne analysing the proposal to grant full econonuc indepen e„ce 

Qiflip enterprises Guangming ribao noted that such lndepenaencc 
°houd remainPwithin definite limits. Otherwise, serious difference of mte- 

=\c mav annear between the state and the enterprises.29 In eva mating 
I fwor?d BE recommendations as to how to change the^relations> of 
\Zu, in China   with a  priority deve opment of    non-state property, 

^Sp^m^n\^tsA a lineP"runs counter" to the course 
Üiöwed by the PRC government and aimed at building a socialist so- 

10 
;iety.30 

ON THE ROAD OF "CATCHING-UP" DEVELOPMENT 

A nart from the analysis of purelv internal aspects of the economic re- 
Aform «S Bank's ^commendations concentrate or» external economic 
Nations This is onlv natural since the low level o economic develop- 
n n shortage of material and financial resources, technical knowledge 
™d organisational experience predicate China's dynamic economic growth 
",n the expansion of ts economic relations with more advanced nations, 
i   this connec ion the authors note that in the future China's deeper jn- 

,1 vernent in international economic exchange will contribute to the 
A of the effectiveness of social production and the living standards 
, he copulation They also point to the other side of the.issue namely 

'• c JsZ of i owing economic instability, inflationist trends, and 
r^ional disproportions which mav be generated by a stronger impact of 
^ onülötisVtuations in the world capitalist market on Chinese eco- 
p-mv   The author believe, however, that the vast territory, the mum 

'loral character of the economy, and the limited participation oi toreign 
ia^ in the process of reproduction substantially reduce any possible 

(I an unexpected change of the situation on the wor d marel imae H-, comparison with the more predictable "costs, of isolationism. ■'The re 
>-..ri thu^uogeMs a number of measures to iurther develop    the    open 

■;:..or" policVwhich China has been pursuing in recent years. 
The report Mates, in particular, that the realisation of the a<hantages 

..i nueVXnal econoni exchange requires radical decentrahsa too 
:!>, management of foreign economic relations by granting to al e. ter 
prises the^rbdn to independent import-export operations, and b\ sul^tan- 
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tially expanding and intensifying the activities of foreign trade compa- 
nies, including companies of collective and individual ownership. As a 
result, the report says, Chinese enterprises should get easier access to 
modern goods and technologies, and the Chinese market should see com- 
petition between local and foreign producers which will stimulate the 
effectiveness of social production in the PRC. 

In order to avoid erroneous foreign trade decisions, the granting of 
the right of free access to the external market should, in the opinion of 
the authors, be geared to the restructuring of the entire economic machi- 
nery. In this context, the Bank's analysts invoke price-reform, recommend- 
ing the world market prices as a basis for price formation in China. This 
should ensure a "rational orientation" of Chinese enterprises toward the 
development of production and export of relatively low-input goods, and 
simultaneous expansion of imports whose local production is more costly 
than purchases abroad. The authors believe that this will be the most 
effective way of integrating China into the system of international divi- 
sion of labour.32 

In assessing these foreign economic recommendations we may first 
of all point to the invalidity of the experts' attempts to present the world 
outside China as a homogeneous system, relations with which produce une- 
quivocal results. By ignoring the split of the world economy into two 
conflicting socio-economic systems—capitalism and socialism—the authors 
arJriori orientate China toward developing its economic relations only 
with capitalist countries. There is a growing concern about such pos- 
sible costs in the development of international economic exchange as 
economic instability in China, widening gaps in the development of coast- 
al and inland regions, growing inflationist trends, etc. Indeed, these ne- 
gative phenomena have been observed in China's economy in recent years 
with the country's conduct of the "open door" policv directed primarily 
at expanding its economic contacts with developed "capitalist countries. 
As can be best judged from China's historical experience, there is. how- 
ever, a completely different way of integrating external factors into eco- 
nomic development processes. Broad cooperation in the 1950s between 
China and socialist countries graphically showed that economic relations 
within the framework of the world socialist economy which are based on 
the principles of fraternal cooperation, genuine equality, mutual benefit 
and non-interference in internal affairs, have a stable and planned cha- 
racter and promote dynamic, proportional development. 

The authors' proposals on the nature of China's participation in inter- 
national division of labour are based on the Bank's traditional doctrine 
of "comparative production costs", or, to be more precise, its statistical 
model which has turned some correct propositions bv Adam Smith, and 
particularly David Ricardo, into ossified stereotypes' equally applicable 
to all situations and countries. Given China's enormous labour resources 
and low wages, the doctrine argues in favour of the "rationality" of im- 
ports of science- and technology-intensive products from developed coun- 
tries (engineering and chemical products, computers, etc.) in exchange 
for locally produced labour-intensive goods (light industry products, tex- 
tiles, crafts, agricultural produce). Problems of the country's technolo- 
gical development are considered in the same vein. The authors, who 
recommend independent development and improvement of technologies 
in "relatively mature sectors" (textiles, food. etc.). urge China to deve- 
lop the most advanced and technologically complex industries (electro- 
nics, etc.) by relying mostly on cheaper foreign equipment and technolo- 
gies that are of a better quality.33 

Therefore, the doctrine of "comparative production costs" supplement- 
ed with the world market price orientation places China's economy in a 
situation determined not so much by the needs of internal socio-economic 
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development as by strictly extraneous factors; it triggers the mechanism- 
^echnSical dependence, and impedes the process of mdustnahsation 
anIdiverXation of social production. Soviet economists justly obseve 
Sat such a pattern of advancement is possible only in.sectors wh.ch out- 

ve their usefulness in a developed economy. In today s world this means 
ir*' mitat"ve!:" catch-up-with-them type of development which benefits not 
S much the backward nations as the industrialised imperialist centres 
andbiggestmonopolies. * Its logical outcome is growing dependence of 
ZT national economy on external economic ties and conservation of eco- 
nomkbackwardness3^ The sentiment that despite ts "reference value 
Ricardo's theory of "comparative production costs cannot serve as a 
aiding idea o7 socialist foreign trade of China « was voiced not acc,- 
föaUy at a symposium on strategies for foreign economic ties of China 
Sdd in Peking in December 1982. Such an assessment of Chinese eco- 

^nMr^™^*™* d0UbtS ab°Ut thff
eXpertS' Pr0P0SalS

t-e
0
s

n 
laree scale decentralisation of the management of foreign economic ties. 
Us n^secrefthat during its foreign trade reform China acquired 

definite and highly controversial experience. In particular, having expand, 
ed the netto k of central companies of the Ministry of Economic Rela- 
ronswUh Foreign Countries and Ministry of Foreign Trade. China has, 
n recen years, multiplied various local and sectoral foreign trade com- 
panies^ and substantially extended foreign economic rights of local autho- 
rities state enterprises and other economic units. 

That was a major factor in the obvious growth o China s foreign 
trade aruT more active participation in international division o labour. 
But from the point of view of its national economy, these developments 
are largely offset by elements marked by lack of control and organ.sat.on 

intForf0erxfmVe°rhrteort to the 4th session of the National Peo- 
Die's CongrSs of  he 6th convocation (March 1986) Premier Zhao Ziyang 
hghliffi ala?m ng manifestations of "blind competition" between io- 
rdjn Irade companies vying for export and import deals   ,duf^nol 
imnorts  excessive inflows of some consumer goods.36 These facts intro- 
duce dialSSfois into the uniform policy of foreign trade prices, worsen 
conditions £«-the production and marketing of a whole number of pro- 
S wUhin the country. China is witnessing a marked increase m eco- 
nomic crime which acquires a dangerous character f« 't efends to tag- 
state enterprises and organisations, drawing them into unlawful trans 
actions in imported goods and foreign exchange.d      ,_....     .   ,     .- 

Thus "he results of China's policy of limited decentralisation in foreig» 
trade do not always promote the effectiveness of foreign economic acu- 
ities   Experience shows that foreign trade reform  measures often im- 

p de conceded efforts of numerous Chinese enterprises and organisations 
5n me external market, complicate planned management ans.ate^«mt- 
rol in the foreign economic sphere, thus affecting the stability of tne 
econom c  monetary and social situation in the PRC. Under the circum- 

aTe™ consistent implementation of the Bank's f commendations con- 
cerning management of foreign economic ties would, in fact, mean   re- 
nuncSSioTSf Itate monopoly in foreign trade and state monetary mono 
poly which, as is well known, belong to the category of the most impor- 
ant elements of the socialist econom.c mechanism. The mev«table result 

will be the economy's growing dependence on ^ffM*^«}™* 
in the world capitalist economy and on penetration of foreign capital. 

The™ in the final analysis, are the objectives pursued in he foreign 
economic recommendations of the Bank Advancing as axiomatic the the- 
MS of an exclusively beneficial effect of foreign investments on China a 
economic advancement, the authors approve of the consistent liberahsa- 
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lion of Hit- "investment climate" tor foreign capital which has been car- 
ried out by China in recent years. Furthermore, in urging the country to 
take further sleps in this direction, they recommend extending to the en- 
tire territory the considerable investment, tax and other privileges that 
are so far enjoyed by foreign investors in rather limited special economic 
zones, as they are called. Economic development prospects ohChina are 
thus hinged, to a certain extent, upon the functioning of foreign capital 

The above shows that the external facade of the seemingly well-found- 
ed report and its authors' claims to impartial theoretical analysis disgui- 
ses the definite intention of China's imperialist partners to propel it on 
to the road of non-socialist development, to bring it to a point beyond 
which, in a figurative expression of R. Huber, a representative of a lead- 
ing transnational bank, there will be no return to the old way of life.38 

The proposals of the Bank's experts run contrary to the Chinese people's 
vital interests. They are goading China into a submissive, dependent po- 
sition in the world capitalist economy. 
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CHINESE ECONOMISTS ON BANKRUPTCIES 

Moscow FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS  in English No 3,   1987 pp  75-84 

[Article by Ye.F.  Avdokushin,   candidate of economic sciences] 

Oevilalisation of factories (especially large and medium-size ones) is 
Ramong the major objectives of tne current economic reform in China 
The Snese preis has been lively discussing ways of. broadening the 
socialist enterprises' rights and enhancing their economic responsibility 
af well as building an integral system of efficient factory management 
and operation A national conference on economic affairs held m February 
1985Tscussed ways and means of "revitalising" large and med.um-s.ze 
state-run factories, and set the following ten guidelines: 

I introduction, as soon as possible, of a system of factory managers 
oersonal responsibility and the setting up of innovators   research teams, 
P   ^enhancement of the competitiveness of basic products in accordance 
with   market  requirements; .    „„   . • 

_ enforcement of the principle of one-man management in comb na- 
tion with other forms of management and promotion of development ot 
various  types  of  economic   agencies; 

_ reduction in the consumption of energy resources and raw mate- 

nalÜ steady reduction of the regulatory tax imposed on the front-rank- 

^^tfabtsZenTof an industrial equipment    market    and material 

reSO"C
p1rmisastonCefSrrmajor  and medium-size    factories to engage in 

export-import operations; 
— flexibility of the economic directive plans; 
— dependence of pay on labour efficiency; _ • 
— improvement of the organisation of existing companies and reform 

of the control and management systems of major enterprises . 
As they searched for ways of revitalising the economy and raising 

economic efficiency in the mid-1980s Chinese economists devoted special 
attention to the destiny of backward and unprofitable factories Many 
then agreed that those factories should be declared bankrupt and closed 

d°WOn December 3, 1986, China's national papers published a "Law on 
Bankruptcies" passed at the 18th session of the Stand.ng Committee of 
the 6th National People's Congress the day before. 

The Law on Bankruptcies emerged at the end of a lengthy debate in 
the Chinese press that involved China's prominent .scientists an'experts. 

The problem of bankrupt factories was first raised in 1980, as econo- 
mists discussed "socialist competition". Later it was not discussed in par- 
ticular but was repeatedly touched upon in this or that form, also m con- 
nection with the subject of "competition laws" under socialism. 

In 1984 the Chinese press commenced an active debate on whetner 
it was possible and necessary, under socialism, to declare certain enter- 
prises bankrupt, and called for a special "law on bankruptcies 

As they raised the issue of bankrupt factories under socialism, Chi- 
nese economists first of all explained why it had to be raised. To sub- 
stantiate the need to declare certain factories bankrupt and to pass a 
bank uptcy law, they cited examples of factories that were unprofitable 
tecauTthey were technologically obsolete and/or because they were run 
inefficiently and often incompetently. According to Chinese economist Yan 
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!<ali"' CJ.'"a had 9-660 unprofitable enterprises in 1980. with losses tolall- 
ing 3.2 billion yuan; in 1982. the figures grew to 10,898 and 4 2 billion 
respectively.» In 983, the overall losses of state-owned enterprises tota" 
led 18 per cent of the national income.« As the state-run enterprises were 
granted more freedom and competition among them was enhanced- as the 
Z?HP7 P!™'fc *.** ^carded and especially after taxation wa's intro- 
duced at all industrial, transport and trade enterprises, instead of the 
former profit-deduction system, the situation improved considerably 
though not enough to resolve the problem of bankrupt enterprises 
unnSÄ m;d-1,980s' UP t0 20"30 Per cent of China's faclories'remained 
unprofitable (and in some regions, even more than that), mostly because 
ndelT*6 y eqmpped' had obsolcle technology  low-skilled person- 

H.JnhCf P^blems of revitalising and reorganising industries and closing 
down factories that had to be constantly subsidised remained exceptio- 
nally topical, tama Daily carried a story about a chemical plant "that 
was the states dependent for more than sixteen years The plant's own 
assets totalled 10 million yuan and from 1967 to 1976 its losses amount- 
ed to 9.6 million yuan. In 1983, its overall losses reached more than 
25 million yuan (having exceeded by 150 per cent the plant's assets) As 
an argument in favour of a bankruptcy law, the daily pointed out that if 
the plant had been declared bankrupt .earlier, the state would have lost 
10 million yuan, and not 25 million.6 

Describing the problem of unprofitable factories, many economist- 
expressed regret that those factories had been kept afloat and offered all 
kinds of privileges for a long time. Some enterprises sustained major 
losses that brought them to the point of bankruptcy-but their existence 
was never called in question because of state assistance According to 
Chinese economist Zheng You, that attitude of the state brought about 
some sort of "paternalist" relations. 

• ,,?-°lher
J
words' the state adopted a paternal attitude to its "baby-facto- 

ries.' Besides, ^ an Kalin points out, many had come to regard the state 
as a big store" where they could take as much of everything as'thev 
wanted and spend it all just as they pleased and still stay in business" 
inose paternalist relations brought about a situation where many facto- 
ries got used to leaning heavily on state subsidies, which impeded the 
development of initiative at these enterprises, slowed down the introduc- 
tion oi modern technology, lowered managerial efficiency, and led to 
major production losses. 

As they highlighted the problems in the state-owned factories' mana- 
gement system, Chinese economists pointed out that the maintenance of 
unprofitable factories was also a result of the equal-pav policv  For a long 
time this policy was regarded as an advantage of socialism" but, in fact 
it discredits socialism.8 

_ In substantiating the need for a bankruptcy law, many Chinese econo- 
mists said that socialist economy was "a planned commodity economy" 
governed by commodity-production laws: those of value, demand and 
supply, and competition. Economist Li Baihan of Shangdong province indi- 
cates that the very logic of the commodity production development lead- 
to the possibility oi bankruptcies as "a special capitalist category"" 
making it necessary to introduce the status of "a bankrupt enterprise'1 

under socialism, too.* While many Chinese economists said the unprofi- 
table factories had to go because they were a drag on the state Li Bai- 
han Ni Jixiang and some others proposed "a bankruptcy system" pro- 
ceeding from the general principles of a commodity economy, above all 
the laws of value and competition. Ni Jixiang expresses his views in the 
most explicit way. He says that bankrupt factories "emerged as an ine- 
vitable result of the advancement of the socialist commodity economy fol- 
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inivine from the law of value, the law of demand and supply, and espe- 
,luv the law of competition".10 According to Ni Jixiang, the objectives 
'(socialist production should be    attained    through    competition which 

,iamc« winners and losers; proportions in economic planning should be 
Vl witli  due regard for the laws of value and competition. As for the 
nrinciplc of distribution according to work done, the economist interprets 

-•   in Mich a way as to keep factories competitive."  In his opinion, the 
law* of commodity production function in fact spontaneously, selecting 
'^„ncrs and losers, establishing the necessary balance and raising eco- 

nmic efficiency This approach to regulation of the socialist economy 
"illiterates the distinctions between the capitalist and the socialist econo- 
mic   management   systems. . 

That approach  drew a mixed response from Chinese economists.  In 
,!„. course of a debate in Jingjixue zhoubao, some of them basically sup- 

rlcd it  only taking some of the edge off the recommendations conccrn- 
,!T commodity-related regulation of the socialist economy. Fan Jiang- 

"hmi pointed out, for instance, that selection of the strongest in compels- 
,inn was "in line with the principles of a socialist commodity economy , 
.,, -a bankruptcy system" was "necessary", and that without it socia- 

m -would not be able to make the state rich and strong and the people 
„m^erous". Other economists (Lin Qiping, Zhang Deyu, for instance) 
dUcrced with Ni Jixiang that competition could select the best and the 
vor-t factories in a practically spontaneous process. 

The problem of bankruptcies, indicated Li Qiping, should be handled 
.. the basis of planning, with the state's direct participation.12 According 

'','■' Zhang Deyu. Ni Jixiang's bankruptcy concept is "theoretically dispu- 
te and practically inconsistent", for it is based on the laws of acorn- 
niodiiv economy in general, an abstract commodity economy which just 
loi- not exist: in real life, there is always a concrete commodity economy 
fViermined by certain economic conditions and relations.13 

Many Chinese economists tried to bring out distinctions between bank- 
ruptcies of enterprises under socialism and under capitalism, others said 
,['r, under both systems bankruptcies were the same. For example, Xiao 
Vir said bankruptcies were the same because commodity production exist- 
ed under socialism as well as under capitalism, with "common featu- 
it- under both systems, and because there was competition with the pos- 
.-i.iliiv of winners and losers ("survival of the fittest"). The closing down 
ihaiikVuplcv) of enterprises, Xiao Yan pointed out. "is by no means a 

,1 feature of capitalist economies",—it is "common for commodity 
minies as an inevitable result of market competition and self-sup- 

,->■•» But as he delved into the differences between bankruptcies under 
r'i<alism and under socialism. Xiao Yan came to acknowledge that the 
..found causes of bankruptcies under capitalism were regular crises and 
i operations of monopolies. Other economists (Zhang Deyu, for mstan- 

i emphasised the differences between the capitalist and socialist com- 
-,di;\ economies, and firmlv asserted that bankruptcies under capitalism 
>-i- due to economic crises and stiff competition plus private ownership 

lik- means of production. In a socialist commodity economy, the laws 
commodity production can be explored and utilised on the basis oi 

-inline Consequently those laws function in accordance with tne 
t.damental economic law of socialism, to promote a proportionate and 

i development of the entire svstem of social production without 
•>nt to productive forces. As for competition among commodity-pro- 

indicates   Zhang    Devu,    it    is     not    characteristic of relations 
 ,K socialist enterprises. Competition under socialism promotes techno- 
-ii'al development of factories and raises efficiency. It should result in 

iv common advance towards prosperity, and not in bankruptcies as 
.es under capitalism. Zhang Deyu  concludes that bankruptcies    arc 

;>ivial 
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by no means an inevitable result of the advancement of the socialist com- 
modity economy' and that they cannot be regarded as following from the 
,av '?!.vaiue- thc Iaw of demand and supply, or the law of competition l5 

Criticising the views of Ni Jixiang. Lin Qiping indicates, in his turn, 
that bankruptcies under socialism are essentially different from bankrupt- 
cies under capitalism. Under socialism, bankrupt factories cannot be put 
to the survival test in the course of competition but should be "closed 
down, merged, or transformed" on the basis of national planning 

Another essential  feature of bankruptcies under socialism  distingui- 
shing ti,cm from capitalist bankruptcies   (which is emphasised by many 
Chinese economists) is that socialist enterprises are public property   so if 
they go bankrupt, they are merely transferred to the ownership of other 
state-owned enterprises   (through    settlement, sale,    or otherwise)    The 
form of ownership does not change in this case-the personnel of a bank- 
rupt  factory still remain the co-owners of public property. Therefore it 
would be wrong to say that a state-owned property goes bankrupt   If a 
capitalist goes bankrupt, he yields to other capitalists the "four rights"- 
tne rights to own, to possess, to   manage, and to use his property   There- 
lore, Lin Qiping points out, in a commodity economy developing on the 
basis of national planning, it would be more appropriate to speak of clo- 
sing down, merging, and transforming factories, and not of bankruptcies '* 
I his approach has been supported by other Chinese economists   We can 
say in this connection that the conclusion about the inalterability of the 
state ownership is justified, but the enormous losses incurred by bank- 
rupt factories substantially affect state property; it certainly lowers eco- 
nomic efficiency and the prestige of socialist ownership 

In the course of the debate, even as they recognised the need for and 
the possibility of a bankruptcy law under socialism, Chinese economists 
devoted much attention to the question in what particular cases socialist 
enterprises should be declared bankrupt. They said different criteria had 
to be elaborated for state-owned factories, on the one hand, and for coope- 
rative and individual enterprises, on the other. Some economists presu- 
med that the concept of bankruptcy was inapplicable to state-run facto- 
ries whose means of production remained public property at all times and 
could not be used by their managers at their discretion. Those experts 
believed that only cooperative and individual enterprises could be decla- 
red bai.Krupt." Other economists disagreed/indicating that this approach 
violated the principle of enterprises' equality before the socialist law  (in 
terms ot debt payment, for instance) and granted unmerited privileges to 
state-owned factories. This would in no way promote efficiency in produ- 
ction. They also said that enactment of a bankruptcy law for state-owned 
lactones was a major means of enforcing the principle of self-support 18 

Most Lninese economists agreed that anv enterprise could be decla- 
red bankrupt, regardless of the form of ownership; but it was necessary 
to se. onlerem and "reasonable    bankruptcy    criteria"    for state-owned 
coopers.ye and individual enterprises. Quantitative limits of responsibi- 
lity «hoi:id vary with  the form of ownership,  they  said,  because  state- 
owr:Pd  imones  differ   from cooperative    and  individual    enterprises  in 
source,. <,; fixed assets and. therefore, have    different    rights concerning 
.nuse^-seis. As for cooperative and individual  enterprises   which  own 
their ,..voc assets, they can be declared bankrupt only if thev fail to pay 
the:r oco,.s fcnd to pursue reproduction. In the case of state-owned facto- 
ry the rrobiem is more complex since, in contrast with cooperative and 
indjvidjj. enterprises, they are linked by more or less close financial and 
economic ties with the state and also with their partners. 

So, what enterprise can be considered bankrupt? Opinions differ on 
this (ju'.-siion. Ni Jixiang, Fan Jiangchun, and some others say that any 
Jo>er in competition is bankrupt. But most economists maintain "that bank- 
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ruptcy implies a state in which a factory fails to sell its products under 
normal conditions of production, when its expenses are not repaid and 
financial losses continue to grow, and when it has no money tc»pay   ts 
personnel, to acquire fixed assets, or replenish current assets. To be decla- 
?ed bank upt, a

qfactory should remain in this condition for at least two 
years'« AnSther opinion is that an enterprise can be declared bankrupt rf 
it fails to settle its debts at the appropriate time and if the debts grow 
o exceed the value of its   assets.** But   if the   cost of factory s assets 

exceeds the sum of its debts, other forms   should   be used to settle the 
problem™ Yan Kalin maintains that decisions on factory    bankruptcies 
should necessarily take into account a type of enterprise and depend on 
the size of losses" and on the length of the factory's unprofitable opera^ 
tion.22 cao Xiyuan of the Technology and Economics Center under the 
PRC State Council proposed in this connection that banks should be for- 
bidden to grant loans to factories whose aggregate losses are estimated 
a   50 to 80 per cent of their overall assets." A bank doing business with 
a bankrupt enterprise should notify in advance the economic agencies 
linked with that enterprise about their partner's financial and economic 
situation  The"bank may render certain   support to that   enterprise, for 

inStIn SabmyinTnyrhräcforfisnthat cause bankruptcies, many Chinese eco- 
nomists summed them up as follows: first, a shaky material base-obso- 
letT technology and equipment, poor quality and high production cost of 
output- second, the human factor-inefficient management unable to pre- 
vent aggravation of a factory's problems, and low level of the personnels 
conscientiousness and labour activity. So, if factories are to be saved from 
bankruptcy, extra efforts should be made to eliminate these two groups of 

faCtThe view advocated by Lin Qiping  Yan Kalin and others that bank- 
rupt factories should be closed down looks much more preferable. Ehmi- 
nat on of hopelessly unprofitable enterprises is justified both economically 
and^ morally  Elimination or reorganisation of those factories should not 
be fuTly "deyntif ed with real bankruptcy. For in this case bankruptcy is 
rather a form than a contents of this process. However, if a factory is 
declared bankrupt in the course of competition-a way favoured by many, 
economists m Ch na-that would be real bankruptcy. In admitting a cer- 
tainSbility of competition among factories under socialism one should 
bear hmindI that competition should be regulated not by the law of 
value or   rather, not by that law principally, but by the law of demand 
and supply   the decisive criterion should be performance in competition 
Lr the quality of"goods and for satisfaction of the consumer's demands, 
and not mTrke competition. Quality competition may be supplemented 
n a certainPmeasure,Pby price competition. But «£*^™f^& 

manv cases buyers will not be scared away by high prices.  1 his can De 
iTlustrated by numerous examples. A factory producing h.gh-qual.ty expen- 
sive eoods can always shift to lower-priced commodities in the event of 
m^rkK problems   The possibility of bankruptcy is lower in this case. 
maif a faeüy d^es go bankrupt, Chinese    economists    point ou.his 
entails a number of measures following a special procedure. The factory 
s closed down and is called to account by the *£*™}™™™A 

rities concerned. Bankruptcy means, above al, that the factory is stnppea 
of the rieht to manage its means of production.    Many    believe tnat a 
bankrupt factory's property should be sold by auction with the proceeds 
used toP pay   °2 d&ts   If the    debts    are   bigger   than    the    proceeds 
oart of tine    debts   is paid   by the state;    if the   proceeds    are   bigger 
than the debts   the remainder is added to state property. The factory s 
cadre workers are given lower-paid jobs. As for a small number of per- 
sons in   eadng positions,   including engineering  staff  and  specialists, 
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thcyarc fined and exposed lo administrative and even to legal responsi- 
bility. Party members are subject to party sanctions.24 Rank-and-file wor- 
kers just as the ganbu, are transferred to the category of job-seekers and 
look for jobs on their own or apply to employment bureaus. 

All Chinese economists-without exception emphasise that declaration 
of bankruptcies under socialism should strictly be in line with socialist 
principles. When a factory goes bankrupt, the state should provide its 
personnel with allrotind assistance. They should be given jobs in accor- 
dance with their training or opportunity to upgrade their skills or to learn 
new trades. Proposals have been made on the establishment of a system 
of insurance benefits for employees of bankrupt factories. A special fund 
can be built up from regular deductions of five to eight per cent of the 
pay of all industrial workers.25 When a factory is closed down, its entire 
work force, except for the managerial staff, should receive benefits.26 

Many economists still maintain that conditions have not yet ripened 
for the introduction of a "bankruptcy system". They outline a number of 
internal factors like the low level of management, insufficient skills of 
personnel, as well as some external factors like an unreasonable system 
of prices, excessive stale interference in factory management, absence of 
a system of social guarantees for closed down factories, etc. Economist 
CherT Yongjie, for instance, while accepting these arguments, says it is 
necessary to introduce resolutely a "bankruptcy system" without waiting 
for conditions to ripen. He maintains that enactment of a bankruptcy law 
will make factories pay constant attention to price regulation: they will 
not seek to push the prices of their products high but will concentrate on 
making those products more competitive. 

These arguments do not look very convincing, for in a situation where 
many commodities are in short supply, reasonable competitiveness can 
be ensured even when prices are raised. Competitiveness can also be ensu- 
red if an enterprise holds a monopoly in an industry and in some other 
cases. It is highly improbable, too, that government bodies may lessen 
their interference in factory management. In fact, a bankruptcy law may 
gear ministries towards greater interference in the management' of "their" 
factories so as to help them avoid bankruptcy. Zhen You believes, for 
instance, that bankruptcies may reduce the production potential of an 
industry and give rise to fears that the target figures mav not be rea- 
ched—wnh the result that the ministries' interference in factory mana- 
gement   may   increase.27 

Many economists in  China maintain that the primary condition  for 
the enactment of a bankruptcy law is the development of ä socialist com- 
modity economy, with promotion of every factory's status as a relatively 
independent commodity-producer operating on the principles of cost-ac- 
counting and self-support, in accordance with the laws of commodity pro- 
duction. Y?.n Kalin stresses the need for a steady promotion of factories' 
independence and neutralisation of the effects of* the "company disease", 
that is lo reorganise the system of economic management, streamline the 
managerial structures of factories and associations, which in recent years 
have grcv/n more complex structurally and increased pressure on  facto- 
ries and mtenerence in their affairs. Another proposal  is to reform the 
labour resources management system, with  a  more active role reserved 
for employment  bureaus.25 In  addition, the  Chinese press highlights on 
the need for a clear-cut division of the rights of ownership and of mana- 
gemem between the state and  enterprises. According to Zhen You, the 
principle of a factory's full economic responsibility for the means of'pro- 
duciion ;: receives, as well as for its profits and "losses, is "the theoreti- 
cal foundation of the legislation on the bankruptcy of enterprises.29 

Ii '-hnuld_be noted in this connection that the adoption of the "bank- 
ruptcy law" is. in a certain sense, a completion and a relatively integral 
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pvnrpssion of the concept of a "planned commodity economy", advanced 
aMheThird Plenum of   he CPC Central Committee (12th convocation) 
ThrrecognUion of the necessity and the possibility of socialist factories 
bankrupky adds a new factor to the mechanism of a real commodity eco- 
nomy  S, the important regulatory role of theMaw of valueMS, «cogn ■ 
sed, competition (the law of competition) and,J

flnal,y'1
bf S^i'   'S 

precisely the concept of bankruptcy that provides a solid,   eal andI info 
mal basis for the development of "socialist competition    in China.  I his 
hnc hppn stressed bv many Chinese economists. 

Chinese e%erts LM a bankruptcy law was needed because backward 
unorofitJwe f JSories had to be eliminated so as to raise consider«* y 
effic en y in China's entire economy. The bankruptcy law was supposed to 
develop the state-owned factories' sense of responsibility for their own 
deIttyP and to cultivate "a feeling of anxiety" in ^ir employees and a so 
encourage their more active involvement in factory affairs. It was inten 
dedto provWe for a more democratic system of factory management  to 
enhance the constructive effect of managerial decisions   as well as to 
promote   hrift and practicality. Every factory will have to invest more 
efforts to raise the quality and reduce   the   cost of its    products, thus 
maing themmore Competitive. Fan Jiangchun believes the bankruptcy 
Swwfll encourage the smaller factories to unite or merge with theMar- 
ge? ones in or deF to keep afloat in the competition. Besid«^, t^hnotogy 
will be renewed, energetic and enterprising workers wil   appear, and so 
o^3. lent Zheng and Chen Xiangguang add that the introduction of the 
"bankruptcy system" will restrain the excessively rapid growth of factory 
cotumpfi IX enhance technological fvelopment   reduce non-pro- 
ductive investments, encourage managers to use credits for reconstru 
ction stop dissipation of funds, keep investments within reasonable limits 
and teach all employees to be thrifty. Lastly, the system should lead to 
the awareness that own funds should be built and increased, to guaran- 
tee the factory from sliding down to bankruptcy.0 _ , 

The baEptcy law is likely to give a certain positive impetus to 
China's economy, for it provides for elimination of long-obsolete enterp- 
riserconceSön of resources and specialists, and cultivation of a sense 
of responsibility to replace parasytical attitudes in many employees of 
state oPwLd facto ies. But it is hardly reasonable to place too great hopes 
in the bankruptcy law, like the hopes expressed by Fan Jiangchun, Zeng 
Zh ng and soLother' economists. The bankruptcy law is no a panacea 
or magic that will bring about a rap id change for the better-Umder^soc.a 
lism, declaration of bankruptcy should be regardedI as; the' l»f*»gu^ 
a* Li Ouande put it,33 prior to which it is necessary to make every 
effort to save" 3Mhe backward enterprise, employing all the means and 
methods available to socialism. ,    „,„„„ 

Leasine state-owned socialist enterprises has been mentioned among 
the mo eWive methods of pulling those enterprises out of ^bankruptgr 
Some time ago, the Chinese press publicised an experiment that started 
in AueuS 1986 in Wuhan, where a number of state-owned industrial faci- 
nie\ Trade agencies, and other enterprises have been granted on lease 

Auctions are held where unprofitable factories are put up for lease They 
can be leased by individuals or groups of persons, ganbu and rank-and- 
m? workers alike A motor plant in Wuhan, with a work force of 1,500 
peopTÄ bankruptcy (it? debts totalled 12 million yuanu wh.lef , s 
overall property cost 15 million), when it was taken on lease by 21 of its 
emoTovees Even though the experiment started only a short time ago, 
indicatedfmgfi ribao% of the formerly unprofitable small and med,um- 
size factories of Wuhan have started making profits 

The advantages of socialism should be measured not only by politi- 
cal system! humanism, and social benefits, but also by economic achieve- 
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men s. high labour productivity, and efficiency. So the bankruptcy law 
.should p ay a regulatory role, strengthening the economic system of socia- 
lism and mobilising its economic advantages. The opportunity to declare 
a factory bankrupt should probably be regarded as one of the regulatory 
instrmiKMils used in accordance with national plans to raise efficiency at 
state-owned factories. But one should not exaggerate that instrument's 
role in an allround industrial revival, for that will be a complex and 
diversified process. ' 

The enforcement of the bankruptcy law can hardly be very smooth- 
n ks bound to entail some obvious negative effects. First of all the pro- 
cess will evidently be impeded by the forces born, primarily, by depart- 
mental interests, for declaration of bankruptcies will lead to a certain 
reduction of the production potentials of some industries or regions which 
may complicate the fulfilment of economic plans. Bankruptcies will' revive 
to some extent the problem of unemployment, which will probably give 
rise to opposition, especially from local authorities for which that prob- 
lem may become quite a challenge, unless a national state-run employ- 
ment system is established. J 

So among possible negative affects of introduction of the bankruptcy 
aw the biggest problem is unemployments That is really a challenge 

for Chinch It was only recently that the country managed to make a head- 
way m the solution of the problem of "job-seekers". The personnel of 
bankrupt factories will increase the number of people out of work aggra- 
vating the problem once again. But this, Fan Jiangchun believes,' cannot 
call in question the introduction of the bankruptcy law Especially- 
because immediately after its enactment there will not be too many job- 
less workers, since management is expected to be improved and also 
because the initial stage of the establishment of a commodity economy" 
in China provides broad prospects for development-and for absorption 
of manpower.3- Similar views are advocated by other Chinese econo- 
mists.* Their optimism and consistency in advocating the idea are cer- 
tainly a positive factor. Time will show how much of their optimism is 
justified. But apart from unemployment, the application of the bankruptcy 
law may lead to lower living standards for manv people (while a bank- 
rupt factory s affairs are being settled), put many people on the dole 
until they get new jobs, and give rise to element's of social tensions 
uncertainty, and all sorts of professional and human conflicts. Yan Kalin 
is right in saying that "you don't stop eating just because you once cho- 
ked with something". The socialist state will not abandon the people but 
will try to resolve their problems. The question is: will the economic effect 
resulting from the bankruptcy system outweigh the corresponding nega- 
tive social etleci? It's too early to draw conclusions. Practical answers 
will be provided by experience. 
iofi?y*ihe U?1V Ule bankruPtc-V law was adopted in China in December 

Ä [he nanon had gamed some experience in saving factories that 
laced bankruptcy eliminating unprofitable enterprises, and behavino- in 
bannrupicy-related situations." An experiment was started in Shenyang 
in early ]98o. in which cooperative industrial facilities going bankrupt 
were closed down. fc    -^ ' 

The elimination and reorganisation of unprofitable nitrogen-fertilizer 
plants be,ween 19/8 and 1981 reduced losses from 600 million yuan to 
40 million The elimination and reorientation of unprofitable small steel- 
works in 1978-1982 cut their losses from 630 million yuan down to 70 mil- 
lion. The closing down of unprofitable facilities saved funds and resour- 
ces and also promoted a dynamic development of other factories At the 
same time the interests of the bankrupt factories' employees were subje- 
cted to certain infringement".« There were reports in the Chinese press 
about  the bankruptcy  of  a  shoe  factory  in  Tianjin.4'   It  went  bankrupt 
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because of poor management and the personnel's low skills. The factory!) 
operation was stopped, but the equipment remained where it was and trie 
employees were not dismissed. The plan was to revitalise it through etti- 
cient management. .       , 

In accordance with the terms of the Shenyang experiment a factory 
must be considered bankrupt if its overall debts equal or exceed its assets, 
or if it incurs losses exceeding 80 per cent of the value of its assets for 
two years running without the unfavourable influence of objective (' poli- 
tical") factors. In that case the factory is provided with allround assi- 
stance for a year. If that fails the factory is finally declared bankrupt, 
with all its assets frozen and the manager's responsibility investigated. 
For six months the employees of such factories receive lower pay and, 
after that, subsistence allowances. The managerial staff are denied all 
pay from the moment their factory is declared bankrupt, they just get an 

The theoretical debates on the need for a bankruptcy law in China, 
familiarisation with Hungarian economists' views on the problem," exa- 
mination of the American experience in overcoming bankruptcies and 
some practical experience accumulated in the past few years-all this was 
summed up in the development of the "Law of the People's Republic ol 
China on the Bankruptcy of Enterprises". 
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EEFOEM OF MATERIAL-TECHNICAL SUPPLY IN CHINA 

Moscow FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS in English No  3,   1987 pp  85-93 

[Article by T. Korobkina] 

r> eorganisation of the system of management of material and technical 
R supply is a key element in China's economic reform. It is meant to 
ensure "the implementation of such important aspects of the 
comprehensive reform as the promotion of enterprises economic 

Somy, restriction of the sphere of directive planning and extens on 
of target planning, the formation of a single soc.al.st market (including 
11 at of consumer goods, means of production, equipment and technology, 

pita labour, etc.). This means that the system of material and 
Shnical supply will be brought in line with the rcquirefncnls of soc«l- 
M planned commodity economy and socialist market laws. At the same 
Ite   the reorganisation  is to "help reconcile supply and  demand on  a 

"^ThTreform'of' the system of material and technical supply is based 
.hove all on the following theoretical premises: recognition of means 
TlwductiZ as commodities within the framework of pubic ownenh^ 
and the need for a switchover from state distribution to their circulation 
« commodities- a higher (compared with traditional notions) assess- 
ment the role of circulation as a phase of social reproduction in the 
Zonal economy, and of circulation functions regulating production. 
The re'orm of material and technical supply is part of a general reform 
I, the en^re system of circulation, including reforms of the system of 
circulation of industrial consumer goods and means of production, 
SSlproduce and products of supply-and-trade cooperates 

the system of market trade and of foreign trade management, of money 

™$£^mmel^oaTof The reform of material  and technical  supply 
i   to maTe all enteSrises  (with rare exception)  initially equal in terms 

i material supplies. Otherwise, some aspects of the economic reform may 
pro™unreal   The reform  is to be carried  out  through the comrao 

ir culation of means of production, as in this case   (as is   ^ 
nresunDOsed)   objective   conditions   and   laws,   rather   than   a   subjective 

SativeT will   power    will   regulate   the   distribution.   It   is   not 
Ä      US Chinese  economists  strongly  object  non-cmomic 
interference by  administrative bodies in  the  aciivities    of    fixed    asset 
markets, supermarkets, trading companies, etc. The pre sen t-da>   Chinest 
voonomv can hardly meet all the existing requirement    while the marke 
stimulates all  economic units  participating in  it  into tapping resenes 

'"VA material and technical supply is connected with such 
ÜMidamental principles of economic reorganisation as the dmsion o 
^"^^^o^ functions, the overcoming of departmental 
■,m\ territorial barriers, elimination oi monopolisation, in an form 
equalisation of economic rights ol enterprises of different ownership 
usine different economic methods, etc. . „nHlirij:nT. nf 

It  should be noted that  a favourable situation  in the Pr^ctior   o 
material resources promoted the reform. In  1984 the productior   of coal 
urew by 8 per cent, of rolled ferrous metals-13.5 per cent and cement- 
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2.8 per cent. In 1985 tlu- stale plan for the production of coal was 
overfulfilled by 6.1 mln tons; of rolled metal bv 6.89 mln tons- cement- 
J»./ min tons and timber-1.43 mln cu. m! Simultaneously, some 
qualitative indicators were improved. Specifically, at state-owned indust- 
rial enterprises the consumption of coal for the production of output 
worth 100 m n yuan was reduced in 1985 by 5.3 per cen1, the consumption 
of rolled metal decreased by 4.8 per cent, and timber by 11 3 per cent 2 

The implementation of the reform of the system of malerial circula- 
tion, like the entire economic reform, has been uneven in different periods 
and regions. Actively launched in the second* half of 1984' it reached 
its peak in 1985, and then began to wane. The general results of 1985 
snow hat the absence of macro-economic control and management 
extra-plan production (and, accordingly, distribution) negatively affects' 
planned production. That is why a number of resolutions and decisions 
toughening administrative and economic control were taken in 1986 as 
a natural reaction to these excesses. Territorially, the reform's uneven 
development is manifest in the fact that what is" a reality for economi- 
cally developed cities and regions is so far only a prospect-and quite 
a remote—for others. J M 

The  reform  of  material   and   technical   supply   should   be  analysed 
irom two angles: transformation of the system of planned distribution 
and  development of the circulation  of extra-plan  means of production 

lhe system of the  so-called planned distribution  is  based on     the 
division   of  material   resources   into  three   groups,   depending   on   their 
importance for the national economy and the  degree of their scarcity 
material resources allotted by the state on a centralised basis   (rolled 
metal,  non-ferrous  metals,  timber,  cement,    coal,    black   oil      rubber 
sulphuric and nitric acids,    automobiles, driving mechanisms)-    material 
resources    allotted    by    central    industrial    departments   and  material 
resources allotted by local bodies. 

The formal structure of the system of management of material and 
technical supply has changed little over the last few years, but it has 
been filled with new content. The main goal of the reorganisation is to 
increase the flexibility of management, enhance the timeliness of its 
reaction to a new correlation between supply and demand, and strengthen 
direct contacts between manufacturers and consumers of nr-ans of 
production The main components of the reform of the system of plan- 
ned distribution can be defined in the following way: the narrowing of 
the sphere of centralised material distribution; changes in the forms 
of planned distribution and in the organisational structure of manage^ 
men! at local levels, and the development of contractual relations 

I he narrowing of the sphere of centralised distribution is characterised' 
?Ln ,« oliowinE data (in terms of kindp of material resource«)- 256 in 
1979-J9S4; 65 in 1984; 23 in 1985.= The following table gives 'an idea 
oj changes in the share of material resources in the sphere of directive 
The Share of Main Malerial Resources      planned distribution. 

As to the forms of planned distribu- 
tion, along with supply according to 
centrally fixed indicators for especially 
scarce resources, there appear new. 
more flexible forms: 

— supply in accordance with real 
requirements (malerial and technical 
supply bodies fix the volume of delive- 
ries, doing without centrallv fixed 
indicators of distribution); 

— unlimited supply (consuming 
esferprises   place     in   advance     orders 

in the System 
of Directive Planned Distribution 

in the Total Volume 
of Their Production (in per cent)4 

19*8 3 1984 !  9 ST: 

Coal 
Rollcc Mock 
Timbei 
Cemen! 

85.3 
79.5 
89.2 
79.0 

76.0 
77.2 
80.0 
72.0 

50.6 
56 9 
30.7 
19.4 
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with material and technical supply bodies for non-scarce resources, or 
buy the resources they need directly from these bodies, of from other 
departments). 

The Chinese Economic Yearbooks have in recent years given space 
to such a new form of planned distribution as complete contractual 
deliveries of material resources. The number of major construction 
projects supplied with materials on contractual basis by the State 
Administration for Material and Technical Supply stood at 14 in 1983 
and 50 in 1984, while the total capital investments in such projects amoun- 
ted to 2,36 billion and 7.23 billion yuan.5 ... 

The organisational structure of management of material and technical 
supply is characterised by widely spreading networks of branches of 
central and local bodies maintaining direct contacts with suppliers. In 
1979 the urban material-and-technical-supply network included some 
8,700 enterprises, whereas in 1982 the figure was about 17,000, and in 
1984—over 20,000.6 The development of various forms of associations 
both within the system of material and technical supply (vertical and 
horizontal), and between the supplying and industrial enterprises is 
an important aspect in the upgrading of the organisational structure 
and forms of management of material and technical supply. The 
upgrading of organisational aspects of the activities of material-and- 
technical supply enterprises involves the so-called streamlining, specifi- 
cally among the executives, which in 1984 was completed at 86 per cent 
of enterprises. Another significant sign is the growth in the provision 
of material-and-technical supply enterprises with computers. In 1984 
their number rose more than five-fold as compared with 1983, to about 
2,000.7                                                                                                       .    , 

The development of contractual relations within the system of plan- 
ned  distribution  is,  perhaps,  one of the most  important  fields  of the 
system's reorganisation  in the spirit of the economic reform.  In fact, 
economic contracts as such are not something new in the management 
of the means of production movement in China. The problem was actively 
dealt with in theory in the first half of the 1960s, when many economists 
suggested working out enterprises' production programmes on the basis 
of economic contracts. Adequate practical steps were also taken at the 
time  The contractual system existed even before the current reorganisa- 
tion   when  part of the products covered by  planned  distribution were 
included  in  so-called   sale   and   supply  contracts,   concluded  at   annual 
meetings    of    material-and-technical    supply    administrations      within 
volumes fixed by the latter. The other part of the products was distribut- 
ed  through  the   administrations.    Such   a   system    hampered    rational 
distribution of resources; resulted in shipments of means of production, 
often unjustified, especially given the shortage of transport, and compel- 
led enterprises to secure themselves by stocking materials in volumes by 
far  exceeding those  required  by technological  norms.  The  problem  of 
"small stores"   (stores at enterprises)  has not been solved to this day 
For example, under  conditions of  general  scarcity of steel  and  rolled 
metal,  enterprises  stocked  them  in volumes  sufficient  to  last for next 
four-six months. The amount of rolled metal accumulated that way at 
"small stores" amounted at times to 20 mln tons, which aggravated the 
problem of supply, given the fact that the aggregate rolled metal output 
in the country stood at about 40 mln tons. Under present-day conditions, 
economic contracts in the system of centralised distribution are to help 
establish  direct economic    ties    between    supplying     and    consuming 
enterprises and reduce to some extent the interference of material-and- 
technical supply administrations. Xue Muqiao said that "unlike consumer 
goods, means of production  are brought about    in    comparably    large 
quantities, both supply and demand for them are rather stable. Therefore, 
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there is no need to supply a relatively large part of them through 
maferial-and-technical supply administrations. Manufacturers and 
consumers can conclude direct supply-and-salc contracts, not exceeding 
planned distribution standards. The other part of means of production 
should be at the disposal of specialised companies set up by.the malerial- 
and-technical supply administrations to meet the requirements of small- 
scale or reorganising production." 8 The possibility of purchasing means 
of production in time will help overcome their s'hortage and solve the 
"small store" problem. -  - 

Practice has shown, however, that meeting supply obligations is one 
of the most difficult problems when organising a new centralised distribu- 
tion under conditions of the economic reform. 

In 1985 contracts in the system of centralised distribution were 
fulfilled only in relation to three kinds of resources, while deliveries of 
12 other resources decreased in comparison with 1984.9 

The main reason for this is, apparently, the difference in the prices 
of material resources within the centralised distribution system and 
beyond it. Although contract (or free) prices, which at the moment of 
their introduction exceeded twice or three times the centralised prices 
and have recently been tending downwards, they are still high enough. 
For example, the price of coal which is usually "described as comparati- 
vely -low, is still two times higher than the price of coal distributed 
centrally. 

One should also take into account the fact that, in connection with 
the growth in prices of extra-plan means of production, provincial and 
municipal authorities were allowed (since 1984) to fix so-called 
temporary prices of a number of planned means of production. This has 
resulted in a rise in their state prices by 20 per cent across the country. 
On the whole, prices (planned and extra-plan) of 30 kinds of industrial 
raw materials grew by 31.5 per cent over the first quarter of 1985 
alone. ,0 

The national conference held in February 1986 to consider the work 
in the sphere of material resources suggested taking strict measures to 
tighten control over the observance of contracts and their compliance 
with the state distribution plan. In case an enterprise "did not fulfill the 
state plan and contracts, the conference suggested suspending its right 
to an independent sale and, if it did not comply with the ban, confiscat- 
ing the earned revenues through commerce-and-industrv boards. It was 
pointed out that an adequate and comprehensive fulfilment of the state 
plan for material distribution should be the most important indicator 
of enterprise's fulfilment of the general state plan. This indicator should 
determine the size of an enterprise's bonus fund. The conference also 
proposed that enterprises inform the relevant bodies every quarter of 
the year of their fulfilment of the material distribution plans and 
contracts, to step up administrative control over them. At the same time, 
it was said that management bodies that fixed the material distribution 
plans for enterprises should provide them with the opportunity to produce 
above plan. " 

Chinese economists propose that prices of raw materials and fuel be 
gradually increased in the system of centralised distribution, and the 
two levels of firm state and contract prices be brought closer, for 
solving the conflict. The problem is, however, that a comparatively small 
part of priority types of products are distributed on a centralised basis 
at present, and enterprises have to buy resources at contract prices bv 
far exceeding state ones. To avoid a growth in the cost price of 
products, the economists suggest relaxation of taxation for a number 
of years and other measures as compensation for the increase in state 
firm prices of raw materials. 
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At the same time, low prices of raw materials are an obstacle to their 
saving, especially in the production of highly important goods. 

So the reform of planned distribution is not as simple as that, and 
is carried out at an uneven pace, mainly because the desire to introduce 
economic methods in the sphere is countered with a need to preserve 
administrative control and regulation under conditions of scarcity. One 
could say that economic methods of management fundamentally 
contradict the basic principles of the centralised distribution system. At 
the same time, this field of economic activity cannot remain unchanged 
under the conditions of general reorganisation. A maximum narrowing 
of the framework of centralised distribution could be a way out of the 
situation. At present, the existence in China of two methods, the distribu- 
tion by state and the market exchange, and of two kinds of prices (state 
firm and market), is necessary as a transitional measure. In future, 
however, the nomenclature and volume of centrally-distributed material 
resources will apparently have to be reduced, and more and more means 
of production launched to the market, provided state directive targets 
are reached.12 Specifically, the task can be formulated as follows: 
the directive planned distribution should in the near future cover 
only products that meet the requirements of major state construction 
projects,  war   industry,  exports,   aid  to other  countries,  and  state  re- 
serves. ^ 

The introduction of independent sale by enterprises of their extra- 
plan and above-plan products is the main field of the reform concerning 
the system of circulation of means of production. Under a provisional 
resolution of the PRC State Council on extending state-owned enterprises' 
economic autonomy (May 1984), the latter have been allowed, provided 
they fulfil the state plan, to market the following: products left at their 
disposal; products put out above the plan; new products put out by way 
of experiment; products not bought by supply-and-marketing organisa- 
tions, and overstocked products. As to the most important types of 
centrally-distributed resources, enterprises have been allowed to market 
independently two per cent of the planned volume of production, and 
the whole amount of above-plan production of rolled ferrous metals, as 
well as the above-plan volume of pig iron, copper, aluminium, coal, 
cement, rubber, etc. Prices of products marketed by enterprises inde- 
pendently  may  differ  from  the  prices  of  state-distributed  products  by 
20 per cent. . 

Considering the forms of organisation of the movement of materials 
bevond the sphere of planned distribution, economists have in recent 
years been paying considerable attention to two ways of development: 
horizontal economic ties and various forms of market circulation of 
means of production, mainly the establishment of centres trading in 
means of production (material resources). 

The establishment of economic associations is the main form ot 
developing horizontal ties14 within the system of material-and-technical 
supply and in its relations with industrial, trade, foreign-trade, research 
and other enterprises and organisations. The economic associations 
functioning at present can be classified thus: 

1) Various forms of economic associations within the system of 
material and technical supply, both vertical (mainly, joint economic 
activities such as setting up companies, trade centres, etc., specialised 
companies of the State Administration for Material and Technical 
Supply, similar organisations at provincial and large-city levels) and 
horizontal (chieflv "economic cooperation zones", various forms of coor- 
dinating and regulating the circulation of means of production). 

2) Associations, including enterprises of matenal-and-technical 
supply and those of other branches, mostly industrial. The main forms 
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arc: economic activities on the* basis of joint means, compensatory trade, 
cooperation exchange and so on. 

A- number of issues concerning distribution of material resources 
during the establishment of economic associations were reflected in a 
resolution of the State Administration for Material and Technical Supply 
on provisional methods of distribution, deliveries of material resources 
and the marketing of products by economic associations. ,5 

The development of various forms of market circulation of the means 
of production (for example, on the basis of contractual relations) is, 
perhaps, an issue that economists discuss theoretically and in .relation 
to practice. 

According to incomplete data, in 1985 districts and enterprises 
received through the market 38 per cent of rolled metal, 46 per cent of 
timber, and 61 per cent of cement of the total volume of these resources 
consumed by local enterprises. 16 

There are quite a few forms of material circulation: markets of means 
of production, centres for purchasing and marketing material resources, 
centres for trading in means of production (material resources), 
specialised trading companies, etc. But surely the names and individual 
characteristics of the forms are not the thing that matters. As to es- 
sential differences, they are most clearly manifest if we compare markets 
of means of production and trading centres, which are a sign of a 
consistent development of commodity principles in the circulation of 
means of production. The example of Shanghai is promising, though not 
very typical, in this respect. In the second half of 1979, the Shanghai 
Administration for Material and Technical Supply created a composite 
market of means of production, and later two markets specialising in 
chemical products and ferrous raw materials. In 1984, the markets sel- 
ling means of production were expanded and streamlined, while markets 
of chemical products and ferrous raw materials were transformed into 
trading centres. Besides, the administration set up additional trading 
centres to deal with products of mechanical engineering and electrical 
engineering, cars and spares and farm machinery, as well as a timber 
market, a firm trading in fuel, a material resources exchange, etc. At 
present work is in progress on a large complex centre that will trade 
in material resources. Covering an area of 40,000 square metres, it is 
expected to go into operation in 1987. ,7 In Shanghai and other cities 
the setting up of many more trading centres began in the second half 
of 1984. There were 96 such centres by the end of 1984, with their number 
reaching 644 towards the close of 1985. The volume of bargains conclud- 
ed  through the centres in   1985 amounted to  10.5 billion yuan.18 

Theoretically, a centre trading in material resources is an "associa- 
tion uniting many participants in joint economic activities. The associa- 
tion employs diverse service methods and performs various coordinat- 
ing and regulating organisational functions." 19 From the standpoint of 
quality the trading centres, unlike the markets of means of production, 
aim at creating not only a buyers' market but, above all, a sellers' mar- 
ket. Herein (and in the multi-function nature of their activities) lies their 
main significance. 

Speaking of the centres trading in material resources, one should 
consider the following: the types of trading centres, principles of their 
setting up and functioning, main forms of' activities (including attrac- 
tion  of  material   resources),   problems  and  main  ways  of  improvement. 

There are the following lyncs of trading centres: complex or 
specialised (depending on the kinds of material resources); centres 
trading only in means of production or embracing industrial products 
and consumer goods; centres that are independent economic units or 
engage in joint economic activity with other centres, and so on. Yet the 
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division of trading centres into "economic" or "service" centres, depend- 
ing on their functions, would be more important. The difference between 
them is that trading centres of the "service" type do not buy or sell 
means of production, they only create conditions for direct contacts 
between the seller and the buyer. They offer selling space and means 
(stores, transport, etc.) as well as various services (information, 
consultations, technological services including preventive maintenance 
and adjustment). They also engage in various activities on commission 
basis, making profits from payments for the services. The main aspect 
of the "economic" trading centres' activity is their independence on 
matters related to procurement and marketing of materials. 

The trading centres in China are set up by material-and-technical 
supply bodies and also by industrial and trade administrations. Given 
an objective need and subjective conditions, they could be set up by 
management bodies practically at any level. But there are several 
restrictions. Indeed, the trading centres are, to a certain extent, anew 
stage in the development of material circulation (as compared with the 
markets of means of production). That is why they are established in 
economic centres, comparatively developed large and medium cities with 
an industrial base and the necessary transport facilities. 

As a matter of fact, any enterprise or organisation (industrial, trad- 
ing or those dealing with material-and-technical supply) can set up a 
trading centre using various sources of funding: state capital invest- 
ments state-owned enterprises' own funds, bank credits, joint stock, 
funds of privately-owned enterprises, etc. However, the trading centres 
are set up largely by material-and-technical supply administrations (as 
well as specialised subsidiary companies) with the participation of 
supply-and-marketing administrations at industrial departments, 
manufacturing enterprises, trading organisations, commerce-and-industry 
boards of the given and other regions, and in some cases with the 
participation of foreign-trade and other organisations. 

The so-called open type of economic activity, when sellers and 
buyers may belong to different departments, industries, regions, forms 
of ownership, etc., is the basic principle of the functioning of centres 
trading in material resources. As to the forms of ownership, trading 
centres should be one of the main forms of organised marketing ol 
products made by enterprises of the cooperative and private sectors As 
trading centres are primarily sellers' markets, the main principle of their 
activity should be complete equality of partner-sellers rights and 
inadmissibility of monopoly economic activity in any form (this applies 
specifically to material-and-technical supply bodies which are the centres 
organisers). Chinese economists hold that after a trading centre has 
been set up and entered the market, competition should become the 
main law regulating relations among the sellers acting on an equal 
footing The involvement of manufacturing enterprises in marketing is 
very important for providing the trading centres with stable sources oi 
goods 

Trading centres differ from the ordinary markets dealing in means 
of production by their diversity. The main forms of their work are joint 
economic activity and joint marketing, compensation trade, the proces- 
sing of raw materials, various activities on commission basis (procure- 
ment and marketing, storage, leasing, etc.), the offering of selling space, 
technical means and services (technical services, consultations, informa- 
tion), etc. 

As to the prices, they are quite diverse: centralised distribution 
prices, floating, contract, warranty (insurance), commission, as well as 
wholesale and retail prices. There are also prices determined by the 
quality and size of the lot of a material, etc. 
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The problem of the sources of materials is solved in different wavs. 
There are no disagreements over the use by the trading centres 'of 
material resources covered by target planning and market regulation. 
But there are different opinions on material resources planned directivelv. 
A number of Chinese economists believe that the trading centres are 
a way for extra-plan material resources (i. v., not covered by the direc- 
tive planning or produced above the directive plan) to enter the market. 
Others substantiate the need to draw a certain part of planned means 
of production to the market, since that would make possible mutual 
rotation of planned and extra-plan resources (or their mutual exchange 
and regulation). Moreover, economists hold that the marketing on a 
planned basis of "some major means of production... is an important 
form of participation by state material-and-iechnical supply administra- 
tions in the market regulation".20 Practically, both principles are 
employed, but as to planned material resources, one can speak so far 
only of experiments and individual cases. 

The main problems cropping up in the trading centres' activities can 
be divided into internal and external. The infernal ones include, above 
all, difficulties in mutual relations of partners in the trading centres. 
Besides, there are financial difficulties, largely inevitable, especially as 
regards personnel issues. The main external problems are those of rela- 
tions -with various administrative bodies, first of all the material-and- 
technical supply administrations and their specialised subsidiary 
companies and supply warehouses. As most trading centres are set up 
by material-and-technical supply administrations, which are to share 
their rights, functions and ties, and coordinate their activities, there 
arises a problem of excessive control and patronising on the part of 
the administration. Besides, there are many cases when for various 
reasons (e. g. objective ones such as personnel shortage) the leading 
posts_ in trading centres and administrative bodies, material-and& 

technical supply administrations among them, are held by the same 
people. 

As regards relations between trading centres and specialised 
companies and warehouses, one should take into account the fact that 
the centres are established by redeploying part of the personnel and 
channelling some equipment and sources of goods from those companies 
and warehouses. Very often, therefore, relations between the trading 
partners are characterised by administrative and economic subordina& 

tion, rather than being equitable. This happens when the wages and 
bonus funds of the centre are determined and controlled by a specialised 
company (or are part of their joint fund); when the sources of goods 
are provided by the specialised company or a warehouse, and when the 
economic results are taken account of as"a whole. 

Economists emphasise that although the general situation is positive, 
it is far from good everywhere, and that the growth in the number of 
trading centres does not bring about adequate commoditv circulation 
of material resources. 

It is worthwhile dwelling on another form of the new organisation 
of material-and-technical supply, which is essentiallv close to trading 
centres—branch trading companies. Their establishment is rational for 
branches having close internal ties in specialisation, cooperation and 
mutual supplies of raw and other materials. The Sichuan joint-stock 
company of chemical industry with limited responsibilitv is a'particular 
case, reflecting though the general trend in the reorganisation. The 
company, set up in September 1984, unites chemical industrv enterprises 
and material-and-technical supply bodies of four cities—Chengdu, 
Chongqing, Zigong and Luzhou.-j The following aspects are deemed 
the   more   important   here.   Above   all.   the     companv      is   a   joint-stock 
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enterprise, with all the participants retaining full economic and legal 
autonomy. Economists who have studied its work consider the company 
a form of integration of production and marketing, which meets present- 
day economic requirements, since the old management system is not 
fully done away with and a new one has not yet taken shape. The 
company has its own specific forms of activity, besides usual ones. First 
of all, these include active export-import operations. Moreover, drawing 
on its own capital which is large enough, the company employs the 
method of compensation trade to assist some enterprises in carrying out 
technological updating, thus helping increase the production of scarce 
products and to start the output of new products. The company gives 
suppliers 70-80 per cent of the revenues from the marketed scarce goods 
as incentive. , . ,. .  . 

The company has also established, through associations, inter- 
regional, inter-departmental and inter-branch production-and-marketing 
horizontal economic ties, involving additional resources apart from 
resources supplied by share-holding enterprises  (which is important m 

The application of the concept of the socialist planned commodity 
economy to the system of material resources circulation signals the 
formation of large regional and national markets of means of production 
in China. Although the first steps have already been taken the basis 
underlying the reform and its uneven development—as regards the pace, 
regions—make the formation of the market of means of production a 
long-term task. 
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SOCIALIST IDEAS OF SUN YATSEN 

Moscow FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS in English No 3, 1987 pp 100-110 

[Summary of paper presented by Hu Sheng, president of the Chinese Academy of 
Social Sciences, at an international conference in Guangdong Province in 
November 1986] 

From   the   Editorial   Board: 
In November 1986 the Zhongshan county of the Guangdong province hosted 

an international scientific conference to mark the 120th birthday of the great 
Chinese revolutionary democrat Sun Yatsen. Below is the summary of a paper by Hu 
Sheng, President of (he Chinese Academy of Social Sciences. 

From his early years the initiator of the democratic revolution in China, 
Sun Yatsen, was attracted by socialism and even considered himself 

to "be a socialist. Having emerged in the socio-historical context of China 
as a reflection of Sun Yatsen's passionate desire to see the state rich and 
mighty, and the people happy, his subjective socialism eventually led 
him in the last years of his life to adopt a consistent policy of coopera- 
tion with the Communist Party. We respect Sun Yatsen's subjective socia- 
lism as an important feature of his philosophy which may lead us to some 
conclusions essential for the present-day practice of socialism. The article 
does not deal with his statements made after 1924, the period of coope- 
ration between the Guomindang and the Communist Party. 

I 

1. Replying to a friend in 1903 Sun Yatsen wrote: "Socialism about 
which you are asking is something 1, your younger brother, have to think 
hard and cannot forget for a moment." He was convinced, he wrote, that 
there should be "egalitarian rights to land". China would then be able 
to avoid a gap between the rich and the poor which was characteristic 
of Europe and America, and the development of a "big conflict" (origi- 
nally published in Shanghai jingzhong ribao in April 1904) \ Judging 
from the documents at our disposal, that was the first time thai Surl Yat- 
sen mentioned socialism. But this only goes to show that already ät thai 
time he carefully analysed socialist ideas and closely watched the Western 
socialist movement. During his May 1905 visit tö the Brussels headquar- 
ters of the International Socialist Bureau—the governing body df the 
Second International — Sun Yatsert met with its Chairman Emile V&nder- 
velde and Secretary Husman. According to the riotes of Sand, a reporter 
of the Belgian Socialist Party's paper Le Peuple (The People), whb pro- 
bably attended the meeting. Sun Yatsen asked the International Socialist 
Bureau to admit his Party, and called himself a "Chinese socialist". He 
said: "Using machines, Chinese socialists should introduce the mode oi 
production of the Europeans but they should avoid their various vices," 
they should help China to "pass directly from the medieval mode of pro- 
duction to the stage of socialist production, and the workers need not 
suffer the ordeal of capitalist exploitation."2 

2. Five months later, in October 1905, Sun Yatsen put forward for the 
first time his "three great principles"—nationalism, people's power, and 
the people's well-being—in the first issue of Min bao  (The People), the 
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paper of the United Union (Tongmenghui). He said thai the principles 
Emcreed one after another, in the history of Europe and America and 
L\ the '20th ceniurv would "inevitably become an epoch when the pnn- 

, e 0   the people's" well-being will come to the forefront of history .He 
Xv?d that Europe and America were "not far from a social revolution 
thaPoi China followed their path "it will certainly live through a second 
evolution". Therefore the principle of the people's well-being should be 

applied well in advance, it was necessary    to "carry    out political and 
Kl revolutions at the same lime".' It is still unclear that the people s 
,xl being that he spoke about meant socialism. In  1906   at . mecUng 
devoted to the first anniversary of Min bao, Sun Yatsen stated that    the 
Socialist parlies fight for the well-being of the people because the rich 
and the poor are not equal, and they want to take measures to remedy'the 
Nation; people like that gain strength from day to day, gradually bu.l- 
d no a complex and coherent science".«. Clearly  the principle of the peop- 
1^well-being is interpreted by him as another definition of socialism. 
n'his article on socialism printed in Min bao (No. 4 May 1906 Zhu^Zhi- 

; n explained that the word socialism was originally translated as the 
nncipPle of people's well-being, as was the case with its Japanese trans- 
fa ion Feng Ziyou explicitly stated in his article on people s well-being 
'Sshenglhuyh (Socialism) is translated by Japanese as shehuizhuy    • 
At least   some of Sun Yatsen's comrades-in-arms regarded the principle 
0 p op e's well-being and socialism as synonyms  and there are reasons 
in believe that it was not a distortion of Sun Yatsen s ideas   In 1921 he 
ead a lecture on the three popular principles in Guangzhou during which 

ic explained that "the principle of people's well-being is what is now cal- 
led Asm Gentlemen, please recall when I first advocated the pnn- 
rinle of people's well-being! It is only now, after a certain delay that my 
cöCa rfots are beginning to talk of socialism. Socialism as a teaching 
haXen transferred to China only recently, and I translated the origi- 
ns! term 'socialism' using a more appropriate term 'the principle of peo- 
1 e's^well-being'".7 It is clear that in 1905 Sun Yatsen proposed the term 
"the principle of people's well-being" as a translation of the word   socia- 

l!Sn3 The year 1905 was the time when progressive Chinese intellectuals 
oarted to realise the ideas of socialism and study the socialist movement 
o     he West   Alreadv   at   that time Sun Yatsen, who interpreted socialism 
a* the principle of people's well-being set before the Chinese revolution 
•l-e taJ   of applying i    as one of the three "great principles"   We can 
tv with cerffinh tha   Sun Yatsen did not reject socialism but accepted 
KHe thought that in the course of the Chinese revolution the pnncpe 
Ö- "eonl?   well-beina   j   e . socialism, should be applied simultaneously 

^h   he pnnc pies of nationalism and people's power. On the other hand 
c   -creeived that principle through the ideas of "egalitarian rights to 
L     and Nationalisation of land". Sun Yatsen believetha   bv appy- 

■:,.. iho.c principles and developing its economy and industry in the man 
ner of Western Countries. China would be able to avoid /heir vices such 
a~ the appearance of monopolies and a gap    between    the rich and the 
r,n,r   and even a socialist revolution. Therefore, while Sun \atsen was 
r.adv to embrace the ideas of socialism and believed ,n the PP^ibility 
o: simultaneous political and social revolutions he did not, m fact   insist 

*ocialiM revolution in China. On the contrary, he expected China to 
:!e K, avoid it. So. if we say that Sun Yatsen's principle of peoples 
•eing was socialism, it was a brand of socialism aimed at avoiding 

ilisi revolution. ,, ,   . u u u.  c,,r, 
Bv its content the principle of people's well-being_ upheld b>   Sun 

en-ccalitarian rights to land and nationalisation ol land—was not 
socialism. During the period of the United Union, 1. e„ before the 
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Xinhai revolution, he acted on his understanding and included socialism 
in his revolutionary programme, confidently carrying out his revolution 
of nationalism (which meant the overthrow of the Manchu dynasty) and 
the revolution of people's power (i. e., the transformation of China into 
a democratic republic). Sun Yatsen regarded the revolution of people's 
power as just a political revolution. But it is basically also a social revo- 
lution which .replaces feudalism with capitalist society. ]n other words, 
this political revolution paves the way for a socialist revolution without 
which the success of the former is impossible. The revolution carried out 
by the United Union under the .guidance of Sun Yatsen was a democra- 
tic revolution aimed at establishing a bourgeois-democratic republic and 
developing capitalism. Sun Yatsen, who saw the rise of socialist revolu- 
tion in the capitalist countries of the West, had no hesitations or doubts 
about that revolution. On the contrary, he believed that he had found a 
way of avoiding socialist revolution. 

5. Liang Qichao who opposed revolution at that time and stood for 
constitutional improvements was Sun Yatsen's antipode in his attitude to 
revolution. Following the defeat of the "Hundred Days of Reforms", he 
fled to Japan. He also upheld the development of capitalism, the develop- 
ment of industry in China in order to overcome the country's backward- 
ness. That was why he was prepared to cooperate with members oi the 
revolutionary party in 1901 and 1902, and advocated the anti-Manchu revo- 
lution in his articles. Having left Japan, he toured the USA for 10 months 
in  1903 to study the situation in the country. Ding Wenjiang and Zao 
Fengtian write in Biographical Chronicles of    Liang Qichao   (p. 334): 
"When Mr. (Liang Qichao) came back from America his statements chan- 
ged radically. A major change in his political thinking was the utter repu- 
diation of the ideas of "anarchism" and "revolutionary overthrow of the 
Manchu dynasty". He began to defend the constitution and opposed the 
path of revolution taken by Sun Yatsen's group. The sides were involved 
in a heated argument. His Notes on (he Voyage on the New Continent, 
a book of impressions  about America, contained much  more  words of 
praise than criticisms of the US political and social structure. He met 
with many members of the Socialist Party who "vied with one another in 
advising China to start with  socialism if reforms are put into effect". 
"I," says Liang Qichao, "believed that they knew nothing about the inter- 
nal situation in China, and was not able to argue with them." "Extreme 
socialism," writes Liang Qichao "is unacceptable not only in China but 
also in Europe and America; if put into practice its defects will prove 
innumerable"   (Ibid., pp. 41-42). In his opinion, socialism was unaccep- 
table in Europe and America either. As for China, his article "Does China 
Really Need Social Revolution?" written during his debate with members 
of the revolutionary party, says: "1 think that in assessing the future of 
the economy of today's China we should emphasise the encouragement of 
capitalists rather than the defence of workers" {Xinmin congbao, No. 86, 
p.  17). This meant that China should develop capitalism and there was 
no place for socialism.  Could  the  development  of capitalism repeat the 
old defects of Europe and America? Could it lead to a situation which 
would make a socialist revolution inevitable? He thought that if the histo- 
rical experience of social development was taken into account, it would be 
possible "to avoid the misfortune before this happens, and to avoid the 
path of mistakes"   {Ibid., p. 16). He believed it possible to take measures 
to prevent a "second revolution" in China. His views seem to be identi- 
cal with those of Sun Yatsen. But his approach to ways   and   means   of 
avoiding a revolution was different. After 1903 Liang Qichao opposed not 
only the social revolution of Sun Yatsen but also the anti-Manchu revo- 
lution. He thought that the only way was to "act within    the limits of 
law", to put forward "just demands" to the government, believing this to 
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,     .,„, onlv means of carrying out a "political  revolution    which  may 
U" ,     about   at best, constitutional monarchy. This is a far cry from the 
b|'      to'a democratic republic of Sun Yatscn's group   There were   o 
I,,!i" e   other reasons for the changes   in   Liang   Qichao's   views   which 
tUl       Ji in,  1Q03   but these are inseparable from his ideas of socialism. 
0a'lUTD ,rg ti?e'deb te which lasted several years after 1903 between the 
L, of Sun Yatsen and Liang Qichao, the latter defined more resolu- 

^7   some of his ideas (for instance, he pointed out that nations isatipn 
U;V,nd wa° not socialism vet, as.was said above, he.-believed that socia- 
/'''ta^imposible under conditions that prevailed at the time in China). 
H    ine rei cted socialism in his Notes on the Travels on the New ConU- 
},     Liang Qichao  said:   "Of   late   the   ideas   of   state   socialists   have 
[    < me increasingly sound, many of them can be used in China; more- 
lK:;      it   w 11   eafier   than   in   Europe   and   America"   (Yinbmgslu hen 
09   ,;   42)   Without negating completely the idea of socialism   he would 
i-1 "If China  gels involved now with  legislative    work, should  it or 

Sf>",iH it not borrow the spirit of socialism which is professed by todays 
"Cars   Ths is another matter" (Xinmin Congbao, No. 86  p. 5). These 
fonclusions are indeed close to the views of Sun Yatsen. The issue be- 
«P n them was that one side believed that bourgeois democratic revolu- 
tion mayeontain social revolution, after which socialist revolu ion will 

Ü   occur That was why it actively and unhesitatingly carried out a bour- 
" nis democratic revolution. The other side was certain that bourgeois 
Sen ocraT evolution could not contain social revolution bu   created pre- 
coui   te    for a future socialist revolution. Hence, the conclusion that a 
uZceois democratic revolution should not be earned out at that tune 

Tha° Sun Yatsen's revolutionary  group  insisted on the urgent need 
for a bourgeois democratic revolution under the existing historical con- 
S ion    and under the banner of socialism   (although its colour was at 
feaThazy) was a phenomenon generated by the prevailing condit.ons in 
China. 

II 

7  The Xinhai revolution overthrew the Qing dynasty and established 
the Republic of China. On 3 March,  1912, at a congress   of the United 
Union held in Nanking, the leadership presented a General Statute of the 
L   led Union of China. Article 2 of the Statute said: "The mam aim ol 
li;   Union is to strengthen the Republic of China, to realise the principle 
<    peopled well-being " The General Principles ol the Union also con a - 
ü-d Z thesis of "state social policy"«. Why was the principle of .peoples 

v,!l-being the dominant    one rather than the three popular    principles? 
]>W the principle reallv mean socialism? About a month later Sun Yatsen 
viio had resiened  from the post of provisional  president  in favour ol 
Vian Shikai gave a clear answer to these questions in his speech to mein- 
te r~ of the United Union: "Today, when the Manchu dynasty-is stripped 
oi it* powers and the Republic of China has been established   when the 
principles of nationalism and people's power have been realised, we have 
L vet implemented the principle of people's well-being   From now on 
a!:  our efforts  should  be concentrated  on  it. ^  "Now that the republic 
h::- b.-en set up, we can predict that there will be freedom of action and 
•;..urchins production. However, there is a vice which we must prevent— 
\\u  emergence of capitalists... Therefore, on the one hand, there is the 
i.!..iTiivc"of making the state wealthier and mightier and, on the other, 
c:'preventing the vice of capitalist monopoly. The thesis aimed at preven- 
\-r.iu the vice cannot exist outside socialism. It is for this reason that the 
Hiev of state socialism has been introduced in the political programme 
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of our Union "> It is clear thai Sun Yatsen still believed that hi, nrin 
cjplepf people's well-being was socialism. He reiteraed the idea i    most" 
or his speeches before March  1913    (when Song Giaoren    was kilfcd) 

ber   9S12?gsTnmYb:[S °f ^ S.??aIist PaHy °f C1?ina in Shangli    Octo- ber 1912)   Sun Yatsen said: "As for my attitude toward socialism   I An 
«7 *c *a"cl

l
i

i;y 
of "s benefit-for the slate, the p^le  whi  ^cons^ 

lutes the truth of this society; by concentrating the products to iocia7nro 
perty it produces benefits. When socialism is built yZg people wH be 
able to get education, old people will be looked after by society   everv 
body will have a" job, everybody will be looked after   {,,«/' y" 
fÄ? °f Sr Wil1 the" be"^e abe

s0cia is state »™Afer imZ 
fought Yuan Sh.kai and was defeated in the struggle for the 1912 Con«^ 
lution. For a number of years he almost never touched upon he auest on 
Sia HPTW °f fe°^Ie'S weI1-°eing-socialism. It wL onlyln /S 
that he started mentioning the principle of people's well-being in some 
of his manuscnp s and speeches, asserting that "the" pTScipli ff neonhT's 
well-being is socialism"". In his speech in June 192lTreüerated 'The 

Eft s°ocSmpS We!,"being iS S0CialiSm'"3 ™ whateididahedreaTllye 

8. Sun Yatsen regarded "egalitarian rights to land" as the core of ihr 
pr.ncple of people's well-being. The idef of egalUarian rilhS to and 
was not directed against the land tenure system which ex fed in China 
before and after the Zinhai revolution (till 1944). This only aiSlied to 

onlyTn ? 24 toa't" siXl^ ^ f" !ndu8tr,al ^Äenf^t as \£^t^^^^^^^^%^ *". 
Industrialisation brought about a several-fold increase   n the cost of 

this did not imply "nationalisation of all land" but only "and with liveh 

ism. He sajd:   'Because of egalitarian land rights cap S"wo ,ld have 
to sacrifice their land speculations and engage in industr   and ?rade   iht 
resulting social prospects would be unlimited " >" ° ' the 

9. Encouraged by the Xinhai revolution. Sun Yatsen believed in ranirf 
fhC

P°nn^-r dT'e!°r6^ °f China   He was determined to "beakawA' fror 
the  political  sphere"  and  concentrate  on   "social   action"   He   out   for 
diÄ & T V* TStrUCti0n 0f a ^0.000-km railwav in 10 vear    But' 
d,d fe industrial and commercial development pave the way tor capita 
effnr   t™    Ä ^eatedl>' emphasised that  China should make everv 

BrSain the°PSAe TT^ SitUati°n" for "socia] revolution" created S 
<1*AV i LS

J
A,and other countries bv the development of industry and 

trade. In an article which he wrote in Öciober 1912 he s ated- "The naiu 
ral evolution oi capitalism in recent times will bring the workers fnto 
conflic with unequal treatment, that is why we should avoidTit at I 
pnee. I_ tried, through hard thinking and an in-denth analvsk L LT 
course which would resolve these problems. W^tTihS coÄ ?t i the 
prinapie 0J peop] -s wel].bei     - A Thjs ^ ^n?iT of   £is the 
talist way o   development. On the other hand, he believedI that industrL 

9 2°heWsaidd •AT ^^.^ ^ ^ch in ^ii Septmb r 
big capitan'sts" " 4? tS ?■ H c* ™» certai"ly have over ten thousand 
£ K« £■        i" ( time Sun Ya*sen made statements that seemed 
to be directed apnnst capitalists. But his point of view wa\s reflected in 
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4I,P Shanghai speech of April  1912. By advancing the thesis that    the 
inri le of people's well-being cannot be complete without socialism   he 

ES the idea that "socialism is a struggle against capitalists ; he said 
ha   China "can in no way support this idea" and that "capitalists should 

L   Lmnorted"  At the same time Sun Yatsen warned that "we should be - 
Lv of the defective practices of capitalists".1S  The   so-called   defective 

*mriices meant monopolisation of the national economy by a group ol 
k[J capitalists. Some people think that Sun Yatsen's socialism is egal.ta- 
rfnism   This conclusion is prompted    by some of his    pronouncements 

»font "equality'between the poor and the rich"; he was convinced that 
• ihr principle of people's well-being is in no way the principle of egali- 
.»rianism between the rich and the poor; it is the development by the 
fronPth of the state of natural abilities for real benefits, the prevention 

r,   the autocracy of capitalists".19 He also said: "What is the meaning of 
H principle of people's well-being? It is my view that it is not redistn- 

h tion of the means of production, which is completely absurd/'» Sun 
Yat°cn'<; idea boiled down to allowing capitalism to develop in China. 
Thoonlv  thing he was against was  the  monopoly  of capitalists   Since 
Sat was originally his idea he included in 1924 the "containment of capi- 
ahsm" m the principle of people's well-being as one o   its components. 

10 Although Sun Yatsen predicted the appearance of a great number 
nf capitalists in China, he felt that the development of Chinese industry 
and trade would hardly be possible with the help of cipitahsts. That was 
whv he advocated the use of foreign capital for the development of indu- 
stry and trade without detriment to China's sovereignty   (he advocated 
the policv of open doors but resolutely opposed any domination by impe- 
ialism 6f the financial situation in China which would be a means of 

providing the militaristic government with funds). He believed that state 
socialism meant that the state would run the economy. He said as far 
back as 1912- "China has already become a republic, it is possible to pro- 
ceed with state socialism. The land and profitable railways must be natio- 
nalised so that they would not be seized by one or two capitalists; the 
micmploved should all be given jobs so that everybody could feed himself 
with his'own labour; it would then be possible to remedy the defects of 
the natural   evolution   and   to   establish   profound   harmony with higher 
notice The spirit of socialism will then peacefully resolve the fierce battle 
between the rich and the poor."21  Later on he expounded this view on 
numerous occasions. For example, in  1912 he said in Guangdong:    All 
those who speak of state socialism believe that all important affairs ol 
v-ate should be regulated bv the government, for instance, with the help 
«i loans   Irrigation, railways, electricity and other sectors which could be 
monopolised  are nationalised."22 He had  a  rather vague idea  of state 
socialism   He even said that Bismarck in Germany also "opposed socia- 
lism and advocated   state   socialism",   that   the   Japanese   governments 
monopoly  on   tobacco  was   also   state   socialism.23 However, he opposed 
lüitionali'sation of railways and resolutely came out against the militari- 
se government. He said in 1921: "Although the republic has been nomi- 
nally in existence for ten vears, in fact it is a bureaucratic state.   24 He 
a.ufd not. of course, think that a "bureaucratic state" was able to carry 
(••.a state socialism. Upon his return from Guangdong in  1921, when he 
v;.s preparing   the   establishment   of   a   new   political   power.,   he   said: 
■ During the establishment of a genuine republic" it is necessary to lrnple- 
mm: the "principle of people's well-being", i. e., "while capitalists and 
bndlords are few we must nationalise   capital   and   property,   organise 
mdusirv and trade with the help of machines, do much good for the com- 
mon people and eliminate class struggle."25 We shall not discuss now 
'.in- question of which state can introduce socialism. Sun Yatsen did not 
-•.tidy the matter seriously. But, in fact, he believed that if private capita! 
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ran all affairs thai meant capitalism. But it was hard to avoid, it was 
inevitable. Socialism is nationalisation, the regulation of all activities by 
the state. Nationalisation is socialism. 

11. Formally, Sun Yatsen advocated the building of socialism, but in 
fact he was in favour of developing capitalism. Sun Yatsen's personality 
was a factor in the emergence of this subjective socialism which  also 
reflected China's specific historical conditions: The Xinhai revolution sti-~ 
mulated the development of national capital. But because the revolution 
did not change the situation in which imperialism oppressed and domina- 
ted China, it did not in any way weaken the production relations' ties of 
feudalism and its political power. The development of national capital 
was extremely hindered. The Chinese people suffered not from the deve- 
lopment of capitalism but from its underdevelopment.  Sun Yatsen was 
aware of the situation. He wanted very much to see China wealthy and 
strong, he wanted its people to be happy and free from exploitation and 
oppression. The question of how to realise these lofty aspirations simulta- 
neously was a difficult one. Right after the declaration of the republic he 
said: "There is much work ahead which we must complete so that China 
could become a great  and  strong  country   and  be  abreast  with   other 
powers."26 He also emphasised that he was not satisfied with the declara- 
tion of a republic in China. It was necessary for a "poor and weak" China 
to become "wealthy and strong".27 While it was increasingly obvious that 
Yuan Shikai was destroying the republic, he still believed that decades 
of hard efforts would be needed for "the Republic of China to join the 
ranks of civilised states of the world".28 Sun Yatsen also said:  "It is 
obvious that my beloved state is reverting to the old order, which is pain- 
ful."29 He said that the aims of the revolution "were the desire to make 
China the strongest, the most wealthy and politically the most remarkable 
state in the world. These aims are attainable if the people of the countrv 
unite".30 The sentiment was voiced by a great patriot who expressed the 
aspirations of the Chinese people then living in humiliation, ignominy and 
suffering. Sun Yatsen was certain that the old road of Western capita- 
list states could not bring happiness to the people. He said: "1 was much 
disharmony between  labour  and capital  in  Western  countries  and  the 
harsh situation of the working masses, that is why 1 hope that China will 
manage to prevent such a situation. Development of industry and trade 
stimulates the growth of production. But this increases the danger of a 
growing gap between the working class and the owners of capital. 1 want 
to see an improved life for the popular masses and 1 do not wish to con- 
tribute to the growing power of a few people who want to become a finan- 
cial oligarchy."31 He summarised his views on economv in the following 
way: "On the one hand, we must strive to develop industry and trade; 
on the other, we must make the economic life of workers safe and hap- 
py." 32 Are there any contradictions? The important thine was he had felt 
those serious contradictions through his experience in Western countries. 
The desire to resolve those contradictions made him create his subjective 
socialism. 

12. Sun Yatsen's attitude toward revolution and construction of the 
state was unambigous. .Believing that the Xinhai revolution was a suc- 
cess, he intended to get down to the construction of the state. Having rea- 
lised that the revolution was in fact a failure, he again concentrated his 
efforts on its cause. In a speech made in '20 he said: "Onlv a false sign- 
board remained of the Republic of China. Another great' revolution is 
needed to revive the true Republic of China."33 Sun Yatsen was indeed 
an indomitable revolutionary. In replv to the question "In what sciences 
did you specialise?" he said in 1919: "What I deal with is the science of 
revolution."34 Though he encountered manv difficulties and failures, he 
stubbornly continued his revolutionary activities. He welcomed the victory 
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nf (he  1917 October Socialist Revolution in Russia. But  Russia s expe- 
1      made him realise more clearly that socialist revolution was some 
ffS provoked apprehensions. In 1921 he said in one of his spee- ding *hah provoke'N re ^ ordeal Q{ a  ^.^ lutlon 

which is mudrmore "bloody than a political revolution."» In the same 
vPa   he said- "A social revolution has won in Russia; and Russia has 
Sme a    täte of peasants, workers and soldiers. The sequence of the 
Ses of   his revolution: from national   to  political,   from  political   to 
S Sufferings were felt at each turn, this is well-known. China should 
S the example of Russia, it should settle all the questions of land and 
rinita 1 as soon as possible and in the most thorough manner to eliminate 
the   uffering which is frequent during a revolution/' * The political revo- 
„tior.which he spoke of was the revolution which he headed. That is why 

ho said   ''A socialist revolution is a much more frightening thing than a 
democratic revolution and it should be avoided at any price." How could 
ftTedone? He believed that it was very easy to introduce socialism well 
n advance because of China's industrial underdevelopment and the lack 

of conditions for a socialist revolution. As far back as February 1912 he 
Id   ''England and America  have   a  highly  developed  civilisation and 
Xriustrv  and a social revolution there is indeed a difficult thing. We in 
Äa have not yet attained such a level of development  that is why it 
£ easier to cany out a social revolution in our case."-» He spoke in the 
,mp vein for a number of years on many occasions. Although underde- 
Sed and   acknig the necessary political rights, the Chinese national 
houTioisie hadI already witnessed the worker's socialist movement in the 
West  the victory of the October Socialist Revolution in Russia  and was 
ÄSd of a socialist revolution which could occur in the near future and 
Sen its developrnent and existence. That was the historical back- 
ground of Sun Yatsen's subjective socialism. 

Ill 

13 In the last years of his life Sun Yatsen resolutely advocated coope- 
.in with Ihe Communist Party of China to give an impetus to the 

•treat All revolution" that L strove for. He died without seeing 
that revolu  on which culminated   in   the   Northern ^Expedition.   He    o 
•^rse  did not see the changes which took place in Ch.na's developmen 
after   that   "n    he  end   theg Chinese  people, guided by the Communist 
Parlv   carried out the national democratic revolution which Sun Yatsen 
fought for all of his life, and later on led China along the■ soc.alis   road 
J? development   The contradictions which Sun Yatsen failed to resolve 
icre reXedI with the means which he could not pred,ct. We cannot be 
harsh with  our predecessors from the height of our experience   On the 
contrary   we"should see that some of the weaker points of Sun Yatsen s 
"b   dive socialism were typical of Chinese Communists and were   jnd 
are eliminated on the basis of practice. Sun Yatsen and Chin se Commu 
m^ lived under the same socio-histoncal conditions, and not surpr.singl) 

Ty^Ssibi? to ''win a war in one battle", i. e.. to carry out 
d,n!ocriandP socialist revolutions simultaneously But some Cgnmuj 
I.M> had a different point of view. The Communist Party set the task of 
MK-ialist revolution right after its creation, but it was quick to realise tlhat 
tin- Chinese revolution had two stages: a democratic revolution andla 
vx-ialist one. Initially it was possible to carry out only a democratic revo 
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lution, bu for a long time the mistake was made of confusing the obie- 
ct.ve.s of the two stages when the general task of combatting the bour- 
geoisie was sedunng   he democratic revolution. Such tendencies were 
tmiri Tl^T^ by thc Comniunist Party before and 

after 1930 It should be pointed out that in contrast with diehard anti- 
communists.. Sun Yatsen passed from his purely subjective notions to 
cooperation with the Communist Parly. Since China's economy andsdcie y 
were underdeveloped, the people who made the revolution were driven bv 
good intentions, wishing to accelerate progress in China. If we have ä 
lofty 'deal why cant we realise it sooner? That was Sun YatsenV 
approach. But he expressed this intentions only in his thoughts Had he 
tried to act on them, they would have produced an effect opposite to the 
desired one. Historical experience shows that the Chinese revolution is a 
complex and lengthy process, it cannot be carried out without a division 
into separate stages. The building of socialism is also a complex and long 
L™nh Here

4r a'so have t0„m°ve step by step, on the basis of practice, 
remembering the old saying "Hasty climbers have sudden falls" 

Jo. bun Yatsen's subjective socialist ideas include the following the- 
sis: since industry in China is underdeveloped it is very easy to introduce 
socialism. The thesis relates to the idea of "winning the war in one bit 
tie Some members of the Communist Party shared this view in the 
early period Once the Chinese Communists realised that revolution in 
China should be divided into two stages, they opposed intentions to carry 
out a socialist revolution at the stage of a democratic revolution and, on 
the other hand, they opposed the notion that after the victory of a demo- 
cratic revolution they should await the development of capitalism and later 
carry out a socialist revolution. The idea is erroneous for the Chinese 
bourgeoisie was unable to head a democratic revolution and lead it to 
victory. A democratic revolution in China could be completed only under 
h

v
e
tL

U,'nn °.f/^Proletariat, and a people's democratic state"headed 
by the proletariat should be established after the revolution Such prere- 
quisites can immediately lead to a peaceful socialist revolution The thesis 
indeed made it possible to avoid terror and bloodshed, as Sun Yatsen 
wished. Nevertheless, can this situation confirm the validity of the thesis 
that underdeveloped capitalism greatly facilitates transition to socialism 
beven years after the formation of the PRC the country restructured" in 
hph-pvÄ th*s>'stem of Property; at that time some Communists reallv 
believed that it was very easy to ensure a complete success of socialism 
and even to build communism. In his work "I Recommend One Coopera- 
tive , which was written in April  1958 Mao Zedong said:  -'Poverty and 

rhninr
n
a"%fre °bviT ieaU,reS °f the six hundred milli0" Population of China. It is easyto draw new and most beautiful hieroglyphs, to draw 

A^Z T won.denul picture on a clean sheet of paper, without the bur- 
den of the past. It can be said that this statement reflects the above rea- 
soning. Practice has shown that such notions do not reflect realitv and 
are extreme y noxious. Socialism cannot be created on a "clean sheet of 
paper    (real hie has never seen a society free of "the burden of the past" 

etanat had a ready come to power and the bourgeoisie was very weak 
here were only small obstacles to socialist transformations. A, ä result' 

the sociahst system asserted itself comparatively easily. Sun Yatsen's 
view that construct,™ of the state is an objective of the revolution is of 
course, acceptable. Under China's historical conditions socialism expeMen- 
ces specific difficulties. A lack of understanding may give rise to variou« 
methods 01 the "Great Leap Forward" which would be divorced irom re Htv' 
The thesis that it was easy for China to pass to socialism-a view which 
ZI ?h"

edub}A SUf YalSe
J" 

and the Communists-was based on the fact 
that China had not passed through the stage of developed capitalism. This 
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position was indeed a product of historical conditions at the time when 
ranitalism was not developed in China. 

6 A few words about Sun Yatsen's theory of fl"".«f »"»"'•.11" It 
bou geois sfate, the system of state P^^^^rlSfc sTat   heided 
was only after the establishment of a peop e s democratic siai: "«« 
by the proletariat that it became possible to '^'^"'^"Se economy 
ffia! staPte property was people's properer fore the ste economy 

Communists did not *eeVhfJ"fl
r
uSsukes during the building of socia- socialism, they did commit «mil« ni«t;akes luring tne p    ^ ^ 

fath in state" property, the "™™*£™£™^$ Toward "one 

uÄÄÄ^^ 
Äc^Ä^^ 
wCf^'^^ 
market regulation, to carry ^ the policy 01 o ' tj w have also 

based on public ownership of the ^"^^^y based on state pro- 
realised this only in recenyears  As for an ^°^. °nd other forms of 

|!£=S5fSSSs«='r= 
Pr°5'emcim Yatsen insistently emphasised   that   in order to spare the 

TJIP national democratic revolution which was carried out by tne people 

deficiences that are due to the fact that China did not pass through the 
stag of developed capitalism, and to resolve related di ficult.es It should 
be said that this is also a continuation of Sun Yatsen's socialist »deals, 
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his aspirations for the enrichment and strengthening of the state and the 
happiness of the people. 

NOTES: 

' Sun Yalscn, Complete Works, Vol. 1, p. 228 (in Chinese). 2 Ibid.,   p.   273. 
3 Ibid..   pp.   288-289. 
4 Ibid.,   p.   327. 
« !'.?ril!ciP,c ?} PeoPle's well-being".—Chinese translator's note 

Socialism' .—Chinese   translator's   note. 
7 Sun   Yatsen,   Complete   Works,   Vol.   5    n    476 
8 Ibid..   Vol.   2,   p.   160. 
B Ibid.,   p.   319. 

10 /Wrf.,   pp.   322-323. 
" Ibid., p.    523. 
12 Ibid., Vol.   5,   p.   191 
13 Ibid., p.   560. 
14 Ibid., Vol.   2,   pp.   335,   474 
15 Ibid., pp.   355-356. 
16 Ibid., p.   492. 
17 Ibid., p.   442 
18 Ibid., p.   340. 
19 Ibid., p.   442. 
20 /Md., p.   492 
21 Ibid., p.   509 
22 //>/*, Vol.   5,   p.   561 
23 /fcW., Vol.   2,   p.   442 
21 /Wrf., Vol. 5, p. 628. 
25 Ibid.,   Vol.   5,   p.   460 
26 Ibid.,   Vol.   2,   p.   231 
27 Ibid.,   Vol.   2,   p.   420' 
28 Ibid.,   Vol.   3,   p.   63 ' 
29 Ibid.,   p.   73. 
30 Ibid.,   Vol.   4,   p.   345. 
31 Ibid., Vol. 2, pp. 392-393 
32 Ibid., Vol. 5, p 69. 
33 Ibid., p. 262. 
34 Ibid., p. 55. 
35 /6W., p. 480. 
36 Ibid., p. 561. 
37 Ibid., Vol. 2, p. 325. 
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EDUCATION IN CHINA:     CHANGES UNDER WAY 

Moscow FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS  in English No  3,   1987 pp  111-117 

[Article by N.Ye.  Borevskaya,   candidate of philological sciences] 

UNIVERSAL EDUCATION: PROBLEMS AND DECISIONS 

At its Fourth Session in April 1986, the National People's Congress 
of the PRC (the 6th Convocation) passed a Law of Compulsory Edu- 

cation—the first in the series of China's legislative acts on education the 
elaboration of which started in 1984. The programme is to be completed 
in ten vears and is intended to finalise a legal foundation for the process 
of changes begun in the 1980s. Back in May 1985, the CPC Central Com- 
mittee and PRC State Council passed a "Resolution of a Reform of the 
Education Structure", outlining a programme of radical changes in the 
field Universal nine-year education (secondary education) is to be made 
compulsory by stages: in economically and socially developed communi- 
ties by 1990 and in relatively developed rural communities and urban- 
type settlements by 1995. No specific dates were set for the rest of China 
(with a quarter of the country's population), including the areas inhabi- 
ted by ethnic minorities. There are plans to introduce universal compul- 
sory nine-year education in these areas by the year 2000. Today, China s 
education is a motley picture. Nine-year education has become universal 
in a number of large cities and in the littoral areas. In many other re- 
gions, however, the shortage of primary schools remains acute, so work 
is in progress to introduce universal primary education there. 

The introduction of universal education should be promoted by a le- 
gislative provision  (enacted for the first time in 1986) that all children 
of school age are obliged to attend school. Any attempts to impede imple- 
mentation of that provision are punishable by law. Local authorities now 
have the right to prohibit employment of school-age children who must 
attend primary or secondary schools, and to impose fines on, suspend ope- 
ration or annul the licenses of offending factories. Measures are also to 
be taken with respect to parents or guardians who do not send their child- 
ren to school. , _..    , 

This legislative act is highly important for the development ot Lhina s 
sciences  culture and economy for, according to the 1982 census, Chinese 
citizens over 25 years of age attended school for only five years on the 
average Making education compulsory is especially important in present- 
day China  since the introduction of universal education is seriously impe- 
ded by the system of family contracts and the practices of cooperative 
and private farms where teen-aged employees are always welcome  Another 
problem is that education provided by secondary schools in rural commu- 
nities opens no great prospects to their graduates:  most of them never 
move on to high schools because they fail to pass entrance exams. 

The national percentage of school-age children actually attending pri- 
mary schools is quite high—95.7. But in some areas (like Yunnan and 
Guizhou provinces) it varies from 60 to 85 per cent. > In the autumn of 
1985 universal primary education was introduced in 36.6 per cent ot tne 
1,999 districts surveyed. The number of illiterate or semi-literate young 
people keeps on growing. ,   ...   , 

Throughout China, 68 per cent of primary school-leavers are admitted 
to secondary school.2 The percentage of eligible teen-agers attending tne- 
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sc schools has been growing steadily: from 12-13 per cent in 1965 to 
50 per cent >n 1981 and. hopefully, to 85-90 per ceiS by the year 2000 
The corresponding figure for the high schools are expected to c ow a. 
well-from 12 per cent in 1981 to 40-50 per cent by the year 2000 Tthis 
level was reached in the large seaport cities in 1982) 3       y (tms 

The legalising of universal compulsory nine-year education is causing 
a m,xlure of joy and concern in China. The previous namerous unWe s! 
educat.on campaigns gave rise to skepticism about big figures character - 
smg the quantity but not the quality of education. Still Sorable is the 
campaign In the late 1960s and early 1970s in which many pr mary 
schools were g.ven sign boards of secondary schools, even LS the 
curricula and teaching remained unchanged. An article eni"tled°"n Ma- 
king tducat.on Compulsory, One Cannot Gain Speed BHndfold" " cites 

chook X ?' ZU°yUn ^Stn'Ct Ln Shanxi Province wh^re econdary schools tend to increase the number of applicants admitted reeardless 
of the local conditions. And those conditions are especially touXnr" 

w rsTTaH  oTM    T * A aC^, Sh°rtage °f    Sch°o1    equipment and, uorst of all, of teachers  The article says in this connection that first  it 
s necessary to consolidate the achievements made, that is, to improve 

iatioqnal Presl """^ edUCati°n' This VI'6W haS b'en »PPorted™?T 
The problem of making education universal is not easy; it is linked 

w,i h economic and social matters. Some educators in China say that po 
pulation factors also have to be taken into account. The birthrate was 
a lot lower ,n the early 1980s than in the early 1970s. A ha   y expansTon 
o   the network of secondary schools, proceeding from the present number 
of pupils ,n the primary schools, will lead to a situation where a "So 
classrooms will stay empty a few years later. The numbeTof pup °s a 
LTnfry

fi
SC

t
h00lS dr°PPed

u
t0 133-7 million in 1985 mainly because   hfl! 

,trSt^ear puPlls had decreased. Children born in  1980 and  1981 
will be leaving pnmary school in  1990 and  1992 and, according to the 
Education Deparment of. Yichun district   (Jiangxi province)   th2 number 
of school graduates will decrease in several regions almos   by half   So 
by marking time for a while, it will be possible^ in a few years  to make 
roth^^S^uniK^r31   in  Jian^i   province  by     a^commodS ng 
O^AT   

27'000. PuP]Is- The Province now has 2,889 schools providing se 
condary education   so each will have to admit extra  100 pupüs   and no 

ChTna W reqUired-£ ThiS SitUati0n is tyPical fo' the Ä of 
oarf ? thpn?rnnldren,t°f- re,1-?Van.1 age gr0Up t0 sec°ndary schools is only 
5/v SUSVn Kem- Ji *? hkuWise imPortant to ensure that all of them 
say there til! the end, for the number of dropouts from those schools 
still lends to grow, ln an economically developed district in Heilongiiang 

ter nah ot the 19,0s lo /2.3 per cent in  1984.6 But this is the district's 
countff In"?,, °eS n" mi™ the ««^tion that exists througho t the 
countrv In act, in a village school about 76 per cent of the pupils droo 
out during lhe_ first year and 52.6 per cent of the remaining-dK She se? 

jond year. During the third year, the percentage of dropouts goeVdown 
iLl be,caufe

r
third"year PuPilK are usuaI1v th«se who intend to pursue 

Snrp T, ^-fi°f 
secondar>- school in Zuoyun district in Shanxi pro 

vmce^has 52 first-year pupils, 47 second-years and  only    17 third-year 

h,PnFOr HC°adeS- n°W' lhe shorla£e of resources and skilled teachers has 

sal  educM oTVnVvpmaJ°Hh
0bSla

h
C,e  "^^  ^ pr°m°tion  of  u"iv" sa    education  in  Ch ma.  although  government  allocations for education 

have been growing. In 1981. they totalled 10.5 per cent of the state bud 
get, during the S.xth and  the  Seventh  Five-Year oeriods the snendmg 
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is to ßo up to 15, and later, to 20 per cent (discounting capital construc- 
tion spending). As for the structure of China's expenditure on education, 
t will remain unchanged during the Sixth and the Seventh Five-Year 
Plan periods. This means that 40 per cent of the allocations will go into 
primary education, another 40 per cent into secondary education, and 
20 per cent into higher education. During the Seventh Fiye-Year Plan 
period, the government plans to invest 116.6 billion yuan in education, 
which will be a 72 per cent increase over the previous five years (but one 
should allow, of course, for the considerable increase of prices during 
those years). China's budget remains tight, so the government will only 
subsidise the schools that train personnel for the public sector of the na- 
tional economy and specialists for handling economic priorities and pro- 
moting the development of sciences and techno ogy Government alloca- 
tions are largely spent to promote higher educational establishments and 
most important schools, to subsidise vocational .schools and backward 
regions, especially areas where ethnic minorities live . 

As for the rest of the schools, the strategy outlined in the universal 
education law is to make the best of the resources and opportunities made 
available by the current economic reform; in other words, to mobilise 
resources of the cooperative sector, private enterprises, public organisa- 
tions and the Party, contributions from the Chinese living abroad, etc., 
for the promotion of education. ....       (U„ i„4o 

Just about all the schools opened in rural communities since the late 
1950s are public-funded, so the increase in government allocations is 
spent above all, on urban schools. Between 1981 and 1985 the annual 
education allocation growth averaged 21.7 per cent in Wenzhou, Zhejiang 
province   while two backward mountain districts in that province had 
corresponding figures of 7.4 and 3.2 per cent a year.»   

The 1985 Resolution enhanced the local governments responsibility 
for the promotion of education by introducing financial and other sancti- 
ons. The principle of the local governments' responsibility has been ter- 
med "the main link" in the promotion of education. Article 12 of the 1986 
Education Law says: "Funds for the compulsory education programme 
and capital construction are provided jointly by the State Council and 
local people's governments and should be guaranteed.. The growth o 
state allocations for compulsory education should exceed the growth of 
ordinary financial revenues" by 5 per cent at provincial level and 2 per 
cent at regional, city, and district levels. The authorities concerned were 
obliged to invest at least 20 per cent of their circuiting funds m educa- 
tion as of 1986 (provincial authorities were also obliged to allocate for 
these purposes a certain amount of hard currency.9 

There are plans to increase allocations for education (with capital 
construction) from 3.5 per cent of the national income (in 1983) to 6 per 
cent by drawing on the national, provincial, district and local budgets. 
The'size of the education tax is to be brought in line with per capita 
incomes, so it has been proposed to raise it for factory workers and em- 
ployees from 1.5 to 5 per cent of the basic pay.10 

As an extraordinary measure in building new schools, collective dona- 
tions have been raised and will average several millions and even seve- 
ral dozen millions yuan per district. 

Tuition has been a regular source of funds for a long time. It is di- 
vided into tuition proper (xuefei) five to seven yuanper semester at a se- 
condary school-and school needs payments (zafei) which amounts to 
20-50 yuan per semester." Article 10 of the law of universal nine-year 
education states: "The State does not collect tuition frorn pupils receiving 
compulsory education. The State grants allowances to the poor and helps 
needy pupils." For decades, tuition has been a considerable source o 
support for education in China. Therefore, some members of the National 
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Wlh\iCS!LeT^-d COn?rn dUrinp its Fourth Session in April 198b thai aboil on of tuition, unless substantiated bv adequate financial 
provisions   rnight   increase   the   school   needs   payments    The   fears   are 
justified. S.nce   he beginning of the  1986/87 school year, the principa s 

vLrneralnSCh°?1S ? WenqUan rePion' <Sichuan Province    haveTenin- denting all sorts of reasons for collecting money from pupils  (thev call 
i     agreed payments" and the money is used to purchase equ pment  dec 
ncal appliances, to pay for repair work, etc )  <* <P'»em, elect 

,.iSmP?nSa<L°n f,°.r the aboIished tuition should be provided by the so- 
called extra education tax. By decision of PRC State Council/that tax 

• has been levied  by way of experiment, in many provinces since 1985 AM 

iÄeS|ha^nC,eS- and,oP/c°
ple en^aSed in P»vate enterprise have been paying that tax s.nce 1986 in accordance with the "Provisional StalnX 

t°fl
nvTaVrr th! «Needs °f Education" adopted by the St a Counci The 

ax is believed to provide a  reliable source of funds for rura" schools 
Lint 1 recently, deductions from local government budgets that were not 
specified by legislation, varied according to the economic sUuaüon and 
oca   subjective factors. Today, all collective, joint-stock, ind vTdua" and 

pa"   }xtranmoThlv <^-iu^^8 those operating \n villages and localities 

KSiÄÄamountlng l0 one per cent of the output- 
In the late 1970s China attempted to set up special authorities to ma- 

nage and finance rural schools at the district level. But in the 1980s The 
fn"7aI rUTne WaM.° Place Primarv schooIs ""der the^jurisdiction of 
«J ha,!f- V fge authorities- while secondary schools were to be mana 
frp £L tnct autl?orit e^ APart from state subsidies, the school budgets 
are made up mainly of deductions from the profits of local agricultural 
and forestry farms, processing factories and auxiliary enterorisls 

School budgets are supplemented by the profits of small school enter- 
prises that employ adult workers and provide practical Gaining for pi- 
pils. Those profits totalled 1,320 million yuan in 1985 and 4 120 milHon 
yuan between 1981 and 1985, of which 2,290 million, or approxiSa 2v 
33 per cent   was spent directly on education." The national conference 
th0emuenrk '",HMfyH1986 f° SUm UP the resulls of and outl*ne prospects "or 
2 fin» ann Udy ™vemen{ sta^ed the intention to expand that source 
of finances This is how it is done in practice. The profits of the plastics 
workshop of the \ucai school in Peking make up five per cent of the 
schools budget. In 1984. each teacher of secondary School No 2 of the 
Peking Pedagogical University was paid 450 yuan in addition to he 
annual salary and this money came from the profits of the school enter 
prises. \\e had opportunity to see such workshops when we visited School 
No. 2 in Guangzhou. One of these shops manufactures shoes from cloth 

prSfi   ÄÄnS?*' These SJl°es are exported and annual™     " a profit of 60.000-80.000 yuan on the average. Another shop produces 
electric equipment for manufacturing-industry plants, making a Pprofh of 
lo 000 yuan a year In all. the workshops' profits amount to «quarter 
of the government subsidies to schools )5 H^ner 

The education reform is to be combined with the   economic reform in 
a system of various schools to serve certain sectors of the national eco 

of°vayriouns ff"1 ^ *" the System iS reServed for vocational schoo?s 

whil
ccordi"e t0 the'985 Resolution, the primary vocational schools 

which provide secondary general education, are a form of universal educa- 
tion. The financing of these schools bv factories and agencies make manv 
Chinese believe that they will help finance the universal cömpu so yedu- 
cation programme. The network of secondary vocational schools is also 
being expanded. New technical and vocational schools have been opened 
and part of the high schools have    been    transformed    into    vocaSal 
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cd personnel for collective enterprises. „hnnU'Tn iqqo 
,Cd s'ome 14 million youngsters win come out ^ secondary   d ool,n 1990 
(ihre WwVSÄ'ÄU^ r w 
Jnd other-specialisedsecon ar>'m$&%^ *&&&£& ™M* 
will ge hl^er

nJh
d,VCaeZation These figures are a reason enough to con- 

the system of P;b'c/n
d"^n

of vocational schools. The number of pupi s 
sidcrably e^a,nd. th "^ 0 VOCationa and specialised secondary schools 
to be adm.tted in  1990 to^J;°c^,ona'h

anQ     ety)  has been estimated at 

tÄT^Ä«™^- -visaed by the 7»h 

"fle, ,he T? Ex^tf aTtKS Äsfardl, Centred Fujian pro- 
loCal T^ll ■ re ad ustinV the provincial edueaiion system to meet the 

J- SiSTffSffl Ä>Äo  hi| 0, the .Harare 
„gaged in livestock breedingonly SU pe_cenl ot  he P p es(abljshment» 

: ^iSHnsc? ^«ra ^äP| 
:■:' ims ' communiues arrd specialisation is growing more P™ »und AU 
«a. highlights the need tor skilled manpower and a new t>pe ■ol rural 
r.-idciUs whose level o[ literacy and technical knowledge should be 
I.:um, than bclore. Today, most pupils of secondary fn

h™'sn?"
e"d ™'^ 

i-.J schools established at urban-type settlements, and more and more 
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g.ons. „ „o, a new ,ask ,„ Cta^ftWCÄ; 

into tSal'train^g 'ebonl^lÄ ',°,*d' m°re *°m* W 
privileges to graduatedthe"slhook Ihnt^T S""'5 «"P1")™"' 
lv substantiated bv the per 1%^ r ■ ■?• Privileges are to be large- 
labour system refoU „trodueta, eontrarl'^vsional ™°Mi™ on a 
to establish  connectabSn   "S   i    F,'Kl s,fPs s" ^>"t taken 

Experienced Lchf Sea^ ^ rUra,' con"nunitics in 1985. 
gues in villa«Sol^The L. * !nd co"SUltafions for their collea- 
Chairman oj?he PRCI'tatCommA W£ foU?d fuccessful, and the 
tional working i^S£ ?„' Ma"^'^^' ^ V 
were being introduced throuahnnf rhir,!   n    -S that similar steps 
schools and departments at Kir ?bina' Bes,ldes> "ew teacher training 
opened in recen? years and sfec a? S°naI es

K
tablishments have bee? 

more young people to these iKi Ji tS &TQ bemg made to rec™t 
plans/scholaKs c Mo e t i " "t sPecial-P^pose intake 
correspondence teaching courses Pe°Ple C°mplete teleVI'sion and 

intend^™ ÄTe' «A £U?ti0n ^"l*8 Spedfic measures 

test teachers' knowle^e and aching VS^ * ^ ™ C0nducted t0 

catilne un?versmal1aTtoni?ePrimr^edU(;ati0n and' later" secondary edu- 
Republico ?hlna

hts"arched Sever
a
fl
0ng ^ *g0 a"d the PeV's 

This time, however the eduction rlf Prof,rammes towards this end. 
measures 'aimirS^^ohdaü^V^ 0U h

k
nes a ™™P^ of specific 

promoting vocation«   trÄ of P"blic education, 
methods and at establishing , f 

g Sch°o1 curr>cula and teaching 
which, hopefully w 11 eSt? h nhÜ ?"""g ^ rMrainine system 
cation programme But oTcanno? ?™1H 

,mPedi^ th* universal edu- 
ge-the sifatifiSSw? of schools bv TztZn^ T' diffic"lties that emer- 
cula and the decenlralisalS"o X^Shi^^ t^T/^ 
on networks into self-contained system*IsSated TZT^e?™11' 

students' (?heCL? enT^SSf Sv ^flati"g- the S°,ciaI «»«position of 
marks'") and fh" cxltino f,"♦'£ ft{

Every.0,?e ,S 6qUal before the school 
the current "criorüies pSlK"fe"!h°

f
p"?ost.important schools are part of 

the major socTcon rad on cons anTh ZJv^rl*™0' yet resolve 

system-the contradiction fXen° thtSes^o n^' the* Ä 
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„.o of the nation's intellectual potential and the need to transform the 
social structure so as to ensure social equality. 

NOTES: 

i KflÄ ä V«^»w 76-°°° nincycar sccondary scb00,s in tlie 
VUC -with   38.6   mln   pupil*-        " 

4 *«.,,,„i,i   rifoi«.   J"lv   6.    19M>. 
■=■ yiHoyi/  i/o«;««-  No-  3-   '9„8G-  I1'  i!' 
> //„U.   No.   8.   1985.   p.   33. 

•  : Rvnmin    riboo,   July'   6.    198(>. 
^L«»   von/iii.   No-   2.    1986.   p.   59. 
* Ibid..   No.   3,   p.   9. 
i' Ibid..   No.   5,    1985.   p.    ]b-        /ciianxi  orovincel   annual   per capita  education 

" ,n  a  l0C3,i\°im
Z6U7to  W vi-n S Tap    1 construction taxesP This is tole- 

payments average f"»"J ^^r« h.il too mi^h for the people of the poorer villages in the 
f.,hlc for the richer vi^^ ^   ™ ™"CJ   «c

r
fi "u/unVfied education payments totalled 

^nliuo.ft^n^t^ySs-h.'f    of    the overall    provincial    expenditure  on 

rfHfÄmfo   nfrao.   Oct.   3    .986, 
i- ffrnmi'/i   rifcau.   May   8.    198b. 
'< //,/rf     April    13.   1980. 
i^ These   are   local    statistics 

.: Jiaoitu   uanjiu.   No.   9.    1986.   p.   34. 

- ^cordSg to official statistics. 40 per cent of China's^ur.l ^^»^ 

^häi'Sn^No'r .irv v1985'p28)- 
:• Renmin ribao, Sept. 10, 1986. 
.'-' /hid., Oct. 2, 1986. 
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SUN YATSEN ON SOCIAL PROGRESS 

Moscow FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS  In English No 3,   1987 pp  125-126 

[Article by M.L.   Titarenko,   doctor of philosophical sciences] 

At turning points in human society's development, revolutionary forces 
/-»and their ideologists inevitably face the issue of the goals of the strug- 
gle and the choice of a way to achieve them. In such periods the idea of 
social progress, its goals and driving forces come to the foreground one 
way or another among philosophers and politicians. Sun Yatsen arrived 
at the idea, too. 

Why pay so much attention to it? Because it is the interpretation of 
the idea of social progress that manifested most clearly the strong and 
weak points of Sun Yatsen's teaching. It is in this interpretation that he 
approached most closely the understanding of the dialectics and driving 
forces of social processes. His understanding of social progress took 
shape also under the influence of old ideas of circulation in nature of 
the unity of heaven, earth and man, and of the dialectical interaction of 
the ym and yang forces. Mo Di's Utopian concepts of "universal love" and 
the origin of power and the state, Confucius' idea of the "great unitv" 
(datong), legists ideas of law-abiding, and Buddhists' ideas of spiritual 
self-perfection played a special role in the formation of Sun Yatsen's out- 
look. The sociology of Western Enlighteners, especially US moralist Henry 
George had a great impact on Sun Yatsen's general moral and humanist 
approach to the interpretation of the driving forces of social development 
_ 'he.ideas of moral persuasion and moral example well developed by 
Lonfucius. Mo Di and Western Enlighteners, as a stimulus to the perfec- 
U0X\   ,J£an and the slate Prevailed in Sun Yatsen's teaching up to the early 1920s. ' 

In    his    well-known    work,    The    Three    Popular    Principles     Sun 
,atsen considers criteria of social progress and singles out the decree of 
democracy with which he links peace, tranquilitv and happiness of peoples 
a- the main one. i     i    - 

"11 think the progress in China started much earlier than in Europe 
und the Lnited States, and democracy started to be discussed long ago 
>evcral thousariQ years back. True, those were only discussions never 
.ranslated into hie. Europe and the US have known republics and demo- 
cracy lor IDO years now. The ancient Chinese had an idea of democracv 
"«>. bo il we want lasting peace and tranquilitv for our country if we 
win, happiness for the people, if we want to keep 'pace with world develop- 
ment, we cannot but turn to democracy." ' 

> This approach of Sun Yatsen to the solution of problems of the coun- 
ts development showed the strongest revolutionary-democratic aspect 
;•■ his teaching, which Vladimir Lenin valued verv higlv "The revolu- 
•■"»ary  bourgeois  democracy,  represented  by  Sun'Yatsen.  is  correct  in 
••", „• ßf TifyS- a? meanS °f 'renovatinr China through maximum dcvclop- 
;;'*" o! the initiative, determination and boldness of the peasant mas4«= 

• tne matter of political and agrarian reforms."2 

^un Yatsen's works at our disposal show that the philosophy of social 
-..on was underhed by the struggle for the country's political and na- 
■■ "'««I emancipation and for a republican China as ä necessary sta^e in 
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social progress. At the same time, the theoretical works emphasise that 
"supreme principles and conscience further moral civilisation . 

The Great October Socialist Revolution in Russia had a great ideolo- 
gical impact on China and on all currents in the Chinese people s libera- 
tion movement:* Chinese and Soviet scholars have thoroughly studied 
the process ol accelerating the rates oi socio-political upsurge in China 
under the influence of the October revolution. The fo lowing is of funda- 
mental importance in this case: in the 1920s, Sun Yatsen introduced sub- 

stantial changes in his concept of social progress He specified (to a cer- 
tain Sent) the concepts of a "happy Chinese state" of the future and 
"revolution". Issues pertaining to the goals and tasks of the Chinese 
revolution and China's allies in the solution of Chinese society s major 
problems were given first priority in his speeches and articles. 

Sun Yatsen emphasised that decades of misunderstanding of the goals 
of the struggle and effective ways of building a "wonderful and majestic 
Chinese Republic" was a constraint on Chinese society s development 
In the well-known Letter to the People's Commissariat of Foreign Affairs 
of the RSFSR (1921) he wrote he was extremely interested in experience 
obtained in the formation of Soviets, the army and the education system. 

In his-last years, Sun Yatsen grew to understand the urgent tasks and 
goals of the Chinese revolution aimed at removing the colonial and feudal 
fetters He deeply realised the need for a close union with the USSR and 
was an ardent advocate of Soviet-Chinese friendship. Sun Yatsen wrote 
in his telegram to Lev Karakhan in the autumn of 1923: The real interests 
of our countries demand a common policy which will give us an opportu- 
nity to live on the basis of equality with other powers. This policy will 
also help us free ourselves from the political and economic slavery impo- 
sed by the international system which relies on force and employes me- 
thods of economic imperialism." 

NOTES: 
• Sun   Yatsen.   Collected   Works,   Moscow.   1985,   p.   458. 
2 V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 18, p. 168. 

COPYRIGHT:  Translation into English, Progress Publishers, 1987 

CSO:  1812/242-E 
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STUDY OF CHINA, EASTERN CULTURE IN UZBEKISTAN DESCRIBED 

f Sr8TppES2-Sf G° V0ST0KA ^ RUSSlan N°  2'   Mar'Apr 8?   (slgned t0 PreSS 

iAfviCl,\b^ ?'A'  Akhmedov»  d°ctor of historical sciences,  and M.Kh. 
Makhmutkhodzhayey,   candidate of historical sciences   (Tashkent):     »Chinese 
Studies  m Uzbekistan from 1918 to 1984"] 

[Text]     Central Asia's  cultural contacts with China have a history spanning 

?orythrCent^S!aA   •   a\lng ^ '? «"^"y.     This  is probably the reason § 

for the Central Asian historians»  great  interest  in studying  the Chinese 
people's  ancient  culture and  the Chinese society's  sociopolitical problems. 

hSorriansn f°Ut ° ^ "V* f°Und ±n almOSt  a11 of th" ™^ of'medieval historians,   geographers,   and other representatives of the  sciences  in 
rZ/ff fr3'     I!lp0rtant  and valuable  information about  the history and cul- 

Tabari   f839  l?^^™^^ ^  f°Und'   ^ SXample'   ±n the W°^s  of 

fSS l??9?     ru\ drlf  (1100-1165)»  va'kut   (1179-1229),   Ibn al-Asir 
£i?h    *    K       ,    ^f3  (1304-1372)»   Sharaf ad-Din All lezdi   (died 1454), 
Fasih ahmad Havafi   (1375-1442),  Abd ar-Razzak Samarkand!  (1413-1482)     Zatair 

(15"96ln^    M-   (14^:1530)>  Hafiz- Tanysh Buhari  (1549-?)/^" Jä^ 
M        

7Vl     irZa Allm Tashkan<*i   (second half of  the 19th  century)     mullah 

co^rnS™tralkSdi'(1,802;1876)'   ^ 0tbeM'     ™S  ^»rSSii usually 
times  thf ooi?MLt        S.  1Pl°uatiC and  trade ?elatio^ with China,   and some- times the political relations between the two.1 

L\rrelatfonsnwithmre^nfle.StUdy °f China'S hiSt0^>   its  cultu->   and its 
first vear^nf I        ,       ^ ^ WaS begUn in earnest  ln Uzbekistan In the 
Turkestan 0r± JrTT I        "* ^  connected *th the establishment of the 
Central L?ri ^ftxtute-the  first higher academic institution in 

OrieSalAstrV N    L   Tl ** "T^^ 1918'     Tt WaS  Vitiated by prominent orientalists V.N.  Kachurbayev,  M.S.   Goritskiy,  P.Ye.  Kuznetsov,   and others. 

spedaSts'^orlr'r1 l™^* WM  SUPP°Sed  t0  traln hi^lv qualified 
1^        n Central Asian republics.     They were  to have a fluent 
command of Oriental  languages and a knowledge of  the history and culture of 
the Peoples  of  the Soviet east  and  the peoples  of  the foreign eastern 

tute      eV\     I3"1*  t0  Central Asla'     ^-e were  two  divisions  o? the  insti- 
ourses Ä1  ' Vt peda*°*lcal-     Stud-ts  took general  educational 
ng^the  third Jearl ^ °f inSt™cti°» and  «^y began specializ- 
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In spring 1924 the Turkestan Oriental Institute became part of the Central 
Asian State University (now Tashkent State University imeni V.l. Lenin), as 
its School of Oriental Studies, which existed until September 1930.  In spite 
of its brief existence, the Turkestan Oriental Institute trained numerous 
qualified Orientalists, many of whom later became scholars renowned m our 
country and far beyond its borders.  The list could include linguists A.K. 
Borovkov, K.K. Yudakhin, and R.L. Nemenova, and historians P.P. Ivanov, V.A. 
Shishkin, O.A. Sukhareva, and A.Yu. Sokolov. 

In the grim days of the war, the School of Oriental Studies of Tashkent 
State University resumed its work in August 1944 by a decision of the party 
and government. This decision was made in connection with the prospects for 
the development of economic, political, and cultural relations with foreign 
eastern countries. The school had four departments from 1944 to 1947, one of 
which was the Department of East Turkestan Philology, then headed by G.S. 
Sultanov  In fall 1953 this department became the Department of Uighur 
Philology, headed by I.A. Kissen, one of the outstanding Turkic scholars m 
the republic. The department offered courses in the following subjects: 
the Uighur language (U.M. Mamatakhunov, K.M. Meliyev, V.A. Dolotin and 
I.I. Ismailov), physical and economic geography (N.G. Tsapenko), the history 
and culture of East Turkestan and China (U.M. Mamatakhunov and M.I. 
Molozhatova), and others.  The Chinese language was introduced as an addi- 
tional Oriental language in the 1954/55 academic year (V.A. Dolotin, MI 
Molozhatova, and others). The Tashkent State University Department of Uighur 
Philology was concerned mainly with the training of teachers of the Uighur 
language and literature for secondary schools in Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan 
(with instruction in the Uighur language) and scientific personnel for the 
academies of sciences in these republics. 

In 1958 the Department of Uighur Philology became the Department of Chinese 
Philology, in response, in our opinion, to the growing interest in the his 
tory and culture of the Chinese people.  After the department had been 
reorganized, it was staffed by such experienced pedagogues as M.I. Lanonov, 
O.A. Vagin, N.I. Levushkina, M.D. Kim, S.K. Rozbakiyev, I.N. Komarova, and 
others. 

In 1977 the Tashkent State University Department of Chinese Philology became 
one of the main departments of the School of Oriental Studies. At the 
present time, 54 students are taking courses in 8 academic groups of the 
Chinese division and are studying the history, economy, and government struc- 
ture of China in addition to languages (Chinese and Uighur). 

The professors and instructors in the Department of Chinese Philology are 
successfully combining their pedagogical work with scientific and scientific- 
organizational endeavors.  Department instructors have published over 50 
monographs, brochures, and scientific and popular-science articles with a 
combined length of around 50 printer's sheets to date.  They include such 
works as "The Liberation Movement of the Non-Han Ethnic Groups of Yunnan 
Province in the 1850's and 1860's" (M.Kh. Makhmutkhodzhayev), "The CCP and 
the Anti-Imperialist Movement in China's Cities from 1927 to 1937" (M.K. 
Mirdzhalalov), "The Democratic League in China" (V.S. Kim), "Romanticism and 
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^erai1S^ ln the EplCS °f Uighur Poets of the 18th a"d 19th Centuries" 
(U.M Mamatakhunov), "The Portrayal of the Liberation Struggle of the 

»Se Portia' ^keStan inJ°rks hy  Sovlet Ui§hur Writers" (S.K. Rozbakiyev), 
ine Portrayal of Women m Chinese Prose of the 1820Ts and 1830's" (C Ch 

Muldakulova), "Zou Taofeng's News Articles about the USSR" (N.Ye. Khokhlov) 
A Comparative Analysis of Chinese and Uzbek Verbs" (A.A. Karimov)  and others. 

IctiveCpart in^T °V^ Department f  Chlne- Philology have taken an 
active part m the work of various conferences of Orientalists and Sinolo- 
gists and have presented reports and papers.  From 1977 to 1985 alone M Kh 
Makhmutkhodzhayev, S.K. Rozbakiyev, G.Ch. Muldakulova, M.K. Mirdzhalaiov 

Tf  th ChineP
s

reeSrted ^"f i~  ^^ °*  (MaMe ^l-tics, Si history ot the Chinese language and literature, and the sociopolitical historv of 

con^nces"!" ****"*  " " ^^   «*ool. »^I.ÄLJ™ 

The Department of Chinese Philology has played a significant role in the 
training of highly qualified specialists.  For example, over 100 people who 

and6 thl RSFSR"8 prod»Ctlw1' **» ™^™  of Central Asia, KazSh tan" 
and the RSFSR as well as outside the country (in the Mongolian People's 

Ä11^' «raduated fr°m it: Just betwe^ 1962 and 1984.  Fifteen of thl 
iKkb\safra' R-M- Asian°^ M-A- ASI-°- ;;.Kh Khodzhaj rvL1 
Makhmutkhodzhayev, and others) successfully defended candidate's 
dissertations. 

The history and culture of the peoples of China are also being studied in 
institutes and establishments of the republic academy of sciences  Several 
literature projects are being conducted in the Language and Literature 

orth^^rrnow^n-th"3^^ °f ^ ^ SSR Acad^ °f ^nllTZ*  two 
nl  S," ?W in their flnal sta§e-  These are the monograph by Candidate 

Epic Poe" rf-lndlr068 i'J"?7?!  "^ the E±St°^  °f ^eltudy of Mg"^ 
"?£«  •  y', TT,  e W°rk by Candidate of Philological Sciences D Ruziveva 
dLloSntlf SS °f AbdUrakhim Nizari-" *» fi?-t work examined the^  ' 
development of the epic genre in Uighur classical literature, as illustrated 

mullah Shakir (1805-?), Bilal Nazi™ (1825-1906)  and others  H^rkatJ's^' 

ne°net  l^in"^ "^T ^t ^  S^«^'t whiS^ccu ief  romi- 
Sis work  ?h t Ti  Pn6toy °f the UlghUr Pe°ple> ls analyzed in detail in 
this work  The work by D. Ruziyeva is a comprehensive study of the life and 
works of famous Uighur poet-Abdurakhim Nizari (1776-1849), whose works "Leili 

other^fY  F:?ad 3nd Shlrin'" ,,Vamig and Uzra'" "Char Dar'sh:- and 
the lltl  fijCiQ^ pr°greSSive ideas of th* Peoples of East Turkestan in 
its SopleA    Juries and occupy an important place in the culture of 

The Museum of the History of the Peoples of Uzbekistan of the republic 

E W LinfT63 Hmenl M: Ayb6k HaS a lar8e COlleCtlon °f *£S -d cnmese coins, including coins minted in the cities of East Turkestan 

Theayk:re 0f
Ai:disant MChara) * ^ "*• 19tb' «* ^ 20tf „es. They are of indisputable interest in the study of the socioeconomic affairs 
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of East Turkestan and its administrative and government structure. Museum 
researcher I. Tukhtiyev is now conducting a study in this field. 

Many studies of Chinese medieval history and the historical and cultural 
ties between the peoples of Central Asia and China are being conducted in 
the Oriental Studies Institute of the Uzbek SSR Academy of Sciences. 

Several important monographs had already been written within the walls of this 
institute in the 1950's and 1960's, the most noteworthy of which are A.P. 
Savitskiy's "Xinjiang as a Bridgehead for Foreign Intervention in Central 
Asia" (1950), Kh.Z. Ziyayev's "The 1826 Rebellion in East Turkestan" (1952), 
I.G. Polinov's "Xinjiang at the Time of the Chinese Revolution of 1911-1913" 
(1953), R.Kh. Sharafutdinov's "The Resolution of the Question of Nationality 
in Xinjiang Province After the Victory of the Chinese People's Revolution" 
(1954), E.M. Mamedova's "History of the Politico-Economic and Cultural Inter- 
relations 'of the Peoples of the Turkestan Territory and Xinjiang from the 
Middle of the 19th Century to 1917" (1962), and M. Kutlukov's "The National 
Liberation Movement in Xinjiang in 1944-1949" (1963). 

In the 1970's and 1980's republic Sinologists published several interesting 
works on various aspects of the history and culture of the peoples of 
Central Asia and China. 

The monograph by A. Khodzhayev, "The Qing Empire, Jungaria and East Turkestan 
(the Colonial Policy of Qing China in the Second Half of the 19th Century)" 
(1979), based on Chinese and local sources, reveals the undemocratic essence 
of the Qing empire's policy in Jungaria and East Turkestan from 1864 to 1877. 
The popular movement in Jungaria and East Turkestan from 1864 to 1877 and its 
suppression by Qing troops are discussed at length in the work. 

A work by A. Bakiyev, "Uighur Lyrical Folk Poetry" (1978, in Uzbek), is a 
study of several genres of Uighur lyrical folk poetry and the distinctive 
features and patterns of their development.  The most interesting sections of 
the work deal with the poetry of Sadyr-palvan Hushamad-ogly (1797-1871) and 
Nazugum (first half of the 19th century), who were among the leaders of the 
anti-Qing rebellion in East Turkestan in 1818-1824, and of Sarihan-banu 
(1835-1865), the famous poetess and educator of the Uighur people of the last 
century. 

The works of B.A. Akhmedov, "Mahmud ibn Vali.  Sea of Mystery" (1977) and 
"The Historico-Geographic Literature of Central Asia" (1985), gave the aca- 
demic community access to valuable Persian and Turkic sources.  The reports 
of Russian ambassadors of the 16th, 17th, and 18th centuries are interesting 
and contain valuable information about the socioeconomic and political his- 
tory of Central Asia and the political and trade relations of the Bukhara, 
Khiva, and Balkh khanates with foreign eastern countries and Russia. 

Orientalists in Uzbekistan have also completed several other important 
studies and are now preparing them for publication. 
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The Cultural, Trade, and Economic Relations Between Central Asia and East 
Turkestan from the 16th Century to the 19th," a work by M. Kutlukov, is based 
primarily on Persian and Turkic sources and is a study of the political 
trade, economic, and cultural contacts between the peoples of Central Asia 
and East Turkestan in the 16th-19th centuries.  The detailed discussion of 
the joint struggle of the peoples of Central Asia and East Turkestan against 
the aggression of Jungarian feudal lords and the Qing empire is noteworthy. 

The monograph by S.R. Rozbakiyev, "Great October and the Birth of Uiehur 
Progressive Literature," traces the development of progressive Uighur" lite- 
rature under the beneficial influence of the victory of the Great October 
Socialist Revolution and the untarnished ideals of V.l. Lenin.  The develop- 
ment of the literature of the Uighurs living in the Soviet Union and its 
effect on the general development of literature in East Turkestan are the 
object of special discussion in the work. 

?^he
M
m^0grf? "The Nationallty p°ücy of the Kuomintang (1927-1937) " 

f;^f    f °dZhayeV fXamineS the nationality policy of the Kuomintang 
leaders m relation to the peoples of southern China, who rebelled to rid 
themselves of the reactionary Kuomintang regime, and the legal and socio- 
economic aspects of the Nangking government's policy on the non-Han 
nationalities in southern China. 

Uzh.r^T1 f a nro
department in the Oriental Studies Institute of the 

Uzbek SSRAcademy of Sciences, a department studying the historical and 
cultural interrelations of Central Asia and China (established in September 
1978), opened up a new field of research for republic psychologists-the 
study of Arabic sources and the analysis of information In Arabic, Persian 
and Turkic works of the 10th-19th centuries on the history of China and East 

colle' " "f °n ?n"ral ASla'S relatio*s with China in the past.  The large 
collection of works m Oriental languages (over 30,000) in the Oriental 

ous flt^T^l0' ?*  UZb6k SSR Academy °f Scie^es, works covering vari- 
ed SP  «.  medl*val science-history, geography, literature, philosophy, 

o? resL^h " ^S-lenCeS""°ffered extensive opportunities for the development or research m this area. 

J"rrvn! W°rkS ^ Pr°Sress delude several translations and Russian- and 
Uzbek-language editions of individual works and excerpts from these works, 
f';: " anthologies.  For example, an annotated Russian translation of 

»T«r?h ? T\Tk °,LrenOWned Central As±an historian Mirza Muhammad Haydar, 
hlstorv nf ^dt IThe4C^ronicle of Rashid") , dealing with the sociopolitical 
history of Mogolistan/ East Turkestan, and Central Asia in the 14th, 15th 
and early 16th centuries, has now been completed. 

Another important project, in our opinion, is a publication now being pre- 

"Svt^/m lXTalStf -eS InSt^tUte °f the Uzbek SSR Academy of Iciences, 
Giyas ad-Dm Nakkash's Trip to China," representing an annotated Russian 

rl-   I Vj\^ °L  uG corresP°nding section of the work by Hafiz-i Abru 
(died 1430),  Zubdat ad-tavarih-i Baysunkuri" ("Episodes from the History of 
Crown Prince Baysunkur"), an account of a trip to China in 1419-1422 by a 
Timund legation headed by Giyas ad-Din Nakkash.  The publication contains 
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important historical, geographic, and ethnic information and will be of _ 
great value in the study of Central Asia's cultural contacts with China in the 

past. 

Arabic, Persian, and Turkic sources were used as the basis for the compilation 
of two anthologies.  The first of these, "Documents on the History of Middle 
and Central Asia," includes annotated Russian translations of excerpts from 
works of the 10th-l9th centuries containing valuable factual information about 
the sociopolitical history and ancient culture of the peoples of Central Asia, 
Kazakhstan, and East Turkestan and about their cultural relations with 
foreign eastern countries, including China. The other anthology, "From the 
History of Central Asia and East Turkestan," is also based on Muslim documents 
and some Chinese sources, relates some little-known episodes from the history 
and the cultural and ethnocultural ties of the peoples of Central Asia and 
East Turkestan, and contains new information about the history of the peoples 
of Central Asia and East Turkestan from the 15th century to the 19th.  The 
anthology includes articles on historical place names, revealing the dis- 
tinctive nature of the names of ancient Central Asian cities and villages. 

Anthologies of this kind are to be published regularly. We are firmly con- 
vinced that this will contribute to the comprehensive and thorough study of 
some little-known aspects of the history of Central Asia, Kazakhstan, and 
East Turkestan, especially Central Asia's economic (trade), political, and 

cultural relations with China. 

In general, it is significant that the cultural and trade relations of the 
peoples of Central Asia and China in the Middle Ages are still the main con- 
cern of Uzbekistan's Sinologists and this work will be continued in the 
future.  They will concentrate on the study of Arabic, Persian, and Turkic 
works of the 10th-19th centuries and on the publication of annotated transla- 

tions of relevant sections of these works. 

FOOTNOTES 

1. We prepared annotated Russian translations of exerpts from works by 
these scholars for the publication entitled "Documents on the History 

of Middle and Central Asia." 

2. For more about the institute and its activities, see "Turkestanskiy 
vostochnyy institut (1918-1922)" [The Turkestan Oriental Institute (1918- 
1922)], Tashkent, 1924; B.V. Lunin, "From the History of the First Higher 
Academic Institution of Oriental Studies in Central Asia," in the book 
"Ocherki po istorii russkogo vostokovedeniya" [Essays on the History of 
Russian Oriental Studies], vol II, Moscow, 1968. 

3. Selected works of the poet, including exerpts from his "Mahzun Gulnisa," 
"Char Darvish," and "Leili i Mejnun," were published in 1969 (V.P. Yudin, 
"Abdurakhim Nizari.  Tallanma eserler," Almuta, 1969). 

4. The term "Mogolistan" refers to the eastern part of the former Jagatai 
• Khanate, including Tianshan, Semirechye, and Kashgar. 

COPYRIGHT:  "Problemy Dalnego Vostoka", 1987 
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CHINESE ACADEMY OF SCIENCES DESCRIBED 

Moscow FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS  in English No 3,   1987 pp 127-133 

[Article by I.I.   Sarafanov] 

The Chinese Academy of Sciences was established on 1 November 1949 
under the State Administrative Council in accordance with the Law 

on the Establishment of the Central People's Government of the PRC 
adopted on 27 September at the First Session of the People's Political 
Consultative Council of China.' The Chinese Academy of Sciences took 
over the research organisations of the Central Academy (Academia Sini- 
ca established in Nanking in 1928) and the Peking Academy (founded in 
Peking in 1929). 

The Chinese Academy of Sciences is the country's principal research 
centre in the field of natural and technical sciences.2 It does and coordi- 
nates fundamental and applied research, develops new types of materials 
and technology, improves production techniques, participates in compre- 
hensive studies of natural and agricultural resources, collects and analy- 
ses information about foreign scientific and technological achievements, 
cooperates with foreign scientific organisations and societies, drafts guide- 
lines for scientific and technological development when instructed by the 
CPC Central Committee and the PRC State Council. It helps modernise 
the country's economic and military potential and also trains scientists, 
engineers and technicians. 

Organisationally, the Academy includes five departments: physics and 
mathematics, chemistry, biology, the Earth sciences, and technical scien- 
ces. It effects scientific guidance of relevant research organisations. Besi- 
des, there is a science organisation sector within the Academy's structure. 

The session of the Joint Scientific Council (JSC), convened twice a 
year, is the highest legislative body of the Chinese Academy of Sciences. 
An extraordinary JSC session may be held at the request of the Academy's 
Presidium. The session gives guidelines for the development of science 

. and technology, approves or makes amendments to the Academy's Charter, 
elects the Academy's Presidium, approves research and development pro- 
grammes, and considers reports by the Academy's President. 

Organisationally, the Joint Scientific Council consists of the scientific 
councils of the Academy's departments. JSC members are elected by the 
departments. Numerically, the composition of a departmental scientific 
council is determined by the importance and volume of R&D undertaken 
by its research organisations.3 Today, the scientific council of the depart- 
ment of physics and mathematics consists of 79 members, of chemistry— 
67, biology—89, Earth sciences—75, and of technical sciences—90. 

The First JSC Session was held in 1955, the Second—in 1957 in Peking 
the Third—in 1960 in Shanghai, the Fourth—in 1981, and the Fifth—in 
1984 in Peking. China's domestic political campaigns resulted in a 21-year 
break between the Third and Fourth JSC Sessions. In 1955, the First JSC 
Session was attended by a delegation of Soviet scientists headed by the 
Vice-President of the USSR Academy of Sciences, Academician 
I. P. Bardin. 

In 1955, the elected JSC members included 233 scientists, 172 of them 
working in natural sciences. During the "cultural revolution" (1966- 
1969) and the subsequent political campaigns, JSC activities were paraly- 
sed, with only 117 members surviving. In 1979 the Joint Scientific Council 
was revived and reorganised. In March 1981, with the State Council's 
approval, the Academy elected additional 283 JSC members, bringing the 
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membership to 400, including 15 women.4 JSC members work in 114 re- 
search organisations, 27 ministries and departments of the PRC State 
Council and 44 higher educational establishments.5 

The Presidium of the Chinese Academy of Sciences is its executive 
body in the period between JSC sessions. .Presidium members are elected 
for the period of four years and may be re-elected for a second term The 
Presidium composed of 29 members elected at a JSC session, meets three 
or four times a year. In keeping with the Academy's Charter, two thirds 
of the Presidium are elected-from among the JSC members and one third— 
from among the PRC State Council's representatives and party bodies 
of the Chinese Academy of Sciences. The Presidium elects the President 
and Vice-Presidents of the Academy for a two-year term and also Execu- 
tive Chairman for a four-year period. The Executive Chairmen convene 
the Presidium, one of them chairing the session. The Presidium appoints 
a Chief Scientific Secretary and his Deputy. 

In 1984 Lu Jiaxi was elected President of the Chinese Academy of 
Sciences for a second term, Yang Dongsheng, Zhou Guangzhao and Sun 
Honglie   were    elected    Vice-Presidents,   the first    also    for    a    second 

e"ln 1981 Yan Jici, Li Chang and Wu Zhonghua were elected Executive 
Chairmen'for four years. In 1984, three more Executive Chairmen were 
elected: Lu Jiaxi (President of the Chinese Academy of Sciences), Wu 
Heng and Qian Xuesen. Gu Cudian was appointed Chief Scientific be- 
prpf 3 rv 

In 1985-1986, the Chinese Academy of Sciences included 120 research 
organisations, of which 5 conducted research in mechanical and mathema- 
tical sciences, 13—physical, 15-chemical, 5-astronomy 22-the Earth 
sciences. 27—biological sciences, 29—technical, 3—agricultural, and 1 — 
the history of natural sciences. . 

Besides the Chinese Academy of Sciences has five enterprises which 
develop and make special and unique research instruments and systems, 
the University of Sciences and Technology, a post-graduate course, scien- 
tific libraries and a publishing house. . 

Reo-ions with the highest concentration of research organisations have 
12 branches of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, which guide and coor- 
dinate their R&D efforts. . 

The period between 1981 and 1985 was marked by a quantitative and 
qualitative increase in research workers, technicians and other specialists 
of the Chinese Academv. In 1981, its system included 7o,000 people, in 
1983-78,500 and in 1985—over 80.000. Research workers, technicians and 
other specialists added up to 36.000 in 1981; 44.300 in 1983, and over 45,000 
in 1985. These included 30.149 research workers and technicians engaged 
in research and developmem in 1981: 31.897 in 1982: 32,500 in 1983, 36.000 
,n lQSJ and over 40.000 in 1985. There were 22,000 senior research wor- 
ker^and research workers in 1985. or 69 per cent of the Academy s rese- 
arch staff and their average age did not exceed 43 years. Top-class scien- 
tists and specialists accounted for 8 per cent.6 

R&D activities involved 337,500 research workers and technicians in 
1981; 371,800 in 1982: 328.100 in 1983; 334.800 in 1984, and 350,000 
in 1985.; ' , 

According to official statistics, 20.3 per cent of the Academy's research 
worker* and technicians were engaged in physical and mathematical 
science* in 1981, 17.6 per cent in chemical sciences. 13.5 per cent—tartn 
science* 18.1 per cent-biological sciences, 29.1 per cent-technical scien- 
ce* 1 2 per cent-agricultural sciences, and 0.2 per cent-history of natu- 
ral sciences. The research worker—technician ratio was 1:0.76. In tne 
period between 1982 and 1985. the ratio did not change. 

The Academv's basic expense* account for 10 per cent of the state bud- 
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get appropriations for R&D. The State Statistical Board lists the purchase 
of equipment and materials under that budget item. In 1980, these expen- 
ses amounted to 600 million yuan, in 1981 to 644.7 million ( + 7.45 per 
cent), in 1982 to 668.9 million ( + 3.76 per cent), in 1983 to 678.7 million 
(+1.47 per cent), in 1984 to 714.7 million ( + 5.3 per cent), and in 1985 
to 750 million yuan. Expenses per one research" worker averaged 9,000 
yuan annually. 

In terms of the Academy's general expenses as provided for by the 
state budget, in 1981 R&D expenses accounted for 69 per cent and admi- 
nistrative expenses (including salaries) for the remaining 31 per cent 
The corresponding figures for other years were: 1982—68.2 and 31.8 per 
cent; 1983—69 and 31; and 1984-1985—70 and 30 per cent. 

In 1981, expenses for fundamental research accounted for 12 per cent 
of the overall R&D appropriations, for applied research—50, for develop- 
ment work—32, and for other activities—6 per cent. The relevant figures 
for other years were: 1982—15.4, 49.7, 31.5, and 3.4 per cent; 1983—16 4 
59.7, 20, and 3.9 per cent; 1984-1985—16, 60, 20, and 4 per cent. 

In 1979 a trend toward minor research projects developed in the Aca- 
demy's R&D activities. That was seen in the smaller appropriations for 
large and medium-scale R&D projects, which dropped from 57.2 per cent 
of the Academy's overall expenses in 1978 to 43.3 in 1979 and 25 4 per 
cent in 1983.9 '    F 

Besides, the Chinese Academy of Sciences does a certain amount of 
R&D work and gives scientific, engineering and technical consultations 
on the basis of contracts it concludes with various ministries and depart- 
ments of the PRC State Council, local authorities and big industrial enter- 
prises. The share of contract research in the Academy's total volume of 
research increased from 20 per cent in 1980 to 60 per cent in 1985. In the 
latter year, 85 research institutes of the Chinese Academy of Sciences 
(70 per cent of all of its institutes) participated in R&D activities on 
several key programmes and projects of the Sixth Five-Year Plan of 
China's Economic and Social Development (1981-1985). This work invol- 
ved nearly 5,000 research workers, engineers and technicians, or 16 per 
cent of the Academy's staff. By the end of 1985, all the R&D targets of 
the Sixth Five-Year Plan had been fulfilled.10 

In recent years China has gained experience in doing research in the 
sphere of natural and technical sciences on the basis of research funds. 
The State Council authorised the Academy to distribute such funds na- 
tionwide. In 1982 a research fund was established within the Academv 
to finance R&D and a Research Fund Committee was set up to single 
out and finance the more important projects from among those proposed. 
In 1982. it selected 504 projects out of 1,454 and financed relevant R&D 
undertakings. Fundamental research accounied for 28 per cent and applied 
research—ior 72 per cent. Higher educational establishments of the Minis- 
try o! Education accounted for 57.1 per cent of the projects selected by 
'.he Committee, research organisations of other ministries and depart- 
ments of the State Council—for 22.7 per cent, local research organisa- 
tion?—7.9 per cent, the Academy's research organisations—5.2 per cent. 
Mid research organisations under its guidance—for 7.4 per cent. 

In 1982. the overall appropriations from the research fund to finance 
K&u on the 504 projects amounted to 28.3 million yuan. 

_ In 1983. the Research Fund Committee selected 949 projects out of 
'•-00 it had considered. Fundamental research accounted for 11 per cent, 
M>:>iied research—86.6, and development work—2.4 per cent. The overall' 
appropriations from the research fund to finance R&D amounted to 
T
;
I3 million yuan. 

In the four-year period between 1982 and 1985, the Research Fund 
■•'•mmittee selected 4,424 projects.   The   overall   appropriations from the 
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research fund tu finance R&D on these projects exceeded 172 million yuan, 
or'average 40,000 yuan per each project and 6,000 yuan per each research 
worker. More than 30,000 people from over 400 research establishments 
used allocations from the research fund. 

Between 1982 and 1985, R&D financed from the research fund resulted 
in * 928 prepared-articles and papers, of which 3,097 were published inside 
and'outside the country. The results of 163 works were highly acclaimed. 

In 1185-1980, the Chinese Academy of Sciences allocated, for the tirst 
time. 2.51 million yuan to 140 young researchers (between 22 and 35 years 
old)-including 13 scientists trained abroad. -•- 

In 1980 the Acadcmv financed R&D on 600 research programmes and 
projects from its own re-search fund (20,000 yuan for each programme or 
pro ect on the average). Yet the Academy was unable to provide financial 
assistance in fulfilling some large-scale programmes of fiindamen!a re- 
search requiring big expenses and this had a negative effect on China s 

fUnBctwecn1 S^nd 1985, the development of science and technology in 
China was determined bv the following strategic line: "In economic deve- 
lopment one has to rely on science and technology which must serve eco- 
nomic development." Addressing the All-China Conference on Science and 
Tec no ogv i. March 1985, Premier of the State Council Zhao Ziyang said 
his line vvas' the right one and that it should be followed by all. China s 
tategv and long-term plans make this line imperative. » ts objectives 

are to reorganise the R&D system; develop applied research '"tensivelx 
raise fundamental research to a higher theoretical level; tackle the key 
problems of economic development on the basis of modern science and 
high technology; achieve by the year 2000 the 1970s'-1980s level of the 
industrialised countries in most branches of science and technology, and 
the 1990s' level in some individual branches. 

The reform of the R&D organisational system in the Chinese Academy 
of Sciences seeks to: 

— integrate science and production; 
— extend the rights of research organisations; 
— reorganise research activities within the Academy; 
— chEiuie the svstem of R&D financing; 
_ establish the Academy's research funds to finance fundamental and 

aPP^1n^ce;a svstem of contracts and agreements on the realisation 
of R&D and 'in engineering and technical services: 

_ cjUbdat^nd improve the horizontal links o1 the Academy s re- 
search o-oi-nispiions with industrial enterprises and individual industries; 
' ' - e-'iabli-'b " scientific and production associations as well as joint 
companies and bases to develop and apply new technology and production 

tcchmoue^ ^  ^ ^ rcsearch workers and engineers and of scientific 
knowWi^c in economic development: , 

_ simulate the migration of research personnel to distant and httle- 
kTJS writhe" eform of the R&D organisational svstem and 
Menped uVsdentif.c and technological progress in 1984-198o, the Academy 
took active K^ in establishing scientific and produc ion association., 
and io-nt unties io apply the results of R&D and technological break- 
IhrcÄ . »reduction and" to master science-intensive and lngh-tech 
SS teeing to some estimates, over 100 joint companies ha%e 

e n t'u: in China on the basis of economic contracts (30 per cent in 
he ^v> Waor and 62 per cent in the ccllective-ownershn sector . 

Of 11. . one third were established by the Academy jointly with rmnis- 
tr e' and departments of the Slate Council or with local authorities. Some 
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companies export their output. Funds of societies of cooperating sharehol- 
ders and companies tliemselves account for two thirds of the latter«;' fixed 
assets, the remaining third being loans from the Chinese Academy of 
Sciences and research organisations. The companies employ nearly 1 000 
research workers, engineers and technicians. M ". " 

In keeping with the Sixth Five-Year Plan, between 1982 and 1985 the 
Academy participated in the solution of 29 out of 38 major scientific engi- 
neering and technical problems. Eight concerned agricultural develop- 
ment, concentrating mainly on the comprehensive development and melio- 
ration ol the marshlands of the Three-River region (the Amur, the Sunga- 
n and the Ussuri) in Heilongjiang province, and also comprehensive land 
development and study of the natural resources of the Huanghuaihai pla- 
teau (in the basins of the Huanghe, Huaihc and Haihc rivers) Seven 
problems dealt with the development of the material base for the fuel 
energy, chemical and other industries in Shansi province and the use of 
energy resources in the countryside. Four problems pertained to the deve- 
lopment of new types of non-organic, metallic and high-molecular mate- 
rials, while seven others related to the development of computers bi> 
integrated circuits, superconductors and lasers. 

The study and evaluation of natural resources of the Huanghuaihai 
plateau alone, involved more than 280 research workers and technician* 
(biologists, geologists, chemists, mathematicians and telemetry experts) 
The data collected were used to build three development model's for agri- 
cultural zones. 

To cope with these 29 major problems, the Chinese Academv of Scien- 
ces signed over 400 R&D contracts accounting for 10 per cent of the Aca- 
demy's total volume of R&D. The undertaking involved nearly 4 600 re- 
search workers, engineers and technicians, or 12 per cent of its research 
personnel.!5 

A number of Chinese scientists were awarded State Prizes for fulfilling 
R&D programmes of national importance. Between 1979 and 1983 State 
Prizes for inventions were awarded to 642 people, including 8"? scientists 
from the Chinese Academy of Sciences (of these 21 were rewarded for 
undertaking R&D jointly with scientists and specialists from other orga- 
nisation:--). State Prizes were awarded for achievements in the past decade 
priority being given to achievements in selecting high-vield grain crops 
developing new industrial technology, certain systems." mechanisms and 
materials.|D 

In 1982. the results of R&D covering a period of over twenty years 
won State Prizes for 123 specialists in natural sciences, including 50 Pri- 
/••■> lor prominent Chinese scientists. The posthumous awarding''of State 
I nzes to some scientist.«, of the older generation is viewed aV homage 
raid to their past achievements. 

Tnc lirst State Prize in natural sciences was awarded to the head of 
.!.-.■ atomic and hydrogen bomb project. Director of the Institute of Atomic 
l-iiergy o< China's Academy of Sciences. Prof. Wang Ganchang and hi- 
vileagues Ding Dazhao and Wane Zhuxiang "for the discovert of nega- 
te amis.jcma  hyperon". Between   195S  and  1961. Wang GWhamx was 
f\!i!ny'UimC-c0r,0f ihc J°int Nuclear Research Institute at Dubna in the 

, !VKn ,9?S> h*. organised a research group at the Institute and disco- 
'•■"-■ci. b\ iis;ng pi-meson as a bombarding panicle, negative amixi^ma 
•vyo:-,. in the early 1900,, Wang Ganchang left the laboratory and wem 
'■- •;■■■ «!-:-.ert in Norths est China to work at the Nuclear Research Centre 
••■ '•'■<■' i a.'im river valley. 

i.r-.!r
n °:Unnor 1985' a" tvcm of immt'nsf importance occurred: 1.772 State 

-,.'.'.;■ n0t cla?flllcd a:id 470 classified)  were awarded  for recent 
. --■'.■   -jcinevemenis in natural sciences and technology. i7 Out of the 1 302 
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not classified prizes scientists from the Academy received 56 including 
2 highest, 5 first, 22 second and 27 third prizes. " 

The highest prizes were awarded to scientists at the Lanzhou Institute 
of Chemical Physics for the development of a new industrial method ol 
making butadiene rubber and their counterparts at the Changchun Insti- 
tute ol-Optics and Fine Mechanics.for the development of a dynamic opti- 
cal system for tracking space craft and launch vehicles, and measuring 

theLPtweaeTtlt98i and 1985, the Chinese Academy of Sciences achieved 
certain results in undertaking R&D on 7,600 research'projects Over 2000 
R&D results were applied in production and other spheres, 60 per cent ol 
them being major scientific breakthroughs. R&D results on 201 research 
projects won State Prizes and results on 600 other projects won the Aca- 

enThe application of some R&D results has produced a high economic 
effect Specifically, 100 research projects have earned one million yuan 
on the average. The average economic effect of six other research projects 
exceeded 10 million yuan, and two others yielded 100 million yuan per 
project The application of the new industrial method of making butadiene 
fibber which won the highest State Prize in 1984, made it possible o 
[ncrease the annual output of that raw materal to 480,000 tons and to 
earn 170 million yuan in profit.20 . .     „ , 

In his January 1984 address to the Fifth Session of the Joint Scientific 
Council of the Chinese AS, the CPC Central Committee, Politburo Member 
Fane Yi said that the main objectives of the Academy s research organisa- 
tions for the near future were to develop microelectronics and biotechnology 
produce new types of materials and conduct special-purpose fundamental 
research to ensure the future development of the country s economic and 
scient^ific^tenüak ^.^   Lu  Jjaxi   said   at king   conferences in 

January 1986 that between 1986 and 1990 the Academy would undertake 
R&D on 30 key scientific and technical projects, of which 23 were of na- 
tional importance. These projects are aimed at solving scientific, engineer- 
ng and technical problems pertaining to biotechnology, new materials 

and energy sources, the study and development of natural resources en- 
vn-onmental protection, etc. The tackling of these problems will involve 
some 30 per cent of the Academy's scientists, engineers and technicians 
Priority will be given to those spheres of natural sciences that would 
ensure the development of new technology and production techniques 

Between 1986 and 1990, the Chinese Academy of Sciences wi 1 coordi- 
nate research done by scientists in various fields of sciences In this jay, 
research in mathematics, chemistry and technology will be cond„ *ed 
jointly with ecological studies; research connected with land reclamation 
Kcv natural resources and telemetry will be effected jointly with 
scTentisi, studying the problems of tapping natural resources and preserv- 
ing theecological system; studies in astronomy, astrophysics and geolo- 
IvÜoint v iih the study of the Solar system and the Ear h's group, 
theoretical physics and scientific synthesis of matenals-jomtly with the 
Sv Of surface phvsics and chemistry. It is planned to pay more atten- 
tion'to studies in the field of computer technology and informatics. 

The'Chinese Academy of Sciences is engaged '" extensive scuentific 
and technological cooperation with foreign countries. As of Januar} 1986 
U Sa' been maintaining official ties with research centres, companies and 
scientific societies in 50 countries and territories. It has signed 421 agree- 
S memoranda and protocols with 19 countries, n the period between 
U78 and 1985. the Academy delegated 5,300 research.workers t3C^coun- 
tries either to undertake joint research work on Probation or tca£ance 
their skills. Some of them have since returned to China. The Chinese Aca 
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in iyeo, research on 361 projects was begun at these R&D orcranU« 
tions equipped with the latest technology. The work involves 450rf^r^ 
?hfrivr5   T the ChineSe Academy of Sciences and 700 f om indusries 
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PRC PRESS ON SOME RESULTS OF CHINESE DEVELOPMENT 

Moscow FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS in English No 3,   1987 pp 134-140 

[Article by S.R.  Belousov] 

It has been repeatedly pointed out by the Soviet news media of late that 
the USSRIIWS vvith attention and interest the Chinese people s 

Pffnru in hand inor their country's priorities. The Soviet people view with 
u5derSstanding nd let ect the goal set by the CPC-modernise the coun- 
try and build a socialist society in the tuture-and w.sh the PRC everv 

^Indeed ' *7afe°now witnessing a complex, multi-faceted and unam- 
hier, ous orocess in the People's Republic of China in which multi-stage 
ÄurarreSmi are beingcarried out. During the 7th five-year develop- 
m n plan per Sd 986-1990) emphasis is to be shifted from the rural 
Treas (where the oriainal guidelines of the reform are considered to have 
been  basicany  implementell  as  the  communes   were  «bo .shed  and  the 

Kä mir (^äI ^s »Sä 
AM 
K^tlC^^&Vr^6s this as a lengthy process, with 
"grldual and'steady but Jtrict* implementation of .-c-econo-ic, socio- 
political, and cultural transformat.ons varying in nature^ and wute 
Sneaking at the state reception that marked the 37th anniversary or ine 
Pst/hlishment of the People's Republic of China, a member, ot the Polit- 
buro"standSiK Committee of the" CPC Central Committee and Premier 
n? the PRCsfate Council Zhao Zivang, said the economic reform and the 
°ree access policy'? or he external world would be pursued and that 
the Drocess%reconomTc revitalisation within the country would be also 
adv'mce«\t should be noted that formerly the country s "free access 
noHrv" tactical Scheines ^ave priority to Western partners, in recent 
?imes howJve , of Ada I statements and the press have been showing a 
S towards a positive appraisal of the possibility, desirability, and 
nlcessUy ?c! broaJSi"cooperation with a number of socialist countnes, the 
U^^t^^Zl^apSc\ going through a crucial 
staie of development. Under the leadership of the CPC. constructive work 
•c hPini done"*'On the other hand, the complex processes and radical 
change? in all spheres of life in the PRC are often contracücor^n nature, 
ZTTgreater part of innovations still remain experimental. As the re- 
forms «Son a Tearchis in progress for the most effective loans of inaia- 

"■■lemcW and the best methods of guiding,the socio-economic, ^ologu^U 
nnJ nolitic-il processes. This has been continued m statement, by the I RC 
feadershin S  as reports in  Peking and  provincial    papers winch 
tress Ähbly that the nation is now "at the crossroads    (this is o ten 
o erred"to        "'a "reat turning-point"  in the nations history)    and  is 
enrchin.   fo   "its own wav of envelopment", by pursuing translor.nat.ons 

S,   b.ild "socia ism with'due regard for China's originality -a procos, 

s 
re 
s 
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in which -no one  is guaranteed  against mistakes and losses emerging 
where they are the ieast expected .4 °   s 

The reforms in the PRC are going on, and it would be unjustified and 
premature to g,ve them any final evaluation. Nevertheless, certain results 
are in evidence, indicating the main guidelines, the scale and scope   the 
peal features   and the prospects of the current transformations. There- 
T-nfl^r        , m,the ShinueSe uPreSS containing lull lists and especially 
J n,?hf     -f evaluatl0n .°   the .changes taking place in various spheres 
ot public lite are very interesting and highly topical. For example   the 
weekly Tuanjt boo, published by the Guomindang CC Revolutionary Com- 
mittee (one ot the eight democratic parties currently existing in the PRO 
reprinted ,n its issues of February 22 and March 1, 1986, a lengthy article' 
previously published  by the socio-political  journal  BanyouyetZn*' (which 
comes out in the PRC's ten major cities) that describes '70 major achieve- 
ments  made by the nation  since  the 3rd  plenary meeting of the CPC 
Central Committee (11th Convocation) in December 1978  We have selec- 
ted that material tor analysis because it states in a clear, detailed   and 

Sir^?fp,Sfh fmaTrH the offi
t
cia>.viewPoint ^cerning the changes in 

Ji'J'f    fi50dy  ^ua"t,ta.t,ve  and  qualitative  characteristics  of 
ar ous aspects ot the current retorm. Besides, the material is very va- 

are iprin!nterniSf01 S/at,sfjcs;  jt Prese"ts curate and specific data that 
are   ery interesting tor all experts and specialists without exception 

We now present a detailed account of that article. 

THE SEVENTY ACHIEVEMENTS MADE SINCE THE 3RD PLENARY 
MEETING OF THE CPC CENTRAL COMMITTEE (11TH CONVOCATION) * 

1   In the period since the elimination of the "group of four" and espe- 
cially  after the 3rd  plenary meeting of    the    CPC    Central    Committee 

rti, rin    hV0°  K0n)'   ,    a°S *?? Wr0ng trends in the leadi"g ideological doctrine have  been  eliminated";  in  various  fields of practical    work  "a 
major victory    has been gained, as chaos and errors were removed-this 
marked   a great turn of historic nature". 

2. In ideology a decisive blow was dealt to the long-standing "dog- 
matism and worship ot one personality" and "the ideological realistic 
approach was rees abl.shed". Besides, "the true form of Mao Zedong's 
ideas was restored , "in the new historical conditions" those ideas were 
confirmed and "furthered". 

3. The chaos that existed in society for a long time has been wiped out 
and a political situation has been brought about that featured "stability 
cohesion and reanimation". "Socialist democracy and law were gradually 
brought back to normal", relations of equality and solidarity amona 
Uiinas various nationalities have been strengthened again, and progress 
?*%^e.n  ™de ,1"  the eff0rts t0 broaden  further  "the united    patriotic 
ront      Today,   he country is going through one of the best periods in 

us history since the establishment of the PRC." 
4. The leading party and state bodies at all levels were gradually 

strengthened and organised into a better system. Completed is the work 
on reorganisation of the CPC Central Committee, the State Council, and 
the governing bodies of the provinces, major cities, and autonomous 
regions A large group of cadre workers, "whose abilities meet the needs 
o the four modernisations", were enlisted to work in governing bodies 
at various levels. 

5 At its 5th.session in 1982, the 5th National People's Congress 
adopted a new "Constitution",** the country's fundamental law. This 
largely promoted "further state legislation construction". 

b. The open trial of "the ten main criminals of the counterrevolution- 
ary group" headed by Lin Biao and Jiang Qing, and the expulsion of 
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Kam? Shena and Xie Fuzhi from the party, put an end to "the counter- 
revofutionary political forces that had occupied a dominating position for 

ten7yeReShabilitated are cadre workers and ordinary people who had 
suffered through the fault of the Lin Biao-Jiang Qing counterrevolution- 
ary aroup in the course of "the great cultural revolution 

8 "The proper policy line" has been pursued in relation to the Tai- 
wancompat?iots and natives of Taiwan" and also the 400000 participants 
n "he eadler Guomindang-led rebellions who had surrendered More than 
i 400 000 persons formerly regarded as big landowners or well-to-do far- 
mers were no longer considered as such, and petty tradesmen and han- 
HiVnttsmen were no longer regarded as capitalists. 

q.ST regards elections to the National People's Congress the d.rect- 
suffrage sysfem has been extended to the district level. That work was 

^To'fdecisiv^blow was dealt to "serious economic crimes and criminal 
offences", and social order has improved appreciably. The PRC has be 
mme one of the low-crime states." i.-«„j. 

11 The "wrong attitude" towards the intellectuals has been rectified, 
it has been established that the intellectuals are "part of the most pro- 
gress ve section of the Chinese working class, contributing to the moder- 
nisation-Respect for knowledge and talents has gradually become a 
new[ guideline>iri the ["Wie We» ^ ^.^ ^ 

in evolutionSng and modernising its ranks and in building regular 
units" coS"able results have also been achieved in protecting he 
SuntrVs borders and in ensuring its security. It has been decided that the 
strength of"the People's Liberation Army should be reduced by one m,l- 

li0ni'^ The construction of a "socialist spiritual civilisation" has been 
carried out oTa large scale; a large number of "cultural facilities" and 
tillages wUh a high level of cultural development" have emerged all 

^M^cSeräble efforts have been made to "improve the organisation 
of the oartv"  more than 20 million party members from the district leve 
UD have taken wrt   n that campaign, which has now spread to the rura 
arPeas   Party prhiciples have been enforced and ideological consciousness 
pnhVnced   which has "further improved the party's working style 

15 The "Address to the Taiwan Compatriots" issued by the National 
PeoDle's Congress and other steps intended to solve the Taiwan problem 
have determined the correct policy in that matter. The "one-state-two- 
systems"thesTs has drawn a" considerable response in Taiwan and has 

bee^|UTsei?-gboVernmS%0stem has been endorsed for and a "specific 
nolicv" is beine pursued with regard to the districts and regions inhabited 
gähnte mSSiKE" "the economic and cultural developmeno^ those 
/rp!K has been sreatlv promoted". The cohesion of the PRL nationalities 
has been%trengtnenedy

)
Pand relations among them "have entered a new 

Staf7 All ^Kt "figures of "the 6th five-year plan"— were ex- 
ceeded The basic industrial and agricultural targets were reached one 
year ahead!of schedule and in some cases even two years earlier than 

Plai18edIn recent years the PRC has been handling one of the basic eco- 
nomic issues   the" long-existing imbalance between the-l.ght and heavy 

ind19triThe reform financing the economic system has been basically 
completed. 
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20. The overall industrial output earnings totalled 823,800 million yuan 
in 1985—a more than two-fold increase over the 1978 figure. 

21. Capital investment totalled 526 billion yuan during the first four 
years of "the sixth five-year period". 

22. Energy production continued to grow. At the end of 1985. the PRC 
was the world's number-two producer of raw coal, ranking fifth among 
electricity producers and sixth among oil producers. 

23. Cargo transportation has been developing considerably, and rail- 
ways are being electrified; four "major electrified railway lines" have been 
put into operation. 

24. The electronic industry has made "a big step forward", mastering 
'he methods of manufacturing "some new-generation electronics". 

25. Steelmaking has "made a fresh advance". 
26. The "free-access policy" has acquired new forms. Four "special 

economic zones" were established one after another: Shenzhen, Xiamen, 
Zhuhai, and Shantou; Hainan Island and 14 seaports—Dalian, Qinhuang- 
dao, Tianjin, Yantai, Qingdao, Lianyungang, Nantong, Shanghai, Ningbo, 
Denzhou, Fuzhou, Guangzhou, Zhanjiang, and Beihai—were "opened" to 
the world. 

27. By September 1985 the PRC had utilised $20 billion of foreign 
capital and put into operation more than 1,800 joint-stock projects; all 
this made for "a more active economic process". 

28. The PRC has established trade and economic ties with more than 
170 countries and regions. From 1978 to 1984, the overall volume of 
exports and imports increased by 140 per cent. 

29. The new "favourable conditions" promoted further development of 
various methods and forms in the economic sphere; for example, many 
small state-owned shops now operate along the collective-economy lines, 
and their number currently exceeds 40,000, which "considerably promoted 
an economic revitalisation". 

30. In the industries, a planned management reform has been carried 
out, so that economic plans now have fewer directives and specifications, 
with more freedom granted to and more responsibility imposed on factory 
managers. 

31. Technological and economic cooperation among indusfries and in- 
dustrial areas has been started and is developing. 

32. In the first four years of the "sixth five-year plan" housing con- 
struction grew considerably in the urban areas; it totalled 400,300,000 m2 

(with an average of 10,075,000 m2 a year—this annual rate being a 
7-fold increase over the corresponding figure of the ten-year-long "great 
cultural revolution". 

33.Tourism has been developing rapidly, too. From 1981 to October 
1984, more than 520 million foreign tourists visited the PRC; hard-cur- 
rency earnings brought in by tourism between 1978 and 1984 exceeded 
$5 billion. 

34. Agriculture has shifted to the family-contract system. This is. "a 
great socialist innovation of the Chinese peasantry". So "the country has 
embarked upon a new path of promoting socialist agriculture that really 
has Chinese originality in it". 

35. On the whole, agriculture is developing rapidly. Food production 
has been on the rise for six years running. "The problem of supplying 
the population with foodstuffs and clothes has been basically solved." 

36. "Specialised farmsteads" have emerged as "the pioneers of com- 
modity production". They have been established all over the country and 
currently total 4,250,000. 

37. "Various forms of economic cooperation" have been established in 
agriculture: there are "family farms", "collective farms", "joint farms", 
"individual farms", and so on. 
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38. As the reform goes on, agriculture "is revitalised more and more 
with every dav'\ 

39. Farmers' incomes went on growing: in 1985 the farmers' per capita 
incomes totalled 400 yuan—a 13-per cent increase over 1984 and a 209- 
vuan jump since 1980. 

40. Rural economic facilities are now "a major component ot the 
national economy". 

41. Economic' cooperation between the urban and the rural areas, 
effected in various forms, is now "a major aspect of the country's econo- 
mic development". 

42. The system of auxiliary works and businesses in agriculture has 
been transformed and is developing quite successfully; "39 auxiliary 
works products are now purchased and marketed on a centralised basis". 

43. There has been a big leap forward in "the reorganisation and im- 
provement" of the village works structure. 

44. Livestock breeding, for a long time the least-developed branch ot 
agriculture, "is rapidly developing, too". In 1985, there were more meat 
products than at any time in the country's history—62.5 per cent increase 
over the 1980 figure. 

45. Housing construction rates in the rural communities are constantly 
on the rise. From 1979 to 1984, 3,500 million m2 of housing was built in 
rural areas—"more than the overall rural housing built in the previous 
30 vears". 

46. There have been changes in the incomes of the rural and the ur- 
ban population, "a sphere that remained in stagnation for many years". 
The average annual pay grew from 762 yuan in  1980 to  1,176 in  1985. 

47. "The employment problem has been handled quite successfully" 
since 1979 and "major achievements" have been made: some 35 million 
people all over the country were given jobs during the "sixth five-year-plan 
period" alone. ,. 

48. The year 1985 marked "a new step" in the implementation ot the 
system of price reform; improvements were made in the structure of the 
selling-prices of food existing in the rural areas and in the structure of 
the purchase prices of cotton; besides, more freedom was established in 
fixing the prices of auxiliary agricultural products. 

49. In recent years, "open exchanges of goods" among state-owned, 
collective and individual enterprises have been introduced as part of the 
trade reform; the various forms of trade existing in that sphere made 
it possible to set up a "trade centre". This "played a promoting role in 
revitalising the economy, stimulating production, and meeting the needs 
of the popular masses". 

50. The third census was carried out successfully. It was unpreceden- 
ted in scope and "one of the biggest in the world". 

51 In early 1985, the PRC launched its first expedition to the Antarc- 
tic; on February 20, 1985, the Great Wall research station, China's first 
in the Antarctic, was put into operation. . 

52.- The reform in science and engineering has been advanced too, ana 
"with appreciable successes". From 1979, when the technological research 
and invention system was restored, to late 1985, 1,089 research results 
and achievements were officially certificated as inventions. 

53. In 1983,-a research programme involving the Milky Way computer 
was successfully carried out. , 

54 In the period between 1978 and 1985, the PRC launched ten arti- 
ficial satellites. The first communication satellite was launched in 1984. 
All in all, the PRC has launched 17 satellites varying in size and purpose; 
the first one was put in orbit hack in 1970. 

55 "Higher education is developing rapidly"; the country s colleges 
and universities now total 1,016 with 1.5 million students; during the bth 
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Nve-year-pUan period the number of college and university graduates 
stalled 1,530,000. In the past seven years the government sent more than 
.'0.000 students to foreign colleges, while another 1,000 are being educated 
ii foreign schools on their own account. 

■56. the achievements in educating the adult population are now "the 
hingest ever". In 1985, the PRC had a total of 1,216 higher educational 
c-iablishments, for adults with  a total enrolment of  1,725,000 students. 

57. There have been "major changes" concerning secondary schools. 
There were 3,557 specialised secondary schools in 1985, plus 8,070 voca- 
tional agricultural secondary schools. 

58. The general-education system has achieved "fresh successes"; uni- 
versal primary education has been introduced in one-third of the districts 
across the country. 

59. Television has been "going through a rapid development"; there 
ire more than 300 television stations currently operating all over the 
country. ° 

60. The development of literature and the arts is noted for "great 
uiversity of form and content"; more than 800 major literary works nave 
"een published in the past seven years, a figure which exceeds by five 
to one the number of books turned out in the 17 vears preceding "the 
cultural revolution"; besides, some 1,000 medium-size works and& more 
than 10,000 short stories and sketches are published every year. More 
than 760 feature films have been released in the past seven years, which 
also exceeds the total of the 17 years just prior to "the cultural revolu- 
tion". The PRC now has 209 theatres. 

61. The development of the country's cultural life is going on "at a 
rapid pace", which is indicated by the erection of libraries, museums 
community centres, etc. The country now has 2,216 major libraries, 612 
museums, 3,019 palaces of culture, 24,604 community centres and clubs 
in urban and rural communities, and 8,934 cultural centres in small 
towns and villages, "which has made it possible to build a nationwide 
general cultural education system". 

62. Publishing "is developing with every day". In 1979 the PRC 
published more than 17,000 titles; by 1984 the figure had exceeded 40,700 
titles, with the overall number of copies totalling 6,300 million. 

63. Public health is being constantly improved. According to the 1982 
census, mortality rate among newly-born babies dropped to 0,034 per 
cent in 1981, while the average lifespan increased to 67.8 years. These 
tigures indicate a general rise in living standards in the PRC in recent 
times. 

64. Population growth has considerably gone down in the PRC and 
is dropping even lower because that process is regulated by the govern- 
ment, first of all by means of a family planning system. In 1979-1984, the 

RC population increased by 0,012 per cent, so the growth rate dropped 
•>y 0,057 per cent as compared with the 1970s. 

65. PRC athletes "have moved from the Asian arena on to the world 
j""cna". At the XXIIIrd Olympics, the PRC team won 15 golds, breaking 
the sad "no gold" tradition established by the nation's Olympic teams in 
the previous 52 years. At the IXth Asian Games, the PRC won the overall 
victory, for the first time, ahead of Japan, finishing with 61 gold medals. 

66. Sports sections are rapidly growing in popularity. Mass sports in 
he PRC have entered a "golden age"; some 300 million people all over 

the country go in for sports regularly. 
67. In accordance with the "one-state—two-systems" pJan, the PRC 

government has held talks with the British government. The two sides 
reached accord and signed a bilateral agreement on Xianggang. The PRC 
will reassert sovereignty over the territory as of July  I.  1997.'The settle- 
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merit of that issue "is very important for the Chinese people, as well as 

t0r 681 The°country's foreign policy has been put in order. The PRC is 
steadilv and persistently pursuing "an independent foreign policy , its 
external lmlJ "have developed considerably" and its influence in the 
world arena "is constantly growing". In the period between early 19/9 
Tnd late 1985, another 17 states established diplomatic relations with the 

PR69 The number of visits exchanged has been growing. Ini 198Ei alone 
PRC leaders visited more than 30 countries in all regions while top-level 
Hpipo-atinns of 26 countries visited the PRC. 

70 Since the 3?d plenarv meeting of the CPC Central Committee the 
Communis Party of China has been*promoting ties with parties in other 
cCoun"ies on the'basis of the principles «^Independence complete.equal- 
itv mutual respect, and non-interference . The CPC now maintains 
various t>Tes of contacts with more than 190 politica par ies and organi- 
ses Ground the world, exchanging delegations at various ^^ 

NOTES: 
' Pravda,   Oct.    1,    1986. 
2 See   Renmin   ribao,   Oct.    1,    1986. 
3 Pravda.   Oct.    1,    1986. 
«Sfsttesis set  forth in the "Selected Works" of Deng Xiaoping and  reiterated 

•    tu   ™L,H™ of nPn?s speeches titled "Build Socialism with Due Regard for Chinas 

Construction of Socialism  with Due Regard   or    China s   ^Zclina's Experience 

ruction of Socialism with Due Regard [or Chinas Originality   B. M.   1986   etc 
» The bi-weekly Banyouyetan has been published since 1980 by the Xinhua NOT 

Agency under direct supervision of the Propaganda Department of -the CPC Central 
r^mmfftPP It mmes out in the PRC s ten major cities: Peking, Shanghai, cnongqing. 
An Jinga .Than chun. Xian Fuzhou, Kunming, and Changsha. Today Bany- 
ouyetan has  the  largest circulation of  all  the  socio-political  periodicals  published   m 

the *PThe Seventy Achievements Made Since the 3rd Plenary Meeting o\' thi? CP* 
Central Committee (11th Convocation), See paragraphs 1-40 in Tuan,ie bao, Feb. 22. 
1986 and paragraphs 41-70 in Tuanjie bao, March  1    1986. 

** Thp word  annears in  inverted commas in the Chinese text. 
*•• At   present ^huaqTao  the  Chinese  are  meant   residing  constantly  abroad   and 

having   either   the   PRC   or   Taiwanese   citizenship. 
**** The   inverted   commas   appear   in   the   Chinese   text. 

COPYRIGHT:  Translation into English, Progress Publishers, 1987 

CSO:  1812/242-E 
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'RENMIN RIBAO'   ON RELATIONS BETWEEN CHINA,   LATIN AMERICA 

Moscow FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS  in English No  3,   1987 pp 141-145 

[Article by I.O.  Olshanskiy] 

-j-he 1980s have seen much more affluence in relations between the 
I People's Republic of China and Latin American nations. China has 

established diplomatic relations with the majority of Latin American 
states. Interstate and inter-Parliamentary contacts are growing and trade, 
economic, scientific and technical cooperation is expanding. At various 
levels China's representatives voice support for the positions and demands 
of Latin American states on many regional and global issues. 

The PRC established diplomatic relations with a few more countries 
of the region in the first half of the 1980s. By May 1986 China had diplo- 
matic relations with 18 Latin American nations, while the number of 
them, having official ties with Taiwan, had reduced to 10. Chinese diplo- 
macy is making efforts to redirect these countries towards the PRC. 

China, Renmin ribao writes, exhibits a visible interest towards 
broadening contacts with Cuba. The Chinese press has been running posi- 
tive commentaries on the foreign policy endeavours of the Cuban govern- 
ment (e. g., its support for Argentina during the Falklands crisis, solidar- 
ity with Nicaragua's struggle and its condemnation of the US invasion of 
Grenada) describing them as factors conducive to Cuba's rapprochement 
with other countries in the region.' Foreign ministers of China and Cuba 
holdj meetings during UN General Assembly sessions, and the two coun- 
tries' volume of bilateral trade continues to grow. They have signed an 
agreement on payments for 1986-1990. China and Cuba have been taking 
steps towards further cooperation in agriculture, medicine, education and 
sports. 

China first changed its Nicaraguan policy in favour "of the Sandinist 
leadership and next turned to an active improvement of Sino-Nicaraguan 
ties. A Nicaragua party and state delegation headed by member of the 
National Leadership of the SNLF Henry Ruiz and Foreign Minister Miguel 
d'Escoto visited China in the late 1985. The sides signed a joint declara- 
tion on the establishment of diplomatic relations and an agreement on 
interest-free loans from China. A major development in Sino-Nicaraguan 
relations was the visit of President Daniel Ortega to China in September 
1986. Exchanging views on the international situation (particularly deve- 
lopments in Central America), the Chinese side condemned the US anti- 
Nicaraguan policy and supported the Nicaraguan people's struggle for 
national independence and sovereignty. Agreements were signed on eco- 
nomic, scientific and technical cooperation which provided for further 
Chinese assistance to Nicaragua in the form of deliveries of food, equip- 
ment and consumer goods to the tune of $20 million. 

Visits by Chinese leaders to several Latin American countries in 1984 
and 1985 were a hallmark of the period under review. First in the series 
was a mission (August 1-15, 1984) of China's Foreign Minister Wu Xue- 
qian to Mexico, Venezuela, Argentina and Brazil, and his brief stay in 
Panama. 
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On his visit Wu Xueqian emphasised the similarity of historical desti- 
nies and present interests of China and Latin America and spoke in fav- 
our of broader contacts between them as a major factor tor consolidating 
the developing countries' unity and expanding their cooperation. ^Com- 
ments were made on the notorious theory of the "two superpowers con- 
test responsible, as its authors believed, for tensions and instability in 
the world in general, and in Latin America in particular Retraining from 
direct criticisms of ÜS policy towards Latin America, Wu Xu^ia

r%
SÄ 

against the "external interference" ot the "two superpower, iL ^onal 
affairs China's minister gave a ringing endorsement to the Contadora 
Group;s efforts to normalise the situation in Central America. He a so 
reiterated China's support for Argentina's stance on the issue o the 
Falklands (Malvinas) and expressed the hope that the dispute would be 
settled through negotiations. Speaking on the need tor a new international 
economic order Wu Xueqian expressed his readiness to cooperate with 
LatL America on this problem and his solidarity with Latin America s 
stance on the foreign debt issue. The Chinese side paid considerable at- 
tention to the development of bilateral relations, including trade and 
economic, scientific and technical ties between China and Latin America. 
The Sino-Brazil agreement on cooperation in nuclear-power engineering, 
signed bv Wu Xueqian, was an important step in this direction. 

"The visit of Premier of the PRC State Council Zhao Ziyang to Colom- 
bia Brazil, Argentina and Venezuela in October-November 1985 was a 
major development in the history of relations between China and Latin 
America Zhao Ziyang's mission, Renmin ribao writes, was to give a poli- 
Ucal ground to the existing combination of versatile ties between China 
and countries in the region. The Chinese side's emphasis on aspects^com- 
mon to both China and Latin America became a political pivot to he 
visit Zhao Ziyang dwelt on the so-called "eight common points , the 
following being most important: the similarity of historical destinies a 
protracted struggle for emancipation and independence; the belonging to 
fhe "Third World"; the need to maintain lasting peace; the opposition to 
foreign interference, the adherence to a sovereign and independent foreign 
policy? preparedness for the development of South-South cooperation. - 
The Premier of the PRC State Council also noted that China and Latin 
America were "two major forces" in the struggle for peace throughout the 
world and that the stronger and more developed they-grow, the stronger 
the "liooes for peace" will be.3 . ,  ,,     n„mti„ 

Chinese newspapers noted that prominence was given at the negotia- 
tions to a wide range of international issues. Premier Zhao Ziyang urged 
unUy among all ptaceloving forces so as to aver war and especially 
empha"'sed China's "sovereign and independent" policy. To make China s 
international activities more attractive to its Latin American partners, it 
was stressed that China would not form an alliance or establish strategic 
relations with any great power. , 

Zhao Ziyang expressed solidarity with the stance taken by Latin Ame- 
rican states on regional political and economic issues. Visiting Colombia 
Renmin ribao reports, Zhao Ziyang stated that all regional conflicts and 
the "dispute" between the United States and Nicaragua must be resolved 
bv peaceful means, without the threat or use of force, in accordance with 
the basic principles of international law.* It was also emphasised that 
China "opnoscs interference by the superpowers or other  forces . 

Touching upon a set of issues related to Latin America s foreign debt, 
the Chinese Premier described them as both economic and political. He 
noted" that the debt issue should be solved by means of repayment, provid', 
ed the c-vditors assist in the economic development o debtors. Renmin 
ribao quotes the Premier as saying that the Chinese side "does not agree 
with the idea that developing countries must pay off their debts by slow- 
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pnc5pSn«their eCOnomic growlh and culting the »ving standards of their 

nnn°r
n, hi* vis,U Zhao Z'yang Paid considerable attention to tapping new 

KSlties for fPanding and diversifying trade, economic, scientific and 
technical cooperation between China and Latin America. China's news- 
papers report that the Sino-Latin American trade accounts for approxima- 

oCf *hP virPZ ?erH °f ?j?a,s total foreig" trade- Moreover, a member 
oi tne HKL Mate Council Chen Muhua, who accompanied Zhao Ziyang on 
™,v!ft fa,d ,in Ration to this that the Chinese side was not satisfied 
with that relatively low level".7 China offers its Latin American partners 
new torms of cooperation such as joint ventures, barter trade, as well as 
investments in the construction and development of China's economic 
projects To the above "eight common points" Zhao Ziyang added "six 
favourable terms" for the development of trade, economic, and technical 
cooperation between China and Latin America. According to Renmin 
nbao, emphasis was made on the fact that economically China and Latin 
America can be mutually complementary, that they have similar levels 
of economic development and try to find their own ways of progress 
suitable to the specific national conditions of each partner. China says 
the country s press, is willing to build trade and economic relations with 
developing countries on the principles of equality, mutual benefit and 
progress.s 

Signed during the visit of China's Premier to Latin America were 
15 documents regulating various aspects of cooperation between China 
and Latin America, which was the visit's practical result. In Colombia 
tne sides signed agreements on economic cooperation, on mutual target- 
oriented credits, etc.; in Brazil—an inter-governmental agreement on 
cooperation in culture and education, a memorandum on regular consulta- 
tions between foreign ministers of the two countries (the first round of 
political consultations was held in Brasilia on 1-2 July, 1986)- in Argen- 
tina the sides endorsed a supplementary protocol to the 198o' agreement 
on economic cooperation, providing for broader ties in agriculture and 
non-ferrous metallurgy. Also signed were other documents specifying the 
content and volume of China's cooperation with a number of states in the 
region in the 19§0s. 

China's press reported that Zhao Ziyang's visit to Latin America had 
been successful and had attained the desired goals. Renmin ribao noted 
that the visit had layed down a "good foundation" for the development of 
political and economic relations between China and the states in the 
region «Leaders of Latin American countries, in turn, gave a high esti- 
mate of the results of negotiations with the Chinese dignitary. 

In receni years China has been visited by top officials from Antigua 
and   Barbi'oa,  Argentina,   Brazil,  Trinidad    and    Tobago      Venezuela 
Guyana   Mexico, Peru, Ecuador, Jamaica and other states in the region' 
bo tar   f hsna and Latin American states have signed about 60 accords 
including inter-governmental trade agreements; agreements on loans and 
credits   :.-u economic and technical cooperation; protocols on ties in the 
sphere <>■ cukure, education, broadcasting and information, etc  China   for 
instate, has established such relations with Argentina, Bolivia   Brazil 
Barbsoos. Guyana, Venezuela, Colombia, Cuba, Mexico, Peru, Ecuador' 
and Ja.iiajc'i. 

r,rJhe 9'v:(Se P,rcss notes an essential progress in trade between the 
PRC «:M i.aun America in the 1980s. Trade between China and the 
regioi,; ";ico up $41 million in 1971, then reached $1.5 biliion in 1981 
and $:. c i>i'::on in 1985. China imports Latin American coppe-, saltpetre 
timber, .■•xdnufls, sugar, cotton, rolled steel, aluminium, cellulose as 
well  f.; certain types of machine and equipment. China's basic exports 
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to Latin America are oil, rice, food and   consumer    industry   products, 

hanidniCr
recenTavreeaSrs0 China's newspapers write, remarkable trend towards 

In recent years, ^ hiffhrte£h products,    such    as sophisticated 
the grow h in J s"eotnBnie v information science facilities 
equipment   mach me   oo J 'nsfumenf, * ^ R [s signific. 
has bfen regis ered iii the !pattern y     industrialised nations 
ant that China s mam trade Pf "ner^ a ose  ^^  in 

'A,— ^Ttradew th La?SSri« ranges from 40 to 60 per cent. To 
Chinaf ?raLw1fh Latin AmerSa and remove obstacles on its way, a 
^a,\Utpo:i?mpLoartncommpeany ^r ties with Latin American countries 

^^cS^se^re^^E 1Ä and economic cooperation b. 

eS dUei: edana°tions in /he regionb) mut.aU>;   eneficia^ -pefa ion 

^lSTbdutL^ Äsf W£ Ä# S?aianced 

^iTsfc'l* Ä It  also    sends 
In   h    5    «dcf in   he construction of    small  industrial enterprises 

paper ^t^ and Brazil are the only developing 
Apart from Pakistan ^Argentina a COOperation in the use of 

immmmm 
^ÄfpÄmentary ^'cultural and other forms of contacts be- 
t«nS"'Sin Andean countries have become more acu« 
A memorable event in   he sen«.was .«t^t "ahor,"! H op 

guay-and Ecuador. 
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Cultural ties between China and Latin America are also brisk. Coope- 
r.iiion in this sphere is based on specific accords and protocols. China 
has signed such documents with Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil and some 
)ther countries in the region. Basic forms of cultural cooperation are 
exchanges of delegations of people in the arts as well as, organisation 
■ »! exhibitions of applied art, books, traditional painting and cinema- 
•otjraphic weeks. Besides, China and Latin America actively cooperate in 
«ports and education. 

I. OLSHANSKY 

NOTES: 
1 Renmin   ribao.   Oct.   31,    1985. 
2 Ibid.,   Oct.   30,    1985. 
3 Ibid.,   Nov.   8,   1985. 
' Ibid.,   Oct.   30,    1985. 
5 Ibid.,   Nov.    14,   1985. 
ä Ibid.,   Nov.    1,    1985. 
' China   Daily,   Oct.   28.    1985. 
8 Renmin   ribao,   Nov.   3,   1985. 
9 Ibid.,   Nov.   16,   1985. 

10 Guoji   wenti   yanjiu,    1984-1986. 
11 Renmin   ribao,   Nov.   8,    1985. 

COPYRIGHT:  Translation into English, Progress Publishers, 1987 
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CHINESE PRESS ON ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 

Moscow FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS in English No  3,   1987 pp 146-149 

[Article by B.N.  Basov] 

\Alith the rates of industrial advance growing considerably in China 
WoW last few years, the country's leaders are faced with an in- 
creasTngly challenging task of working out a long-term eco og'cal policy. 
Env.rSntal protection is still a problem, Renmm ribao(Oct 23,1986) 
writes though some progress in this sphere was recorded in the 6th five- 
war development period. For  some time now, ecological  experts have 

i S^£?3SffHS& fKSÄggt 

states that now "it is necessary to pool together the availab^e,xPer^„„ 
and produce an ecological policy which would measure up to the coun- 
+rv*« pthnic oeculiarities and state interests . .  
^ffÄtoials dealing with ecology point to the worsening en- 
vironmenfpollution problems all over the wor J J^J^jK^ 
ecological expert Yang Mao writes (Renminnbao,.July 3,1'98b) tnat  £°d 
loev is growing into number one problem in all countries of the worm 
and calls for a more profound study in the ecological sphere Today^there 
are nearly 20 hectares of forests destroyed and 10 hectares o   fert 1land 
fnrnprf So a waste every minute worldwide. If this process is not check- 
edInetl ^ of the presLüy available arable lands will be unfit for use 
hv the end of this"century and all forests will disappear 170 years   ater 
Thi spred ction is perhaps too gloomy. "But", Yang M^ says    aW 
now the damage caused by the advance of deserts  (on the global scale) 
-SHC ,,n in *2fi billion a year  Water pollution and mounting fresh water 

Yang Jnao s»d>s>, uui ay ., T1NI ■ 1ri 
r rnnference to discuss methods 

T^^^l^S\^XUr^^f of " participating 
counSput forward a number of important pract.cal proposals, but until 
now nonePof these has been implemented, because gov^nmensn 
countries are unwilling to spend heavily on ecology Calculations sjo^ 
that to stop the advance of deserts, mankind must invest $90 billion 
let   the end of the century, or $6 billion a year    This « less than a 

of economic progress and chances of keeping the ecological balance. Yang 
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A1?6" a "Umber i
0f imP°rtant steps in this sphere. But, since relevant 

Tarminf a.nTCh°p
mLrtiVe,y '^ thf A"!"* eC°^ical situat<°" *™th2 

foresTL,,nH%t,p f Paper f
reJl°rtSMtha -60 per cent of a&-o]d mountain rorests around the source of the Mianjiang   n the upper reaches of the 

«ff ÄthTa ^rl^ f°S*l ™* ^ ^ruKiTo^glte? 
and far hPvonH f      f n, P"ni WV^' 

provLnce is famed a" over China and far beyond for its lakes, but their number has diminished from over 
one   housand to three hundred. The Dongtinghu  Lake h£ dwindled to 
half its former size. Today 154 Chinese cities arc experiencing a™"e water 
shortages, according to the newspaper. g e . 

Analysing the causes behind the worsening ecological situation Yancr 
Mao says that many managers "are, so far, only margfnallaware'of thf 
Zt°'Wff^tPreS?Vinf tJ]e ecological balanced They cannot unders and 
that an effect achieved at the cost of upsetting the ecological balanrP 
is short-lived... If we go on interfering with the ecological balance it 
will inevitably affect the progress of 'four modernisations'." "Manv cadres " 
he goes on, cannot understand that at some moment in the future nature 
will no longer be capable of self-regulation" and "we'll have to pay an 
«orbitant price to restore the natural environment." It must be under- 
stood that as we forge ahead with economic development, we ought to 
pay a most serious attention to environmental protection and that econo- 

^h;C„ÄXtTt
i

i
r„0gTh

eeTeöpP,re•■teC,i0,, «° ^ '< °"C *"« ^ "™ 
Yang Mao is echoed by prominent ecological expert Ma Shiiun  Speak- 

Sf J?H"PI 
,nferv'ew,Wlth Pe?min ribao  <Nov- 5. 1986), he sad that after the 3rd P enary Meeting of the CPC Central Committee of the 11th Con- 

lÄrTiV^ "managers became more attentive to economic 
;;s'iu,

H   
are.s I1   .unde,r a str°ng influence of the habit of using the 

old methods and think only in terms of the amount and cost of output 
hat ,s  the immediate advantages, without taking into account the long- 

term effects of their economic activities". e 

Like Yang Mao Ma Shijun points to the danger of upsetting the eco- 
logical balance and warns that "unless we take timely measures we are 
in for an inevitable retreat in the economic spheres" Already now ?he 
interview says deserts and barren lands make up 11.4 per cent of he 
country s territory Over 700 million mi, (1 mu equals 0.066 hectare) of 
LaST and ™ead™s ha^ disappeared. Every year timber is cut on an 
area of over 3/ million mu, that is, much more than is planted   Soil ero- 

o«r tfr1 °n 3 !errit0°; Te,aSUrin^ L5 miIlion s^ kilometres; . 100 million mu of irrigated lands have lost their fertility through 
salma ,on. This alarming situation has developed due to a number of rea- 

lm? PffpHTan? °ne. b,ei,ng thal Pe°pIe d° n0t take int0 account the ^ng- term effects of wasteful use of natural resources, the Renmin ribao inter- 
view says. 

hd nf !S Se!' b0t
f
h Yan? Mao and Ma ShiJun are concerned with the 

1    H      ifatl0n
( 

f0r ecoI°Sical Problems and point to the need to put 
anSe Jhliiff ■ of

D
economic

l, Planning.  Qu  Geping, author of another 
1QJW    ,pub,lshed in Renmin nbao's Discussion Tribune column  (July 13 
far? hate»PrJ° s.some}vhai different approach. He puts emphasis on the 
conomv  £*       1S 3 devf.loPing country with a comparatively backward 
herpTrl  -,    3   comParallv

r
e!y  low  per  capita   gross  national   product"; 

K S +w Cannul !Spüre f0r 0Ver,y hi^h g°aIs in the ecological spheres, 
lerS»  nT °UgW   ° ** commensurate with the country's economic po- 
cordinVi? SfrW1Sfi   e .beIleve,s« a"y g°al ™" be difficult to achieve. Ac- 
^oramg to the author, in working out an ecological policy China should 

hra0rmt Jr0m-the "^ to 5°Pe with the factors the consequences of which 
harm the environment, and yet keep in mind that too high ecological stan- 
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dards might hold economic growth. Hence, while noting the importance 
of ecological issues, he places them after economic requirements. 

Ana°y ing the ways of coping with ecological problems, he emphasises 
the importance of research and development in the sphere of checking uv 
dus'trial and urban pollution of the environment At the presen stagehe 
recommends working out non-waste technology for coal, comprising pro- 
duction, concentration, delivery, storage and use. The reason for his is 
that coäl remains and, by all evidence, will continue to be China s main 

fUeMosthChineseVapS view nuclear power as a most promising and 
ecologically pure alternative to coal. For example, Xue Dazh. of the 
Nudear Power Research Institute (Qinghua University) says in his ar- 
ticle "Nuclear Power Stations and the Environment" (Renmm nbao 
Sept 4 1986) that "despite the Chernobyl accident which caused much 
pub ic concern, the nuclear power industry will go on developing; because 
nuclear power is an ecologically pure and economic energy source. With 
evrv passing day, an industrialised society requires ever growing 
amounts of energy! something that worsens pollution of the biosphere, he 
LTs Chiefly to Saine in thi! sense are the coal-burning power station^ 
For example, a 2-million-kW heat power station needs close to 2,300,000 
tons of coal a year, of which approximately 20 per cent are converted in- 
to ashes and aerosols. The heaps of unusable slags f «m .ncreasjngg 
wider areas They damage farmland, clog rivers and pollute water. Smoke 
discharged by power stations contains large amounts of sulphur oxide 
and nUmus   oxide,   which    cause   the so-called acid rams harmful for 

^"Disposing of power station wastes has become a worldwide problem 
Xue Dazh continues. Scientists warn that the "acid rains and he 
"greenhouse effect", the consequence of too much nitrous diox.de in the 
afmosphere are swelling into a serious ecological problem. According to 
the autho?' economic ffctors must of necessity be taken into account, 
along w?th technical difficulties. A number of countries are not always 
in a position to take protective measures at the desired level. Evidently 
he mePans China, too. He says that a radical solution to the problem hes 
\r.f promoting the nuclear power industry because nuclear power stations 
are ecologically pure and, if properly operated, sate. 

Man? Chinese experts point to urgent comprehensive solution of 
wastewater purification problem as one of the more important issues in- 
volved inVe preservation of the ecological balance. As mdustry advances 
particularly at villages and settlements in farming areas Ma Shijun 
says ?he amount of industrial wastewater keeps growing. Nearly 70 mil- 
Hon'tons of polluted water is discharged into Chinas rivers and lakes 
every day. In many areas wastewater pollutes irrigated fields. Vas. quan 
tities of chemical fertilizers are washed into bodies of water through far- 
mers' negligence. Water and soil, he says, are the chief conditions of 
miman Ssfence and economic advance. However most of the water ,n 
Southern China's irrigated farming areas is polluted by toxic wastes, 
fn many ofher areas (tor example, ß Northern China) thereis. «.shortage 
of water for household needs and frequently any available water presen s 
a health risk. Chinese ecologies believe the problem could be largely 
solved with    the    introduction    in industry    of closed-cycle   water con- 

SUIAPnö°ther ecological priority, they hold, is comprehensive use of solid 
indust? al and hoLhol'd washes, notably, devising methods^enabling: them 
to be used as raw materials. Renmin ribao (Oct. 23, 1986) gives the 
following figures: over 52 million tons of garbage accumulate in Chinese 
ci ies eviry year. The urban population is constantly growing. As a resul 
o   this  growth   and  improvements  in  living  standards,  the  amount  of 
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garbage goes up by 10 per cent a year, not counting the over 100 million 
iJ!S °tl '."S""1 Was,tes tahn from factories «very year. The newspaper 
says that China s system of burying toxic and harmful wastes and pro- 
cessing household wastes is far inferior to that existing in the West Ren- 
min nbao reproaches officials in charge of the matter for not paying at- 
tention to this urgent problem. - 

According to the PRC press, Chinese scientists are working hard to 
find solutions to ecological problems It may be inferred from newspaper 
reports that China is spending considerable funds on environmental pro- 
tec ion. Experts believe that what is needed is a boost in ecological con- 
tro locally. In recent years, Qu Geping says, municipal and industrial 
pollution control has produced some positive results. In more than 100 
cities, local administrative authorities are pursuing comprehensive en- 
vironmental protection programmes. According to Qu Geping and other 
experts and as is evidenced by practice a tougher ecological control 
yieIds some results even when it is impossible to find sizeable funds for 
ecological problems within a short period. Chinese newspapers insist on 
the need to pass the relevant legislation and form competent independent 
bodies possessing controlling powers that could responsibly tackle the 
tasks facing them. J 

Ecologist Xang Mao points to the importance of mass ecological edu- 
cation. Ecologica problems can be solved only by the combined efforts 
of scientists, practical workers and all the people. 

COPYRIGHT:     Translation into English,  Progress Publishers,   1987 

CSO:     1812/242-E 
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ECONOMIC TRANSFORMATIONS IN CHINESE CITIES DISCUSSED 

Moscow FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS in English No 3, 1987 pp 150-156 

[Article by A. Ostrovskiy, candidate of economic sciences] 

Jar: «Sir—;- aj-ss,s r-sffi 

p.a^'SSUuel.erprises.n the^„„rse^-3»^ 
bring   abou   on the basis ri exams Degan P ^ nam£ 

the best of the appiicams enterprises in the city were using it. 

HSiH ans ÄÄ A- 
atlfi .pmndarv specialised educational establishments. . 

The system S rotating labour was introduced as an experiment in 1984 

Si? Sd3!Ä ^fc^op^Tan-^3 g 

once   If a worker made a good showing of himself, the contract could 

"' in thecourse of the reform of the hire system in Changzhou the free 
migration oflabom between enterprises and towns of the county was per- 

^^tÄdttÄ oTCh^ÄSd Zy Äff Ä 
fr! 'he SSlabourand personnel board. Enterprise got the right to 
announce o^fihng contests themselves and to state their terms but the 
fXr have to be endorsed bv the labour and personnel board. So the ne* 
uleloi'hir "have substantially weakened the rigid centralisation in the 

«here of distributing labour among branches of the economy. In■ Chang- 
zhou the^ poblem of employment has been largely solved by attracting 

* Continued from Far Eastern Ajjairs, No. 2, 1987. 
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labour to enterprises of the individual and collective sector and bv re- 
distnbuting.labour between the districts and branches of the economy 
"e

f ^
urfe °f the «*>nn in Changzhou attention was glen to The 

system of the labour insurance of wage and salary earners Prior to he 
reform, the rates of payment of social insurance allowances were eTcessVelv 

- Ji Jh during; the first six months and very low in the concluding moShs Two 
systems of social insurance were used at once for "old" permanent woX 
5? ••nM»he j16* «»tract, workers. To. ensure the labSuMnsu?ance o 
he old" workers the enterprise must annually remit 18 per cent of its 

total wages fund to the labour insurance company and 2 yuan Jer Lch 
ZtlTa m°^th,f0Kr thelabour i^urance of "new" workers. At Changzhou 
n*A65 the, lab°Ur ,nsurance fu"d is formed from three sources6 the 
nationa social insurance fund amounting to 11 per cent of the total 
wages fund of he enterprise, the pension fund and a par o the profit 
made on marketing output. The profit of the enterprise remaining after the 

iXr«teriris?s.,S ^ ^ °f the ,aboU? ^«ance fuSd'M? 
It is interesting to study in detail the implementation of the economic 

reform in the state sector on the example of the Dunfen printed "aHco 
2,I™ WaS ,Snd.ed ?JC

923- Prior t0 1954 jt was a mixed (state private? 
emnlov IÄ1!6 '" ^ l\ W3S transformed into a state enterpriseIt 
employs 2,366 wage and salary earners and manufactures 400 000 metres 

to   ahersum oTm Sft ^ "^ Pnr°d-UCed 955 mil,ion m«™oi SbrS to the sum of 175 million yuan. During that year it paid taxes to the 

X^dlÄÄ2ealand' """"«• °* ^Ä°Ä 
The system of the director's responsibility for the performance of the 

enterprise was introduced in 1984. The director assigns managerial per' 
sonnel to their posts and is responsible for the adoption of decisions and 
tr tnlfT of,waPs- When the work of the enterprise is planned 40 
per cent of the indicators are obligatory and set by higher authorities- 
gross output assortment, quality, volume of profit, growth of labour pro- 
tn}I' Prod"ct>orl «?*ts and outlays. Labour productivity at the Dür- 
fen mill is quite high just as at all enterprises of the textile industry in 
the state sector In 1984 it amounted to 80,000 yuan per person the 
average figure for the industry being 18,487 yuan per person «P' 

Definite changes have taken place at the enterprise in the system of 
3n

Iabo
f
ur- The

t 
c°ntract system has been in effect only since 1985 The 

duration of a contract ,s 3-6 years. The wage and socia   insurance rates 

nZSvV™ UlJ"Üme 3nd C?ntract worke?s- Since 19»5 all job applic- ants have been taking exams. In 1985 it was planned to employ 110 new 
workers-all  under the contract system.  Three systems of rasing■ sSl 

-ÄnM T' ?emF USed: AsJn the Past there exists a single* state = stem of tariff rates for various branches. But in the course of the econo- 
mic reform the director got the right to raise the ratings of 3 per cent of 
the workers every year. As for contract workers, their ratings are automati- 
cally raised by one grade after the contract period expires 

,Ytr»n!erI\r£SeS retaJn Kihls day a tariiT system of ei£hl "tings plus an extra for the specific job done (15 categories in all) "Floating wages" 
(depending on the performance of the enterprise) are paid to only 10 
per cent of the workers and office employees. On the whole, in 1984 the 
,r IQII Tre f0r °J£ emP]°yee was 1.004 yuan as compared to 800 yuan 

were^traBs0(n5-S7eyua(n°a S,)™"  *"*  """^ ^ ^ ^^ *S 

-ath<;?nhI
i
d

T
ev,ri!lg ?he, condilions in China this enterprise has attained a 

•ather.nigh level of social insurance. It has its own hospital, a kinder- 
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garten, a nursery which the plant's employees use free of charge. Since 
this is an old enterprise many workers (a total of 450) have retired on 
pension In 1985 it was planned to retire 43 more employees Pensions, 
amounting to 75 per cent of monthly wages, are paid entirely by the en- 
terprise. In the sphere of social insurance pensioners are entitled to tne 
same benefits as plant personnel. 

An assembly of representatives of industrial and office workers func- 
tions at the enterprise. The trade union, like those at many other enter- 
prises in the PRC, is the working body of the assembly of representatives 
of industrial and office workers. Among other things it is in charge ot 
political and general education as well as socialist emulation 

The assembly of representatives of industrial and office workers is not 
subordinated to the party committee of the enterprise and higher trade 
union organisations. It solves mostly the production questions of the en- 
terprise and is convened twice a year. The assembly of representatives of 
industrial and office workers has about one hundred members At each 
session the director of the plant delivers a report on the results of the 
plant's performance during the previous six months to be approved by the 
assembly. All the main decisions concerning the production activity of the 
enterprise.are adopted through the assembly which also evaluates the 
work of ganbu (cadres) at enterprises, discusses questions of wages, 
bonuses and social insurance. But just as at the overwhelming majority 
of enterprises of the state sector, the director is appointed by higher 
bodies and not elected by the collective. 

The implementation of the economic reform in the collective sector has 
its peculiarities. The author was told about them in detail by representa- 
tives of the management at the Changzhou bicycle plant This plant is a 
major collective enterprise with a labour force of 4,020. It went into ope- 
ration in 1976 and has steadily increased its output In 1976 it produced 
8,000 bicycles, in 1984-780,000, while the figure planned for 1985 was 
1,100,000 bicycles. State production plans were regularly overfulfilled in 
recent   years. ■   +u„+ u 

The main difference between this enterprise and a state one is that it 
has state as well as collective assets. The enterprise has three permanent 
sources of capital investments—centralised, local and its own. Mate 
assets constitute centralised capital investments while the collective ones 
are made up of the plant's profit. This is how profits are distributed: 
55 per cent is paid to the state in the form of income tax. Of the re- 
mainder 5 per cent is deducted to the higher body while 40 per cent 
stays with the enterprise itself. The latter is distributed m turn, as foll- 
ows: 60 per cent goes to the production development fund 20 per cent is 
channelled to the social insurance fund and 20 per cent-to the bonus 

""Most of the employees of this plant-91 per cent-are considered to be 
employed in the collective sector. The remaining 9 per cent are ganbu who 
are appointed by state bodies and are considered to be employed in the 
state sector. The question of an employee belonging to a particular sector 
arises only in the event of his going over to another enterprise The act 
is that a worker from the collective sector cannot get a job at a state 

Cn Personal cash contributions by industrial and office workers to the 
non-industrial sphere are rationally used by the plant's service bureau, 
canteen, stores, hostels, etc. Each share costs 50 yuan and the total assets 
in the non-industrial sphere of the enterprise amounted to about 100,000 
yuan Holders of shares are paid dividends at the end of the year, de- 
pending on the performance of these organisations. In the future the plant 
plans to expand such activities and use contributions by personnel to 
open barbering and tailoring shops. 
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There are three categories of workers at the enterprise:  1)  full-time 

S%W°on,rJ
a
0l!"PlaTenl ll the bU8ineSS 0f the lab°ur "nd periSSl 

amot ^L™„™ f™ ^ are ,em5]oyed by the plant itself from among townspeople and residents of adjoining counties- 3) Dart-time 
workers h.red from nearby villages to perform8 unskilled \work.P (mosSy 
the handling of toad). Part-time workers are hired usually for a period 
of not more than one year. There were few contract workers in So- 
less than 3 per cent of the entire labour force. A three-year contract was 
concluded with them so as on expiry they could become St me wokeYs 

Si   ,nh  inn.?13"    ^^ fU"y t0 ^ hMn* °f lab°Ur °" «mt™3 baSs. All job applicants must pass exams. Demands are quite exacting-a full 
secondary education is obligatory. l   *    a ,UM 

In 1985, however, a majority of workers and employees at the enter- 
fhi nW5ref graduates °f the secondary school's first grade. This prompted 
the need for raising the workers' level of training as more advanced te- 
chnology was introduced at the enterprise. Currently the enterprise em- 
ploys such methods of raising the education level as^tudyingfy corres- 
pondence,  televised  education   and   on-the-job   training.   A   vocational 

tersTlQR? M1 W3S SelUP 3t 3 Syde P,ant Which Was t0 train 50 ™ ' 
Lfsts from 9 Ä W° pS *% $UU ^^ ihr0USh apprenticeship which lasts from 2 to 3 years. For those who came to the plant after finishing 
a complete secondary school the apprenticeship term is reduced 

Prior    to the economic    reform in the city the plant used  the same 
sys em of wages that prevailed throughout the PRC-an e^ht-rate IZt 
scale with work paid by the hour plus bonuses and some fxtras   iJthe 
course o   the reform the enterprise got the right to raise rates without 
seeking the approval of higher bodies. Thus, 50 per cent of the wörEs 
had their wage rates raised in  1984. "Floating" wages were introduced 
acting as part oi the plant's profits. In 1985 the shared bating» wages 
amounted to 11 per cent of the total wage fund. Full-time and contrfct 
workers were paid by the hour, "floating" wages and bonuses (from 220 to 
3,0 yuan a year per person). Payment by the piece was the system ap 
plied to part-time workers. Wage and social insurance rates for perma- 
nent and contract workers are the same P 

,n
F"!l'f™e and contract workers are entitled to all the social insurance 

benefits. Thus, an employee with a service record of more than 15 years is 
paid a sickness allowance amounting to 80 per cent of his wage. The pen 
sion system ,s the same as at state enterprises. The plant had 26 Een- 
s.oners ,n  1984   Pensions vary from 55 to 70 per cent of the LI wage 
ate prior to retirement. The trade union and the assembly of represSa 

Sel^an! ^  ^ ™km *** the Mme ^  as^ 

small cooperatives and employs many women and young piople Part o 
its products-shirts, pyjamas and night gowns-are exposed to othe 
countries, ,„ particular to the United  States. Gross output  is valued  a 
300 00n°^Uof a,nd annual Profit amounts to 1.7 million yuan. A total of 
ÄIÜ.O00 sets of clothing are manufactured every year.  The factory uses 
machines purchased from Hong Kong on a return-payment basis 
losses eThlarä'fl!

)thHr C0lIeftive enterPnses it is liable for its profits and 
pr  c   TIP f.Hor "n   inVeSt «£ the Production as^ets of this enter- 
iai   Oni 7 anr\ua,1>' Payg 55 Per cent of its profits as production 
board of^ I0"' Pla? '!?dlCa^r iS imp0Sed on jt b>' the Jiangsu provincTa" 
h rahl - S<n  trade-V0

Q
lume of marketing export  products  in  trans- 

it IhefactZS' ° °ther Pr°ducti0n indicators «e Planned 
Practically no changes have occurred in the system of hire. Whereas 
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at most enterprises where the economic reform is being implemented job 
fppKts must pass exams, this system is not applicable to the garments 
fadory instead of exams, every new employee undergoes a «x-mogh 
probation period. There is no system of contracts It was on y in 1984 
when two people were employed by the factory on the basis of contracts 
ttTatprlparatiSns were made to introduce this system. Appren icesh>p is 
the dominant system at the factory: one year for graduates with full se- 
condary education and two years for those with the 1st stage secondary 
schooling Also functioning at the factory are groups which help raise 
Suuttonal level of employees and a vocational school which was atten- 
ded bv 20-30 people in 1985. ., .. 

In the course of the reform the factory got a chance to decidej on its 
own about the ratings of its industrial and office workers. The tariff ™e 
is raised after the worker in question sits for an exam and his work is 
assessed In addition to this ?he management of the enterpn«.hasJhe 
rieht to annually raise the rates of three per cent of the labour force. 
The factory employs a tariff system of wages consistingo*elBW ratings 
with the first receiving 32 yuan a month and the eighth-97.5 (basic 
wage) H a worker overfulfils the plan his output is assessed on a p.ece- 
rafp basis in close linkage with the plant's profit. _ 

The enterprTse spends 18 per cent of the wage fund on social insurance. 
The main source' is

P the profit of the enterprise that is used to pay 
temporary disability allowances and pensions. On retiring men above 60 
andwemin more than 50 years old receive pensions *™™{™%l°™ **[ 
cent of their wages if their length of service is at least 20 years. I he 
lowest pension at the enterprise is 30 yuan a month. 

Functioning simultaneously at the factory are a trade union and an 
assembly of representatives of industrial and office workers. The trade 
uSonlike those at many enterprises in the PRC, is a working body of 
"he assembly of representatives of industrial and office workers and 
arranges the sessions of the assembly held twice a year. All the main de- 
cision! concerning the production activities of the factory must be passed 
b The management through the assembly of representatives of industrial 
and office workers. At the garments factory, for instance ten per cent erf 
the industrial and office workers are members of the assembly. The length 
of service of at least three years at this enterprise is requ.red to parti- 

dPThere ^rVsomT&inctions.in the implementation of the economic re- 
form at another enterprise of the collective sector-lhe sack cloth factor> 
n Yonghong county. Prior to 1978 this factory produced articles from 

bristfes Its fixed production assets amounted to 48.600 yuan and it em- 
noyed 80 people. Transformations began in 1978, when the factory bought 
100 loom/and 300 machines for winding artificial threads and began to 
nroduce sack cloth from artificial and synthetic fibres. Output in 1983 was 
valued at 15.22 million yuan, profit amounted to 2,315 million yuan, and 
the size of personnel increased to 1,523. 

The state sets a certain profit margin every five years for his^ enter- 
prise. An income tax of 55 per cent is levied on profi s. If prof it is made 
over and above plan the tax levied on surplus is cut by half. Tie level 
ol[profit iri 1979-1984 for this plant was set at 920,000 yuan. All excess 
nrofit is used bv the enterprise for its own needs. . 
P In contrast with bigger enterprises, in 1980 this factory started intro- 
ducingv form of wages based on transition to payment in accordance 
with the end result The wages of a worker are determined by five 
Ser a 1) volume of output; 2) quality; 3) production cost: 4) tune spent 
on output 5) new tvpes of products. In 1981 this enterprise was one of 
?hc first to introduce an intra-planl cost accounting under which individu- 
al shop* sign contracts with .the management of the enterprise. Then on 
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the five rS ' cont.r«cts « syAem °f Piment of bonuses determined by 
LiÄh,n?trodu

<
Ced b7 ^ manaeement 'or each worker. It 

taoict onfhP JSlii ,Sf fy?6m °f ,mat?rial inGentiv« has had a visible impact on the growth of labour productivity at the enterprise 
Most of the employees    are contract workers.    Full-time workers ac- 

X d?r„S,,?;SiXe,rrCenlH0f !he ]ab0Ur f0rCe- As a rule Sse employees *fio do not fulfil their production assignments are transferred into part- 
time workers. They can receive only their wages, unlike contrac workers, 
who are also paid bonuses and the "floating" wage. Thenterndafso 
has such a. .category as unplanned workers who are invikdröm outside 
to perform specific jobs and are not considered as part of th? regular 
staff. The social security system applies equally to contract and oart- 
time workers, but leaves out unplanned workers <-°™aci  and  part 

Many of the plant's employees are villagers. Another part is formed 
by workers with residence permit in a suburb or Yonghong Snty-younl 
C;SS 5'       < PAlm! d,?6S "0l use the Worker/peasant" fmployinent sys 
em that existed at all enterprises of county level in the past TstH   ear- 

lier-people's communes-A 0.). The explanation is that most peasants 
"have, switched  from plant breeding with a  seasonal cycleTo vegelab e 
growing on a year-round basis and their incomes from vegetable erow 
ing are higher than from work at enterprises vegeiaoie grow 

An important distinction of this enterprise from a state enterprise is 
that tariff rates are dependent on the plant's annual performance and not 
on s ate anff rate In 1984, the sack cloth factory introduced » 7-i3te 
HiJISl;?o^th the lst rate bein^ Paid 30-5-32.5 yuan a month and the 
w a /9f f ° yU

+
an am0nth- The averaee month'y wage was 41 yuan Just as at state enterprises, 3-4 per cent of the labour force can count 

every-year on having their rate raised. At this enterprise a worker has 
his rating raised once every 4-5 years. In addition to the basic wage a 
worker is also paid a "floating" wage which is part of the plant's profit 
and a bonus which actually comes from the profit made in excess of plan 

lorkerPayme m ^ P'ant'S pi"°fit am°Unt to 8'13 yua" a montf per 

• ,TtC 'T^L 0f the profit after income tax is the sole source of so- 
c.al benefits at the enterprise. The enterprise plans to spend annual 60 
yuan per worker on disability allowances. The^enterprise^ foots the bin* in 
the event of a production injury or occupational disease. In the even of 
injury sustamed outside of the enterprise or a disease the plant pays 04 

5060 III PCTni 3 d3y- The enterprise also P3^ PensionsPamouSfing to 50-601 per cent of former wages, the minimum being 26 yuan -a month 
There is no trade union at the enterprise but there is an assemblv of 

representatives of industrial  and office workers whfch discusses produe 
.on matters and can elect the director of the enterprise. SSme wor- 

preSen?ativesn.P     "ed   W°rkerS Mnn0t be members °" the ^sembl^ o^e- 
The hotel in Changzhou belongs to the individual sector. The econo- 

Z hi0,™, haS„had,arv beneficial influence on its activity. .Construction of 
the hotel started ,n 1979 and ended in '84; it cost 30.000 yuan which also 
v^as spent on the purchase of furniture, kitchen utensil bed linen   etc 
can l     SUn\£nly 20'°00 yU3n Was sPent on construction. The required sum 
bv«£2!?   he

h
SaVTg,S,0fx,a11 members pf the famih' and loans granted 

t'> 4o peasant households. No state money was involved 
™ visifnrf rVhe h?tel h3S 10 r°,0ms Which simultaneously accommodate 

hlrifin * C?     °f accommo^ation ranges from  1.5 vuan per dav for 
it onen V^o« f°Uf,peTSOm to 5 yuan for a single" room   The hote 
;d

fv;P™;ed '" i98
H

5    and earned  1,400    yuan within  first three monfhs 
levied o^'th'ssum"     " ^ * tW°"Per CCnt manage™nt tax were 
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The owner of the hotel, Zhou Laiting, 33, worked before October 1984 
in the city board of a company that manufactures tape recorders. Her 
husband is a full-time worker at one of the farm machinery service cen- 
tres. His basic salary is 45 yuan a month and counting bonuses—about 
60 yuan a month. Considering the income derived from the hotel, the 
family's total income is 500 yuan a month. 

The hotel has "a hired staff of seven—three of them young and four 
old Almost all of them could not find jobs for years but now earn from 
50 to 60 yuan a month. This is more than the wage rates fixed by the 
labour and personnel hoard of the PRC for permanent workers in the 
individual sector—45 yuan a month, and assistants—30 yuan a month. 
Besides, they get free meals at the hotel. But in this case the total number 
of hired personnel exceeds the 3-5 quota set by the July 7, 1981 provi- 
sions of the PRC State Council concerning the individual sector of the 
economy in towns and settlements outside the sphere of agricuture.10 

The present PRC leadership gives the economic reform the key role in 
the country's social and economic development not only in the current 
five-year-plan period (1986-1990) but also to the end of this century. The 
reform in the cities has not yet yielded tangible results, although certain 
successes have been scored in individual cities (Shashi and Wuhan in 
Hubei province; Changzhou in Jiangsu province and Chongqing in Sichu- 
an province). But in the main all the changes took place in the collective 
and individual sectors. The reforms have hardly had any effect on the 
state sector. There have appeared a number of articles in the Chinese 
press on the need to invigorate the performance of major enterprises so 
as they could have an impact on the economic development of cities or 
districts. Big state enterprises so far do not have sufficient independence 
in the solution of questions of production and depend on higher bodies. 
They do not have enough incentives to manufacture products of high 
quality or over and above plan. As before, the management cannot in- 
dependently control the assets of enterprises or -even the remaining part 
of profits and are still restricted in the use of the enterprises' material 
incentives funds. 

The collective and individual sectors of the economy are developing 
rather actively in the process of the economic reform. It should be noted 
that the lower the level of socialisation of the enterprise, the lower the 
level of management, the smaller the fixed and turnover assets and the 
labour force of the enterprise, the bigger the changes that have taken 
place in the system of enterprise management. Such enterprises are also 
less dependent on state planning. This has given rise to a number of 
negative phenomena in the Chinese economy: uncontrolled growth of 
local capital investments as well as price increases and inflation. Proces- 
ses of social differentiation in the Chinese society have begun to develop 
as a result of the expanding activities of the individual and collective 
sectors So, on the one hand, the economic reform in China has resulted 
in an invigoration of the economy production; on the other it is generat- 
ing a number of new problems connected with certain negative phenome- 
na in the country's social life. 

NOTES: 
» Zhongguo   tongji   nianjian,    1984,   Peking,   p.   271. 
» There are two types of currencies in the PRC: renminbi (people s yuan) are 

used inside the country while the waihueibi (transferrable yuan) are used tn foreign 
trade   operations   and   in   settling   accounts   with   foreigners. 

10 Manual of the Individual Worker, Peking. 1984, p. 6. 

COPYRIGHT:  Translation into English, Progress Publishers, 1987 
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JOINT VIETNAM-USSR BOOK ON ECONOMIC TRANSITION TO SOCIALISM 

Moscow FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS in English No 3, 1987 pp 157-158 

^Review by V.V. Mikheyev, candidate of economic sciences, of book 
"Ekonomicheskiye problemy perekhoda k sotsializmu stran s nerazvitoy 
ekonomikoy (Materialy sovetsko-vyetnamskogo simpoziuma)" [The Economic Prob- 
lems of the Transition to Socialism in Countries with Underdeveloped Economies 
(Materials of a Soviet-Vietnamese Symposium)], Nauka, Glavnaya redaktsiya 
vostochnoy literatury, Moscow, 1986, 255 pages] 

A new book titled Countries with Under- 
developed Economies: The Economic Prob- 
lems of Transition to Socialism has been 
published recently'in the Soviet Union. This 
topical scientific work outlines the contem- 
porary concept of the period of transition 
to socialism. The book examines specific as- 
pects of Soviet experience and practices of 
European socialist nations and the Socialist 
Republic of Vietnam, which is especially 
significant in the light of the tasks set by 
the 27th CPSU Congress concerning the 
study of the experience of socialist nations, 
particularly its theoretical aspects. 

The study consists of articles by 26 So- 
viet and Vietnamese participants in a 1984 
symposium that took place at the Institute 
of the Economy of the World Socialist Sys- 
tem under the USSR Academy of Sciences. 

The symposium had great theoretical and 
practical significance since the problem of 
transition to socialism was examined there 
through unorthodox revision of collective 
experience. Academician Bogomolov writes 
in the preface to the book that "some Mar- 
xist«, used to have illusions about people's 
government and socialisation of the basic 
means of production which, in their view, 
should automatically ensure a substantial 
improvement of the people's well-being and 
growth of productive forces". But experience 
has shown, Bogomolov continues, that 
"there is a period of transition between the 
preceding socio-economic system and socia- 
lism and that this period hallmarks gigantic 
»crk aimed at establishing new social 
forms and social ties" (p. 3). 

The problem of building socialism cir- 
cumventing the stage of advanced or mode- 
ralely developed capitalism is of great theo- 
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retical and practical value today. Vietnam 
and Laos are going through the phase of 
transition to socialism; two more nations— 
Mongolia and Cuba—are nearing the final 
stage of that transition. The socialist coun- 
tries' experience is valuable to many deve- 
loping nations that opt for socialist orientn- 
tion and start to build prerequisites for de- 
velopment along socialist lines. 

The Soviet authors of the monograph un- 
der review are experts of the USSR Acade- 
my of Sciences; the Vietnamese authors are 
scientists of the Social Sciences Committee 
headed by Chairman Prof. Pham Nhu Cuong 
and Vice-Chairman Prof. Vu Khieu, and 
also some ranking officials and executives, 
among them: Pham Van Kha, Ho Chi Minh 
City Public Committee Chairman; Ho Quoc 
Vi, a Board member of Vietnam's State 
Planning Committee; Prof. Luu Van Dat, 
Director of the Economy and Foreign Trade 
Institute of Vietnam's Ministry of Foreign 
Trade,   and   others. 

The symposium, with its discussions and 
exchange of opinions, helped the Vietnamese 
experts to develop a scientific concept of 
their country's transition to socialism. 

Transition to socialism is a lengthy pro- 
cess in which a variety of economic structu- 
res is eliminated and an economic basis for 
socialism is built. For nations with poorly 
developed economies, the distinctive feature 
of that process is that they approach socia- 
lism without the objective material prerequi- 
sites, for they skip the capitalist stage where 
those prerequisites are typically formed. 
The book closely examines the conditions 
and trends of the initial period of transition 
to socialism—the most difficult and intricate 
period. 

Vietnam is now going through this phase, 
the nation's Communist Party pointed out 
at its Fourth and Fifth congresses, and will 
probably remain till the end of the 1990s. 
The monograph analyses the most acuie 
and most complex problems that emerge du- 
ring that stage: some special features of so- 
cialisation in the countries that have not 
gone through the stage of capitalist indust- 
rialisation; regulation of commodity-money 
relations and the economic management ma- 
chinery during the transition to socialism; 
economic strategies for underdeveloped na- 
tions, and the establishment of efficient eco- 
nomic structures for the lesser developed 
socialist nations. The Soviet and Vietnamese 
experts agreed that it was impossible to imi- 
tate other nations. They noted the topical 
significance of Lenin's warnings about the 
dangers that underdeveloped nations would 
have to face if they skipped certain stages 
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or made too much haste in their develop- 
ment. The economists also showed the need 
for further development and creative appli- 
cation of the Marxist-Leninist theory, the 
fundamental theses of which are fully va- 
lid   for   Vietnam   as   well. 

Experience of socialist construction in 
North Vietnam, before 1975 and later in re- 
united Vietnam, brings out the need to abide 
by certain general laws. For nations that 
skip the capitalist stage, the principal re- 
quirement is industrialisation. The book exa- 
mines in detail the structural industrialisa- 
tion policy during the initial phase of the 
transitional period. Basically, it is necessary 
to industrialise, first of all, the developed 
traditional branches and build an "indust- 
rial/commodity" bridge between industries 
and agriculture. This will make it possible 
to solve the food problem, which is acute, 
and to provide the developing industries 
with   raw   materials. 

The book devotes due attention to the 
problem of accelerating economic develop- 
ment during the transitional period. It stresses 
the need to train skilled personnel to 
shoulder the bulk of the industrialisation 
effort and ensure adequate technological de- 
velopment of their countries' economies. 

The transition to socialism of economical- 
ly underdeveloped nations is practically im- 
possible without favourable external econo- 
mic conditions. This has been proved by the 
entire historical development of the world 
socialist system. External factors are: inter- 
nationalist assistance from the more deve- 
loped socialist states and members of the 
Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, as- 
sistance on easy terms for their broader con- 
tribution to socialist economic integration. 
The 1984 CMEA economic summit held in 
Moscow set the task of increasing inter- 
nationalist assistance to the lesser deve- 
loped member-stales—Cuba. Mongolia and 
Vietnam—and of helping these countries 
carry out industrialisation. The summit also 
highlighted the problem of bringing their 
economic development closer to the level of 
the European member-states of CMEA. The 
monograph  examines for  the  first  time  the 

concept of the participation of the lesser 
developed nations as a special aspect in the 
Council's work. The book also analyses the 
methods of collective assistance to these na- 
tions and the role they play in the inter- 
national socialist division of labour. 

It is impossible, of course, to examine all 
aspects of the complex and insufficiently 
studied subject within the framework of one 
symposium. The authors of the monograph 
do not deal with certain important issues, 
such as the impact of contemporary scienti- 
fic-technological revolution and the structu- 
ral transformations in the advanced CMEA 
member-states on the concept of industriali- 
sation in the lesser developed countries and 
its   practical   implementation. 

There is yet another issue of great theo- 
retical and practical interest. Karl Marx 
wrote that transition to socialism of nations 
with underdeveloped economies was a stage 
"of considerably shortening their advance to 
socialist society and largely sparing them- 
selves the sufferings and the struggles 
through which we in Western Europe have 
to make our way".' In this connection, it is 
important for practical policies to have a 
theoretical understanding of what particu- 
lar "suffering" the lesser developed nations 
can avoid after they embark on the path of 
socialist construction, how they can do it. 
and what socio-economic and political al- 
ternatives can be and are provided in the 
process. 

These and some other issues determine the 
prospects of research in the field under re- 
view. This book is an important phase in 
that   research. 

The study is a major Soviei-Vietnamese 
contribution to the development of the 
theory and practical policies of the transi- 
tional period. It shows how cooperation is 
strengthening between Soviet and Vietna- 
mese scientists and indicates identity of 
their views on topical theoretical problems. 

V. MIKHEYEV, 
Cand. Sc. (Econ.) 

1  K.   Marx.   F.   Engels,    Selected     Works, 
Progress Publishers. Moscow. Vol. 2. p. 403. 

COPYRIGHT:  Translation into English, Progress Publishers, 1987 

CSO: 1812/242-E 
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ON THE HISTORY OF THE SOCIALIST ECONOMY IN THE PRC 

Moscow FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS in English No 3, 1987 pp 159-165 

[Review by A.V. Nikoda, candidate of economic sciences, of book "A Short 
History of the Socialist Economy in China (1949-1983)," Harbin, 1985, 
480 pages] 

The growing volume of economic litera- 
ture in China adds coherence to our view 
of the history of the country's economy, both 
as a whole and in separate regions and 
branches.' Of interest in this connection is 
a collective work by Chinese economists, 
A Short History of the Socialist Economy oj 
China (1949-1983), edited by Liu Suinian 
and Wu Qungan. Taking part in the prepa- 
ration of separate chapters were also Sun 
Huaiyang, Zhu Wanshi, Xu Dihua, Cui Jie, 
JXie Duyang. The book is not an ordinary 
one judging by its contents, and this is pro- 
ved by the fact that it bears a title inscrip- 
tion by Chen Yun. The introduction is writ- 
ten by the well-known economist Xue Mu- 
■qiao, who stresses the practical and theoreti- 
cal importance of studying the history of 
the national economy in order to understand 
correctly the present situation in China and 
the building of socialism under specific Chi- 
nese conditions. At the same time, he cor- 
rectly notes that "the study of the history 
of the PRC's socialist economy is only in its 
initial stage and thus the book is a first 
fruitful   effort"   (p.   1). 

The monograph deals in a factual way 
with separate stages of development of the 
PRC's national economy, including such no- 
torious periods as the "great leap forward" 
and the "cultural revolution"; it analyses in 
more detail than ever the course of the eco- 
nomic process, the ups and downs of the 
struggle over the preparation and fulfilment 
of the economic plans, and gives an objec- 
tive assessment of the successes and errors 
in China's economic development over more 
than 30 years. The authors stick to the di- 
vision into periods given in the Decisions 
oj the Party on Certain Issues of the CPC's 
History Since  the Formation oj  the PRC. - 

The book consists of five parts, each dea- 
ling with a separate period of development 
of the national economy. The first is devo- 
ted to the rehabilitation period (1949-1952). 
when in step with fulfilment of the program- 
nu- of "a new democratic way"    conditions 
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were created for socialist transformations. 
Part Two is devoted to the period of the first 
five-year development plan (1953-1957), 
from the working out of the Party's "gene- 
ral line" for this period to the realisation of 
the plan and strengthening of the socialist 
system through the cooperation of peasants, 
and handicraftsmen, ousting of private ca- 
pitalist enterprises and the creation of sta- 
te-capitalist   enterprises. 

A positive feature of the work under dis- 
cussion is that at the end of each part it 
sums up the results of economic develop- 
ment during a corresponding period and 
lists both positive experience and mistakes. 
As regards the 1949-1957 period, the book 
cites both traditional views and those 
expressed in recent time. It gives credit to 
Chen Yun as the chief architect of the eco- 
nomic policy of those years, notes his strug- 
gle for a healthy development of the econo- 
my and against "running too far ahead in 
carrying  out   socialist   transformations". 

The first two parts of the book account for 
almost half of its pages. The authors have 
also devoted attention to the contribution 
of the Soviet Union and other socialist 
countries to China's industrialisation. 

Undoubtedly, the most important part that 
gives a  better    understanding of    "Chinese 
reality" is the one devoted ta the period of 
the "great leap forward" and the "readjust- 
ment" of the national economy (1958-1965), 
as well as the part entitled "The Period of 
Ten Years of Chaos    in the   National Eco- 
nomy   (1966-1976)".  Here   the   authors  cite 
concrete  facts  to   show  the  baneful   impact 
on  economic  development  of  sundry  politi- 
cal campaigns and the neglect of economic 
laws  of  socialism.  The   description  of  poli- 
tical   infighting,    hitherto     unknown     draft 
plans,    economic    measures    and    political 
planks coupled with a lot of factual mate- 
rials give the reader  a  sufficiently  detailed 
knowledge of the events without which it is 
not always possible to grasp the meaning of 
decisions and the economic essence of events 
taking place in China.    The    period of the 
"cultural  revolution", the least    known    by 
the general reader, is dealt with in less de- 
tail than the preceding periods and one has 
a  feeling of certain reticence  in  this pan. 

Rather  schematic,  in our opinion,  is  also 
the coverage of the last period, that is, the 
current  stage of China's economic  develop- 
ment   (1976-1983),    with    scarce    materials 
offered on the first  three years  (1976-1978) 
after the. death of Mao  Zedong.    It  seems 
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that the time is not ripe yet for a more 
in-depth study and an objective assessment 
of the present phase of economic develop- 
ment. 

On the whole, A Short- Hislory~\s undoub- 
tedly one of the most interesting works on 
the present-day economic history of China. 
11 could also become a valuable aid in the 
study of ways of-building socialism in un- 
derdeveloped countries. The book's publica- 
tion can be traced to the attempts to under- 
stand current events in China, to the search 
for ways of further development of the 
country's economy. The general tone of the 
book is quiet, its value is determined by 
analysis and factual illustration of the pro- 
cess of economic development, comparison 
of planned targets with available resources 
and actual results, as well as the presenta- 
tion of economic policy at different periods. 
Perhaps, for" the first time the book clearly 
divides into periods the "great leap for- 
ward", presents a rather concrete temporal 
framework of the stage of "readjustment" 
(the 1960s), the ups and downs in produc- 
tion during the 10 years of the "cultural re- 
volution"   chaos. 

Taking the book in the context of current 
events in China one cannot help thinking 
that, besides the main goal of objectively 
and compactly writing up the course of the 
PRC's economic development, the authors 
also attempted to "dish up" the most suc- 
cessful experience of social transformations, 
carried out with due consideration of China's 
peculiarities. More advantageous in this res- 
pect are the periods of rehabilitation (1949- 
1952) and the first five-year development 
plan (1953-1957), to which the book devotes 
quite a lot of space. Socialist transforma- 
tions in China between 1949 and 1957 were 
in their time written up in detail by Chi- 
nese economists3 but the authors of the 
book under review focus on the state's po- 
licy under conditions of a multi-structured 
economy. This phenomenon is not fortuitous: 
it echoes the current discussions on the con- 
cept of planned commodity economy. 

As is known, rehabilitation of the natio- 
nal economy in China was proceeding in 
conditions of extreme poverty and disloca- 
tion and was completed in three years large- 
ly because the state concentrated in its 
hands the management of finances, trade 
and money circulation. In this connection 
the book repeatedly cites the point made by 
Chen Yun in 1949: "the less means and 
materials the more the need  for centralised 

management" (p. 26). At the same time pro- 
minence is given to "a very attentive study, 
analysis and use of the law of value" 
(p. 87). The linkage with current problems 
is obvious: the. questions of -correlation of- 
administrative and economic leverage are 
being widely discussed by the Chinese press 
in view of the economic reform in the 
PRC. 

Between 1949 and 1952 conditions were 
created on the whole in China for the buil- 
ding of socialism, initial experience of socia- 
list transformations was gained and the 
people's living  standards were raised. 

The main idea of the transition period— 
"a gradual transformation of an agrarian 
China into an industrial China", a turn from 
a state of "new democracy" to a socialist 
state—became a basic concept of the CPC's 
"general line" during the transition period. 
This policy was first put forward at the 
2nd Plenary Meeting of the CPC Central 
Committee of the 7th convocation in March 
1949 (p. 99) and officially adopted as the 
Party's programme for the transition period 
at the 4th Plenary Meeting in 1952. Its 
main objectives are known from many pu- 
blications, however even today the Chinese 
press, turning to the experience of history, 
evaluates this programme as the one that 
was most closely in tune with the objective 
reality and conditions of China. 

The 1953-1957 period is of special signifi 
cance in the history of the PRC economy. 
During this period the country, in the most 
determined way. laid the material founda- 
tion of a socialist society, built the basis of 
large-scale industrial reproduction and 
broadly cooperated with the Soviet Union 
and other socialist countries The essence of 
economic construction in the 1950s was an 
improved structure of the social product 
through an increase of the share of industri- 
al production and the share of the means of 
production in industrial output. During the 
fulfilment of the five-year development plan 
these targets were on the whole achieved: 
the share of gross industrial production in 
the gross volume of industrial and agricul- 
tural output went up from 43.1 per cent in 
1952 to 56.7 per cent in 1957. and that of 
means of production in industrial output in- 
creased from 35.6 per cent to 48.3 (p. 181). 
Over a short period China built the basis of 
an   integral   industrial    system. 

Today nobody denies that the Soviet Uni- 
on's assistance played a decisive role in 
building  the basic  branches  of  industry  in 
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the PRC. This has been recognised both by 
the Chinese and. Western press. The volume 
of Soviet assistance is evaluated as rather 
big in the history of international coopera- 
tion. A Short History... seems to belittle 
somewhat the importance of the external 
factor in creating the material basis of so- 
cialism in China. As noted in the book, "the 
share of foreign loans between 1952 and 
1957 accounted for 2.7 per'cent of the coun- 
try's financial income" (p. 110), or 6.5 per 
cent of capital investments during the five- 
year period. It is indicative that during the 
sixth five-year development period (1981- 
1985), foreign capital invited by China in all 
forms made up about 15 per cent of capi- 
tal investments, although no essential re- 
structuring of industry took place. This fact 
is yet another proof of the high effective- 
ness cf the economic assistance rendered by 
the Soviet Union to the People's Republic of 
China   in   the   1950s. 

Under the first five-year development plan 
the PRC carried out, along with economic 
construction, large-scale socialist transforma- 
tions: the socialist sector in industry and 
trade was consolidated through the creation 
of state-capitalist enterprises and the ou- 
sting of private-capitalist enterprises; in the 
countryside production, purchase-marketing 
and credit cooperatives were set up all over 
the country; a single system of centralised 
procurement and supply of grain and vege- 
table oil was formed; cooperation of handi- 
craftsmen was proceeding in cities. Accor- 
ding to 1957 data. 98 per cent of peasants 
were united in agricultural production co- 
operatives, 90 per cent of handicraftsmen 
in city cooperatives, the private-capitalist 
mode of production was practically elimi- 
nated from industry and accounted for a 
mere 3 per cent of the turnover in retail 
trade. The share of the state sector in the 
national income reached 33 per cent, the 
cooperative sector—56 per cent and the sta- 
te-capitalist sector—8 per cent. Individual 
and capitalist production accounted for 3 
and 0.1 per cent respectively. That means, 
as- the book points out, that the objectives 
of the transitional period were in the main 
achieved. 

In the course of fulfilment of the first 
five-year development plan, China gained 
certain experience in economy planning, in- 
cluding the correlation of accumulation and 
consumption in the national income, the 
choice of priority construction projects. 
Noticeable successes were chalked in the use 

of foreign trade ties, in finding reserves and 
in centralised transfer of material resources, 
in boosting labour productivity and eco- 
nomic efficiency. Under the first five-year 
plan for the first time since its formation 
many technological and economic indices of 
the PRC reached record levels. At the same 
time those years were also marked by 
certain elements of . "leftist deviations" in-" 
economic policy and construction. In 1955- 
1956 excesses were registered in the co- 
operation of peasants; administrative mea- 
sures were used to speed up cooperation, 
excessively large cooperatives were set up, 
levelling principles were introduced in bene- 
fits' distribution and the interests of middle 
peasants were being infringed. There was 
undue haste in the cooperation of handi- 
craftsmen. In the course of transformation 
of private-capitalist enterprises their techno- 
logical and cooperation ties were violated 
and this hampered normal development of 
production (p. 152). In 1956 serious mista- 
kes were made in economic construction: in- 
vestment in capital construction was unju- 
stifiably increased (by 62 per cent compared 
to 1955), construction of several hundreds 
of new projects was started, peasants were 
assigned on a large scale to work at in- 
dustrial enterprises and on construction si- 
tes, which led to a sharp aggravation of the 
problem of food supplies to the city po- 
pulation and worsened the financial and eco- 
nomic   indices. 

In 1956 the disproportions in the national 
economy were countered by a system of 
measures known as "readjustment" of the 
economy, repeatedly resorted to in subse- 
quent years. Its author, Zhen Yuan, pointed 
out that "during large-scale construction a 
priority problem is economic stabilisation". 
This implies the balancing of incomes, 
expenditures and bank credits (taking into 
account the existence of certain reserves); 
observance of priorities in supplies of the 
most important raw and other materials 
(first, for the production of essential com- 
modities, then the means of production; the 
rest goes into capital construction); increa- 
sed purchasing capacity must be accom- 
panied by increased production of consumer 
goods; the planning of capital investment 
and financial revenues must take into ac- 

count not only the current year but also 

the perspective; lastly, it is necessary to 

make a precise estimate of the situation in 

agriculture because it determines, to a large 
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extent, the scale    of   capital    construction 

(p.   214). 
It is acknowledged in China today that 

just a little more than a year after the 8th 
CPC Congress, held in September 1956 to 
sum up the results of construction of so- 
cialism and to map out ways of further de- 
velopment, the normal course of progress in 
the economy was abruptly interrupted by the 
"great leap forward" policy. Officially adop- 
ted at the second session of the 8th CPC 
Congress (May 1958), it negated the cor- 
rect decisions taken in 1956. The "great leap 
forward" took time to come to the fore. 
Its dramatic results are generally well 
known: unjustified exertion of too much hu- 
man energy, waste of material and financi- 
al resources, tremendous damage to agri- 
culture, a lowering of the living standards, 
violation of the main economic proportions. 
The "great leap forward" and "communisa- 
tion" seriously compounded many problems 
in   the   countryside. 

Planned targets for 1959 were   approved 
after a tough debate. The unjustifiably high 
targets put forward during the "great leap" 
were  gradually  "readjusted"  down  to  life- 
size proportions. The adoption of the final 
targets at the 8th Plenary Meeting of the 
CPC Central Committee of the eighth con- 
vocation   (known as the "Lushan Plenum") 
was a great victory in the fight against the 
"leftism" and marked the beginning of nor- 
malisation. However, after the plan was ap- 
proved by the plenary meeting, events took 
an unexpected turn. It was spurred, as the 
authors point out, by  a well-known    letter 
sent to Mao Zedong by Peng Dehuai who 
made no bones in evaluating the policy of 
the "great leap forward" and the "people's 
communes". The letter said that "because of 
petty-bourgeois fanaticism we easily    made 
'leftist' mistakes;   thinking that  it  is  possi- 
ble  in  one  stride  to   step  over  into    com- 
munism,   we   threw   overboard   'the   general 
line  (.f  the masses and    the    principle    of 
agreement with  reality' worked out  by  the 
party over such a  long period;    we forgot 
that policy, as a commanding force, would 
not replace economic laws and concrete mea- 
sures in economic work"...   (p.  256).  Using 
Peng Dehuai's letter as a pretext for "con- 
tinuing a  life-or-death  struggle of the pro- 
letariat  against  the  bourgeoisie",  Mao   Ze- 
dong came at the head of the fight against 
the  measures  aimed  at  correcting  the  con- 
sequences of  the "great  leap  forward".   In 
the summer of 1959 several measures aimed 

at normalising agricultural production and 
the peasants' life were subjected to massive 
criticism as "rightist deviations". Step by 
step an ideological atmosphere was created 
for a fresh "leap". In the opinion of the au- 
thors, the second wave of the "great leap 
forward" „campaign began in the first half 
of   1960. 

In March 1960 the 2nd session of the All- 
China People's Congress (second convoca- 
tion) adopted unrealistic plan targets for 
that year. In the same month the CPC Cen- 
tral Committee took a decision on a large- 
scale formation of "people's communes" in 
cities and on the continuation of free vil- 
lage   canteens. 

Three years of the "great leap forward" 
swung the country's economy into serious 
dislocation. As industry developed and the 
city population increased, there was a sharp 
boost in centralised purchases of grain. The 
peasants' burden became much heavier: the 
share of grain purchased by the government 
went up from 25 to 36 per cent, the produc- 
tion and social conditions of the peasants' 
life   deteriorated   (p.   267). 

One-sided emphasis on steel production 
led to sharper disproportions between the 
development of the extractive and proces- 
sing industries, light and heavy industries 
(the ratio of gross outputs of light and hea- 
vy industries changed from 3:2 in 1957 to 
1:2 in 1960) and also between the deliveries 
of industrial raw materials and the capacity 
of transport. Food and industrial goods 
supplies to the population went down. Du- 
ring the years of the "great leap" the per 
head consumption of grain across the coun- 
try dropped by 19 per cent (in cities by 
17 per cent and in villages—24 per cent), 
pork—69  per cent and cotton—59 per cent 

(P-   27'). 
In the second half of 1960 industrial 

growth slowed down, the output of many 
industrial and agricultural items slid back. 
In effect, the country faced a crisis, and 
urgent measures were needed to put the eco- 
nomy back on course. According to the au- 
thors, from June 1960, when the CPC Cen- 
tral Committee's directive "The whole party 
is taking up agriculture, gets down to grain 
production" was published, to the August 
1961 CPC Central Committee Lushan wor- 
king conference, there was a gradual turn 
from the "great leap forward" policy to- 
wards the "readjustment" of the economy. 
In September 1960 the party came up with 
the line of "readjustment, strengthening, re- 
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plenishment and enhancing". In January 
1961, the 9th Plenary Meeting of the CPC 
Central Committee (eighth convocation), 
discussing the economic plan of develop- 
ment for 1961, decided to follow the above 
course for two or three years. The main 
targets of "readjustment" were defined as 
rehabilitation of agriculture and industry, 
radical improvement of the financial situa- 
tion and the tackling of the most acute is- 
sues. Still, in 1961 the influence of "leftism" 
remained rather strong; the situation was 
far from clear; the leadership lacked una- 
nimity in the assessment of the depth of the 
crisis phenomena, the rates of rehabilitation 
and the scale of capital construction. 

In the initial phase of "readjustment" the 
main efforts were concentrated on consoli- 
dating agricultural production, bringing the 
market in order, cutting back the number 
of workers and employees. In agriculture, 
despite several decisions by the CPC Cen- 
tral Committee, the change-over to new prin- 
ciples of work was proceeding very slowly. 
A special decision was taken to implement 
a differentiated purchasing policy with re- 
gard to three categories of agricultural out- 
put. 

To satisfy the minimal needs of the urban 
population, the government listed 18 kinds 
of essential foodstuffs and organised their 
sales at fixed prices and in limited quanti- 
ties. At the same time, a campaign was 
launched to reduce the number of city 
dwellers, mainly at the expense of former 
peasants who had joined the ranks of wor- 
kers and employees during the years of the 
"great leap". In industry and capital con- 
struction no serious steps were taken until 
the autumn of 1961. In August 1961 the 
CPC Central Committee decided at its wor- 
king conference that "readjustment" in in- 
dustry and capital construction should have 
been started as far back as the spring of 
1960. and that the work of "readjustment" 
had been harmed for more than a year 
(p.   282). 

In 1962 the policy of "readjustment" was 
conducted most decisively in several direc- 
tions. Substantially cut back was the volu- 
me of capital construction. Compared with 
1961 the number of projects under con- 
struciion was cut by 10 thousand, including 
tfit. number of major and medium-size pro- 
je.-;.—by 406. Consistent implementation of 
ti" "readjustment" policy in 1962 resulted 
'" :: slump of production in a number of 
<!".:•. -■tries..  The capacities <f many  enterpri- 

ses remained 50-80 per cent idle, while so- 
me heavy industry enterprises had no pro- 
duction targets at all. Under the circum- 
stances, work was begun on "closing, stop- 
ping, merging and shifting over to other 
kinds of production" of industrial enterpri- 
ses. As of October 1962 work.has ceased at 
44 thousand industrial enterprises at the 
county level and higher, that is, 45 per 
cent of the enterprises registered by the end 
of  1960   (p. 293). -   - 

In agriculture, too, work was continued 
to streamline production. In September 1962 
the 9th Plenary Meeting of the CPC Cen- 
tral Committee confirmed production teams. 
as the basic work units. On the whole the 
results of development of the PRC economy 
between 1961 and 1965 along the road of 
"readjustment" are viewed in the book as 
positive. 

Analysing the negative experience of the 
"great leap forward" the authors stress 
that, in implementing transformations in 
production relations, it is not permissible to 
ignore the level of development of producti- 
ve forces; they note haste in the organisa- 
tion of "people's communes" and in coopera- 
tion of handicraftsmen, in socialisation of 
state-private enterprises (p. 333). They state 
that "under conditions of underdeveloped 
China, after the introduction of a socialist 
economic system, it was necessary to pre- 
serve, for quite a long time, different forms 
and methods of economic management. 
A conclusion is drawn from what is con- 
sidered valuable practical experience, that 
it is necessary to combine planned mana- 
gement  with  market  regulation. 

The period between 1966 and 1976 is 
known in China as "ten years of chaos" in 
the economy. Economic construction at the 
time proceeded under the slogan "Gel ready 
for war, get ready for natural disasters". 
The third five-year plan (1966-1970). initial- 
ly drawn up in the spirit of "readjustment", 
was substantially brought in line with the 
target of speedy establishment of basic 
industry in the hinterland regions, i. e., 
country's strategic rear. The average annual 
growth rate of industrial and agricultural 
production was set at 9 per cent, but the 
outbreak of the "cultural revolution" put 
off the realisation of the plan to a distant 
future. 

In May 1966 the 11th Plenary Meeting of 
the CPC Central Committee, marking the 
beginning of the "cultural revolution", pas- 
sed   two   programme   documents:   The  CPC 
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Central Committee Announcement oj May 16 
and The Central. Committee Decision on 
the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution 
which, in the words of the authors, "caused 
confusion in the leadership and disorder in 
management". Political campaigns that got 
under way in the second half of 1966 dis- 
rupted the normal work of industry and 
transport. 

Attempts to  stave off    the    approaching 
chaos  were  made  by  Zhou  Enlai  back  in 
November   1966,  but  the    "cultural  revolu- 
tion", gaining momentum, disrupted economic 
work and worsened  the economic  situation 
in the country. According    to    the authors, 
1967-1968 were the worst years of the "de- 
cade of chaos". Party control over economic 
work had significantly weakened. The work 
of the planning organs was fully paralised, 
contracts for supplies of production outputs 
were not concluded. The work on compiling 
the economic development plan for 1968 was 
not even started. Disorders in transport and 
the coal-mining industry disrupted the nor- 
mal development process of the whole eco- 
nomic complex. In the second half of 1967 
daily production at many enterprises drop- 
ped by 30-60 per cent. Due to shortage of 
workers in the main technological processes, 
and also lack of raw materials and energy 
many enterprises halted  operation;    labour 
productivity  sharply  declined.   In   1967   the 
gross output of industry slid by 14 per cent 
on the previous year and by another 5 per 
cent  in   1968.  Agriculture  was  also  in  for 
stagnation.   The   losses  of   gross   industrial 
and   agricultural   production   in   those    two 
years alone amounted to 110 thousand mil- 
lion yuan, according to the authors (p. 362). 

Attempts to correct the situation did not 
produce any substantial results.    Under the 
4th five-year plan  (1971—1975)  the national 
economy was characterised by the same fea- 
tures as in  the previous years.  In the opi- 
nion  of  the  authors of  the  book,    planned 
targets were unrealistic "fulfilment of indi- 
ces would have been an extremely difficult 
task even under the most favourable of con- 
ditions" (p. 380). In 1971-1972 the   dispro- 
portions  in  the  economy  grew   still  larger. 
In January 1973 an All-China planning con- 
ference discussed these problems and decided 
to correct the 4th  five-year  plan. Approved 
in June of the same year was the corrected 
draft of the plan envisaging, in particular, 
the lowering of the target for steel in 1975 
from 35-40 million tons to 30 million tons. 
The conference outlined  a  number of mea- 

sures to "readjust" the national economy. 
In 1975 the PRC completed Its 4th five- 

year plan, the results of which like those of 
the previous one, turned out to be far from 
brilliant. Out of its 51 main targets 25 re- 
mained unfulfilled; out of 30 major types of 
heavy industry output the plan failed in - 
18 types and of 11 types of light industry 
production the plan was not fulfilled in four 
cases (p. 411). In 1976, according to the 
authors, "leftism" (they mean the "gang of 
four") seriously damaged the economy: in- 
dustrial production rose by a mere 1.3 per 
cent on 1975, and agricultural production 
by 2.5 per cent. Commissioned were 85 large 
and medium capital construction projects 
(half the figures of 1975) and the losses of 
state enterprises reached 17.7 thousand mil- 
lions yuan, having trebled on the 1965 figu- 
re. In the authors' estimate, in 1974-1976 
chaos in the national economy cost the coun- 
try 100 thousand million yuan through los- 
ses in gross industrial output (p. 415). 

October 1976 is believed by the Chinese 
party and" press to be the end of the period 
of "ten years of chaos" and the beginning 
of normalisation. It was the time when the 
leaders of the so-called "gang of four" and 
their closest supporters were stripped of 
their posts. The authors of the book also 
note that in the first half of 1977 the situa- 
tion in industry and transport was improved. 
In 1977 gross industrial output showed a 
14 per cent increase on the 1976 figure and 
went up by another 13.5 per cent in 1978. 
Still "leftist" methods continued to mani- 
fest themselves in economic policy and con- 
struction. Discussing the ten-year plan of 
the PRC's economic development for 
1976-1985, the 1st Session of the All-China 
People's Congress (4th convocation) again 
came up with inflated figures and proposed 
a grand but unrealisable investment pro- 
gramme. In 1978 the share of accumulation 
in the national income reached almost 37 per 
cent, the correlation between agriculture, 
light and heavy industries worsened, the 
effectiveness of capital investments Conti- 
nued to drop and the quality of output lo- 
wered. The problem of unemployment in ci- 
ties became sharply aggravated with the 
number of the unemployed reaching 20 mil- 
lion    (p.   444). 

The 3rd Plenary Meeting    of    the    CPC 
Central Committee of the  11th convocation 
(December 1978) is unanimously called by 
the Chinese press "a historic turning point" 
in .the country's development.  The  meeting 
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came up with a complex of measures aimed 
at putting the_ country's economy in order. 
Jn April 1979 the course towards "readjust- 
ment, reform, streamlining and enhance- 
ment" received official confirmation. In the 
sphere of agriculture a decision was taken, 
on the work of the "people's communes", 
on higher purchasing prices for grain be- 
ginning from 1979, and a number of other 
measures. In November 1981, the 4th Ses- 
sion of the All-China People's Congress (5th 
convocation), pursuing the course of "read- 
justment", instructed that priority be given 
to economic effectiveness. In December 1982 
the 5th session of the All-China People's 
Congress approved the plan of the PRC's 
economic and social development for 1981- 
J985 calling "readjustment" a major eco- 
nomic   task   of   the   five-year   plan. 

Under the 6th five-year plan according to 
the data published by the Chinese press, 
some positive Shifts have been registered in 
the PRC economy. The main proportions in 
the national economy have improved, the 
share of accumulation in the national in- 
come has lowered while the share of agri- 
culture and light industry in gross industrial 
and agricultural output has increased. In 
distribution of investments more attention 
is being paid to technical reconstruction of 
existing enterprises. In agriculture a system 
of responsibility for production has been 
widely introduced, and subsidiary individual 
plots have been reinstated. In foreign trade 
new forms of trade and economic coopera- 
tion have been more widely used and spe- 
cial economic zones created to invite foreign 
capital. Certain results have been achieved 
in the streamlining of industrial enterprises; 

progress has been made in some branches 
in the development of science and techno- 
logy and in the reform of the economic me- 
chanism. Employment in cities has expan- 
ded, the living standards of workers and 
employees have been raised and incomes of 
peasants   have   gone   up. 

For 30-odd years, China's national eco- 
nomy, travelling a complex road of socialist 
transformations, has undergone major chan- 
ges and accumulated a lot of experience in 
economic construction. But, which is quite 
natural, it is not free of certain residues of 
the past-the consequences of errors and 
miscalculations during the turbulent periods 
in the country's history. Constant interest in 
the recent past of the People's Republic of 
China and the study of new pages of her 
economic development in the light of exi- 
sting concepts helps better understand not 
only the events of those years but also cur- 
rent   processes. 

A. NIKODA, 
  Cand. Sc. (Econ.) 

1 The following books can be placed in 
the same category: The Reform of the Eco- 
n,^m!c,.Syitem in Modern China, Peking 

984 (in Chinese); The Problems of Planned 
Management in China, Peking, 1984 (in 
Chinese); The Structure of China's Economu 
Moscow,   1984    (in   Russian). 

* The final Party document adopted by the 
6th Plenary Meeting of the CPC Central 
Committee   in   June   1981. 

3 Some of the works have been translated 
into Russian. See Luo Yuanzeng, Economic 
Transformations in the PRC, Leningrad. 
955; Zeng Wenjin, Socialist Industrialisa- 

tion of China, Moscow, 1959; Wu Jiang 
Questions of Transformation of Capitalist 
Industry and Trade in the PRC, Moscow. 
19o(J. 

COPYRIGHT:  Translation into English, Progress Publishers, 1987 
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HANDBOOK ON CHINA'S PRIVATE INDUSTRY SECTOR REVIEWED 

Moscow PROBLEMY DALNEGO VOSTOKA in Russian No 2, Mar-Apr 87 (signed to press 
5 Mar 87) pp 198-202 

[Review by Yu.V. Tsiganov of book "Chengxiang geti gongshanghu jinying 
shouce" [Handbook on Economic Operations of Urban and Rural Private Industrial 
and Trade Enterprises], Guizhou renmin chubanshe, Guiyang, 1985, 298 pages] 

[Text]  One of the distinctive features of PRC economic policy in recent years 
has been the encouragement of the development of various economic forms, 
including the private sector. Whereas only 140,000 people were employed in 
this sector in 1978, by the end of 1985 there were around 12 million private 
enterprises, employing over 17.5 million people.-'- The private sector's share 
of the gross industrial product has increased perceptibly.  In 1980 it was 
80 million yuan, or 0.02 percent of the gross industrial product, but in 1984 
it was 1.48 billion yuan, or 0.21 percent.2 Private trade enterprises also 
displayed rapid development.  Whereas 136,000 people worked in 108,000 such 
enterprises in retail trade in 1978, 6,631,000 people worked in 5,196,000 
such enterprises in 1984.3 

Various facets of the private sector's existence are examined in detail in 
this handbook.  It is intended to provide the necessary information about eco- 
nomic operations and management to people wishing to engage in private economic 
activity. 

The authors define the private sector as an economic form in which the working 
owner possesses the means of production he needs and makes use of all the 
results of labor after state taxes.  These means of production are usually 
the tools of simple manual labor and sometimes even household appliances, such 
as the sewing machine.  Some private producers have mechanical tools of labor 
and mechanical transport.  The production unit generally consists of one 
person or one family performing economic activity or services independently. 
This economic activity can also be performed on a joint or cooperative basis. 
In some cases, with the consent of the managers of the industrial and trade 
administration, the private owner can have two or three assistants and several 
apprentices (p 50).  In this case, a contract is written up to define the 
rights and obligations of both sides, work hours, remuneration, etc.  The 
contract must be submitted to the industrial and trade administration. 
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The Chinese authors say that in the socialist society, where public owner- 
ship of the means of production prevails, the private sector is a necessary 
addition to the state and collective economy.  Current state policy on the 
private sector is a long-range policy based on consideration for objective 
conditions. 

The Constitution of the PRC defines the role of the private sector.  It says 
that the private enterprises of the laboring public in urban and rural areas 
which operate within the law are a supplement to the socialist economy, and 
the state will protect the rights and interests of the private sector. This 
means that no organization can interfere arbitrarily in the legal activities 
of private enterprises. Only the appropriate agencies can collect taxes and 
curtail their operations. Activity in the private sector is covered by such 
legal provisions as "Some Political Provisions of the State Council on 
Private Economic Units in Cities and Villages Unconnected with Agriculture," 
the "Additions to Some Political Provisions of the State Council on Private 
Economic Units in Cities and Villages Unconnected with Agriculture," and 
"Some Provisions Regarding Private Industry and Trade in Rural Areas." The 
operations of private enterprises are also covered by legal provisions common 
to all enterprises, such as the "Law on Economic Contracts," the "Verifica- 
tion Procedures for the Registration of Industrial and Trade Enterprises," 
the "Trademark Law," "Methods of Managing Market Trade in Urban and Rural 
Areas," and others. 

The compilers of the handbook note that there were many peasant farmers, 
craftsmen, and petty merchants in the private sector in the initial period 
after the establishment of the PRC.  During the first 5-year plan the state 
instituted socialist reforms in agriculture, cottage industry, and capitalist 
trade and industry.  The reforms were carried out too quickly, however, and 
this resulted in errors: Associations of craftsmen and petty merchants were 
too large, the private family plots of commune members were collectivized 
indiscriminately, enterprises unfit for economic operations were included in 
associations, and the economic operations of many enterprises were reduced 
or terminated.  This reduced the size of the service network and caused the 
quality of public services to decline. Later, under the influence of "leftist" 
errors, market trade in urban and rural areas was curtailed and the subsidiary 
farming sector was reduced more and more. The activities of the private 
sector, referred to scornfully as the "tail-end of capitalism," were restricted 
more and more. It was not until the third plenum of the 11th CCP Central 
Committee, when economic policy was liberalized, that the private sector 
underwent comparatively rapid development.  Even now, however, there are 
doubts and prejudices against the private sector as a result of the prolonged 
influence of "leftist" errors. 

The handbook says that socialist reforms in the Chinese economy also made 
radical changes in the private sector. 

During the initial period of the PRC's existence, the private sector was 
under state control but had numerous connections with the capitalist sector 
Now the private sector is a supplement to the economy based on public 
ownership. 
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The authors believe that the private sector should promote livelier economic 
activity, the organization of market trade, and the development of production. 
It is quite effective in satisfying consumer requests.  Private enterprises 
are operating in trade, public catering, minor repair, transport, construc- 
tion, and home remodeling services—wherever state and collective enterprises 
are inadequate or lacking.  Private owners can lease or contract part of the 
sphere of services, trade, repair and so forth which is the province of 
state and collective enterprises but is unprofitable for them. The private 
owner's methods of operation are flexible and his work hours are unrestricted. 
The number of trade, public catering, and service enterprises increased by 
7,895,000 between 1978 and 1984, and private enterprises accounted for 
7,103,000 of these, or 90 percent of all enterprises of this type.  The 
private sector increases employment (and in the cities several million people 
need to find jobs each year) and saves state funds.  Since the second plenum 
of the CCP Central Committee (in February 1978), 580,000 young people waiting 
for jobs" have engaged in independent economic activity in cities and villages. 
This has saved 100 million yuan in state job placement funds. Around 5 per- 
cent of the surplus labor in rural areas is employed in the private sector. 
The private sector increases state budget revenues.  From 1982 to 1984, for 
example, this sector paid 2.3 billion yuan in taxes to the state. 

The handbook stresses that today's private owners are "young people waiting 
for jobs" (they account for around 40 percent of all the private owners, and 
for more than half in some locations) (p 4).  These are people from rural 
areas with a labor surplus, retired individuals with administrative experi- 
ence, professional skills, and the ability to train apprentices, and people 
with a knowledge of traditional crafts and the ability to restore them. 

The funds needed to start economic activity, the handbook reports, can be 
obtained by the private owner in various ways: He can save money, borrow 
from others, or apply for bank credit.  Before a person can open a private 
enterprise, he must apply for a permit.  The application must first be 
approved by the neighborhood administration and then be submitted to the 
industrial and trade administration.  If the application is approved, the 
permit is issued.  In some cases permits from other agencies are required. 
For example, a public catering enterprise requires a permit from sanitary 
inspection agencies and a health certificate.  Besides this, the enterprise 
is registered by the industrial and trade administration. 

When private enterprises are being organized, the authors note, bank 
accounts can be opened.  Temporarily unused funds are deposited in the bank. 
Interest is paid on these accounts monthly, from 0.45 to 0.75 percent, depend- 
ing on the length of the deposit.  When money is needed, it can be withdrawn 
from the account without restriction.  Any private enterprise operating in 
accordance with state policy, observing the law, and having a permit for 
economic activity can apply to the bank for credit when it needs money for 
the development of production and the establishment of market contacts. 

Credit is extended for a term ranging from 6 months to a year.  For some 
enterprises it is extended for up to 3 years.  Applications for new loans to 
repay old ones are not permitted.  There is a penalty of 20 percent for late 
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payments. When necessary, defaults are investigated by the appropriate 
agencies in accordance with the law.  When credit is used in violation of 
state laws and policy, the creditor is empowered to demand repayment and 
charge a penalty.  When the private owner signs a credit agreement with the 
bank, the purpose of the loan, the terms of repayment, the amount of the 
loan, and the rate of interest are stipulated in the agreement.  Interest 
rates are set by the Bank of China. The current rate on all loans for the 
private sector is 0.72 percent.  The rate is increased by 50 percent if the 
credit is used for unauthorized purposes or if the limits of authorized 
activity are exceeded. 

After the private owner has received a permit for economic activity, he must 
submit an application to tax agencies and take care of some formalities. 
Tax agencies issue a "tax payment guide," which is an official document. 
Taxes must be paid in the place of registration.  If there is no document 
trom tax agencies, taxes are levied on a "temporary enterprise" at a higher 
rate.  For example, the tax on transactions is 3 percent for a trade or 
industrial enterprise with a document and 5-10 percent for a "temporary 
enterprise!' (p 42). 

The main taxes collected from private enterprises are the taxes on products 
and on economic activity and the income tax.  Taxes on products and on eco- 
nomic activity are set by the state for the specific goods and commercial 
transactions of various enterprises.  The first is from 3 to 50 percent and 
the second is from 3 to 10 percent (pp 68-74, 74-76). 

Enterprises with an operational volume below the minimum are exempt from the 
tax on economic activity.  If a private enterprise supplies state or collec- 

±llt.tTe?HSeS  Wlth 8°0dSj the la"er Wil1 pay the tax on these transactions 
instead of the private enterprise.  The income tax rate of the private enter- 
KrSL^ ?6t ,Z  the.Pe°Ple's government of the province or city.  In Guizhou, 
of uT£?]tn 1S a pro§ressive income tax-from 7 percent (for an income 
of under 180 yuan a year) to 50 percent (over 5,000 yuan a year) (p 67). 

The income tax is collected along with the tax on economic activity at a 
combined rate.  The economic activity tax rate (or product tax rate) is 
added_to the income tax rate.  The income tax is calculated by district or 
municipal agencies quarterly and collected monthly.  Some enterprises can be 

of TrnLlt^0^  eX?mPtions wherever this is necessary for the development 
of production (especially in agriculture).  There are penalties for tax 
violations, and criminal proceedings are instituted in some cases. 

The private enterprise can hire management and legal experts as consultants. 

tionrnVaVnter?riSe Sh°Uld Sign COntracts with the appropriate organiza- 
tions or other private enterprises on deliveries of goods or raw materials 
m the next year, and these should stipulate the name and type of commodity 
packing requirements, quantity, quality, technical features^ prices^nd ^ 
mode of transport. ' 

The resolution of problems in training and1 economic activity requires orga- 
nization.  It was for this reason, the handbook says, that the association of 
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self-employed individuals was established. It was established on a voluntary 
basis and is under party and state control.  It is supervised by the boards 
of industrial and trade administrations on various levels. The association 
assists in the activity of the private sector and protects the legal rights 
and interests of private owners. The guiding principle here is self-management. 
Any private owner engaging in economic activity with a permit from the indus- 
trial and trade administration, apprentices, and assistants can become members 
of the association.  The association's functions include propaganda of the 
party line, socialist and patriotic indoctrination, the dissemination of pro- 
duction and managerial experience, occupational training, the distribution of 
information, the protection of the legal interests of members, and the 
organization of mutual assistance and insurance. The association's adminis- 
trators can include several government officials to assist in the fuller 
satisfaction of the needs of association members (for deliveries of raw 
materials, fuel, capital, etc.) and help them surmount difficulties in their 
economic operations. 

The handbook also contains information about the organization of the private 
enterprise, taxation, the banking system, insurance, and economic legislation, 
tells how to draw up an economic contract, obtain a trademark, post an ad, 
organize commercial shipments, keep efficient accounts, arrange for the proper 
storage of goods, buy commodities, and fill out various forms, and defines 
economic terms. 

FOOTNOTES 

1. RENMIN RIBAO, 23 February 1986. 

2. "Zhongguo tongji nianjian," Beijing, 1985, p 306. 

3. Ibid., p 487. 

4. Ibid. 

COPYRIGHT:  "Problemy Dalnego Vostoka", 1987 

8588 
CSO:  1805/5 
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BOOK ON CHINA'S SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT, REVOLUTIONARY MOVEMENT 

Moscow FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS in English No 3, 1987 pp 165-168 

[Review by M.F. Yuryev, doctor of historical sciences and professor, of book 
"Iz istorii ideynoy borby v kitayskom revolyutsionnom dvizhenii 20-40-kh 
godov" [From the History of the Ideological Struggle in the Chinese Revolu- 
tionary Movement of the 1920's-1940's] by A.V. Pantsov, Moscow, Glavnaya 
redaktsiya vostochnoy literatury izdatelstva Nauka, 1985, 116 pages] 

The development of the revolutionary pro- 
cess in China is a major contemporary his- 
torical problem. Study of the deep, primarily 

social   sources   of   ideological   and   political 
contradictions   within   various   detachments 
of   Chinese   revolutionary   forces   from   the 
1920s  to   1940s   gives  better  understanding 
of the situation in modern China. In recent 
years Marxist historiography has delved into 
various problems facing the Chinese revolu- 
tionary movement.  Yet the questions raised 
in the monograph under review have so far 
not been sufficiently studied. 

The book examines the influence of China's 
pre-revolutionary social milieu on the main 
force of China's revolution—the CPC. From 
this  angle  the  author  examines  all  aspects 
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of the party's organisational, ideological and 
political life over a long period of time— 
from the appearance of the first communist 
circles to the CPCs assumption of power. 
The study is comprehensive in scope, and 
its general approach to the subject can be 
described as historico-sociological. 

A. Pantsov did a good job by digging up 
and studying authentic facts and materials. 
It can be confidently stated that he did not 
miss any major document either of the Com- 
munist International on the Eastern and 
Chinese questions or of the CPC. The author 
studied the works of CPC leaders of diffe- 
rent periods—Wang Ming, Liu Shaoqi, Mao 
Zedong, Peng Dehuai, Peng Zhen, Qu Qiubo 
and Zhou Enlai. Critically analysed are me- 
moirs of the participants and witnesses of 
the events. Many documents and materials 
have been brought to the attention of scho- 
lars for the first time. 

The structure of the monograph provides 
a logical layout of a great volume of ma- 
terials used by the author. 

In Chapter I, by way of introduction, 
A. Pantsov dwells on the peculiarity of 
China's social structure in the 1920s-1940s. 
He does not simply repeat the known points 
regarding the patriarchal precapitalist na- 
ture of Chinese society but uses them as 
basic facts to characterise the main economic 
interests and social moods of various public 
forces that made the grassroots of the CPC 
and exerted mighty influence on all aspects 
of its life. Such an approach by the author 
is well justified because in conditions of an 
underdeveloped transitional structure of pre- 
revolutionary Chinese society, as shown by 
its multi-layered composition and the slow- 
ness of the emergence of modern classes, the 
thin layer of the Chinese proletariat was 
unable to subdue to its interests the sundry, 
in A. Pantsov's words, "social instincts" of 
the mass of population that was drawn into 
the revolutionary struggle. Over the whole 
period of the national-democratic (primarily 
national liberation) revolution the non-pro- 
letarian social interests and moods exerted 
substantial influence on the CPC. 

The author convincingly demonstrates in 
what -way the ideological and political 
planks of many leading figures of the CPC, 
as well as the political behaviour of the 
rank-and-file. reflected the social psychology 
of the lumpen-proletariat, pauper, patriar- 
chal-peasant, and petty-bourgeois layers of 
the population. He also gives considerable 
thought to analysing the influence on Chine- 

se revolutionaries of proletarian interests 
and sentiments, justly noting that the latter 
were formed under the impact of a number 
of factors both accelerating and slowing 
down the emergence of class consciousness 
among factory workers (pp. 23-24). Research 
in this sphere helps better perceive the major 
directions of ideological and political de- 
velopment of the CPC during its struggle 
for the national and social liberation of the 
people, as well as at present. 

Singling out different types of economic 
interests and  social  moods  among  diverse 
groups of the Chinese population, the author, 
at  the  same  time,   justly  points  out  their 
"relative amorphousness" (pp. 24, 25). Deep 
socio-economic and political factors, such as 
general  instability of China's economy, the 
dissolution of old and incomplete formation 
of new social  strata, the appalling poverty 
and  constant  threat  of  famine  among  the 
majority   of   the   population,   economic   and 
political  isolation of regions, endless wars, 
the general national character of the revolu- 
tionary  movement—all   this  hampered   "the 
clear delineation ... of social sentiments, of- 
ten    slurring    serious    differences   between 
them"   (p. 25). The point is well taken. It 
makes clear the problem of eclecticism in the 
views of a number of revolutionary figures 
in China. The diffusion of social feelings of 
popular masses, naturally, also told on the 
CPCs   infighting,   and   brought   about   fre- 
quent   compromises   between    adherents   to 
different views. 

Of special interest is Chapter II dealing 
with the least explored problems of orga- 
nisational construction of the vanguard of 
the revolutionary forces and the study of 
the forms and extent of influence by the 
social environment on this construction. Based 
on analysis of a multitude of documents, 
this part' of the book largely fills in the gap 
that existed until now in Soviet Sinology, 
as the problems of development of the Com- 
munist Party's organisational structure in 
the 1920-1940s were explored insufficiently. 
Having studied in detail the dynamics of the 
Party's numerical and social composition, 
the author shows that even in conditions of 
an industrially backward country the prole- 
tariat was able—and it is confirmed by the 
experience of the first years of the CPCs 
existence—to provide a large number of 
fighters for the liberation cf the Chinese 
people. The author sees the main reasons 
for change in the social make-up of the CPC 
primarily in  objective factors—the difficulty 
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in developing the urban working-class move- 
ment during tue 1930s and 1940s, the pe- 
culiarities of the practical struggle of Chi- 
nese Communists operating from the late 
1920s mainly in the countryside as well as, 
to a certain extent, the erroneous policies 
of some CPC leaders in the organisational 
sphere. These conclusions seem to be well 
substantiated and convincing, refuting once 
again bourgeois anti-communist allegations 
that in the 1920s-1940s China had no objec- 
tive social ground for the existence of the 
CPC, that the latter was nothing but an 
artificial creation of external forces. 

Close   attention   should   be   paid   to   the 
author's analysis of the problem of ideologi- 
cal, educational and organisational work in 
the   Communist   Party.   The   immaturity  of 
the   revolutionary   movement   in   a   socially 
and   economically   underdeveloped    country 
with  age-long.traditions of absolutism  led 
already in the initial period of development 
of the CPC, to various violations by some 
leaders cf the principles of democratic cen- 
tralism   and   of   ideological   and   theoretical 
education   cf  Party  members.   These   viola- 
tions were especially manifest in the activi- 
ties   of   Ren   Zhuoxuan    (alias   Rafail,   Ye 
Qing),   an   active   CPC   functionary   of   the 
1920s who later became known as a* "theore- 
tician" of Chinese Trotskyism. The theoreti- 
cal ideas of Ren Zhuoxuan and his followers, 
as well as their practical policy which came 
1) be known in CPC history as "Rafailism", 
are subjected in the monograph to thorough 
examination. For the first time in Soviet Si- 
nology  the  social  and   ideological   roots  of 
"Rafailism" have  been  laid  bare.  The  book 
makes   very   interesting,    fresh    and    novel 
comparisons between the views of the first 
supporters   of   communism   in   China   and 
those of Bakunists, Nechayevites and suppor- 
ters of Rabocheye Delo  in  Russia   (pp.  53. 

The author subjects to convincing criticism 
the position of supporters of the nationalistic 
tendency in questions of ideological and 
theoretical education and party construction 
'luring the 1920s and 1940s. 

Providing a wide historical backdrop, the 
book shows thai as the CPC could not or- 
sranise a broad enough Marxist education 
during the 1920s-1940s for its members (al- 
though on the whole the Party attached 
considerable importance to educational 
*ork), of great significance in this respect 
*as- the international assistance given to 
the CPC by the Comintern, the Soviet Com- 

munist Party and the Soviet State. It was 
the Comintern that organised in the Soviet 
Union a network of international educational 
establishments in many of which Chinese 
revolutionaries were engaged in intensive 
studies. The monograph devotes many pages 
to the methods, forms and effectiveness of 
these studies. It was the allround assistance 
by the Communist International, the Soviet 
Communist Party and the Soviet State in 
the education of Chinese Marxists, points 
out the author, that "to a great measure- 
stimulated "the formation of a Marxist-Le- 
ninist trend within the CPC" (p. 56). 

At the same time, the changes in the social 
make-up of the CPC during the late 1920s- 
1940s substantially compounded and expand- 
ed  the  problems connected  with organisa- 
tion of effective ideological and educational 
work, aggravated the organisational aspects. 
In these conditions two interconnected ten- 
dencies—centralism, and decentralism or free 
group^ activity, both of which had roots in 
China's     pre-revolutionary     socio-economic 
backwardness-were      becoming      stronger 
within the party. As a result, notwithstanding 
the   great   assistance from the Comintern and 
the   Soviet   Communist   Party   (Bolsheviks) 
aimed  at  instilling Bolshevik norms in the 
CPC and  turning  it  into one of the most 
powerful   detachments   of   the   world   com- 
munist movement,  the CPC  in  those years 
acquired, in the words of the author, some 
features  of  a   traditional  eastern  organisa- 
tion characterised by a peasant-pauper com- 
position,   strong   group   and   parochial   ties 
based on the principle of absolute authority 
of the central leadership  (p. 63). Of course 
the diverse links of the Party with the mas- 
ses, especially peasants, remained sufficiently 
strong; the CPC maintained its fighting ca- 
pacity, remaining the vanguard cf the Chi- 
nese  revolutionary movement.  However,  the 
complexity   and   contradictions  of   its  orga- 
nisational   development   opened   possibilities 
for various non-Marxist  trends within it to 
strengthen  their positions.  It stands to rea- 
son, therefore, that  without  assistance from 
the   international   communist   movement   the 
Communist   Party  cf China  could  not  have 
been   able  to  consolidate  its victory  in  the 
1949  revolution  and  build  the  basis of  so- 
cialism. 

Of no less inierest is Chapter III of the 
monograph whose rich material shows how 
hard and mixed was the process of disse- 
mination and assimilation of Marxist-Leni- 
nist ideas in China. A.  Pantsov  thoroughly 
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examines the factors that helped and hampe- 
red that process, taking note of the fact that 
the revolutionary movement in China was 
influenced bv sundry non-Marxist ideologi- 
cal trends-Trotskyism, M. N. *oy's leftist- 
adventurist views, anarchism, etc. He also 
note« that at grassroot level many suppor- 
ters of communism in China felt the impact 
of traditional-Confucian and other-views, 
ethics, etc. A. Pantsov points out that the 
process of national consolidation started in 
semi-colonial China spurred a tremendous 
growth of nationalistic feelings which 
"swept" the intelligentsia, and had a nega- 
tive effect on the "maturing of class senti- 
ments of other strata of Chinese society 
that began to manifest political activity, 
notably the proletariat and the peasantry 
(p. 88) and, consequently, on the world 
outlook of some CPC leaders. 

The author deserves credit for his analy- 
sis of Chinese translations of documents of 
the 2nd Congress of the Comintern on na- 
tional and colonial questions. Comparing 
these translations with the originals, with 
versions of "The Theses on the National and 
Colonial Questions" and "Additional Theses" 
in Russian, English, German and French, 
A Pantsov shows concrete deviations of the 
Chinese texts from the originals. By this 
method he substantiates an important point 
that the process of disseminating Leninist 
ideas in China proceeded in a most contra- 
dictory way. 

From his analysis the author draws a 
number of conclusions. The contradictions 
in the development of the CPC, due to the 
impact of the social milieu, helped bring 
about a specific situation in the Party. There 
existed objective conditions in it for the 
emergence of trends different in their class, 
ideological and political complexions, but, 
at  the   same  time,   the   participants  in   the 

communist movement and their fellow-travel- 
lers were not always able to part company 
for good. All this created a situation whe- 
rein, as A. Pantsov notes, disagreements that 
lacked sufficient substance for ideological 
and political systematisation existed mainly 
as tendencies, coming to the fore during 
specifically acute political, social and ideolo- 
gical crises in the country (pp. 89-90). In 
this connection the international assistance 
given to the cause of revolution by the Party 
of Lenin, the USSR and the Comintern was 
of special significance. 

Some points in the work, however, need, 
in   this   reviewer's   opinion,   more   extensive 
substantiation  and writing up. More  atten- 
tion should have been devoted to the prob- 
lem of semi-colonial Chinese society as so- 
cio-economic   ground   for  widespread   natio- 
nalistic feelings, especially in a politically ac- 
tive   environment.   The   work   would   have 
benefited from a more thorough analysis of 
the influence of the long armed struggle on 
the CPC and the world outlook of its mem- 
bers.   The   author   gives   a   rather  cursory 
description of the CPC situation during the 
civil war of 1946-1949, although this period 
provides  a  lot of valuable material  to ex- 
plore the problem  of  the "clash"  of  social 
moods and interests of the peasants, first of 
all the paupers of the village that fed the 
ideology  of  some  responsible  CPC  figures, 
with the  social  sentiments and interests of 
the industrial proletariat. 

These remarks notwithstanding, the mono- 
graph is on the whole of great scientific 
significance. A. Pantsov's conception enriches 
our perceptions of the ways and peculiarities 
of the revolutionary movement in socially 
and   economically   underdeveloped   countries. 

Pro«. M. F. YURYEV, 

Dr. Sc. (Hist.) 

COPYRIGHT:  Translation into English, Progress Publishers, 1987 

CSO:  1812/242-E 
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BOOK ON CHINESE PEASANTRY IN LATE 19TH-EARLY 20TH CENTURIES 

Moscow PROBLEMY DALNEGO VOSTOKA in Russian No 2, Mar-Apr 87 (signed to press 
5 Mar 87) pp 206-209 

[Review by A.S. Kostyayeva, candidate of historical sciences, of book 
Derevnya i krestyanstvo v sotsialno-politicheskoy sisteme Kitaya (vtoraya 

polovina XIX-nachalo XX v.)" [The Countryside and the Peasantry in China's 
Sociopolitical System (Second Half of the 19th Century and the Beginning of 
the 20th)] by N.I. Tyapkina, Nauka, Glavnaya redaktsiya vostochnoy 
literatury, Moscow, 1984, 223 pages] 

[Text]  In recent years there has been an increasingly perceptible tendency 
xn Soviet Sinology to concentrate less on the description of various phenom- 
ena than on an analysis of.their causes and the nature of their functioning 
Chinese history is being examined more and more from the standpoint of the 
combined effect of many factors—economic, sociopolitical, ideological 
cultural, and sociopsychological. 

The need for precisely this kind of comprehensive approach to the analysis 
of the living fabric of history is not only realized by today's researchers 
but is also serving as a guiding principle.  In this context, N.I. Tyapkina's 
recently published monograph, "Derevnya i krestyanstvo v sotsialno- 
politicheskoy sisteme Kitaya (vtoraya polovina XIX-nachalo XX veka)," is of 
considerable interest.  In this work the countryside and the peasantry are 
portrayed as an element of the unified sociopolitical and economic structure 
of post-Qmg China, an element which changed, and this is extremely important, 
under the influence of changes in other elements and the system as a whole. 

Using this approach, the author has been able to portray the Chinese peasant's 
place m the complex of diverse relationships on the level of the state and 
the level of the rural community. 

This study by N.I. Tyapkina is directly connected with the studies of mass 
peasant movements during the period in question and in subsequent decades, 
right up to 1949.  Although the book deals with the broader range of issues 
connected with China's social structure on the eve of the Xinhai revolution, 
we are primarily interested in an understanding and explanation of the dis-' 
tmctive features of the peasant movements. 
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Soviet historians have already done much in this field °f research. The 
<- „TviT,-i«n .<? that at the dawn of the modern age, the Chinese 

PeSnU -"less closed to the excitation •«J«-^.»»*.^ 
„~, t-Cor, t-n t-hp arbitrary actions of the administrative structure v.tue 

°"S„ " ndVtortion^t^haviot of Sovern.ent functionaries): it *ae no 

^0™n«^Q for land and did not initiate agrarian changes.  The mam causes or 
^feature or the peasant .nove-ents have heen discussed in general ter-s 

in historical literature. 

Th* nrlnrioal cause in the opinion of researchers, was the main contradic- 
f4P n hfLrrn and contemporary Chinese rural community  Th s contradic- 
tion was part of the system of the peasant's relations with the state, and 
n  with landowners.* "it was this system that ^™^ ^^S™^ 
rlpvastation in the post-Qing era and became "unfit, a condition retieccea in 
'^unprecedented rise of taxes on the eve of the Xinhai revolution and in the 
destruction of traditional regulators of tax exploitation. 

This work by N.I. Tyapkina contains a detailed analysis of the "peasant-state" 
system and in all of its dynamism rather than in static terms.  The author 
descries the beginnings of the process of its transformation as J result of 
dynastic and structural crises. All of this helps to reveal the deep-seated, 
Sely inherent causes of the mainstream of social discontent and spontane- 

ous protests by the peasantry. 

For this reason, the author's detailed discussion of the main social and 
political institutions of the Qing-empire is extremely important and neces- 
sary  The author quite accurately, in our opinion, proceeds from the assump- 
tion 'that the sociopolitical organization of the Chinese rural community was 
an integral part of the Chinese class-bureaucratic structure explains how 
the state managed the country from the top to the bottom, and refutes the 
fairly common opinion in world literature with regard to the so-called 
autonomy of the rural community, its "independence" of the central authori- 
ties and its self-administration.  A detailed description of the workings of 
tne fiscal ("liSia"), police ("baojia"), and social ("she," "xiang") systems 
of control proves that the power of central authorities did not "come to an 
end" at the district level, but did extend to the rural community. 

The Chinese peasant was part of a system of diverse relationships, primarily 
with the state.  These relationships had varying effects on his economic, 

social, and political status. 

N.I. Tyapkina begins with a discussion of the peasant's place in the class 
system or Qing China. We must agree with the author's views on the class 
bureacratic nature of the traditional Chinese society, on the class system as 
a structure-forming element of the social organization of this society (p 33), 
which effectively secured the political and socioeconomic «terests £ the 
dominant class (p 54), and on the role of class membership in the individual s 

life. 

We will not question the validity of N.I. ^P^^^8«1^!^*!^^8 

system as a whole and of individual classes and subclasses. We will simply 
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say that the author rejects, without any serious grounds, the traditional 
division of the population of the Chinese empire into four categories ("shi," 
nong," "shang," and "gong") and proposes her own system of five classes: 
aristocracy," "nobility," "shenshi," "common people," and "lower class" 

(P 50). The criteria for this kind of division do not seem clear to us. On 
the one hand, N.I. Tyapkina regards the degree of privilege in society as the 
mam principle of the class system (three privileged and two underprivileged 
classes), as well as the individual's legal status in the hierarchical system. 
Furthermore, she notes the absence of strict class barriers and the institu- 
tion of inherited class membership.  On the other hand, she underscores the 
importance of the professional principle in the class system, but the cate- 
gorization of farmers, "nong," and merchants, "shang," as common people would 
seem to refute this thesis, especially since the occupation of farming was 
always considered to be "higher" than the occupation of merchant in China. 
The categorization of "nobles" and "aristocrats" as separate classes also 
seems dubious, because they are more likely to be subclasses. In general, 
it seems to us that the question of the class structure is still open. 

We are primarily interested in the description of the class to which the 
Chinese peasantry belonged. The author calls it either the middle class 
tthis term, reflecting early bourgeois relations, is too Western) (p 38) or 
the common people (p 50). Sometimes the author also uses the traditional 
Chxnese term "nong" (farmers). 

Sf^
C^rl!tiCS °f S±S class"the la<* of privilege and the presence of 

™™ T strata, mcludmg antagonistic ones (tenant farmers and some land- 
owners), within the class-had certain implications.  Above all, and this is 
demonstrated well in the work, the peasant's social status, in spite of the 
complexity of the class and intraclass hierarchy, made him completely 
dependent on the state and gave him little protection against the arbitrary 
behavior of bureaucrats, which meant that much of the peasant's product was 
confiscated.  In addition, the fact that some landowners belonged to the 
same class as peasants eliminated some of the social distinctions between 
landowners and tenant farmers (p 40), and the status of the latter gave them 
some legal protection against arbitrary actions by landowners (p 43). Under 
rest!! "r

1
cun;tance8. the state had to pass special laws to protect the inte- 

lith r      landowners» Slvln§ th*m advantages in the negotiation of agreements 

defaulters" etc?"8' ""^ ^ ^^ °f "*" ±n  ful1 by Penalizing 

warLsron^S^1"^3' ±t: Seef t0 US' eXplain Why the Chinese Peasantry was less opposed to the owner of the land than to the bureaucratic state. 

Another feature of the state's administration of the rural community was 
also important.  The Chinese peasant's inclusion in the sysLH? eLZic 

?£X;1Cv ',  3nd S°Clal C°ntr01 haS already been mentioned.  This system as 
"baoiif" "S-r*^ Wr di/^^«  by its many different branches- 
tr°lt'   ■  \ 3     '  , 6j  3nd xlanyue." Unfortunately, the author concen- 
trates mainly on a detailed description of each element and says little about 
their interaction, interdependence, and hierarchy.  It is a fact that the 
features of the entire system of rural administration are more important for 
an understanding of the peasantry's motives. important for 
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One of these features consisted in fiscal procedures: The central government 
regulated only the revenues earmarked directly for the treasury. Most of the 
taxes collected stayed in the community and a large part of this sum was, used 
to maintain the local bureaucracy. This gave rise to various "authorized and 
"unauthorized" abuses in the distribution of the tax burden especially in the 
form of additional collections from the rural population and directly xn the 
levying of taxes.  The Chinese peasant, with his low social status, was vir- 

tually powerless to object to these practices. 

Another feature of rural administration, as the author demonstrates, was the 
presence of two subsystems-state control and the economic-organizational, 
mediating functions of non-military shenshi and other rural leaders. It is 
interesting that members of the rural ruling elite were part of both systems. 
Agents of state control, on the one hand, represented the central government 
locally, even if they were not bureaucrats, and, on the other, were repre- 
sentatives of the rural population because they were either appointed or 
elected from among the leaders of rural communities. Along with the shenshi 
they represented something like a buffer between government officials and the 
population and performed the functions of social control in relations with 
central authorities. To some extent, this was the rural community s own 
government, the "just" and "honest" representatives of which could make use 
of their higher status to protect the rural population from the arbitrary 
actions of urban bureaucrats.  Besides this, the non-military shenshi engaged 
in economic-organizational, educational and other social activities on the 
local level and headed clans—in short, they were recognized leaders of the 

community. 

This also reduced conflicts between tenant farmers and landowners and between 
common peasants and the rural elite by moving them into the "background. 
Along with the shenshi and the leaders of rural communities, the peasants^ 
were able to resist the pressure exerted by the machinery of state, especially 
economic pressure (various collections and additional taxes which were insti- 
tuted by local authorities but were not recorded in legislation). In our 
opinion, this was another factor determining the main thrust of the peasant 

movements. 

For a long time Soviet historians did not pay enough attention to the role of 
communal and clan ties in the life of the Chinese peasant.  There was the 
opinion that there were no longer any communes in China at that time.  N.I. 
Tyapkina has performed an indisputable service by stating the existence of 
intracommunity (or intracommune, as the author calls them) cooperatives, dis- 
cussing the importance of ties of kinship, and thoroughly analyzing their 
structure and their workings.  The information in the book about the economic 
and social functions of the rural communes and clans indicates the reasons for 
the preservation of the latter and attests to the definite interest of the 
rural population, including peasants, in these institutions.  Unfortunately, 
the author does not discuss certain matters we feel are important, such as the 
correlation and hierarchy of communal and clan functions:  the functions that 
were the prerogative of only the commune, those that were the exclusive func- 
tions of the clan, and those that were performed by both.  Judging by the 
information in the book, many functions were performed by both—for example, 
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the organization of schools, arbitration, harvest protection, etc.  This 
gives rise to a question which is not answered in the book: What was more 
important to the peasant in his daily life and during extraordinary periods 
(bad harvests, droughts, rebellions, etc.)—his membership in the rural com- 
munity or in the clan? 

The author's description of cooperation within the commune and the clan is 
far from idealized.  She reveals the rigid social and economic hierarchy in 
the structure of these organizations, which allowed the rural elite and the 
leaders of elans to exploit, commune members and relatives mercilessly. 
Besides this, clan ties, the author stresses, also influenced the nature of 
land ownership. Through various restrictions and regulations (the preferen- 
tial right of family members to buy land, the order of inheritance etc ) 
the owner of the land was partially "bound" by these ties, and this, according 
to N.I. Tyapkma, tended to stabilize land ownership and immobilize the rural 
population (p 62). 

This might be why the author says too little about the role of the clan how- 
ever negligible and even illusory it might have been, in the social protection 
of the rural population against the arbitrary actions of authorities and the 
mercenary behavior of bureaucrats.  This role, it seems to us, was more likely 
to have a psychological effect on the peasants than to produce tangible 
results.  The disenfranchised Chinese peasant felt that he was a member of a 
specific group that could help him in times of difficulty and protect him. 
By virtue of the traditional Confucian standards'of morality and behavior, he 
(TlL^Tnl  £    "^nse of justice" and family feelings of the landowner 
(a member of the same clan) and expect some indulgence. 

This is one of the reasons why peasants tried to preserve patriarchal rela- 
tions and to restore severed traditional bonds at times of sociopolitical 
crisis and instability, and this was reflected in the demands of the peasant 
movements of the first quarter of the 20th century. peasant 

or ftTri1-'  ^ reVealin8 the main features of the sociopolitical organization 
N I T^nSrY?UntryS^de' femmlng fr°m the SOcial structure of Qing China, 
ana til ltTP t nT*      * *?*  md PlaCG °f the Chlnese Peasant in th" "deiy and the state and his actual status, which does much to explain his behavior 
during periods of the exacerbation of socioeconomic and political conflicts. 

FOOTNOTES 

lm    Hll;^1.-6'»!' "T1!eo
Nature °f Social Conflicts in Contemporary Chinese 

I1 ° y'  ln Second Scientific Conference on Contemporary Chinese History. 
Report Theses," Moscow, 1977, pp 122, 123. 

2'  ofS;hff
UZin; "°n t^.R°le °f State TaX6S and Rents in the Exploitation 

of the Peasantry m China in the 19th and 20th Centuries," in "Eleventh 
Scientific Conference on 'The Society and the State in China.'  Reports 
and Theses," pt III, Moscow, 1980, pp 91, 95-96. 
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BOOK ON LANDMARKS IN PRESENT-DAY JAPANESE POLITICS REVIEWED 

Moscow FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS in English No 3, 1987 pp 169-171 

The   last  two  or   three   years  have   seen 
quite   a   number  of  works  brought  out  in 
Japan, in which attempts were made to sum 
up the results of the country's postwar de- 
velopment,   single   out   its   landmarks   and 
define tendencies for the future. This is not 
fortuitous   as   Japanese   society's   evolution 
has apparently entered a new stage due to 
the current level .of scientific and technologi- 
cal  revolution,  making   substantial  changes 
in the country's socio-economic life. Another 
reason why such works continue appearing 
is the policy of "summing up finally the re- 
sults   of   postwar   politics",   declared   and 
much  publicised by the Yasuhiro  Nakasone 
government after it took power late in 1982. 

The joint work by Japanese political scien- 
tists under review is an attempt to give an 
allround picture of Japan's present-day home 
and foreign policies. The book is in the form 
of a reader. 

According to the authors, their aim is to 
offer "material to all interested people to 
reappraise Japanese politics" in the postwar 
period and "offer a picture of the develop- 
ment of research and discussions" on major 
issues of Japan's current politics (p. 11). 

The   first   section   called   "Japan   in   the 
System    of    International    Relations"    (by 
E   Shindo, Assistant  Professor of  Tsukuba 
University) considers the history of Japane- 
se diplomacy in the period between the coun- 
lrVs defeat in World War II and the early 
1980s   In   the   author's  opinion,  the   period 
was marked  by  purposeful   activities  aimed 
at ensuring Japan its "proper" place in the 
world.  Shindo  describes the  postwar  settle- 
ment    of    Japan's    international    situation, 
Japanese-Soviet   and   Japanese-Chinese   rela- 
tions   and the complex of relations between 
Japan   and   the   United   States,   as   the   key 
problems of that period. 

The main part of the book deals, however, 
with home policy issue delt with in the next 
three sections in which the authors consider 
Japan's   postwar   home   policies.    Professor 
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Yamaguchi of the Osaka Municipal Univer- 
sity singles out such milestones in those po- 
licies as the reforms carried out in the pe- 
riod of the country's occupation by the US 
(1945-1951), the development and transfor- 
mation of the "1955 system" (in 1955 se- 
veral conservative parties and organisations 
merged to establish the ruling Liberal De- 
mocratic Party—A. M.), and the period of 
the "accelerated rates of economic growth", 
which continued since the late 1950s till the 
early 1970s. 

Yamaguchi examines the radical transfor- 
mation   of   the   Japanese   "ruling   elite's" 
structure, which took place along with broad 
transformations   in   the   political,   economic, 
social, cultural and other spheres. The esta- 
blishment  of  the  principles  of  "justice"   in 
the state government  system, the emperor's 
denial of real power  (the establishment of 
the so-called "symbolic monarchy"), the re- 
moval of the military and the old aristocra- 
cy from power, and the disbandment of the 
zaibatsu military concerns radically changed 
the country's political life (pp. 63-64). At the 
same time, Yamaguchi emphasises that, des- 
pite   substantial   personal   changes   in   the 
country's leadership, part of it, namely, the 
governmental   bureaucracy   (except   bureauc- 
rats   of   military   departments   and   the   Mi- 
nistry of Internal Affairs liquidated after the 
war),   remained    practically    intact   in   the 
postwar purges  (p.  71).  This applies above 
all    to    the "economic    bureaucracy", which 
not only retained its position but also con- 
solidated it. 

The  authors  offer  an   interesting  analysis 
of the intra-party structure of the ruling Li- 
beral Democratic Party of Japan  (LDP), in 
power since late 1955. Analysing the LDP's 
factional  system, they stick to the concept 
widely  popular  in  Japan  and   abroad,  that 
the ruling party's factions are formed on the 
"clientele" principle rather than an ideologi- 
cal one, as is the case in the Socialist Party 
of Japan. The "clientele" principle presuppo- 
ses the existence of strong personal "patron- 
vassal"  ties  inside  the   factions,   which   are 
closely united due to the joint participation 
in the distribution, by seniority, of posts in 
the party and government leadership, and of 
subsidies bv the business quarters  (pp.  103- 
108).' 

Considering the postwar evolution of 
Japan's party system as a whole and its 
main direction, Yamaguchi sticks to the con- 
cept of the transition from the "one-and-a- 
half" system to the "one strong, four weak" 
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system. The point at issue is the appearance 
in the early 1980s of a tendency towards 
the LDP's domination over the parliamen- 
tary opposition. The tendency contrasted 
with the situation that had existed before 
the late 1970s when there was nearly full 
balance of power between the Conservatives 
and the opposition and when the LDP's 
main political opponent was the Socialist 
Party of Japan, which could not, however, 
displace the Liberal Democrats all by itself 
(pp. 117-124). 

The authors conduct their research on the 
basis of concepts, much popular in the West, 
of   D.  Easton,   a   prominent   US   political 
scientist and one of the authors of the so- 
called systems analysis school. Setting forth 
the concepts, the authors concentrate on the 
fact that, according to Easton, the political 
process is characterised by interaction  bet- 
ween the political system  (its main structu- 
ral  elements being the "political  communi- 
ty", "political regime", and finally "govern- 
ment" or "power")  and the environment in 
the "entrance—exit" form  (p. 59). The for- 
mer is carried out by making "demands" of 
.the political system or "supporting" it, while 
the  latter is carried  out  through  adopting 
authoritative     decisions.     "Entrance—exit" 
ties take  place  also  during  communication 
between the political system's structural ele- 
ments (p. 61). 

The Easton theory's special features in- 
clude the explanation of political phenomena 
on the basis of a formal and largely mecha- 
nistic interpretation of the directive distribu- 
tion of values, rather than by socially and 
economically stipulated interests and goals 
of specific social groups taking part in the 
real political process. The strongly pronoun- 
ced anti-historism is manifest in the works 
under review, too. The phenomena described 
in them are devoid of any class nature. 

Muramatsu cites numerous, above all US 
concepts of the role of Parliament, the LDP, 
and the government bureaucracy in the coun- 
try's political life (pp. 180-209). He combines 
them into the theory of "the merging of 
two major elite groups", the top echelon of 
the ruling party and highly placed bureauc- 
racy, which dominate the political process 
(P '211). 

In our view, the chapter called "Groups of 
Interest" (pp. 212-233), considering the ori- 
gin of Japanese "pressure groups" in the 
postwar period—employers' agrarian orga- 

nisations,   workers'   unions,   various   profes- 

sional  organisations,  etc.—is especially  to- 
pical. 

Unlike the lobbyism system active in the 
West. Japanese "pressure groups" are for- 
med mostly of people living in one and the 
same area or working at one enterprise, ra- 
ther than of any people wishing to partici- 
pate in them but working in different sphe- 
res. In this connection Muramatsu describes 
lobbyist organisations "Japanese style" as 
"outdated" and "underdeveloped". As a rule, 
Japanese political parties have no reliable 
sources of funds of their own. This is why 
the "pressure groups" play a very important 
role in subsidising political activities in 
Japan (above all this applies to Japan's rul- 
ing party—A. M.). 

Members of the Japanese parliament, just 
as British MPs, perform the role of agents 
representing lobby interests in the country's 
highest legislative body. At the same time, 
activities of the "pressure groups" are aimed 
largely at the government bureaucratic ap- 
paratus, rather than Parliament, as the latter 
plays a minor role in the real political pro- 
cess (p. 215). 

The last thesis is expressed in a conden- 
sed form in a table (p. 218) which sums 
up the analysis. The table shows that em- 
ployers' organisations, the most influential 
"pressure groups", prefer t:> influence the 
executive power apparatus, whereas workers' 
organisations lobby political parties (the So- 
cialist Party of Japan and the Democratic 
Socialist Party, a right-wing reformist and 
social democratic organisation—A. M.). 

One can by no means agree with the esti- 
mation of the opposition's role in Japan's 
postwar political life given in the book. Ac- 
cording to it, the opposition only carries out 
the so-called "ideological process" countering 
the political process proper. The former is 
ascribed to the Socialist and Communist 
Parties, left-wing trade unions such as the 
All-Japan Teachers' Union, while the latter 
is ascribed to the conservative LDP, the go- 
vernmental bureaucracy, and employers' and 
agrarian organisations (p. 174). The authors 
claim that the LDP's long undivided rule 
in Japan has resulted in a political regime 
which practically allows no outsiders. The 
opposition can only "exert indirect influence 
on it by criticising the system of values un- 
derlying the policy-making process" (p. 175). 

This playing down of the role of opposi- 
tion forces which allegedly "have no possibi- 
lity of exerting direct influence on policy- 
making",  is  a  perfectly  clear  distortion  of 
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contemporary realities in Japan. The opposi- 
tion s activity in Parliament and beyond it" 
the large scope of the working-class, demo- 
cratic, anti-war and anti-nuclear movements 
which prevent monopolies' undivided swav 
an<rmake the country's ruling circles to con- 
stantly fall back on the tactics of social 
manoeuvring, are a major factor in the 
country's . political development. Japan's 
postwar history has shown that the opposi- 
tion's parliamentary activity, including the 
open obstruction of governmental programs 
and public pressure, at times have consider- 
able influence on the law-making process 
in the country. 

The growth of the role of the opposition 
political parties which resulted in a highly 
unstable LDP majority in Parliament in the 
1970s, often thwarted plans of the more 
reactionary conservatives for an anti-demo- 
cratic revision of the country's Constitution 
Active protests by the democratic public at 
large als3 blocked plans of the ruling top 
echelons to pass other reactionary bills Spe- 
cifically, the LDP leadership has to this day 
been unable to pass a reactionary draft 
"emergency law", nurtured by it since the 
late 1970s. In the mid-1980s, the opposition 

foiled attempt.,  tu secure parliamentary ap- 
proval  of   ihr   transparently  anti-democratic 
draft   "la*   on   politic.-il   parties"   and   draft 
"law on Mate sp- re:--" 

-   Despji,.   ,,„. 1;i.t   (h;)(   lhc   book-s  general 
one is 8p«lr>eeiK  and it is a clear compila- 

tl0'i     work.     THr     Landmarks     in     Japa- 
™*e-p°Htics cannot  be denied a number of 
indubitable  merits   The  work's   main  value 
"> «at  it oilers in  sufficiently full measure 
,JOr    m"<lern     non-Marxist'   concepts    of 
span's postwar political development, which 
a« popular both in the country and beyond, 
«ne book  generalises  facts  which  are often 
unattainable for Soviet researchers. The nu- 
merous  statistics  and  sociolopical   polls  on 
various political  issues which  allow one to 
race   the   socio-political   transformations   in 

the postwar period and change in Japanese 
peoples social  awareness,  are of  much  in- 
terest. 

A. MAKAROV, 
Cand. Sc. (Hist.) 

Ts WatT/hi* ,S adhf,red t0 specifically bv 
N Ike I ian: 

3 *eIlkn°*n expert, and 
scientist Vhn£anese;born America/ political 
unde     revfew6 W°rks afe cited in <he book 
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BOOK ASSESSES JAPANESE WORKERS' MANAGEMENT 'PARTICIPATION' 

Moscow FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS in English No 3, 1987 pp 171-174 

[Review by V.B. Ramzes, doctor of economic sciences of book "Yaponiya: 
•uchastive' trudyashchikhsya v upravlenii proizvodstvom. Mxfy x 
dSstvitelnost" [Japan: "Participation" by Labor -Management o Production. 
Myths and Reality] by A.B. Orfenov, Moscow, Nauka, 1985, 170 pages] 

The neo-conservative onslaught in eco- 
nomic theory and practice that swept the 
capitalist world in the late 1970s and early 
I^Os also reached Japan, where it manifest- 
ed itself in an administrative-financial re- 
form, a series of political measures designed 
to weaken the regulatory functions of the 
stau- and give more socio-economic leeway 
to private enterprise. Generated by altered 
conditions   of   reproduction   as   well   as   by- 

ambitions of the almighty business, inhibited 
as it is within state control, the waves of 
this reform have reached the sphere of com- 
panv management. 

The institution of austerity measures on 
the basis of rationalisation from "top to bot- 
tom" and intensive use of high -technology 
gave special cogency to vaiious forms of 
personnel control, which is known to embrace 
the whole gamut of relations between labour 
and capital. In the past administrate of 
Japanese companies paid special attention o 
this aspect of management as well, rightly 
believing that without constant, persistent 
and many-sided stimulation of the human 
factor no serious success can be achieved in 
raising labour productivity, efficiency of pro- 
duction and marketing. 

In present-day conditions, when state-mo- 
nopolv capital is out to deprive the working 
people of their postwar gains, the search for 
methods of raising labour productivity is 
accompanied by an unprecedented fervour. 
Hence the topicality of the problem of the 
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proletariat's "participation" in management, 
examined in Orfenov's book. 

The author builds his analysis on a com- 
parison of the pertinent views and concepts 
by scholars, entrepreneurs and trade-union- 
ists, on programme and political documents, 
as well as factual materials describing con- 
crete versions of inclusion of hired personnel 
in the process of-management at different 
levels of the economic structure. This line 
running through the whole work looks even 
more attractive because it also involves the 
West-European scene and makes it possible 
to perceive the ideological, political as well 
as readily changeable (in the eyes of the 
partners) socio-economic duality of "parti- 
cipation". 

Indeed, in a revolutionary, or close-to-re- 
volutionary situation, the "participation" can 
acquire the form of workers' control over 
the activities of capitalists. The principles 
of such control, once formulated by Lenin, 
which provide workers with a qualified 
majority "in all crucial institutions" and 
eradicate commercial secrets or similar mea- 
sures, were successfully translated into 
reality in Russia in 1917. 

Even after the defeat of Japanese imperial- 
ism in the Second World War "the working 
people", Orfenov points out, "forced the 
bourgeoisie to create at some enterprises 
permanent managing bodies, the so-called 
production consultative councils. These coun- 
cils consisted of equal numbers of represen- 
tatives cf the administration and the trade 
union; their decisions had the strength of 
directives and embraced all activities of the 
given enterprise... It was a pretty effective 
institution whereby the working people 
could, from the positions of class struggle, 
substantially influence management policies 
in their own interests"  (p. 33). 

However, under certain conditions the 
"participation" takes an absolutely different 
form. More often than not the bourgeoisie, 
availing itself of spells of stability in the 
economy, disagreements in the progressive 
camp, the lack of initiative among trade- 
union leadership and even peculiarities of 
national psychology, successfully relegates 
the "participation" to a mere symbolism, to 
a simple means of making higher profits 
and further integrating the proletariat into 
the system of state-monopoly capitalism. 
The situation is compounded by the existence 
of many intermediate categories of "partici- 
pation" which fill in the space between the 
two poles and are so motley that any con- 

clusions about their true nature cannot claim 
even relative accuracy. 

In one way or the other, when free from 
direct threat to the existence of the private 
capital, the basic contradiction of the insti- 
tute of "participation", as the author rightly 
notes, boils down to "involving the exploited 
class in the management of the social pro- 
cesses of production whose capitalist nature 
is alien to it and objectively contradicts its 
interests!" (p. ]2). Although the social ob- 
jectives of the sides that take part in the 
symbiotic entity of "participation" are dia- 
metrically opposed, they, whether they want 
it or not, have to cooperate, supporting the 
daily routine of the production-marketing 
mechanism. 

Apparently it is this forced cooperation 
that is the main cause of disagreements in 
the left-wing political circles of Japan over 
the question of "participation" as a whole 
On the contrary, the bulk of the Japanese 
bourgeoisie in both big and small business 
have managed to reach a consensus on this 
matter (nuances revealed by some only breed 
the illusion of pluralism of views). 

Orfenov comes to a justified conclusion 
that this "layout" is nothing but the result 
of a long-held initiative of the conservatives 
in such an important sphere of relations bet- 
ween labour and capital. How did it become 
possible? The book offers quite a few in- 
teresting ideas on this score. 

Of no small significance, for example, was 
the fear of the bourgeoisie caused by the 
actual establishment of workers' control 
during the first postwar years. This made 
the bourgeoisie speedily mobilise its forces 
and even go further than simply ban the 
production consultative councils: it introdu- 
ced the system of "human relations" and the 
system of "mutual consultations" with wor- 
kers. 

The initial results of applying these sys- 
tems clearly showed the desire of the bour- 
geoisie to pay off the proletariat with petty 
concessions and simultaneously disarm it 
ideologically and organisationally. 

"The relative weakness of Japan's working 
class," Orfenov points out, "often makes 
progressive organisations doubt their own 
strength and view sceptically the ability of 
the working people to increase their influence 
on the management of the national economy. 
The situation is compounded by the fact 
that the goal-oriented bourgeois and social- 
reformist speculations concerning the "par- 
ticipation" of workers in the management of 
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production, as well as the active role of 
private capital in this sphere, make even 
true representatives of the working class 
more cautious about the problem of "parti- 
cipation" (p. 77). 

There is yet another reason for the long- 
lasting leadership of the bourgeoisie in 
"sharing the burden of management" with 
hired personnel. And it seems to be a deci- 
sive reason. What is meant here is preva- 
lence at Japanese enterprises of the system 
of "life-long hire", i. e. keeping the employ- 
ment of a hired worker all along until 
retirement date, as well as "payment in ac- 
cordance with seniority", that is, in accord- 
ance with discontinuous service record. 

The author of the book examines this 
system in detail. He shows convincingly the 
influence on hired workers of behavioural 
patterns inherent in clannish families, when 
these patterns are applied to industrial enter- 
prises. He "demonstrates the coexistence 
within the traditional system of hired wor- 
kers' corporal loyalty and competition bet- 
ween separate groups ("permanent", "part- 
time", "daily", "free-lance") and with wor- 
kers of other enterprises, which in the final 
count only strengthens the ties between the 
company high who act as caring "parents", 
and the company low who are supposed to 
behave like good "children". 

This adds weight to the author's conclu- 
sion   regarding   the   socio-economic   essence 
of the traditional system of relations between 
labour and capital in Japan. "...It was and 
still is in agreement with the basic political 
interests of the bourgeoisie because it creates 
certain  material   and   ideological   conditions 
in order to present to the workers relations 
between labour and  capital  in  an inverted, 
inadequate form, in order to make workers 
believe  that   "their"  entrepreneur  is  not   a 
social antipode but a "benefactor" who cares 
for  the   wellbeing   of   "his"   workers   and 
employees... Consequently, it is allegedly in 
the   interests   of   the   workers   not   to   fight 
against  "their"  boss...  On   the  contrary,   ... 
they must do their utmost for the benefit of 
their  "enterprise-family"  which   is  supposed 
to be synonymous with their own wellbeing. 
As  for  their   social   adversaries,   they   are 
the  workers  of  other  companies.   True,  one 
can hardly invent a more devious method of 
weakening the class struggle of  the  prole- 
tariat,   both   political   and   economic,   a   sly 
means oi labour motivation, a powerful lever 
of   splitting   the  working   people"   (pp.   99- 
1001. 

Given such a thorough analysis of the 
system of "life-long hire" and "payment in 
accordance with seniority", it looks strange 
that Orfenov does not show a direct connec- 
tion between this traditional system and the 
modern system of "participation". Whats 
more, in certain passages the reader comes 
across points which can be interpreted as 
an indication that the auihor almost views 
the two systems as quite different phenomena 
of social life. 

Thus,   the  comprehensive  analysis of  the 
decline of the economic (but not at all politi- 
cal!)    significance   of   the   "life-long   hire 
system   and   "payment   in   accordance   with 
seniority"   which   began   in   the   1970s   (in 
view of the coming epoch of moderate rates 
of  economic  development,  the   doubling   of 
the number of unemployed, the falling per- 
centage of employed youth, and the general 
aging of Japan's population) is accompanied 
by  remarks on  the  appearance  among  the 
bourgeoisie of motives to seek "either non- 
traditional methods of preserving  paternal- 
ism, or its worthy     substitutes";    remarks 
about an active search for and introduction 
of "new elements of the general system of 
relations between  labour  and  capital,  non- 
typical for Japan previously"... (pp. 37, 115). 

But the traditional system of these mutual 
interrelations is not only strikingly  similar 
to the system of "participation". In a sense 
it is identical with it (it would be no exag- 
geration   to   say   that   the   former   provides 
ideal feeding ground for the latter) and ap- 
plies for a long time the licensed methods 
of "participation", having incorporated them 
in its unique fabric. Therefore, the "novelty" 
for Japan  of  the  system  of "participation" 
is rather relative. 

The author himself proves this in Chap- 
ter 3. which sheds light on the modern 
Japanese practice of "participation" in ma- 
nagement. No matter at what level of the 
economic structure Orfenov unfolds his stu- 
dies the in-depth essence of the revealed 
picture turns out to be predominantly the 
same. At each point he makes it ever clearer 
that Japan got acquainted with methods clas- 
sified as signs of "participation" of the work- 
ing people in the management of capitalist 
production back in the period of "superhigh" 
rates of growth of the GNP, i. e. under a 
complete hegemony of the traditional system 
of personnel management, and that these 
methods   have   successfully   been   integrated 

by the latter. 
However, the  author's underestimation of 
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the genetic kinship of the traditional Japa- 
nese system of interrelations between labour 
and   capital,   and   the   "modern"   forms   of 
workers' "participation" in the management 
of production, does not belittle the import- 
ance of the research results. It follows from 
the book that only at the lowest level—that 
is,   directly   in   the   production   process—do 
the working people really have the possibility 
to dictate their will as regards the techno- 
logical organisation of work in those sections 
which,  as a  rule,  are  the  responsibility  of 
a   medium-size   brigade.   These   possibilities, 
however,    are    reduced    dramatically    and 
•emasculated   as   higher   levels    (enterprise, 
company, branch of industry,  national  eco- 
nomy)    are   reached   where   "participation" 
today   looks,   strictly   speaking,   an   empty 
formality,   a   non-consequential   presence   of 
trade-union figures at various sessions. 

In this connection Orfenov ought to have 
answered an acutely polemical question: how 
should the progressive forces of Japan react 
to this kind of "participation"? I think the 
author was correct in showing that however 
firm the positions of capitalists in this sphere 

might be, it deserves efforts aimed at win- 
ning ground, at a radical change in the cor- 
relation of forces, at foisting the working 
people's rules of the game on the class 
enemy. 

The book emphasises that "the existing 
fin Japan.—V. /?.] socio-economic situation 
demands that the country's progressives 
reconsider their sceptical attitude to the = 
'participation in management' and turn the 
latter into an active form of class struggle 
for the interests of the working people. Life 
itself dictates the need to do this already 
today in conditions of the existing capitalist 
reality with the aim of using all forms of 
resistance to the monopolies' onslaught on 
the living standards and democratic rights 
of the working people"   (p.   162). 

The author's conclusion to this effect pro- 
vides a fitting ending to the monograph 
under discussion. Its rich contents and crea- 
tive nature will, undoubtedly, draw wide 
readership. 

V. RAMZES. 

Dr. Sc. (Econ.) 

COPYRIGHT:  Translation into English, Progress Publishers, 1987 
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'JAPAN 1985' YEARBOOK PUBLISHED IN MOSCOW 

Moscow PROBLEMY DALNEGO VOSTOKA in Russian No 2, Mar-Apr 87 (signed to press 

5 Mar 87) pp 216-220 

[Review by Yu.Ye. Bugayev of book "Yaponiya 1985. Yezhegodnik" [Japan 1985. 
Yearbook], Moscow, Nauka, Glavnaya redaktsiya vostochnoy literatury, iy»b, 

336 pages, illustrated] 

[Text] According to its organizers, the Japanese trade and industrial 
exhibit held in Moscow in October 1986 with the motto "Science, Technical 
Equipment, Technology—The Future of Mankind" was supposed to expand Japanese- 
Soviet trade and acquaint Soviet visitors with the country, its nature, its 
economy, and its culture.  Japan has much to exhibit, and it is absolutely 
true that some visitors were charmed by the unique "cocktail of the slides 
of beautiful landscapes, the delicate notes of the music played on superla- 
tive sound systems, the interior of the "home of the future," the glistening 
automobiles, etc.  Japan has all of.this, and it also has many other things 
which were not in evidence at the exhibit for completely understandable_ _ 
reasons—increasingly crowded and polluted cities and, as a result, a rising 
crime rate among young adults and even children, the intensification of labor, 
discrimination against women, a high rate of unemployment, and the stagnation 
of consumer demand due to the slow rise of public income. 

A fleeting superficial glance, however, is not enough to constitute a correct 
and objective view of an object or phenomenon, not to mention an entire 
country.  A country, especially one as contradictory as Japan, must be studied. 
There is no question that the "Japan 85" yearbook, the 14th edition, will 
contribute to an understanding of current processes in the Japanese society 
and to a fairly broad view of the life of our Far Eastern neighbor. 

This publication will acquaint the reader with the latest results of research 
by Soviet Orientalists into a broad range of economic, political, social, 
cultural, and scientific problems in the "1984 model" of Japan (some surveys 
and articles also mention developments in 1985).  The overall situation in 
the country is discussed in the first three surveys (economic, by P.D. 
Dolgorukov, domestic political, by A.I. Ivanov, and foreign policy, by V.N. 

Arsenyev). 

In 1984 the Japanese economy entered the phase of cyclical upswing after 3 
years of stagnation and sluggish recovery. The real increase in the GNP 
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exceeded 5 percent for the first time since 1979 and reached 5.8 percent. 
This increase was mainly due to more pronounced foreign trade expansion and 
the intensive accumulation of fixed capital.  Exports still played the most 
active role, and their growth (15.5 percent) far surpassed the expansion of 
domestic investment and consumer demand (11.1 percent and 2.7 percent respec- 
tively) and the growth of the industrial product (11.1 percent) (p 6). 

The Japanese economy's colossal dependence on exports (these depend largely 
on the level of business activity in the United States) gave P.D. Dolgorukov 
good reason to describe the current phase of prosperity as "imbalanced," 
unstable and therefore vulnerable.  In recent years the accumulation of a 
colossal positive balance of trade has given rise to severe conflicts with 
Japan s main trade partners. 

The sluggish recovery of personal consumption (an increase of 3.4 percent in 
1983 and of 2.7 percent in 1984) was an extremely important indicator of the 
instability of the 1984 phase of prosperity.  The general upswing did not 
improve the financial status of most of the population.  The unemployment 
problem became particularly acute in 1984. The army of "superfluous people" 
in Japan grew to 1.61 million people (1.56 million in 1983), or 2.7 percent 
of the national labor force. Even in the crisis year of 1980 the number of 
unemployed did not exceed 1.14 million and the rate of unemployment did not 
rise above 2 percent.  If American or West European methods of keeping records 
Yfle ~-be fbstltuted for Japanese statistics (which are grossly understated), 
tne orricial rate of unemployment in Japan would be from 2 to 2.5 times as 
high.  According to labor union estimates, the number of unemployed in the 
country could be as high as 4.5-5 million. 

•W reS!f ftuatio^ in the labor »arket in Japan," P.D. Dolgorukov writes, 
refutes the dogmas of bourgeois theory that the corporate profits of today 

are the capital investments of tomorrow, guaranteeing new jobs In the future. 
Ill      L fe ^imb?djto record levels in recent years, but most investments 
are used for the kind of efficiency innovations that will put tens and 
hundreds of thousands of additional 'superfluous' people outside the gates 

enterprises. The incorporation of new equipment and technology under the 
conditions of contemporary Japanese society could lead to the danger of mass 
layoffs m the near future" (p 14). 

^tork^ne Cablnet'S ?r°Sram for the extensive privatization of the state 
sector also poses a serious threat to the vested interests and rights of the 
laboring public.  The largest telephone and telegraph corporation and the 
state monopoly on tobacco and salt sales have been denationalized  Japan 
Airlines and the Nihon Kokutetsu railway corporation are nexTens or 

"emSetv'" o7thrS and empl°yeeS are n°W °n the StreetS as * "St of the erriciency or the new owners. 

stat^nrfTfC SUrVey the reader Wil1 find a detailed analysis of the current 
state and future prospects of Japanese industry and of the measures ln h! 

crisr-^r t0-   rT8anl2e and «»tore the "sectors affected by structural 
Zlll ^re 1S "J80 a through examination of Japan's foreign economic 

pa"   rofl™ aLStrTheUdis°f ^^ f* ^^ «* ^Tec raphie or roreign trade.  The discussion of domestic economic problems is 
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equally interesting.  The author feels that the main problem is the mounting 
crisis of government finances, which forced the government to put a freeze on 
current expenditures (but not on defense—Yu.B.) for the fourth year in a 
row by instituting "austerity" budgets.  Of course, the first allocations to , 
be cut were funds for education, medical care, pensions, and housing construe 
tion, which had a direct effect on the public standard of living. 

In 1984, the second year of the Nakasone government, domestic political 
affairs were marked by continued attacks on the vested interests of the 
laboring public and persistent attempts to eviscerate the democratic gains^ 
of the Japanese people, which were made possible by the defeat the militarist 
regime suffered in World War II. Efforts to carry out administrative and 
financial reform continued and consisted essentially in transferring state- 
controlled branches to the private sector, cutting funds for social under- 
takings while increasing budget allocations for the armed forces, and 
supporting big capital.  "Military spending increased by 22.3 percent between 
1982 and 1984, while budget allocations for education and social security 
increased by only 2 percent and 5.5 percent respectively, subsidies for small 
and medium-sized companies decreased by 8.2 percent, and expenditures on the 
development of farming, forestry, and the fishing trade decreased by 6.3 

percent" (pp 29-30). 

The more pronounced militarist tendencies in Tokyo's policy and the continued 
involvement of Japan in U.S. global strategy are being resisted by the 
broadest strata of the Japanese population.  The peace movement is being led 
by communists and socialists and the democratic national organizations they 
head—labor, youth, cooperative, women's, and religious organizations. 

Most of the Japanese public's peace demonstrations in 1984 were part of the 
struggle against the deployment of Tomahawk cruise missiles, nuclear weapon 
carriers, on American naval ships entering Japanese harbors.  Although the 
effectiveness of the actions of antiwar forces was sometimes reduced by a 
lack of unity, differences of opinion did not interfere with the organization 
of an international conference on a ban on nuclear weapons, in Tokyo in 
summer 1984.  The Tokyo declaration, adopted at the conference on 3 August 
1984, stressed that mankind's most important objective is the prevention of 
nuclear war and a total ban on nuclear weapons. 

There were major changes in Y. Nakasone's cabinet in 1984, and he had trouble 
retaining the position of party leader.  The reorganization of the government, 
however, had no effect whatsoever on his domestic and foreign policy line. 
Japanese diplomatic efforts, just as in past years, were aimed at the realiza- 
tion of the Nakasone government's policy aims—the augmentation of Japan's 
political role in world affairs in line with its status as a major economic 
power.  This was done, as usual, with an emphasis on closer cooperation with 
the United States, particularly in matters of military policy. 

V.N. Arsenyev presents a detailed analysis of U.S.-Japanese strategic inter- 
action and cooperation in the political and military spheres, of trade and 
economic conflicts, and of the efforts to "compensate" for these conflicts 
with "harmony" in other spheres of Japanese-American relations.  He also 
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examines Japan's relations with the countries of Western Europe, the states of 
the Asian-Pacific region, the PRC, and the USSR.  The last two areas of 
Tokyo's foreign policy warrant further discussion. 

In recent years relations with the PRC have occupied a prominent place on the 
list of Japanese diplomatic priorities.  In March 1984 Nakasone visited the 
PRC, and there were also visits by ministers, LDP officials, and members of 
the business community.  Japan was visited by Vice Premier Li Peng of the 
PRC State Council and by several ministers. Japan and China reaffirmed their 
intention to supplement the "basic principles" of their relations ("peace and 
friendship, equality and mutual advantage, long-term stability") with another— 
"mutual trust." A non-governmental "committee for Japanese-Chinese friendship 
in the 21st century" was established to promote the development of Japanese- 
Chinese relations (p 66). 

In 1984 the volume of bilateral trade reached the record level of 
13,172,000,000 dollars (p 67). China became Japan's third-largest export 
market and ranked sixth among its largest importers.  The investment of 
Japanese capital in the Chinese economy continued and the number of mixed 
enterprises increased, although there were certain difficulties in their 
establishment. 

The foreign policy survey ends with a brief analysis of Japanese-Soviet 
relations in 1984. They continued to be affected adversely by the "strict 
sanctions" against the Soviet Union that Tokyo had instituted in the beginning 
of the 1980's under pressure from Washington.  Obviously unfriendly campaigns 
against the USSR in Japan also clouded the atmosphere by constantly bringing 
up the so-called "problem of the northern territories" and the myth of the 
Soviet military threat." The reception and naval parade in Kagoshima in 

May 1984 in connection with the 50th anniversary of the death of Admiral Togo 
the commander of the Japanese fleet in the battle of Tsushima in 1905, and the 
80th anniversary of the "Japanese Navy's great victory in the war with Russia- 
was of a clearly hostile nature. 

General Secretary of the CPSU Central Committee M.S. Gorbachev's talk with 
Japanese Prime Minister Y. Nakasone in Moscow on 14 March 1985 was important 
in the development of Soviet-Japanese relations.  The USSR's willingness to 
develop mutually beneficial relations with Japan in various spheres and its 
desire for friendly relations between the two countries were underscored. 

Soviet-Japanese exchanges on the parliamentary level were resumed in the 
second half of 1984.  In October the fourth roundtable conference of repre- 
sentatives of the Japanese and Soviet public was held in Moscow, and there 
were lively contacts with political parties in Japan.  All of this affected 
trade and economic relations.  "The need for the development of Soviet- 
Japanese relations will necessitate the realization of their inherent poten- 
tial and vigorous efforts to accomplish a transition to the construction of 
solid and stable relations for the good of the people of both countries " 
V.N. Arsenyev concluded.  "The Soviet side has repeatedly expressed its will- 
ingness to honorably do its part for genuine friendship" (p 71) 
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The analytical articles in the yearbook cover an extremely broad range of 
topics. E.V. Molodyanova traces the campaign strategy and tactics ot tne 
JC? since the 1960's. The struggle of the working class and the -ganxzatxon 
of the labor movement in Japan are discussed in an artxcle by S.V. Bunin. 
These and many other problems in Japanese society are discussed in ^u.D 
Kuznetsov's article "The Sociopolitical Implications of Scientific and Tech 
nical Progress in Japan." The author examines the deep-seated changes in 
various spheres of physical production, in the economy, xn the social struc 
ture of Japanese society, and in the alignment of class and political forces 

in the country. 

Japan's place in today's world as it is seen by its leadership and as it 
actually is, the internal factors influencing Japanese policymaking xn xnter- 
national affairs, and the conceptual basis of Japanese foreign policy actxvxty 
are all discussed by S.I. Verbitskiy in the article "Japan:  Globalxsm 
Within the Framework of the Military Alliance with the United States. 

"Japanese-South Korean Relations in the First Half of the 1980's:  Convergence 
and New Problems," a work by N.P. Dmitriyevskaya, deals wxth a topic that has 
been given comparatively little attention by Soviet scholars of Japanese 

affairs. 

The topics discussed in the yearbook are not confined to Japan's main eco- 
nomic and political problems.  There are also studies of Japanese relxgxous 
beliefs (G.Ye. Svetlov) and of crime in the country (O.A. Belyavskaya and 
T.A. Rassoshenko) and a survey of postwar literature, viewed, and thxs xs 
particularly interesting, through the prism of Japanese crxtxcxsm (N.I. 

Chegodar). 

The broad range of topics, the attention paid to current events, and the 
variety of statistics and information, taken from the Japanese press and 
"enlivening" the material, most of which is regrettably distinguished by the 
"dry" narration characteristic of academic works—all of this makes the 14th 
edition of the yearbook an extremely useful book for anyone with an xnterest 
in life in the neighboring country. Nevertheless, when the reader fxnxshes 
the book he will feel a certain sense of dissatisfaction.  There was room^(and 
quite a bit) in the book for discussions of Japan's relations with the United 
States, the EEC countries, the developing countries, and South Korea.  Only 
Japanese-Soviet relations were obviously not given enough attention, in our 
opinion, by the compilers of the yearbook.  They are discussed in only the 
short concluding section of the foreign policy survey.  Even this brief dis- 
cussion, however, testifies that contacts between our countries were indis- 
putably livelier in 1984.  This is also attested to by the "Chronology in 
the appendix.  Even given the "attachment" to 1984, is it possible that the 
USSR and Japan have no "long-playing" problems in their relations that warrant 
discussion in serious scientific publications? These could include questions 
of trade, economic exchange, fishing, scientific and technical cooperation, 
participation in joint projects, cultural exchange, and much more. 

It seems to us that the systematic and thorough analysis of all aspects of 
Soviet-Japanese relations should be a prominent part of the yearbook. 

COPYRIGHT:  "Problemy Dalnego Vostoka", 1987 
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BOOK DISCUSSING CHINESE VIEW OF MAN, UNIVERSE REVIEWED 

Moscow FAR EASTERN AFFAIRS in English No 3, 1987 pp 174-176 

[Review by T.G. Storchevaya of book "Problema cheloveka v traditsionnykh 
kitayskikh ucheniyakh.  Sobrnik statey" [Man in Traditional Chinese Teachings, 
Collected Articles], Nauka, Glavnaya redaktsiya vostochnoy literatury, 1983, 
262 pages] 

Thematic collections seem to be the besi 
medium for passing knowledge from the 
expert to the reader, given the high level 
of our awareness of the East and the di- 
versity of requirements we make on its 
cultural heritage. In this sense, first, the col- 
lection Man in Traditional Chinese Teachings 
is up to the standards the public conscious- 
ness has set on the study of Eastern cultures. 
Second, its titular theme largely reflects the 
present-day classification of sciences, which 
groups them under objects oi the universe 
as. for example, space science, science of 
the sea, science of man. etc.. rather than 
keeps to the old functional division, such as 
physics, mathematics or biology. In this 
sense, the collection could safely be related 
to a discipline that ought to be called the 
history of science cf man. in its application 
to the Chinese civilisation. 

Man is not extraneous in Chinese texts. 
The oldest Chinese cultural classification 
treats of a triad composed of Heaven, Earth 
and Man. Heaven and Earth were not anto- 
nyms, as in the European culture, but formed 
two symbols which together signified the 
great eternal and indivisible life of nature. 
Man was set in opposition to these two ele- 
ments, standing for something transient that 
would never be able to embody the immortal 
and imperishable spirit of the cosmos. Chi- 
nese poets coined bitter-sweet metaphors 
portraying the diverging ways of the natural 
and the human elements. They sighed and 
lamented tirelessly over every blade of grass, 
every leaf that would die in winter and be 
revived in spring, and only man went never 
to return. Communion with nature, which is 
immortal and which alone can bestow life, 
was seen as a way out of the gloom. The 
Christian world lived by the dual unity of 
human and divine elements; the Chinese 
world lived by interaction and intereducation 
of the natural and the human. 

The oldest Chinese bibliography, The Ca- 
tegories o} Arts and Philology, contained in 
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a history of the Han dynasty, provides the 
first classification of knowledge. Six types 
of knowledge correlate with six books— 
Yijing, Shujing, Shijing, Zhouli, Chunqiu 
and Yuejing. According to the bibliography, 
man created Yijing in imitation of the 
symbols which nature itself had scattered 
around and which pointed to its secret ways 
and most important laws. To follow nature 
in everything and to give full expression to 
its meaning, Emperor Fu Xi took footprints 
of birds and animals for a pattern and 
created the first hieroglyphs which made 
up a book about natural metamorphoses. 
Yijing is the supreme classic; it records the 
ways of nature itself and the plan of fate, 
with the remaining five books subordinated 
to it in the same fashion as the five primary 
elements are subordinated to the law of their 
sequence. 

Of the five .arts inherent in man, as dis- 
tinct from nature, the art of memory (which 
is simultaneously the art of history) is the 
most important. According to the bibliogra- 
phy, Shujing was written for man to learn 
more than he can learn in his lifetime. The 
third book, Shijing, was created to help man 
learn to put into words his thoughts and 
feelings. This is an art of direct, yet aesthe- 
tic, expression of one's own human nature, 
an art par excellence, as we understand it 
today. The next book, Zhouli, is a collection 
of ancient ritual texts, instructing man to 
keep order in society through ritual, rather 
than violence. The fifth book, Chunqiu, a 
chronicle of a small principality, was edited 
by Confucius. Taking it as a starting point, 
he showed how just evaluations should be 
given to statesmen—the ruler and his sub- 
jects. Chunqiu is an example of correct and 
incorrect behaviour of people whose activities 
influence the well-being of the country and 
the people. The last in the series is Yuejing, 
a book about music which is a manifesta- 
tion of people's love and good feelings to 
each other. 

Let UP look at the articles comprising the 
collection through the prism of the Chinese 
classification of knowledge. A. M. • Karape- 
tyants's "Man and Nature in Confucius' 
Four Books" and S. V. Zinin's "The Struc- 
ture of Hexagrams in Yijing" discuss the 
highest level of art of the Yijing type that 
ii man can attain. The dicta on nature which 
Karapetyants picked from classical texts 
!*h"» that Chinese thinkers, on the one hand, 

conceived of the human society as fully 
obeying    natural    laws    but,   on   the   other, 

divined the need to protect nature from man, 
thereby predating the present-day environ- 
mental problems by almost two and a half 
centuries. 

The articles, "Ge Hong's Teaching of Dao: 
Man and Nature" by Y. A. Torchinov,'and 
"The Problem of Human Nature in Confu- 
cianism: From Confucius to Wang Yang- 
ming"by A. I. Kobzev, are devoted to human 
nature itself. Kobzev's article is a historical 
survey of all possible answers to the ques- 
tion of whether the human nature is good 
or evil. Torchinov's article is about all pos- 
sible types of immortality that the ancient 
Chinese could visualise for themselves. They 
saw immortality in getting dissolved in na- 
ture, becoming identical with it, in submit- 
ting to its great movement and regretting 
nothing. They saw immortality in perpetuat- 
ing their bodily life. The traditional Chinese 
culture did not know the teaching about the 
resurrection or immortality of the spirit, 
which came only with Buddhism. 

A. S. Martynov's articles "The Confucian 
Individual and Nature" and "Buddhist The- 
mes in Su Dongpo's Writings (1037-1101)", 
V. V. Malyavin's "Man in the Culture of 
Early Imperial China", L. E. Pomerantseva's 
"Man and Nature in Huinanji and the Ar- 
tistic Style in the Period Between B.C. 2 
and A. D. 2", and other works discuss public 
behaviour patterns typical of the classical 
Chinese culture. Martynov answers the ques- 
tion of why nature was the eternal and sole 
source of inspiration for the Chinese, and 
not divine inspiration or love, as in Europe, 
a question that is quite important for the 
understanding of the origins of creativity in 
China. He says that in the eyes of the Chi- 
nese, man possessed no creative powers 
other than natural. Single and undivided 
nature was both the object of human inspira- 
tion and its only source. His article "Bud- 
dhist Themes in Su Dongpo's Writings (1037- 
1101)" is devoted to a question which is 
of no less importance for the history of 
Chinese culture, namely, why the Confucian 
individual, trained as he was for a political 
career, on .the one hand, remained a think- 
ing personality, rather than became an ap- 
pendage to the state mechanism or degene- 
rated into a bureaucrat? On the other hand, 
if he preserved independence from the state 
machine as an ethical principle, why the 
Confucian mentality did not become tragic 
and allowed its exponents easily to combine 
sen-ice to the state with the practice of 
poetry?   Apart   from   being   the   "limbs"   of 
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the state, the Confucian individual always 
kept and protected his right to be a bearer 
of the ancient literary tradition which was 
different from the requirements of a concrete 
slate administration. In analysing elegant 
poetic addresses that Confucians sent to 
each other, Martynov shows that they con- 
ceived of themselves as intermediaries bet- 
ween people, on the one hand, and forces 
of Earth and Heaven on the other—a concept 
that found its consummate expression in 
the Emperor. They did not consider them- 
selves appendages to the state affairs. This 
independent relationship with the universe 
which ignored the existence of the Emperor, 
generated concepts that were wider in scope 
than those of government, namely, the con- 
cept of true justice, the concept that man 
should follow his true vocation, etc. 

Two authors—Y. V. Zavadskaya and 
V. L. Sychev—sought to determine why the 
"flowers and birds" painting became the 
artistic formula conveying the entire depth 
of the Chinese vision of nature. In our view, 
none of the answers provided in the collec- 
tion can be seen as satisfactory. Sychev 
names more concrete origins of the genre 
than Zavadskaya who derives them from 
the philosophical views of the neo-Confu- 
cians. But placing the sources of "birds and 
flowers" in ornamental painting, something 
that Sychev insists on, does not seem con- 
vincing. What made the Chinese single out 
and combine precisely these two natural 
elements to the exclusion of all others? As 
I see it, there are two circumstances which 
explain this more or less satisfactorily. First, 
unlike trees,  animals  and people, birds and 

flowers must be watched at close quarters, 
whereas the rest of the world in Chinese 
painting is set against a cosmic panorama. 
Second, flowers and birds have easily change- 
able outlines, as well as a soft and tender 
surface, which makes them a consummate 
embodiment of natural changes and transfor- 
mations. They are symbols of a changeable, 
moving and fast-flitting life. And, -what is 
of exceptional importance for the Chinese 
esthetics, .flowers and birds best of all 
convey the susceptibility of all living things 
to seasonal change. Nothing alters their co- 
lour and shape as quickly and visibly as 
garden and wild flowers, as domestic fowl 
and wild birds, following seasonal transfor- 
mations in nature. For an antonym to the 
flowers and birds genre we should perhaps 
turn to the European stilt life, particularly 
allegoric still life which is a complete anti- 
thesis to all that the "flowers and birds" 
painting stands for—completeness, full har- 
mony, firmness and stability of all forms 
imbued with the idea of eternal life. 

The articles in the collection correspond 
to different levels of the concept of man as 
developed by Chinese thinkers. But apart 
from that, the book expounds the view of 
the present-day European thinker, the bearer 
of world culture who combines knowledge of 
Chinese and European civilisations. Specifi- 
cally, this finds ample expression in 
T. P. Grigoryeva's introductory article "Man 
and the World in Chinese Traditional Teach- 
ings" which places all the articles in the 
collection within a single system—the system 
of world culture. 

T. STORCHEVAYA 
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